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Introduction  
 
In 2001, the management of the RDW in The Netherlands put forward its initiative for The Vehicle 
Chain survey, describing the tasks and activities of the registration authorities in Europe. A lot of 
our sister organisations shared the same need for more insight into the way that other vehicle 
registration authorities are structured and the way they perform their tasks. Since then, The Vehicle 
Chain report was issued every one or two years, giving participating countries the possibility to 
update their data and adding new countries to the existing edition each year.  
 
We have now arrived at 7th edition of The Vehicle Chain in Europe. This edition is the fist edition 
which is published under the authority of EReg. This issue of The Vehicle Chain report has 
contributions from 22 countries of which 19 are part of the European Union. Three new countries 
were added since the previous edition of The Vehicle Chain: Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland. Unlike 
in the 2008 edition of The Vehicle Chain report, there is no contribution of France since no updated 
information was received since the edition in 2006. The information about Italy is the same 
information as in 2008, since no new information was received either.  
 
After the 2008 edition of The Vehicle Chain in Europe a survey under the contributing countries has 
been done. This survey has resulted in several points of improvement, like the suggestion of a ‘A 
Vehicle Chain Dictionary’ and additional information on number plates have been added. Some 
other suggestions will be implemented in the next edition of the vehicle chain, like the integration of 
the results of the EReg Topic Groups. Another development is the realisation of an online version 
of The Vehicle Chain report which will allow participating countries to update their information 
constantly. EReg will work on this online version in the next year.  
 
Similar to the 2008 edition the report consists of two parts. The first part is the general section 
which gives a broad overview of the structure and working methods of the vehicle chain in Europe. 
In this part, the different approaches of the activities performed by the registration authorities in 
Europe are analysed and compared. The second part of the report (which you are reading now) 
contains the country reports of all participating organisations. In this part, the participating countries 
describe the situation of their country in more detail. 
 
Through EReg - the Association of European Vehicle and Driver Registration Authorities - the 
registration authorities are cooperating with each other on several important subjects, such as 
international data exchange, the third directive on driving licences, the chip on the driving licence 
and the re-registration of vehicles within the European Union. Besides being a general source of 
information, The Vehicle Chain in Europe 2011 report is also a way to help the registration 
authorities in their cooperation. The report is created from the enthusiastic contributions of all our 
colleagues across Europe who updated their information for this edition. Hopefully, you will enjoy 
reading and using this document.  
 
Both parts of the report are available as electronic documents on the public part of the EReg 
website, www.ereg-association.eu 
 
EReg,  
May 2011 
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Structure  
This report is a reading document as well as a reference. In this report, the concept of the vehicle 
chain is used as a guiding theme for the survey and the reports. This concept was introduced by 
the now deceased Jan van der Tuuk (RDW, the Netherlands), who initiated The Vehicle Chain 
report and the previous editions. The vehicle chain gives the reports a degree of structure, thereby 
enabling everyone to compare the various systems in the different countries. 
 

 
   Figure 1 - The chain of links in the life of a vehicle, from design to shredder 

 
A critical link in this chain is the ‘licensing’ link, which represents the entire range of mainly 
administrative activities required to manage the rights and duties of a vehicle keeper if he/she 
wishes to use his/her vehicle on the public roads. 
 
In concrete terms, this means the performance of tasks relating to: 
 The licensing of vehicles 
 The procedures involved in the various types of changes 
 The vehicle documents 
 The central data administration and the provision of information with regard to this 

 
The chain starts with the development of ‘(international) regulation.’ Next is the ‘manufacturing’ or 
production of the vehicle. The ‘type approval’ link relates to the handling of European and national 
type approvals. Under the links ‘tax’, ‘insurance’ and ‘technical inspections’, activities are included 
that relate to the statutory vehicle obligations which serve to maintain or support the licensing 
process. The ‘tracing and enforcement’ link relates to tracing and enforcement activities in 
connection with these vehicle-related obligations. Finally, under the link ‘other’, activities performed 
by the registration authorities that fall outside the scope of the aforementioned links are included.  
 
It is apparent that most registration authorities also 
fulfil a role with regard to driving licences. For these 
activities, another chain can be defined: the driving 
licence chain.  
 
The chain starts with the development of 
‘(international) regulation.’ The ‘training and 
examination’ link covers the route  
that must be followed in order to obtain a driving 
licence. The link ‘documents’ relates to the driving 
licence document itself and the procedures that  

apply to it. The registration’ link relates to the (central) 
registration of driving licences. The ‘offences’ link 
includes the active registration of offences and 
penalties. The chain ends with the withdrawal of the 
driving licence.  

Figure 2 
The chain of links with regard to the driving 
licence 
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In this part of The Vehicle Chain report, forms an inventory of the respective countries’ relevant 
features and are factual descriptions of the situation as encountered the findings in various 
countries are combined and compared. Therefore, Part II of The Vehicle Chain in Europe described 
the procedures in the countries on four levels: general information about the licensing organisation, 
procedures in the vehicle chain, procedures in the driving licence chain and future developments. 
This is in contrast to the country reports in Part I of The Vehicle Chain report, which contains 
interpretations about the procedures of the licensing organisations and compares the procedures 
in the countries with each other. 
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Austria 
 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
In Austria, insurance companies play an important role in the licensing authority. A cooperation of 
insurance companies maintains one of the two central registrations for vehicles. Transfer of 
ownership, tax collection and of course insurance related services are also provided by the 
insurers. 
 
General information 
Name    Verband der Versicherungsunternehmen Österreichs 
Address   A-1031 Wien 
    Schwarzenbergplatz 7 
    Austria 
Type of organisation Privates Verband (Private Association) 
Website   www.vvo.at 
Contact person  Mag. Günter Albrecht 
Telephone   +43 1171 56 217 
E-mail    albrecht@vvo.at 
Staff    Not available 
Office(s)   Not available 
 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Maintaining the central registration for vehicles with their owners or holder and their insurances. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
None 
 
Mission 
Not available 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of tasks 
Not available 
 
Administration 
Not available 
 
Organisation of European activities 
Representatives of the Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Innovation und Technologie (Ministry of 
Traffic, Innovation and Technology) handle the European consultation process on vehicle matters. 
The Wirtsschaftskammer (Chamber of Commerce) is also frequently called in for this purpose, 
particularly for the Geneva consultation. 
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2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Overview of primary tasks and central registration 

Chain element Primary tasks Central Registration 
Type approval Bundesministerium für Verkehr, 

Innovation und Technologie 
  

Licensing Insurers VVO, Innernministerium 
(Ministry of the Interior) 

Tax Insurers, Finanzministerium 
(Ministry of Finance) 

 

Insurance Insurers VVO 
Tracing and enforcement Innernministerium  
Technical inspections Bundesministerium für Verkehr, 

Innovation und Technologie 
- 

 
2.1  Type approval 
In Austria, the admissions authority is the Bundesprüfanstallt für Kraftfahrzeuge (Federal Motor 
Vehicle Testing Institute), which is part of the Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Innovation und 
Technologie.  
 
There is scarcely any automated registration of type approvals; however, consideration is now 
being given to connection with other systems, such as NorType. 
 
Einzelgenehmigungen (individual approvals) are the responsibility of the nine Bundesländer 
(federal states). Approval in one of the Länder automatically implies approval in all the others. 
There are 100 Zulassungsbehörde (admission authorities), of which a number are equipped with a 
Prüfstelle (testing station). Sixteen of these are federal Behörde. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
The licensing system is specific to individuals and regions. Insurance and tax obligations are highly 
integrated into the licensing system.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
Cars, lorries, motorcycles, mopeds, agricultural tractors and motorized equipment and trailers are 
registered and bear licence plates.  
6,2 million vehicles are registered (Austria has a population of 8 million). 
 
Documents 
The Zulassungsbescheinigung (admission certificate) has two parts, one of which is to be kept in 
the car and the other at home. In addition there is the Typenschein, a type of Fahrzeugbrief 
(vehicle logbook) with all the (historical) technical information.  
 
In January 2008, Austria started with the first working group concerning this topic in order to 
implement the smart card vehicle registration document on an optional basis. That means that the 
paper registration document (Part I and Part II) remains in use if the smart card is not desired or 
not possible (short term export registrations, test run registrations). The legislation in order to 
implement the smart card in Austria will probably enter into force summer/autumn 2009. 
 
In January 2011 the smartcard registration document was introduced in Austria on an optional 
basis. Electronic and a hardcopy specimen were sent to Mr. Walter Nissler (DG Move) in order to 
inform the other EU Member states of the new Austrian smartcard registration document. 
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First registration 
300,000 vehicles are newly registered every year. In the case of regular imports, the importer 
supplies the ‘Typenschein’ with the vehicle. Otherwise – in the case of imports by individuals, for 
example – the vehicle has to be inspected. 
 
Changes 
One can transfer the ownership of a vehicle at any of the 870 offices of the 25 affiliated insurance 
companies. To do this, one must submit the Zulassungsbescheinigung, the Typenschein, proof of 
insurance, the number plates and proof of purchase. Central registration is performed online and in 
real time, and a new Zulassungsbescheinigung is created on the spot. Number plates are supplied 
from stock (unless a Wunschkennzeichen (personalized number plate) is involved), together with 
one inspection sticker. The transfer costs 172 euro. 
There is no distinction between the changes of the ownership and the changes of the vehicle. Both 
need a new registration. 
 
Suspension 
In the event of suspension, one must hand in the number plates and Part 1 of the 
Zulassungsbescheinigung at one of the insurance offices. The obligation to insure and tax the 
vehicle is then suspended. No fee is charged for suspension. 
 
De-registration 
The number plates and the Zulassungsbescheinigung must be handed out during de-registration. 
Number plates are kept, the registration certificate part 1 and part 2 are marked as invalid and are 
given back to the former car holder. There is no charge for this. 
 
The number of vehicles exported to another MS is not known. 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
End of life vehicles are de-registrated by showing the Typenschein and the certificate of scrapping 
(issued by the scrapping company). The information about the de-registration of the end-of-life 
vehicle is then sent to the Ministry of Agriculture, Forstry, Environment and Water Management. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The numbering of the licence plates is specific to individuals and regions. The licence numbers for 
cars consist of two letters (the Bezirkscode or area code – in Vienna this is just a ‘W’) and up to 
five figures (with an additional letter in Vienna). In principle, it is possible to register two vehicles 
under a single licence number. However, you are only allowed to drive one at a time. 
 
Wunschkennzeichen (personalised number plates) can be obtained for 200 euro each. These have 
at least 3 figures, max. 5 (Vienna and provincial capitals 6). They start with a letter and end with a 
number. 
 
Number plates are produced by eight government-accredited manufacturers. If a number plate is 
lost, one must apply for a new licence number and, consequently, new number plates. 
 
Trailers have their own licence number; foreign trailers bear the number of the towing vehicle on a 
red plate. Dealer number plates are blue and temporary number plates for export and transit are 
green. 
 
Information Austrian number plates: 
http://www.iten-online.ch/kennzeichen/Oesterreich/oesterreich.htm  
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Register 
Austria has two central vehicle registers. 
 
One register is maintained by the Verband der Versicherungsunternehmen Österreichs. Its primary 
purpose is to assist the Zulassungsproces (admissions process), assist with recalls and assist with 
the production of statistical information and information for the government (e.g. the Ministry of 
Defence). In principle, no information is given to the public from this register. However, information 
concerning insurance is provided by licence number via the website. 
 
The other vehicle register is maintained at the Ministry of the Interior. Its purpose is to assist the 
tracing and enforcement agencies. This register is periodically updated from the register of the 
VVO. Personal information in this register is updated by means of a link with the register of 
persons, a notification register to which the municipalities are affiliated. Police reports, including 
those relating to stolen vehicles, are also included in this register.  
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Austria has a unique tax on new vehicles, varying from 6% to 12% of the purchase price, 
depending on technical aspects of the vehicle.  
 
Periodical tax 
On average, the periodical tax comes to about 1,000 euro per annum, depending on engine 
capacity. It is collected by the insurance companies as part of the insurance premium. It is 
therefore known as the Versicherungssteuer (insurance tax) and is passed on to the federal 
government. Petrol vehicles are taxed most heavily, then diesel vehicles, and LPG-powered 
vehicles pay the least tax.  
 
Registration Fee 
A standard fee of 172 euro is charged for registration. In the case of personalised number plates, 
an additional 200 euro is charged. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
VVO registers the insurance details that are supplied as part of the registration process. Insurance 
is a precondition for registration.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The VVO itself has no role in tracing and enforcement, but it does supply periodic updates for the 
register of the Ministry of the Interior, which serves as the basis for tracing and enforcement by the 
police. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Cars must be inspected after 3 years, then after a further two years and every year after that (the 
3-2-1-1 scheme). The periodic inspections are carried out by existing car firms. About 4,000 
companies have accreditation for this. The charge for a periodical inspection is determined by 
market forces, and lies between 25 and 35 euro. The accreditation and supervision of these 
garages is performed by the Prüfstellen of the Bundesländer. Each local authority has its own 
system in this respect.  
 
To confirm that the vehicle has been approved, an inspection certificate is issued together with two 
inspection stickers, which must be applied to the vehicle. They must not be applied to the number 
plates because these plates are specific to the individual person. 
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Special inspections (buses, taxis etc.) and inspections after damage has occurred are always 
carried out at the Landesprüfstellen. 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
In Austria we have the following categories of Driving licences: 
A: Motorbikes 
B: private car up to 3500 kg weight 
C1: lorries up to 7500 kg weight 
C: all lorries 
D: busses 
+E: with the classes B, C1, C and D one can tear heavy trailers 
(trailers up to 750 kg are already included in the basic classes, in class B even some of the heavier 
trailers) 
 
 
General information 
Responsible for issuing driving licences are the local authorities (about 100 all over the country). 
Therefore there are no contact details of 1 responsible organisation. 
 
Overview of primary tasks 

Training and examination Länderbehörde / private companies 
Documents Länderbehörde 
Registration of driving licences Bundesrechenzentrum 
Registration of offences n/a 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
Minimum age: 
Moped: 15 years 
A: 21 years (direct access; 18 for driving motorbikes up to 25 kW)) 
B: 18  
C: 18 (with special education) 
D: 21 
 
Training is provided by private driving schools. They are supervised by the 
Bezirksverwaltungsbehörden, which also provides the driving exams.  
 
One can start learning to drive at 17 years and 6 months. (For a moped certificate, one can start at 
16). The fee for an exam is 35 euro, plus 20 euro for the medical declaration. The driving licence 
costs 55 euro. 
 
For the first two years, the driving licence counts as a Probe-Führerschein (probationary licence); 
certain restrictions apply. After two years, it automatically acquires the status of a full driving 
licence.  
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3.2  Documents 
The driving licences are printed on paper, but it is certain that conversion to a plastic card will soon 
be on the agenda.  
Driving licences are issued by the Bezirksverwaltungsbehörde; in some Bundesländer they are 
issued immediately upon passing the exam.  
There is no duty to renew driving licences. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Driving licences are centrally registered with the public/private Bundesrechenzentrum. The 
authority has access to this register and the police can obtain certain limited data from this register.  
There are 5 million registered driving licences. 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
There is a 2-staged system. 
 
1. For 13 medium severe offences there is the so called “Vormerksystem” (not really a penal point 
system). If one commits an offence out of the 13, this will be registered. Upon the second offence 
out of 13 within 2 years, one has to pass a special measure (e.g. training course or psychological 
training). Upon the 3rd offence, the driving licence is withdrawn for at least 3 months. 
 
2. For the most serious offences the authority has to withdraw the driving licence for a certain 
period (already upon the first offence!) 
 
4.  Future Developments 
Not available 
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Belgium 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information 
Name    Federal Public Service Mobility and Transport 
    Vehicle Registration Directorate (DIV) 
Address   City Atrium 
    Rue du Progrès 56 Vooruitgangstraat  
    1210 Brussels 
Type of organisation Federal Government department 
Website   www.mobilit.fgov.be 
Contact person 1  Dirk Vandenrydt, deputy advisor DIV – Registration Service  
Telephone   + 32 2 277 37 92 
E-mail    dirk.vandenrydt@mobilit.fgov.be 
Contact person 2        Claudine Balesse, deputy advisor Vehicles regulation -  
    International activities  
Telephone                  + 32 2 277 35 47     
E-mail         claudine.balesse@mobilit.fgov.be 
Staff    160, of which 100 at head office 
Office(s)   1 head office in Brussels, 12 provincial offices 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Registration 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
None 
 
Mission 
To record and maintain the national motor vehicles and trailers register and to inform on regular 
basis organisations like Customs, tax offices, Police, insurance companies, Foreign EU registration 
officers and interest organisations like FEBIAC. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
Arrangements have been made with around 25 official distributors for information processing 
concerning newly manufactured or imported cars, under which information is passed to DIV. 
Information provision agreements have also been concluded with the professional organisation of 
car dealers, FEBIAC, and the professional organisation of insurers, ASSURALIA. 
 
Administration 
DIV is a government direction, part of the General Directorate Mobility and Road safety within the 
Federal Public Service (FPS) Mobility and Transport. The tasks within the motor vehicle and driving 
licence systems are organized in two Directions within the FPS Mobility and Transport: the 
Vehicles Registration Direction and the Road Safety Direction. These Directions do not have their 
own policy or IT department; these activities are organized centrally within the FPS. 
 
DIV is charged with the registration tasks and homologation tasks, including legislation. 
Certification and roadworthiness testing also fall under the General Directorate Mobility and Road 
Safety. Exceptional transport is the responsibility of the Road Safety direction, in a separate 
exceptional Transport service. 
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The Road Safety direction deals with traffic regulations, driving licences and exceptional transport. 
Policy making in the field of transport and traffic lies with the Mobility and Transport Council, an 
advisory body that reports directly to the minister. 
 
Belgium has a central population register. It is called the National Register. This comes under the 
Federal Public Service (FPS) Interior, and is administered by the municipalities. An extract is 
downloaded to the vehicle register. This is consulted on-line and updated weekly.  
Everyone in Belgium has a national number. The FPS Interior uses this number with great 
circumspect. 
 
The FPS Interior no longer maintains the companies register (a.o. legal persons). Since July 2002, 
the FPS Economy is responsible. The register is maintained by the Crossroad Bank of Enterprises 
(Banque Carrefour des Entreprises / Kruispunt Bank van Ondernemingen). 
 
Organisation of European activities 
The mission to negotiate at European level lies together with other relevant departments.  
 
Notes 
The DIV’s budgets are limited, a factor which severely restricts its plans for the future. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
DIV has a limited number of tasks within the vehicle chain. The following is a summary of the 
distribution of these tasks in Belgium. 
 
Primary tasks and central registration 
Activity Executive agency Central registration 
Type approval DIV-Vehicles service FPS Mobility and Transport 
Licensing 
 

DIV- Registration Service 
 

Federal Public Service (FPS) 
Mobility and Transport 

Tax FPS Finances FPS Finances 
Insurance Insurance companies FPS Economic Affairs 
Tracing and 
Enforcement 

Law enforcement authorities 
DIV 

- 
 

Technical inspections 
 
 

Vehicles Service  
GOCA (Group of private 
organisation for technical control)

Federal Public Service (FPS) 
Mobility and Transport 
 

 
 
2.1  Type approval 
The DIV- Vehicles Service of the General Directorate Mobility and Road Safety is the certification 
authority in Belgium. 
 
Type approvals are conducted by laboratories. The DIV- Vehicles Service is the type approval 
authority, supervising and endorsing the approvals. This service also collects information on type 
approvals in other European countries, which is also passed on directly to distributors. 
 
Certification of individual vehicles is done on the basis of a certification test, which is carried out by 
a private organisation (see also under Testing). 
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2.2  Licensing 
Preliminary remark 
Unless otherwise specified, every time it is mentioned “registration plate” please read “registration 
plate of European format” 
 
Belgium has a person-based registration system which delivers since November 16th 2010 a new 
registration plate of European model. This means that a person may keep the same registration 
plate for life and that he or she may take it from vehicle to vehicle. When the vehicle is registered, 
the new holder declares whether or not he or she has an available registration plate. If not, a new 
number is allocated to the person and a stamped rear registration plate is delivered. 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
Passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles and lorries, coaches and buses, motorcycles, agricultural 
tractors and trailers above 750 kg are all registered. Until now, mopeds are not registered; the 
registration is foreseen for 2011-2012. There are around 6.2 million registered vehicles. (Belgium 
has 11 million inhabitants.) 
 
Documents 
An application form available at DIV, car dealers, technical control centres and insurance 
companies must be completed by the applicant with all the necessary details and stickers if 
needed. 
 
The registration certificate and (if needed) the registration plate is/are delivered by Bpost (Bpost= 
the Belgian post ) which has a contract with DIV as a result of a tender. 
 
The registration certificate new model A4, delivered since November 16th is in one part. It is 
prepared centrally by DIV and issued by Bpost. It includes details concerning the vehicle and the 
applicant. The registration certificate has to be presented by the driver at any request and has to 
be kept with the vehicle till its end of life. 
 
No decision has been taken until now about the introduction of the smartcard registration 
document. 
 
First registration 
Around 735,000 vehicles are registered every year. 
 
Vehicles are supplied by the importer to the dealer with all technical data printed on the application 
form. The technical data previously passed on electronically to DIV. In case of an individual import, 
the importer must obtain a 705 Customs sticker. 
 
When a vehicle is first registered, the technical information is printed on the application form. The 
dealer also provides a VAT sticker and a stamp confirming the technical data. The applicant 
completes the personal details, indicates whether he wants a new number and provides an 
insurance sticker. The applicant brings the application form to DIV. Registration certificates and/or 
registration plates are sent by Bpost.  
 
Since 1 November 1993, DIV has an interactive "on-line" computer system allowing it to issue 
registration certificates and registration plates immediately. In order to speed the process, DIV has 
decided to enable registration by means of Internet. This has been the first E-government 
application. Since May 2002, some insurance and leasing companies are registering their 
customers’ vehicles by means of WebDIV. Since November 16th, Bpost sends registration 
certificates and plates to the applicant who has the choice of an express delivery on the same day. 
 
80 % of the registration applications could be concerned. Are not concerned: stolen, imported 
vehicles or special registration plates (e.g. DC, SHAPE, Commercial…). Before using WebDIV, 
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companies involved have signed a memorandum of understanding with DIV. This memorandum of 
understanding stipulates that the beneficiary company can guarantee:  
 That the legal liability is covered, and that the data of the vehicle and the registration applicant 

have been checked as far as possible, in order to avoid any fraud.  
 
The applicant can access the application by means of a web browser. The registration process is 
made up of a certain number of steps that correspond to a screens sequence:  
 Identification of the applicant 
 Identification of the vehicle (the vehicle data are kept in the DIV database) 
 Identification of the vehicle seller (VAT number has to be specified in case of sale by a taxable 

person) 
 Identification of the insurance (an insurance validation request is sent to the insurance company 

on the basis of the CBFA code of the company and of the reference number of the insurance 
contract). 

 Choice of European format registration plate (rectangular, square or small square). 
 
The WebDIV application can be accessed in two modes: 
 Business-to-Client mode, the user logs on to the DIV-website by means of Internet, which gives 

the different functionalities through sequence of screens.  
 Business-to-Business, generic term designating the integration of a business process across 

different companies, the registration application is processed through an exchange of 
information between the computer of a (insurance) company and that of DIV. In its internal 
application, the company integrates an automated external interaction with the website of the 
DIV. Information are directly extracted from the company's application and not through the 
screens of the website of DIV. 

 The access to the web-based services of DIV is currently restricted to a certain number of users 
(participating companies having signed a memorandum of understanding). This restriction is 
enabled on the basis of the IP address of the customer's gateway. All accesses from the same 
gateway, recognized by DIV, are accepted. Technical specifications are given by DIV to each 
new company willing to use the services of DIV. Thanks to these specifications; the company 
will be able to ensure the compliance of its installation with the technical requirements of DIV.  

 
Changes 
Around 717.000 used vehicles are transferred every year to a new holder. 
A vehicle must pass a technical control before a transfer can take place. The control results in a 
test sticker, valid for two months, stuck onto the application form. An insurance sticker is also 
included. As part of the registration process, the registration number of the previous holder is 
simply blacked out. Previous holder is expected to remove the plates, because he will need them 
for his next car. 
 
Around 6300 technical changes with delivery of a registration certificate has been done in 2009. 
 
Suspension 
There is no option to suspend registration. In practice the number plate is handed in, which ends 
the registration. 
 
De-registration 
Around 400,000 vehicles are deregistered every year.  
Actually, there is no obligation for the holder to report a vehicle being taken off the road or being 
exported. 
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End-of-life vehicles 
What has been done in this matter: 
 Directive 2000/53 end of life is implemented, 
 Centres agreed by the 3 Regions ( Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels ) process to destruction of 

vehicles M1 and N1, 
 Febelauto ( a non profit organisation ) is charged to centralise and organise the gathering of all 

vehicles which have been destroyed by such a centre. Febelauto is controlled by the 3 Regions. 
 
1) Belgian vehicles 
After destruction, a COD (certificate of destruction) is issued and given to the last keeper, generally 
the garage. In the same time, a list of all vehicles is sent by Febelauto to DIV. All the chassis 
numbers are automatically blocked and deregistered in the DIV database. It is no more possible to 
register the vehicle for which a COD has been issued. 
One exception: an error occurred in the data’s “exchange”. In his case, the vehicle must be 
physically controlled by Police before registering it again. 
 
2) Foreign vehicles destroyed in Belgium 
A COD is issued and given to the last keeper who can be the garage or a foreign person. 
The COD must be given to the foreign person charged to give it to its registration authority. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
Since November 16th, 2010, a registration plate consists of 1 index digit followed by 3 letters and 3 
digits. Numbers are allocated at random except index digit (1 to 7- ordinary registration plate, 8- 
international registration plate, 9-personalized registration plate). The previous registration plates 
(3 letters+3digits or 3 digits+3 letters) are still existing but are not delivered any more. 
Personalized registration plates can be bought for € 1020 to be paid to the Bpost. 
For the other registration plates, it costs only € 20 to be paid to Bpost. 
Ordinary registration plates are white with ruby red lettering. 
The rear registration plate is secured and is issued by Bpost. Around 850,000 new registration 
plates are issued every year. The registration plates remain property of the state and must be 
handed in within four months of the vehicle being sold. Like the rear registration plate, the front 
plate provided by the holder has to be retro reflecting. For those registration plates, the controls 
(VAT, insurance, technical control) are done before registration. Duplicate of a registration 
certificate is free of charge, duplicate of a registration plate costs also € 20. 
 
Commercial registration plates are white with green lettering and are marked with a sticker. The 
sticker must be renewed annually. The registration numbers for “merchant” registration plates start 
with a ‘Z’ preceded now by the index number (1to7). The actual plate invariably starts with a ‘Z’ and 
may be used for business and private purposes in Belgium.  
The ‘test drive registration plate’ invariably starts with ‘ZZ’, ‘ZY’ or ‘ZX’ and is only for business use. 
Both types of number plate can be used, under strict conditions in the other Benelux countries. It 
costs € 95 for a new one and € 12,50 for a renewal. 
 
Temporary registration plates for short-term temporary registrations (from one to six months) are 
red with white lettering. They are usually issued to foreign residents who buy a vehicle in Belgium 
with a view to exporting it or for an intra-Community delivery to another EU Member State. They 
can also be issued to persons with an uncertain or provisional residential status in Belgium (e.g. 
political refugees) or to Belgian citizens who plan to export a newly bought vehicle in the context of 
a move abroad. The period of validity is indicated by the year incorporated in the number plate and 
a sticker with a number indicating the month when the registration expires. A red “monthly sticker” 
is issued to a holder who has been granted an exemption from VAT or import duties. A blue sticker 
indicates that all taxes and duties for which the vehicle is liable have been paid (so that it can be 
driven in any EU member state). 
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The temporary registration plate and registration certificate is the only plate and certificate 
delivered at the DIV central counter in Brussels. 
 
There are 2 sorts of temporary registration plates.  
 Transit registration plate (red with white characters). The transit registration plate is valid for 

maximum 6 months and in some cases renewable. The validity depends on the duration of 
insurance. It is delivered to persons not living in Belgium. 2 sorts of stickers can be stuck on the 
registration plate: 

 Blue sticker: all the fiscal right have been paid 
 Red sticker : temporary exemption of customs right and/or VAT 

 International registration plate ( white with ruby red characters, preceded by the index digit 8 ). 
The so-called “international” registration plate is reserved for consulate, embassy, foreign 
delegation and so on, established in Belgium. The registration plate is valid for one year, 
renewable.  

 
In the ordinary registration plates (white with ruby red characters), the combination of letters starts 
with 
 O for old-timers, example: 1-OAB-003 
 TX for taxis, example: 1-TXA-003 
 Q,U for trailers, example: 1-UAA-003 

 
Register 
The register contains information on both the vehicle and the holder. Details of stolen vehicles are 
not part of the vehicle registration; these are registered separately by Police. The vehicle register 
keeps a record of the relevant police files, which are consulted during transfers. 
 
Personal details (name, address etc) are kept up-to-date through a subscription to the National 
Register or to the "Crossroad bank of enterprises". 
 
Now, for the consumer protection, the technical control notes the number of kilometers. This data is 
stored in the database “Car-pass”. 
 
Information about both the vehicle and the holder is provided to FEBIAC. The information can only 
be used for previously agreed purposes, such as recalls. Information is only provided to insurance 
companies if an interest can be shown (in the case of accidents etc). Information is provided free to 
government agencies. Information is not made available to the public, except to the owner/holder 
of a vehicle under certain conditions. 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Belgium has an initial tax on vehicles, the initial road tax (BIV). This tax is levied not only at the first 
registration, but also pro rata on the basis of the vehicle’s age at every subsequent registration or 
transfer. 
 
Periodical tax 
Road tax is paid for a year in principle. Any changes during the tax period are settled at the time of 
the next payment. 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Before registration, the applicant has to proof that the vehicle is insured by a sticker stuck onto the 
application form. The Insurance Supervision Division of the FPS Economic Affairs is compiling a 
central insurance register. This is fed by the insurance companies and DIV. For the registration by 
internet, an electronic sign or a protocol agreement with that insurance company is used.  
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2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
DIV actively searches for registration numbers which have had no vehicle registered for four 
months and whose registration plates have not been handed in. These cases are treated as 
offences. It is also the case for commercial registration plate and test drive registration plate. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Vehicles have to undergo a roadworthiness test after four years, and then every year or every two 
years. Both approvals and rejections are recorded in the vehicles register. 
 
Roadworthiness tests (individual certification tests, regular tests and registration tests) are carried 
out by 10 private organisations, which operate a total of 75 test centres. These organisations are 
brought together into the GOCA. 
Supervision of the test organisations is the responsibility of the Inspection and Certification 
Direction. This direction is also responsible for accrediting tachograph and LPG installers. 
 
Both damaged and wrecked cars are controlled before registration by specialised technical control 
centres. 
  
 
2.7  Other 
Within the Road Safety Direction, the Exceptional Transport Service is responsible for delivering of 
licences concerning special modes of transport across Belgium. This service issues more or less 
20,000 licences per year.  
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
DIV has no tasks within the driving licence chain. The following is a summary of the distribution of 
these tasks in Belgium. 
 
Driving licence arrangements are the responsibility of the Driving Licences Directorate of the FPS 
Mobility and Transport Road Safety Direction. It employs around 30 staff members. 
 
General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name     
              

Federal Public Service Mobility and Transport   
Road Safety Directorate 

Address   
 
  

City Atrium 
Rue du Progrès 56 Vooruitgangstraat 
1210 Brussels 

Type of organisation Federal Government Department 
Website   www.mobilit.fgov.be 
Contact person Yves Berteau, Advisor- Driving licence service 
Telephone   + 32 2 277 31 63 
E-mail    yves.berteau@mobilit.fgov.be 
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Summary of primary tasks 
Training and examination GOCA 
Documents Municipalities 
Registration of driving licences FPS of Mobility and Transport 
Registration of offences  - 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
The minimum driving age is 18 years. The path to a driving licence starts with a theoretical exam, 
which can be taken without previous appointment. The test is fully computerized. If the candidate 
passes the theoretical exam, he or she has two options to be admitted to a practical exam. These 
options are a combination of different learning periods with or without supervision and with or 
without an accredited driving school. If the candidate passes the practical exam, he or she can 
collect the driving licence from the municipal offices on presentation of the official certificate, a 
medical declaration and a passport photograph. 
Driving tests are carried out by the same 10 accredited private organisations, which operate the 
test centres. The GOCA is also the umbrella organisation for the driving licence system. The 
GOCA arranges the test centre’s information management and also offers courses for examiners. 
 
Supervision of the test organisations, the municipalities and the driving schools is the responsibility 
of the Inspection and Certification Direction within the FPS Mobility & Transport.  
 
 
3.2  Documents 
The Belgian driving licence is a paper document. In regard to the implementation of the third 
driving licence directive, Belgium plans the switch to a credit card format in the future.  
Up to now, the driving licences are printed by a security printing company (the National Bank of 
Belgium). The Driving Licences Directorate distributes the driving licence documents to the 
municipalities, which are responsible for issuing them. The municipalities are also responsible for 
converting foreign driving licences. This is sometimes difficult because many municipal offices do 
not have sufficient specific knowledge of foreign driving licences. 
 
The driving licence is permanent and valid indefinitely. There are no provisions for refresher tests, 
and there is no age limit.  
 
Around 350,000 driving licences are issued every year. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Developments towards a central register have been started within the Driving Licences Division of 
the FPS Mobility and Transport. Driving licences have been centrally registered since 1998. The 
municipal offices now have on-line links with this register. However, the information is still not 
comprehensive or reliable enough (around 90%) to be used as an information source for law 
enforcement agencies. The federal government is currently exploring means of inducing 
municipalities with poor data management records to raise their performance. 
 
Suspension of driving licences and other sanctions are recorded in a separate register managed 
by the Federal Public Service Justice in collaboration with the Driving Licences Division (within the 
Road Safety Directorate).  
 
When the register is complete, it will include around 6 million driving licences. 
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3.4  Registration of offences 
Although provided for under the law, there is no system of driving licence points or penalty points.  
 
There are plans for separate regulation for new drivers, specifically regarding drink driving. There 
are intentions to lower the alcohol level (BAC limit) of 0,5g/l to 0,2 g/l for novice drivers. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
Registration of mopeds 
Registration of mopeds is foreseen for 2011-2012, starting with the new ones in a first stage 
 
Vehicle register 
There are now initiatives to promote common transport by bus. The vehicle holder, who ends in its 
registration plate, can get a season bus ticket in return.  
 
DIV has a call centre available 5 days a week from 8.30 till 12.00 and 13.00 till 16.00 o’clock to 
provide information to the citizen. 
  
E-government 
Since 2002 it is possible to register a vehicle via Internet. Until now, WebDIV is only accessible to 
insurance and leasing companies but not to the citizen. Since October 2008, the renewal of 
commercial registration plates can also be made via Internet. Nowadays, more or less 65% of the 
registrations are made via internet. 
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Bulgaria 
 
1.  The licensing Authority 
In Bulgaria the licensing activities are performed by the Traffic Police. The Traffic police is part of 
the Ministry of Interior and functions under the chief directorate for Public Order and Security 
Police. The Traffic police is appointed by the Bulgarian Traffic law.  
 
General information 
Name    Ministry of Interior, Chief directorate Public Order and Security 
    Police, Traffic Police  
Address   Maria Louisa blvd. 114b 

  1233 SOFIA  
    Bulgaria  
Type of organisation Government  
Website   http://www.mvr.bg/en (from the Ministry of Interior) 
Contact person 1  Damyan Vladinov, manager of Automated Information Systems 
Telephone   +359 982 30 13 
Fax    +39 06 41 58 32 53 
E-mail    dvladinov.150@mvr.bg 
Staff    2.000 
Office(s)   One head office with 33 regional offices 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
The Traffic police carries out the for road licensing vehicles and supplies various information for 
tracing, enforcement and statistics. 
 
The Executive Agency for Road Transport Administration, part of the Ministry of Transport (MoT) is 
responsible for the periodical technical inspection (PTI) and Type Approval (TA) activities. The MoT 
is also responsible for the admittance of Technical Services that admit modified vehicles and 
imported vehicles from third countries.  
The approvals of the transport of exceptional loads is carried out under the responsibility of MoT 
 
The licensing of mobile machinery, agricultural and forestry tractors is laid down by the Technical 
Control Institute (TCI), part of the Ministry of Agriculture. TCI is also responsible for the driving 
proficiency of these vehicles.  
 
The Ministry of Economy and Energy (MoEE) is responsible for the free movement of goods and 
the control of this free movement. In this respect the MoEE is responsible for the deliberation in 
Brussels regarding vehicle standards in cooperation with responsible Ministry. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
The Traffic Police is responsible for the registration and issuing of driving licences for motor 
vehicles. The Traffic Police also keeps a register for penalty points and provides information on 
these issues. TCI has the same tasks but only for mobile machinery, agricultural and forestry 
tractors. EARTA is responsible for the admittance and supervision of driving schools and 
examinations.  
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 Mission 
The mission of the Traffic police is interpreted as “The protection of the interests of vehicle owners 
by means of providing products and services.” 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
The Executive Agency for Road Transport Administration, Ministry of Transport, Executive Agency 
for Environmental protection, Technical Control inspectorate, Ministry of Economy and Energy, 
Customs Agency, National Revenue Agency at the Ministry of Finance (MoF) and Insurance 
companies 
 
Administration 
The Traffic Police department functions under the chief directorate for Public Order and Security 
Police, which is part of the Ministry of Interior. Income and expenditures are a subject of the state 
budget. There are no concrete plans for organisational changes.  
 
As stated in the name, The Executive Agency for Road Transport Administration is an agency of 
the Ministry of Transport. The management of EARTA is responsible for the daily operations and 
reports to the deputy minister of Transport. Income and expenditures are a subject of the state 
budget. There are no concrete plans for organisational changes.  
 
Organization of IT 
Computer Technologies Institute (CTI) is the in house ICT department of the Ministry of Interior 
(MoI). The CTI is responsible for the development and the testing of the ICT systems of the MoI. 
The systems consist of border control, ID-cards like passport, driving licences and various police 
systems, registrations of foreigners and the vehicle register. The Communication and Information 
Systems (CIS) Directorate for the MoI maintenance a corporative network which, among others, 
connects the 33 regional registration offices of the traffic police. An IBM mainframe is used to host 
the systems. Informix is the database environment. The applications are Windows based and 
developed in Power Builder. There are two and three layer structures. 
CIS provides output from the database to all departments of the MoI and several external 
governmental and private partners.  
 
Organization of European Activities 
The European and ECE activities are divided among Ministry and afore mentioned agencies. 
Matters relevant to motor vehicle standards and their parts are dealt with by the MoT and the 
MoEE. The EARTA takes part in deliberation on PTI, tachographs ADR, the examination of driving 
licences etc. 
The Traffic Police deals with matters on driving license registration and the international 
information exchanges on vehicles and driving licenses. 
TCI is responsible for all these matters regarding mobile machinery and tractors. Both the traffic 
police and TCI have participated in EReg and are know as potential members. 
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2.  The Vehicle Chain 
The table below provides an overview of the task distribution: 
 
Overview of primary tasks and registration 
Chain element Primary task Central Registration 
Type approvals MoT, EARTA, TCI EARTA, TCI, Traffic 

Police 
Licensing MoI, Traffic police, TCI  Traffic police, TCI 
Tax Ministry of Finances MoF 
Insurance Traffic police and 

Insurance companies 
Traffic police and 
Insurance companies  

Tracing and enforcement Traffic police, TCI Traffic police, TCI  
Technical inspections EARTA EARTA 
Other: road transport special loads MoT  
 
 
2.1  Type approval 
By law the MoT is appointed as the test and admission authority for motor vehicles. The MoT 
however delegated these tasks to EARTA. Because Bulgaria does not have a national motor 
vehicle industry, no type approval test or certificates are issued. The MoT accredited one Technical 
Services: Dekra Automobil GmbH for the first admission of new vehicles. According to the data 
provided from manufacturers every first vehicle of a Type/variant/version has to be inspected to 
gather data for the registration in the Traffic police.  
 
The Type approval registration falls under the responsibility of the EARTA. 
 
The type approval of mobile machinery, agricultural and forestry tractors is laid down by the 
Technical control institute, part of the Ministry of Agriculture. TCI uses the type approval information 
that is distributed by the national authorities.  
 
The Ministry of Economy and Energy (MoEE) is responsible for the free movement of goods and 
the control of this free movement. In this respect the MoEE is responsible for the deliberation in 
Brussels regarding vehicle standards. MoEE is in the lead to find a national common position by 
talking to the MoT and EARTA. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
In Bulgaria the Traffic police is responsible for the vehicle registration. The technical data relating to 
vehicles is gathered, entered and managed by the Traffic police. The ownership details, with legal 
details and events, are managed by the Traffic police as well.  
 
Bulgaria has a vehicle-based licensing system. All vehicles must be presented regularly to the 
technical inspection. Also insurance, outstanding traffic infringements are checked. In this way the 
registrations are kept up to date and obligations are enforced. Stickers are also used to check the 
insurance and PTI obligations. 
 
It is possible to suspend a vehicle in Bulgaria, however vehicle taxes have to be paid.  
 
The owner, or the one to whom the motor vehicle has been given, shall be responsible for the 
violation committed with the motor vehicle. The owner shall be penalized as stipulated in the 
provision for the violation committed, if he/she does not specify to whom the motor vehicle has 
been given. 
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Total registered vehicles 
In 2010 the total number of registered vehicles is 3 284 837 vehicles, from them M1 -2 602 400) 
Bulgaria has a population of about 7,5 million.  
 
Documents 
The vehicle documents are in compliance with the 1999/37/EC. A two part vehicle registration 
certificate is issued by the Traffic police. The first part contains the technical vehicle data. The 
second part contains the ownership details. In case of vehicle modifications or re-registration of the 
vehicle a new registration certificate is issued.  
 
First registration 
In the recent years the number of vehicle rose significantly. About a fifth of the new registrations 
are new vehicles. The second hand vehicles mainly come from Italy, Germany, Austria and the 
Netherlands.  
 
The registration document is issued by the regional offices of the Traffic police (formally known as 
KAT). The document contains data relating to the vehicle (99/37/EC). If the COC is missing or not 
available, the customer is send to the Technical Service like Dekra. There a technical admittance 
test is performed mainly based on permanent requirements (96/96/EC). The report is send to KAT.  
When the registration document is issued, the personal details of the person claiming to be the 
owner are included in part two of the registration. 
 
During the process of registration the Traffic police has made checks at Schengen Information 
System and Interpol (ASF). Additionally check is made if this person is the actual owner by looking 
at a contract between the seller and the buyer. For vehicles with previous registration the contract 
has to be signed by a notary. 
 
After obligations like insurance, PTI, tax, payment of inspection costs are checked a vehicle license 
plate is issued and directly mounted (in a safe way) to the vehicle by a mechanic from the licence 
plate manufactures.  
 
Changes 
Every year, about 220 000 vehicles are issued with new ownership documents and about 9000 
changes of address are processed.  
 
Transfer of ownership can be processed via the regional offices of the Traffic police.  
 
Changes in vehicle ownership have to be accomplished by means of a contract legalised by a 
notary. 
 
Changes of address are notified at the municipal authorities. The Traffic police (CTI) receives this 
information from the integrated information system. 
 
Suspension 
It is possible to temporarily suspend a vehicle’s registration for special reasons. However some 
kind of vehicle owner tax must be paid. The philosophy is that when driving on private property the 
vehicle still pollutes. 
 
Termination of registration (De-registration) 
Yearly, about 145 000 vehicles are removed from the registration. Registration can be terminated 
when a vehicle is exported or scrapped. Vehicle owners are obliged to notify the authorities in such 
circumstances. If they do not, the obligations arising from vehicle ownership continue in force. If a 
vehicle is exported, the owner should have the registration terminated at the Traffic police. 
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According to 1999/37/EC Bulgaria informs the registration authorities in Europe when Bulgaria re-
registers a vehicle from other member state.  
 
Taking a registered vehicle off the record shall be done by entering this into its registration 
certificate, upon written application by the owner and presenting the registration plates. Together 
with this application the vehicle owner shall present either documents confirming that the vehicle 
has been accepted for disassembly, or a statement for the vehicle's storage in a private property as 
per a template adopted by an order of the Minister of Environment and Waters and coordinated 
with the Minister of Interior. 
Taking an abandoned registered motor vehicle off the record shall be done upon written notice by 
the control authorities, designated by municipal mayors and upon presenting the vehicle's 
registration plates. In this case documents confirming that the vehicle has been accepted for 
disassembly shall be presented. 
Taking an abandoned registered motor vehicle with registration plates missing or untraceable 
under the established procedure shall be done upon written notice by the control authorities, 
designated by municipal Mayors, with the vehicle being identified by the vehicle frame identification 
number or other identification number. In this case, documents confirming that the vehicle has 
been accepted for disassembly shall be presented. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The number plates are specific to the vehicle. Bulgaria uses a regional licence number. If you 
move from one region to the other you have to apply for another license plate and registration. The 
plate consists of the abbreviated name (usually 2 letters) of the region or city followed by (usually) 
4 figures and 2 letters.  
 
The numbers are not allotted by vehicle category, although there are a few exceptions. Examples 
of these are the fire brigade, military vehicles, and vehicles of the diplomatic corps and non-
Bulgarians temporarily residing in Bulgaria. The plates for mobile machinery and agricultural and 
forestry tractors have the same syntaxes (only figures after the region abbreviation)  but the 
dimensions are different.  
 
All number plates are produced by a single factory in Bulgaria. The regional offices of the Traffic 
police keep a stock of number plates in their safes. 
The number plates are white with black letters, contain various security features and are in line 
with European agreements.  
 
For trailers one number Plate is issued, and all trailers have their own registration certificate.  
 
In the event of the number plates being lost or stolen, new plates with a different number are 
issued.  
 
Register 
The law stipulates that the Type Approval is to be registered by the EARTA. EARTA is also the 
national institute where the other type approval issuing member states are sending their approvals 
to. 
 
The Traffic police operates an own register with technical data which is mostly based on the COC 
document and inspection reports of the Technical Services. Personal data is added to the vehicle 
register by means of identification documents presented at the Traffic police for the vehicle 
registration and updated and or correct by the CTI by comparing databases of the peoples register.  
Other details containing traffic offences, penalty points, status (like stolen, scraped) are also 
registered.  
 
The Ministry of Finance also has its own registration system for the purposes of imposing and 
monitoring taxation.  
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All Information is supposed to be freely available to government authorities within law boundaries.  
 
EARTA is working on the implementation in 2009 of a project that should improve the information 
exchange both internal and externally.  
 
The Traffic police is considering to connect to EUCARIS. 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
VAT must be paid on purchasing a vehicle. The rate is 20%.  
  
Periodical tax 
Road tax – Vignette system. 
 
Registration fee 
The first registration or property transfer (ascription) cost about 33 Euro + ECO TAX/ between 50 – 
100 Euros. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
The directive for third party liability 90/618/EEC – regarding motor vehicle is implemented in 
Bulgaria. The Traffic police is responsible for enforcement. The owner of the vehicle remains liable. 
An insurance sticker should be attached to the windscreen. The insurance papers must be kept in 
the vehicle. There is an umbrella organisation of insurance companies. The Traffic police intends to 
connect to the registration of insurance data. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The Traffic police is responsible for tracing and enforcement of motor vehicles. In most of the 
cases the driver is stopped at the spot.  
There are two categories of documents: fine ticket (light) and act (more serious). An offence can 
never be paid on the spot to prevent corruption. Acts are registered for in the driving licence as 
penalty points. The procedures to pay an act are quite cumbersome because one has to go in 
person to the office of the Traffic police. 
 
A fine ticket can be paid via a bank. A special agency is responsible for the collection of the fine 
tickets. An appeal is possible, but the fine ticket is then changed into an act.  
 
Only few spots are checked by camera and an officer watching the monitor (and subsequently 
looking for offences)  
 
The enforcement (admittance, proficiency, tax etc) of mobile machinery, agricultural and forestry 
tractors is laid down by the TCI. There are only limited exchange possibilities between the Traffic 
police and TCI. 
 
Primarily by means of road side checks, the Traffic police checks the payment of vignette and 
insurance. 
  
Compliance with the remaining obligations relating to vehicle ownership is monitored on the roads 
by the police. 
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2.6  Technical inspections 
Vehicle (M1/N1) must be inspected 3 years after the date of the first registration, and subsequently 
inspected every 2 years. Commercial vehicles are inspected every year. The vehicles are 
inspected at the 700 commercial garages admitted and monitored by the EARTA. These garages 
are also allowed to carry out repairs. The administrative charges for the periodical inspection are 
paid at 15 Euro. Garages and inspectors must take an admission examination before they can 
carry out periodical inspections. Garages are subject to regular checks on their inspection activity. 
The inspection of commercial vehicles (including ADR) is carried out by the 700 commercial 
garages admitted and monitored by the EARTA. 
Motorcycles are not inspected periodically. All inspections are carried out in accordance with 
Directive 96/96/EC and the latest amendments. 
 
 
2.7  Other: road transport special loads 
EARTA. 
 
 
3.  The driving licence chain 
Most tasks in the driving licence chain are carried out by EARTA, Traffic police and TCI. There is 
not just one organisation responsible for the accomplishment of the different tasks. 
 
Overview of primary tasks 
Training and examination EARTA and TCI 
Documents Traffic police, EARTA ,TCI 
Registration of driving licences Traffic police 
Registration of offences Traffic police  
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
Every vehicle used in public road traffic shall be driven by a licensed driver. 
In order to drive a motor vehicle, the driver shall have a driving licence, valid for the category of the 
vehicle driven by him/her. 
 
For the purposes of the driver licensing, the motor vehicles shall be divided into the following 
categories, different than those marked by Latin letters: 
1. M category - mopeds; 
2. A category - motorcycles; 
3. B category - automobiles with admissible maximum weight not exceeding 3500 kg and with 

number of seats, excluding the driver's, not exceeding 8; it shall be allowed to attach a trailer to 
those vehicles if the trailer's maximum admissible weight does not exceed 750 kg; the 
admissible maximum weight of the composition does not exceed 3500 kg; the admissible 
maximum weight of the trailer shall not exceed the weight of the unloaded drawing vehicle; 

4. C category - automobiles, different than those in the D category, with admissible maximum 
weight not exceeding 3500 kg; it shall be allowed to attach a trailer to those vehicles if the 
trailer's maximum admissible weight does not exceed 750 kg; 

5. D category - automobiles, excluding trolley buses, designed to carry passengers, with more 
than 8 seats, excluding the driver's seat; it shall be allowed to attach a trailer to those vehicles if 
the trailer's maximum admissible weight does not exceed 750 kg; The jointed buses shall also 
fall into this category. Attaching a trailer to a jointed bus shall be prohibited; 

6. B+E category - a composition of vehicles with a drawing vehicle of the B type and a trailer 
when: 

 the admissible maximum weight of the trailer exceeds 750 kg 
 the admissible maximum weight of the trailer exceeds the weight of the unloaded 

drawing vehicle 
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7. C+E category - a composition of vehicles with a drawing motor vehicle of the C category and 
admissible maximum weight exceeding 750 kg; 

8. D+E category - composition of vehicles with a drawing vehicle of the D category and admissible 
maximum weight exceeding 750 kg; 

9. T category - wheeled tractors (Twt) and trolley buses (Ttb); The tram engines (Tte) also fall into 
this category.  

 
Within the A, B, C, D, C+E, and D+E categories it shall be allowed to issue a limited-validity driving 
licence, which shall be reflected by the following codes: 
1. code 72 (subcategory A1) - motorcycles with engine capacity not exceeding 125 cc, and 

maximum power not exceeding 11 kW; 
2. code 73 (subcategory B1) - electrically powered three-wheel and four-wheel motor vehicles, or 

powered by an internal combustion engine with a capacity exceeding 50 cc and maximum 
speed by design exceeding 45 km/h, the weight of which does not exceed 550 kg (if electrically 
powered, this shall not include the weight of the accumulator batteries); 

3. code 74 (subcategory C1) - trucks with admissible maximum weight exceeding 3500 kg, but not 
exceeding 7500 kg; it shall be allowed to attach a trailer to those vehicles if the trailer's 
maximum admissible weight does not exceed 750 kg; in this case the admissible maximum 
weight of the composition shall not exceed 7500 kg; 

4. code 75 (subcategory D1) - automobiles designed to carry passengers with more than 8 seats, 
excluding the driver's, but with no more than 16 seats, excluding the driver's; it shall be allowed 
to attach a trailer to those vehicles if the trailer's maximum admissible weight does not exceed 
750 kg; 

5. code 76 (subcategory C1+E) - a composition of vehicles with a drawing vehicle of the C1 
category and a trailer with admissible maximum weight exceeding 750 kg; the admissible 
maximum weight of the composition shall not exceed 12,000 kg; the admissible maximum 
weight of the trailer shall not exceed the weight of the unloaded drawing vehicle; 

6. code 77 (subcategory D1 + E) - a composition of vehicles with a drawing motor vehicle of the 
D1 category, and a trailer with admissible maximum weight exceeding 750 kg when the 
admissible maximum weight of the composition does not exceed 12,000 kg; the admissible 
maximum weight of the trailer shall not exceed the weight of the unloaded drawing vehicle; the 
trailer shall not be used to carry passengers; 

 
Professional driving licences for the purpose of driving taxis, buses, and lorries, and for 
transporting hazardous materials, are issued after the candidate has passed a special 
examination. The examination is run by the regional office of the EARTA. 
 
The minimum age for obtaining a motor vehicle driving licence is: 
 16 years - for driving a motor vehicle of the M category; 
 17 years - for driving a motor vehicle of the Twt (wheeled tractor), A1, and B1 categories; 
 18 years - for driving a motor vehicle of the A, B, B+E, C1, and C categories; 
 20 years - for driving a motor vehicle of the C1+E category; 
 21 years - for driving a motor vehicle of the C+E, D1, D, D1+E, D+E, Ttb (trolley bus), and Tte 

(tram engine) categories. 
 
A motor vehicle driving licence shall be issued by the bodies of the Ministry of Interior to a person 
who has completed elementary education, who is physically fit to drive motor vehicles of the 
corresponding category, who has passed motor vehicle driver training and first aid training, and 
has successfully passed an examination for a motor vehicle driver. 
The qualification licence for the operation of self-propelled machines of the Bulgarian army and for 
driving them shall be issued under terms and procedures set forth by the Minister of Defence. 
The motor vehicle driver licensing applicants for motor vehicles of the C1, C, D1, D, Ttb (trolley 
bus), and Tte (tram engine) categories shall be also psychologically fit. 
Persons in possession of a driving licence issued by a European Union Member State or of 
another State being a party to the European Economic Area Agreement or by the Confederation of 
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Switzerland may drive a motor vehicle on the territory of the Republic of Bulgaria upon observance 
of the minimum age requirements for the respective category. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
At the examination, the examiner already has the draft driving licence ready in the candidate’s 
name. If the candidate is successful, the examiner signs the driving licence; if not, it is destroyed. 
The regional office informs the Traffic police of the issuing of the driving licence. The Traffic police 
records the driving licence in a central register. If the police or the Ministry of Interior file an 
objection, the driving licence is revoked.  
 
The driving licence must be renewed every 10 years. Application for renewal must be made at one 
of the 28 regional offices. After being reviewed by the police and the Ministry of Interior, the 
application and a new driving license is issued.  
  
Until 1999 the driving licence that is issued on passing the examination is printed on paper. Since 
2000 a gradual switch to ‘credit card’ type driving licences has been underway. The ‘credit card’ 
type licence does not contain a memory chip.  
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
There is a central register for driving licences. This is located at the Ministry of Interior . The 
register contains data about the holder, vehicle categories, and any relevant events such as 
revocation or refusal. About 700 thousand new driving licences are issued every year.  
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
There is penalty point system in Bulgaria. It was introduced in 2004 . All more serious offences are 
registered in the local registers. There is no central overview. A driver starts with 39 points. Each 
act corresponds with a number of points. With 0 points the licence is revoked. By following course 
the number can be increased. 
  
 
4.  Future developments 
An integrated information system about recording of punishments of drivers on central level is 
developing. It is contemporary WEB based technology that ensures reliable work of the system 
and fast access to the data base from all connected points and facilitation of the citizens because 
everyone can pay your financial obligation via Internet and GSM.    
 
E-government developments are aimed providing on-line services in the field of vehicle registration 
and documents issuing.  
 
Our next priorities are joining to EUCARIS and EReg as easy and reliable way of exchange of 
information and sharing of experience with other countries from whole Europe.   
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Estonia 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information 
Name    Maanteeamet (Estonian Road Administration) 
Address   Pärnu mnt 463a 
    10916 Tallinn 
    Estonia 
Telephone   +372 6119 300 
Fax                                        +372 6119 360 
E-mail    info@mnt.ee 
Type of organisation Government  
Website   http://www.mnt.ee 
Contact person   Mr Timo Vijar 
Telephone    +372 50 80 877 
Fax    +372 6119 300 
E-mail     press@mnt.ee 
Staff    Not available 
Offices   Head office in Tallinn, 18 Branch offices in county 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Registration of road vehicles, issuing vehicle registration documents, number plates and managing 
the national road vehicle register. Related task is to provide data on road vehicles, their legal status 
and owners as well as other related information. Maanteeamet is indirect responsible for the 
periodical technical inspection. Maanteeamet concludes contracts with private PTI stations and 
carries out surveillance.  
 
Since July 2005, also, data on vessels of less than 12 meter is consolidated and certificates for 
skippers are issued.  
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Maanteeamet develops and executes both theoretical and practical driver examination, issues 
driving licences and keeps the driving licence register. The practical driving test can be conducted 
in vehicles equipped with high tech recording devices from Maanteeamet.  
 
Driving schools can apply for instructor’s permits at Maanteeamet. 
 
Maanteeamet provides data from the driving licence register like data on drivers and other related 
information. 
 
Mission 
To be the best with high reputation up-to-date, innovative and internationally recognized Centre in 
the Republic of Estonia Maanteeamet guarantees flexible, timesaving and efficient service 
operations to the customers and State. Maanteeamet co-operates with its activity to the safe traffic 
and sustainability of the environment 
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Cooperation partners in execution of tasks  
The main cooperation partners of Maanteeamet are the Police Department, the Ministry of 
Economic affairs and Communication, as well as some other organisations like the driving schools, 
debt collectors, scrap yards, vehicle importers and PTI stations.  
 
Administration  
Since 1 July 2009, the Estonian Motor Vehicle Registration Centre (EMVRC), Road Administration, 
Road Administration of the Northern Region of Estonia (a regional office of the Road Administration), 
Road Centre of the Eastern Region of Estonia, Road Centre of the Southern Region of Estonia, and 
Road Centre of the Western Region of Estonia (state agencies managed by the Road Administration) 
will be reorganised and merged into the new Road Administration and its regional offices. From that 
day on, the tasks of the former Road Administration’s organisation and EMVRC shall be fulfilled by 
new Road Administration, and the tasks of the former EMVRC shall be divided between the Road 
Administration and its regional offices. 
 
The former EMVRC (Estonian Motor Vehicle Registration Centre) originates from the “Republican 
Registration and Examination Department of the Vehicle Inspection” It was established under the 
administration of Ministry of Internal Affairs (former ESSR) in 1991. The Registration and 
Examination Centre of the Road Traffic Safety Board was transferred from the administration of 
Ministry of Internal Affairs to the Ministry of Transport and Communications in March 1991. The first 
statute of EMVRC was executed with the regulation of the Ministry of Transport and 
Communication in 1991. The EMVRC was reorganised under the administration of the Ministry of 
Transport and Communication in January 1998. Today the Estonian Motor Vehicle Registration 
Centre operates under the administration of Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications. 
EMVRC is a Governmental authority with executive power established by law. Maintenance 
expenses are financed from state budget. 
 
Organisation of European activities 
Maanteeamet is an active member of CITA, CIECA, EUCARIS and EReg. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Summary of primary tasks and central registration 
Link in the chain Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval Maanteeamet  Maanteeamet  
Licensing  Maanteeamet  Maanteeamet  
Tax - - 
Insurance Insurance companies Insurance companies 
Tracing and enforcement Police Police 
Technical inspection Private companies Maanteeamet  
 
 
2.1  Type approval 
The Estonian Motor Vehicle Registration Centre (Maanteeamet) is responsible for type approvals 
in Estonia. This admission authority is part of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communication. 
Maanteeamet keeps record of all national and European type approvals in its own central 
database. There is one technical service in Estonia for safety belts. Maanteeamet grants the type 
approvals according to regulation (E) 16. 
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2.2  Licensing 
Licence system is vehicle-based but there are possibilities in certain cases to retain the number 
plates and use them on another vehicle.  
 
Registration  
Passenger cars, motorcycles, commercial vehicles, trailers, Tractors & mobile machinery, all terrain 
vehicles, recreational crafts and personal watercrafts are registered. Registering a moped was not 
compulsory until 2011, since then all mopeds must be registered.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
The total number of registered vehicles at the beginning of a year 2011 was about 785,000. The 
population of Estonia is about 1,4 million. 
 
Documents 
There is one type of valid Estonian registration certificates in use. The document meets the 
1999/37/EG requirements. Estonia has not introduced a smartcard registration document.  
Also small vessels with an overall length of less than 12 meter and personal water crafts like jet 
skies are accompanied by a registration certificate issued by Maanteeamet.  
 
First registration 
Before the registration process can start, the vehicle must pass the pre-registration inspection. The 
vehicle documentation as well as the vehicle’s compliance with the national technical requirements 
are verified. 
After the inspection, the owner of the vehicle or holder presents an application and additionally the 
following documents: 
 Document certifying the acquisition of the vehicle, in the absence of this any other document 

certifying the ownership of the vehicle; 
 Registration certificate (in case of an used vehicle); 
 Certificate of conformity (in case of a new vehicle); 
 Other documents when needed. 

 
After registration, the registration certificate and number plate(s) are issued immediately to the 
applicant. The owner must insure the vehicle for use on public roads and also technical inspection 
must be passed. 
 
Changes 
In 2010 223 437 changes of registration data including 96 313 changes of ownership took place in 
the vehicle register. 27 347 vehicles were removed from registry and 12 448 of them totally.  
Owners of vehicles shall apply for the change of registration data in the following cases: upon 
transfer of ownership, change of recorded data of an owner (name, address), data of a vehicle 
(colour, engine, etc) and among others loss or theft of registration certificates.  
 
Suspension 
Registration suspension option is available in Estonia.  
 
De-registration 
In 2007 20984 vehicles were crossed off from the register, including 13671 end-of-life vehicles. 139 
703 vehicles were removed from statistical reports in order to provide accurate information about 
the vehicles taking part in road traffic. All of those vehicles had not visited technical inspection in 
recent years. 
M1- and N1-category end-of-life vehicles are de-registered according to the ‘certificate of 
destruction’ issued by a licensed recycling company. Other vehicles are de-registered according to 
the owner’s application. The de-registration is free of charge.  
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End-of-life vehicles 
No information available. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
Number plates are manufactured centrally, by a company, which is awarded the contract following 
the public procurement procedures. The new five-year contract with one such company was signed 
in 2008 
The subsidiaries have certain stock of number plates at their disposal and issue the plates ‘on the 
spot’. During the ownership transfer of the second hand already registered vehicles customers can 
apply for new plates or leave the old ones that have previously been in use on the same vehicle. 
 
Technical requirements of the state number plates currently issued in Estonia are determined by 
the ISO 7591:1982 standard and “The State Number Plates of Road Vehicles Technical 
Requirements”.  
 
It is specified in this standard that number plates for passenger cars consist of 3 numbers and 3 
letters.  
Depending on the dimensions of the intended space for number plates on the vehicle, the plates 
may be mainly of 3 different sizes: 520 mm x 113 mm (used for automobiles, trailers and semi 
trailers), 302 mm x 150 mm (used for automobiles, trailers and semi trailers), 177 mm x 101 mm 
(used for motorcycles). Different number of characters and layout for automobiles (three letters and 
three numbers), trailers (two letters and three numbers), motorcycles (three numbers and two 
letters). Normal plates for passenger cars are white with black letters. 
 
All plates are made of aluminium. All plates are coated with transparent plastic film, which 
depending on the observation angle displays letters ‘EST’. 
 
Personalized number plates: At the customer’s request number plates with special inscriptions may 
be issued. Such inscriptions on number plates for automobiles, trailers and semi-trailers may 
consist of one to 8 figures and at least one number.  
 
Such plates are ordered by application to the Maanteeamet. The price is about 1300 euro. The 
desired texts of inscriptions are of course, censored, inadmissible ones are filtered out to avoid 
violations of the Law on State Language, or vulgar words. 
 
Register 
In general, there are two main functions of the Road Vehicle Register of the Republic of Estonia. It 
supports the road vehicle registration by organizing the cooperation and interaction with other 
registers, databases as well as provides information on vehicles and their owners.  
In accordance with the concluded agreements, in the course of registration procedures the data is 
on-line automatically checked with the Population, Mortgage Registers, Register of Property 
Seizure Acts, Register of Legal Entities and Register of Addresses, Police databases of wanted 
persons and stolen vehicles as well as in EUCARIS. 
Data on road vehicles and their legal status is provided to governmental and administrative 
institutions, as well as some other customers. In certain cases the data is provided under direct 
contracts with the recipients that are enabled to receive the required data directly (on-line) from the 
road vehicle registration database.  
In conformity with the Law on State Registers provision of the register data is charged. However, 
there are exemptions provided for by this and other laws. Register data may be provided free of 
charge to natural persons (the data processed in the register which concern them) once per 
calendar year, to associated registers – under data provision contracts, to the tax administration, 
law and order institutions (for the performance of their direct functions) as well as in some other 
cases provided for by register regulations. The charges vary depending on many circumstances. 
The police and the Boarder Guard Service are supplied with a copy of the register. The copy is 
refreshed once a day. 
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2.3  Tax 
Unique tax & Periodical tax 
Not applicable in Estonia 
 
Registration fee 
The vehicle registration fee is 121 + 57 (number plates) euro for cars and about 121 + 28 (number 
plate) euros for trailers. For modifications or a change, a fee of 19 euro is charged. The change of 
owner ship costs 57 euro. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Motor vehicle insurance is organised by private insurance companies. The cost if insurance 
depends on car value, location, power, risk assessment and insurance company. All cars that take 
part in public road traffic must have insurance.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
Maanteeamet participates in tracing and enforcement performing indirect duties.  
The vehicle identification inspection is a compulsory initial stage of the registration procedures, the 
personal ID as well as vehicle documents are checked against forgery in the course of all types of 
procedures. Moreover, data on vehicles and applicants for re-registration is checked with other 
registers and the police databases of stolen vehicles and wanted persons. The police and other 
law enforcement institutions are notified about all suspicious cases. These measures serve as 
rather effective instruments for the crime prevention and detection. 
All the information on the forgeries is being sent to the police where the cases will be confirmed. In 
recent years, the number of fake registration documents and their requisites has mildly decreased. 
It is likely that the decrease was influenced by constant improvement in Maanteeamet specialists’ 
qualification and access to the EUCARIS. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
The periodical roadworthiness tests are conducted by 93 PTI stations. Maanteeamet is indirect 
responsible for the periodical technical inspection. Maanteeamet concludes contracts with private 
PTI stations and carries out surveillance.  
 
In 2010, about 450 838 periodical inspections (and about 28 000 international, CEMT, ADR etc. 
inspections) took place. 8,43 percent of vehicles did not pass the PTI at the first time. The average 
age of vehicles on PTI was 13 years.  
 
Vehicles must undertake their roadworthiness test when they are three years old and then every 
two years thereafter. If a vehicle becomes more than 10 years old the test must be taken in every 
year (passenger cars only). 
 
Imported cars always undertake an identity check and inspection by Maanteeamet. If they were 
already undertook their periodical inspection abroad we accept inspections according to directive 
2009/40 and international agreements.  
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3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
 
General information 
Responsible organisation  
Name Maanteeamet (Estonian Road Administration) 
Address 
 
 

Pärnu mnt 463a 
10916 Tallinn 
Estonia 

Telephone +372 6 119 300 
Fax +372 6 119 360 
E-mail info@mnt.ee 
Type of organisation Government  
Website http://www.mnt.ee 
Contact person Mr Timo Vijar 
Telephone +372 50 80 877 
Fax +372 6 119 300 
E-mail press@mnt.ee 
  
 
 
Primary tasks 
Training  Private companies (driving schools) 
Examination and entitlement to drive Maanteeamet (Estonian Road Administration) 
Documents 
 

Maanteeamet (Estonian Road Administration): 
Driving licence (card) 

Registration of driving licences Maanteeamet (Estonian Road Administration) 
Registration of offences Police board 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
Driver training 
Drivers are trained at the driving schools. Educational licence is issued to the driving school by the 
Minister of Education and Research for 3 years unless the applicant requests a shorter period. An 
education licence shall be issued regardless of the number of lessons in one training course. 
Minister of Economic Affairs & Communications shall establish the requirements for the 
qualifications of driving instructors, the national training plan and the rules for the issue to 
instructors of certificates attesting their to teach and for the revocation. Driving instructor 
certificates shall be issued by Maanteeamet (the agency designated by the Minister of Economic 
Affairs and Communications. The procedure for the issue and revocation of educational licence 
shall be established by the Minister of Education and Research. 
 
Minister of Economic Affairs & Communications shall establish the requirements for the knowledge, 
skills and behaviour of drivers of power-driven vehicles by taking into account the fact that drivers 
must be familiar with the requirements of legislation concerning traffic and be able to control a 
vehicle, appreciate the traffic environment, be aware of and foresee possible hazards and act 
accordingly. 
 
Minister of Economic Affairs & Communications shall establish The rules for the training and testing 
of and for the grant of the right to drive to drivers of power-driven vehicles, and the national training 
plans for drivers of power-driven vehicles. 
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Condition for grant of right to drive 
The right to drive shall be granted to Estonian citizens who reside permanently in Estonia and to 
aliens staying in Estonia on the basis of residence permits if their age and state of health meet the 
requirements in force and if they have received the appropriate training and passed the required 
theory test and driving test. 
 
Minimum age of drivers 
Depending on the category of power-driven vehicle, the right to drive may be granted to persons 
who are at least: 
 16 years of age- motorcycles in subcategory A1, motor vehicles in subcategory B1, power-

driven vehicles in category R 
 R- steered front axle wheeled tractors or non-road mobile machinery with or without a trailer. 
 18 years of age- motorcycles in category A with engine power not exceeding 25 kW or effective 

engine power not exceeding 0.16 kW/kg, motor vehicles in category B, motor vehicles in 
subcategory C1, power-driven vehicles in category T. 

 T- articulated frame wheeled tractors or steered rear axle non-road mobile machinery, with or 
without a trailer, or other wheeled tractors or non-road mobile machinery not in category R. 

 21 years of age- motorcycles in category A with engine power exceeding 25 KW or effective 
engine power exceeding 0.16 kW/kg, motor vehicles in categories C and D and subcategory 
D1. 

 
Examinations 
Maanteeamet is in charge for driving tests (driver testing) and submission of information on driving 
tests. Driver testing examination consists of two parts: 
 Theory test 
 Practical driving test 

 
Since 1 April 2005, traffic theory exam (test) in Maanteeamet can be tested by means of computer. 
Only in exceptional cases, the theory test could be performed (carried out) also in written or oral 
form. In that case the candidate should submit a written application the head of bureau who will 
establish a committee (should consist of at least 2 members). At least one member should be an 
examiner. 
 
Three responsible institutions are involved in the developing process of new exam questions: 
 Maanteeamet (Estonian Road Administration) 
 Union of Driving School 
 Tallinn College of Engineering 

Direct monitoring role belongs to the Ministry of Economic Affairs & Communications. 
 
General conditions of the computer-based theory test 
 Multiple-choice questions (2 or 3 options for each question) 
 Number of questions (B category- 30 questions) 

 
Candidate can take his/her theory test in Estonian (all vehicle categories), Russian (all vehicle 
categories), English (A and B category) and German (B category) language. 
 
The result of the theory test is valid for 6 months. 
 
Since 15th of January 2007, it was voluntary for the candidate to use the news test vehicle of 
Maanteeamet (Volkswagen Golf). However, since March 2007 it is obligatory for the candidate to 
perform the B category driving test only with the new test vehicles of the Estonian Motor Vehicle 
Registration Centre (Maanteeamet). 
The new test vehicle is equipped with miscellaneous data recording device collecting information 
throughout the practical driving test. The GPS device included in the equipment of the vehicle 
tracks the location and speed of the vehicle and the camera records the driving test in video mode. 
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Former paper based assessment card is now replaced to the new, modern, informative and 
multifunctional electronic assessment card that is very easy to use for the examiners. Electronic 
assessment card is filled out by the examiner in their personal computer (in the test vehicle) that 
the examiner carries along with them when they go to contact the practical driving test. Electronic 
assessment card is used now only for A, B and BE category driving tests. Multifunctional electronic 
assessment card enables to make all kind of statistical evaluations of the practical driving test that 
is an essential especially for the candidates themselves, training providers and of course for us. 
 
The professional Maanteeamet examiner assesses knowledge, skills and behaviour of the 
candidate. All Maanteeamet examiners are passed a special basic training as well as the annual 
periodic training. 
 
Special elements (a hill start, reverse parking between two cars, reversing around a corner (left or 
right), parking, U-turn, reversing in a straight line) are now all performed in the low volume in traffic. 
It is mandatory for the candidate to perform 3 elements in total. 2 elements (hill start and reverse 
parking between two cars) are obligatory and 1 element is selected by the examiner. Practical 
driving test takes place on the built-up areas as well as on the open road. Practical driving test 
starts always with 5 minutes test drive for the candidates in order to give them an opportunity to 
practice and get familiarized the new test vehicle before their real driving test that lasts at least 60 
minutes. 
 
Duration of the practical driving test is 60 minutes that involves: 
 Safety check (at least 5 minutes) 
 Introduction of the practical driving test (at least 5 minutes) 
 Feedback to the candidate at the end of the practical driving test (at least 5 minutes) 
 Net driving time in traffic is 45 minutes in total  

 
Practical driving test is generally performed in Estonian language. It may be possible upon mutual 
agreement between a director of Maanteeamet and a candidate, to perform it in any other foreign 
language by using interpreter who is acceptable to Maanteeamet (Estonian Road Administration). 
The interpreting service is the candidate’s concern. The interpretation service is paid by the 
candidate. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
On the 1st of October 2004 we started to issue new credit card size Estonian driving licence that 
complies with the European Community model (EU directive). The licence material is plastic and its 
pink background pattern is a unique that is common only to the Estonian driving licence. 
 
Maanteeamet issues, exchanges and keeps account of the following type of driving licences, cards 
and certificates: 
 
Types of driving licences 
 Driving licence 
 Provisional driving licence 
 Restricted driving licence (issued at age 16 and is valid until the person will be 18 years old)  

Restricted driving licence is issued and valid only in the Republic of Estonia). A limited right to 
drive motor vehicles in category B may be granted to a person of 16 to 17 years of age on the 
condition that his or her parent (legal guardian) or a person authorised by the parent (legal 
guardian) is next to him or her in the power-driven vehicle). 

 Temporary driving licence. A temporary driving licence grants the right to drive power-driven 
vehicles only in Estonia. A temporary driving licence shall be issued to a person whose right to 
drive is not suspended, withdrawn or cancelled for the period when a duplicate driving licence is 
being prepared or in other cases prescribed by law. 
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 International driving permit 
 Driving licence for moped drivers 
 Driving licence for moped drivers (14-15 year old person) must have a moped licence.  

 
Maanteeamet issues the driving licence to the person within 10 working days of passing practical 
driving test. 
 
Cards 
Samples of new cards of digital tachograph: 
 Driver card 
 Control card 
 Company card 
 Workshop card 
 Driver qualification card 

 
Certificates 
 ADR-training certificate for drivers of vehicles carrying dangerous goods 
 Certificate of training as safety adviser for the transport of dangerous goods 
 Certificate for the accompanied driver 
 Certificate for the driving instructor 
 Certificate for the professional driver 
 International certificate of competence for operators of pleasure crafts 
 Certificate of competence for operators of personal watercraft 

 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
There is a central registration of driving licences in Estonia. Maanteeamet records data on driving 
tests carried. The system allows “real time” testing schedules; registering a candidate and entering 
his/her document data, verify personal identity in the Population Register, and record the data on 
driving tests. 
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
There is no penalty point system in Estonia. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
EUCARIS 
Since many years, Estonia is using the unilateral version of EUCARIS to exchange vehicle 
information. The latest EUCARIS II version was implemented recently. Currently the EUCARIS 
driving licence module (search other members only) is implemented. Besides this, Maanteeamet is 
connected to the Schengen Information System (SIS). 
 
E-government  
Maanteeamet participates in the development of various electronic services for Estonia. Beside 
vehicle registration and the issuing of driving licences according to the European and national e-
government programs, Maanteeamet is active in feasibility studies on E-government (E-tax office, 
E-elections, E-cabinet, E-participation, (commenting law and regulations), ID-cards, X-roads, 
Paperless vehicle registration, and paying for Maanteeamet (Estonian Road Administration)ing with 
a mobile phone. In the future the importers will be equipped to print registration documents on the 
spot.  
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Other 
Maanteeamet encourages customers to use digital channels while making inquiries or applying for 
different operations more actively. Documents provided with digital signature are accepted in every 
Maanteeamet bureau. Year by year, Maanteeamet has become more paper-free for the customers. 
 
Digitally can be declared not only data, essential for heavy goods vehicle tax assessment but it is 
also possible to make inquiries via the Internet or by means of SMS. An alternative version is to 
check information in the traffic register via the X-Path program. 
 
Maanteeamet has decided to modernize remarkably the database in use. By means of the 
database different operations regarding vehicle identification and ownership as well as right to 
drive, are conducted. 
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Finland 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority  
 
General information  
Name    Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto Trafi / Transport Safety Agency Trafi  
Address   Hakaniemenranta 6  P.O. Box 320 
    Fin-00530 Helsinki  FIN-00101 Helsinki 
    Finland   Finland 
Type of organisation Agency 
Website   www.trafi.fi 
Contact person  Mr. Toni Pallaspuro 
Telephone   +358 (0)9 618 5395 
E-mail    toni.pallaspuro@trafi.fi 
Staff    516 
Offices   Head office in Helsinki 
Turnover   € 85 million (whole agency), € 70 million (road traffic) 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Technical approvals, registration, supervision of vehicle inspection, collection of annual vehicle tax 
and registration of mortgages.  
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Training and examination, documents and registration of driving licence.  
 
Mission 
Major elements in Trafi’s mission are promoting road traffic safety, reducing the adverse 
environmental effects caused by road traffic, and providing reliable information. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
The partners in the registration process are the following: 
 Inspection companies (c. 60 % of basic registrations) 
 Insurance companies (c. 13 % of basic registrations; only for the vehicles they insure) 
 Car dealers and most finance companies (c. 25 % of basic registrations; only for the vehicles 

they buy, sell or finance) 
 
Trafi’s web based IT system is used by around 30,000 external users including people from public 
and private organisations.  
 
Administration 
Finnish Transport Safety Agency (Trafi) is in charge of all the tasks formerly handled by the Finnish 
Vehicle Administration (AKE). On 1 January 2010, AKE, the Finnish Civil Aviation Authority, the 
safety functions of the Finnish Maritime Administration and the Finnish Rail Agency were merged to 
form the Transport Safety Agency. The information on Trafi in this document focuses on the road 
traffic functions of Trafi unless otherwise stated. 
 
Trafi is a central government office working under the Ministry of Transport and Communication. In 
principle policy formation and executive tasks are separated, with responsibility for policy placed 
with the Ministry.  
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Trafi is a non-profit organisation, whose road traffic operations are apart from taxation financed by 
charges collected from its services. The sale of information functions is commercially priced. The 
proceed from the information service are used for promoting road traffic safety and reducing 
environmental hazards caused by road traffic, as well as for monitoring of motor vehicle traffic.  
 
Organisation of European activities 
The brief to negotiate at European level lies in principle with the government. Trafi acts and 
represents under the guidance of the Ministry on issues related to its responsibilities and functions.  
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
Trafi has a wide range of tasks within the vehicle chain. 
Primary tasks and central registration 
Part of the chain Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval Trafi Trafi 
Licensing Trafi  Trafi 
Tax Trafi, The Customs Trafi, The Customs 
Insurance 
 
 

Insurance companies 
 
 

Insurance companies; 
Finnish Motor 
Insurance Center; Trafi 

Tracing and enforcement 
 

Police, other authorities 
 

The police; other 
authorities 

Technical inspection Inspections companies Trafi 
Other:    
Mortgages Execution authorities Trafi 
 
2.1  Type approval 
The Finnish Transport Safety Agency (Trafi) acts as the type approval authority in Finland. The 
main functions are listed below:  
 
National whole vehicle type approval 
 National type approvals handling 
 National approvals for 

 heavy truck construction changes handling 
 masses and dimensions approvals handling for special transport vehicles 
 masses and dimensions approvals handling for machinery vehicles 

 Follow-up of international and domestic vehicle legislation 
 Information for other departments within Trafi 
 Information and training of working partners 

 
EC- and EEG-component type approval and national derogations 
 Handling of international and national E- and EU-approvals for components (lamps, fire hazard, 

EMC-disturbance, dimensions and plates, safety, visibility, brakes, emissions, noise, steering, 
tires) 

 COP 
 Handling of technical approvals for construction changes for light vehicles, buses, dimensions 

for vehicle transportation vehicles, lightning, end-of-series-vehicles 
 Handling of approvals for small series-vehicles and private import-vehicles 
 Research and testing 
 Follow-up of directives 

Registration of pre-notifications and type approval data storage  
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 EU-type approvals handling  
 Registration pre-notifications handling  
 Information for other AKE departments 
 Information and training of working partners  

 
Finland is connected to the NorType system with regard to the registration of vehicle types. A 
detailed description is given in the Iceland report. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing   
The Transport Safety Agency (Trafi) is in charge of vehicle registration and maintains the Vehicular 
and Driver Data Register. Trafi arranges vehicle registration by obtaining the services necessary 
from service providers, i.e., contractual registration authorities. Registrations are done by 
inspection companies, insurance companies, car dealerships and financing companies. Private 
customers can also perform some registration-related tasks in the online registration service 
provided by Trafi. Apart from registering diplomatic vehicles, Trafi does not perform registrations.  
 
The licensing system in Finland is vehicle based and licensing is integrated to the registration 
system and the prior notification system. A vehicle can receive a license plate number and actual 
plates in the prior notification process or in the first registration process.  
 
The registration system and the tax system are strongly integrated. 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
Passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles and lorries, motorcycles, mopeds, agricultural tractors, 
motor-driven working machines, snow mobiles and trailers are all registered. Some road 
maintenance and harvesting motor-driven working machines and trailers do not have to be 
registered.  
 
The total number of registered vehicles is 5.2 million (Finland has approximately 5.4 million 
inhabitants).  
 
Documents 
The registration document is the pivot in the system and includes all relevant details about the 
vehicle and the owner/holder. The registration document is issued at the time of the first 
registration, and continues to be used for all subsequent administrative changes. Every time there 
is a change of information, a new document is produced.  
 
Trafi introduced a new Vehicle Traffic Data System (ATJ) on 12th November 2007. At the same 
time, the look and part of the content of the previous registration certificate was also renewed. The 
current certificate is in two parts (as was the former one). The technical part (part I) contains the 
vehicle’s technical information and name and address information of the owner(s) and holder(s). 
The driver must always carry with him/her the technical part when operating the vehicle. The 
notification part (part II) of the certificate contains related sections for making notifications of 
changes. Both parts are printed on A4-size security paper. The security paper used is the same for 
both part of the document. The certificate’s parts can be identified by the name and number of the 
part, which are printed on the upper right hand corner of each part.  
 
The new certificate contains information on the intervals between scheduled inspections and 
suggestions for repair issued at the annual inspection. Customers are given a new technical part 
(part I) at each inspection. On all registrations, both parts of the certificate are printed for the 
customer. Old registration certificate is valid until the customer receives a new certificate from the 
registration partner or by mail, but no more than 30 days from the time a registration notification 
was made. If a new certificate has not been received within 30 days, the customer must request a 
new one from the nearest inspection station. A new certificate is free of charge if not received 
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within 30 days from the original registration notification and requested by the customer within 7 
days following the 30 day delivery period.  
 
Finland is not currently planning on introducing a smartcard registration document.  
 
First registration 
In 2010 approximately 197,000 vehicles were first-registered in Finland. The registration for new 
vehicles is organised via vehicle importers and car dealers in a way that is very similar to the 
accelerated procedure in the Netherlands. In case of individual imports the registration document 
and the licence plates are issued on the spot at registration time at the inspection station. 
 
The following requirements apply to the first registration of a vehicle: 
 The vehicle must pass a registration inspection, or a pre-registration certificate or single 

approval certificate valid for registration must have been granted for the vehicle (links to the 
inspection pages) 

 The vehicle must comply with all valid Finnish requirements 
 A certificate of destruction as specified in Section 18 I of the Waste Act may not be issued for 

the vehicle  
 Documentation for payment of all taxes and other fees regarding the vehicle must be submitted 
 A report on the vehicle’s proprietary rights and holder must be submitted; and  
 the vehicle must be covered by a motor liability insurance policy; no report on taxes or other 

payments pertaining to the import, manufacture or delivery of a vehicle imported by an importer 
registered in Customs is required. 

 
First registration of a vehicle imported to Finland by a private person 
If a private person imports a vehicle from abroad to be used in traffic in Finland, the following 
documents are required for the first registration: 
 A valid registration inspection certificate 
 Customs registration permit (submitted electronically by the Vehicular and Driver Data Register) 
 Customs certificate, if a tax-free vehicle is imported from a non-EU country 
 An ownership report starting from the last owner outside of Finland (if the customer submits a 

vehicle taxation decision, an ownership report beginning with the first person liable to pay taxes 
in Finland is required) 

 Motor liability insurance policy 
The number of privately imported vehicles in 2010 was c. 45,000 
 
Vehicle imported to Finland when moving to Finland 
If a vehicle is imported to Finland as part of removal goods, a written vehicle tax ruling by the 
Finnish Customs is required for registration. Based on the ruling, a surrender constraint entry in 
accordance with Section 27 of the Vehicle Tax Act is entered in the Vehicular and Driver Data 
Register. The vehicle tax ruling is also used as a certificate of proprietary history. The surrender 
constraint entry will not be automatically removed from the Vehicular and Driver Data Register; 
instead, it will be deleted at an inspection site when the customer presents the notification part of 
the registration certificate and a written permit from Customs for the removal of the surrender 
constraint entry.  
 
2,162 cars were imported to Finland as part of removal goods in 2010.  
 
Export-registered vehicle 
When an export-registered vehicle is registered for the first time, the vehicle’s certificate of 
temporary registration or a copy of it must also be presented.  
 
In 2010, 483 vehicles were export-registered in Finland.  
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Changes 
Change i.e. alteration registration refers to submitting a notification of changes in the data entered 
into the Vehicular and Driver Data Register. A registration notification is required, for example, on 
changes of owner and holder, and changes related to the motor liability insurance and the use of 
the vehicle. No registration notification is required for changes in the name, address or municipality 
of residence of a natural person, or for the death of a person, changes in the structure or 
equipment of the vehicle approved in a change and coupling inspection, or for a change in 
structure or equipment that needs not be presented for registration of changes. Such registration 
notifications are submitted using the notification part and technical part of the vehicle’s registration 
certificate. 
 
Change of ownership 
Every year about 1,4 million ownership changes take place in the Vehicular and Driver Data 
Register.  
 
A registration notification of the transfer of the right of ownership of the vehicle must be submitted 
using the notification and technical parts of the vehicle’s most recent valid registration certificate. A 
notification is also required for a vehicle decommissioned from traffic.  
The information on the new owner and the date of transfer of ownership is entered in the 
notification part. Both the new owner and the owner(s) entered into the register must verify with 
their signatures the information submitted with the notification part. Printed names of the 
undersigned must also be included in addition to the signatures in the notification part. If a party of 
the transaction is a company, the signature must comprise the name of the company and the 
representative of the company, complete with the printed name. The notification part and the 
technical part of the registration certificate may have different serial numbers (the serial numbers of 
both parts are indicated in the technical part). 
The registration notification must be submitted within seven days from the date of transferring 
ownership at a registration office. Within the same period of time, the new owner must also sign a 
motor liability insurance policy for the vehicle. The new owner of the vehicle is liable to pay an 
increased insurance fee charged by the Finnish Motor Insurers’ Centre if the difference between 
the date of transferring the ownership of the vehicle and the start date of the new insurance is 
more than seven days. 
A vehicle should be purchased only from the owner specified in the register in order to avoid 
problems concerning ownership, motor liability insurance and vehicle tax. However, if the vehicle is 
purchased from a so-called intermediate owner who has not personally registered the vehicle, the 
new owner should sign a motor liability insurance policy directly on the day of purchase, as well as 
submit a registration notification. This helps to avoid at least increased insurance fees. 
 
Changes in holder data 
In 2009, some 55,000 changes of holder took place in the Vehicular and Driver Data Register. In 
compliance with the Finnish legislation on vehicle registration, the holder of a vehicle must always 
be included in the Vehicular and Driver Data Register. The term “holder” refers to a natural person 
or legal entity that is not the owner to whom the primary use of the vehicle has been transferred 
and to whom the vehicle has been assigned for use for a period of more than 30 days. The first 
holder of a vehicle must be of the age entitling to drive the vehicle in question in traffic.  
 
Adding, changing or removing a holder 
The owner of the vehicle entered in the register may submit a registration notification concerning 
the addition, change or removal of a holder.  
The registration notification is carried out with the notification part of a valid registration certificate, 
either at an inspection site or in the insurance company which carries the valid motor liability 
insurance policy of the vehicle after the change.  
The registration notification must be submitted within seven days from the date of change indicated 
in the notification part. A registration notification is also required for a vehicle decommissioned from 
traffic. 
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Change from holder to owner  
If the holder entered into the register obtains ownership of the vehicle from the owner, the holder 
must submit a registration notification within seven days of the date of transfer. When a registration 
is carried out under the title “from holder to owner”, all holders become owners. If all holders are 
not to become owners, the change must be done as a change of owner. A registration from holder 
to owner does not require a new motor liability insurance if the insured party does not change. A 
registration notification is also required for a vehicle decommissioned from traffic.  
Approximately 101,000 changes from holder to owner took place in Finland in 2010.  
 
Change of insurance company  
A change of insurance company can be performed at any time during an insurance period. The 
registration notification can be received and entered into the register no earlier than one month 
prior to the start date of the new insurance.  
A registration notification concerning the change of the insurance company must be submitted no 
later than within 7 days from the start date of the new insurance. If the registration notification is 
delayed more than 7 days, the change of insurance company is considered expired.  
In conjunction with the change of the insurance company, the signature of one holder or owner in 
the notification part is sufficient, even if the vehicle has multiple holders and owners.  
The number of insurance company changes in 2010 was c. 320,000.  
 
Correcting an erroneous piece of information or submitting a changed address 
Any erroneous information in the notification part must be crossed out and the correct information 
entered under ”Lisätietoja ja huomautuksia” (Additional information and comments).  
The owner or holder of the vehicle entered in the register must sign the notification. Any 
inaccuracies in technical data can only be corrected at an inspection site.  
 
Other changes in vehicle information  
Other vehicle specific information in the register (i.e. technical specifications, colour, vehicle type, 
etc.) are changed through inspection and do not require a separate registration notification.  
 
Suspension 
Please see decommissioning and commissioning.  
 
Decommissioning (De-registration)  
Decommissioning from traffic replaced de-registration in Finland in November 2007. The term 
”decommissioning” or ”decommissioning from traffic” refers to temporary decommissioning of a 
vehicle from traffic and entering this information in the Vehicular and Driver Data Register. A 
decommissioning must be entered into the register by the end of the day during which the vehicle 
is decommissioned. No vehicle tax is charged for the duration of decommissioning. The licence 
plates of the vehicle need not be returned in connection with decommissioning. If the licence plates 
are not returned, the insurance coverage remains partially valid. Only returning the plates for a 
decommissioned vehicle ends the insurance coverage in full.  
 
All vehicles, except those included in category L (mopeds, motorcycles, three-wheeled vehicles, 
light-weight four-wheeled vehicles and four-wheeled vehicles) can be decommissioned. Category L 
vehicles can only be decommissioned under specific circumstances.  
 
The licence plates of cars need not be returned in connection with decommissioning. The licence 
plates of other vehicles must be returned. A decommissioned vehicle may be used in traffic only 
under exceptional circumstances listed below:  
 Until the end of the day on which the de-registration was submitted;  
 When taking the vehicle for a periodic inspection that has already been booked and from there 

to a repair shop or back home; 
 By virtue of a transfer permit; and 
 By virtue of a test number certificate. 
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Using a decommissioned vehicle under any other circumstances is not allowed. The prohibition on 
use also applies to vehicles which are purchased while decommissioned. Misuse is subject to an 
additional tax of min. EUR 1,000.  
 
A note that the vehicle has been decommissioned is visible in the vehicle’s latest printed 
registration certificate. As and when necessary, the data may also be checked by phone, SMS or 
online using Trafi’s vehicle registration inquiries service.  
 
A registration notification on any changes pertaining to a decommissioned vehicle – such as 
change of owner or holder – must be submitted in the normal manner, i.e., within seven days of the 
change.  
 
Around 400,000 vehicles were decommissioned from traffic in 2010.  
 
Decommissioning when transferring a vehicle abroad 
A vehicle must be decommissioned from traffic if it is to be taken out of Finland and no longer to be 
used in traffic in Finland. When a vehicle is taken abroad, the vehicle tax and the motor liability 
insurance no longer apply, after the decommissioning date entered in the Vehicular and Driver 
Data Register. 
 
Approximately 3,000 vehicles were decommissioned when taken out of Finland in 2009.  
 
Transferring a vehicle to another EEA state 
The owner or holder specified in the register may, prior to taking the vehicle out of Finland, submit 
a decommissioning notification at an inspection site. The decommissioning notification must be 
submitted using the notification part of the registration certificate; the vehicle's licence plates and 
the technical part of the registration certificate must be returned.  
 
Once the vehicle has been taken to the other EEA state and registered there, the registration 
authority of the EEA state should send Trafi a notification of the vehicle registration. Based on the 
notification, the vehicle will be marked in the Vehicular and Driver Data Register as 
decommissioned because taken abroad.  
 
If Trafi does not receive the above-mentioned notification, the owner or holder of the vehicle may 
submit to Trafi a copy of the registration certificate issued by the other state showing that the 
vehicle has been registered outside of Finland. If this is done, Trafi can also decommission the 
vehicle without the customer returning the licence plates. The decommissioning date will be the 
date on which the vehicle was registered in the other state if the date is clearly stated in the foreign 
registration certificate. The document can be submitted to Trafi by mail, by e-mail or by fax.  
 
Transferring a vehicle to another non-EEA state 
The owner or holder specified in the register may, prior to taking the vehicle out of Finland, submit 
a decommissioning notification at an inspection site. The decommissioning notification must be 
submitted using the notification part of the registration certificate; the vehicle's licence plates and 
the technical part of the registration certificate must be returned. 
 
If the vehicle has not been decommissioned before taken out of Finland, the owner or holder of the 
vehicle may submit either a customs certificate in which the removal from Finland is verified, 
issued by the Finnish Customs, or a copy of the registration certificate issued by the non-Finnish 
registration authority. The document can be submitted to Trafi by mail, by e-mail or by fax. 
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Finnish Customs will issue a customs certificate in which the removal from Finland is verified when 
a vehicle is taken out of Finland to be used in a non-EEA state. The customs certificate includes 
the date on which the vehicle was taken out of Finland, and this date will be used as the 
decommissioning date.  
 
If the vehicle has already been registered in the non-EEA state, the vehicle owner or holder may 
submit a copy of the local registration certificate to Trafi. The decommissioning date will be the 
date on which the vehicle was registered in the non-EEA state if the date is clearly stated in the 
foreign registration certificate.  
 
Commissioning to traffic 
Commissioning to traffic replaced re-registration in November 2007. The term ”commissioning” or 
”commissioning to traffic" refers to the recommissioning of a vehicle that has been 
decommissioned from traffic and entering the recommissioning in the Vehicular and Driver Data 
Register. The vehicle owner or holder may submit a registration notification on commissioning at 
an inspection site or, if the licence plates were not returned when decommissioning the vehicle, at 
the insurance company from which there is an insurance policy for the vehicle. Private customers 
may also submit a vehicle commissioning notification in the online service if the licence plates were 
not returned when decommissioning the vehicle. Decommissioning frees the owner or holder from 
the liability to pay the basic vehicle tax.  
 
In 2009, some 250,000 vehicles were commissioned to traffic.  
 
End-of-life vehicles 
The definitive de-registration of a vehicle entered into the Vehicular and Driver Data Register ends 
vehicle tax liability and insurance payments. The validity of the register number also expires. A 
vehicle that has undergone definitive de-registration can no longer be commissioned to traffic. The 
same information is registered at the definitive de-registration for end-of-life vehicles as with 
normal registrations.  
 
End-of-life de-registration 
The de-registration of a passenger car and a van to be destructed is free of charge. The owner of 
an end-of-life vehicle may deliver his/her vehicle to be treated at a Finnish Car Recycling Ltd’s 
authorised collection facility free of charge. The collection facility will check the right of the person 
assigning the vehicle to dispose of the end-of-life vehicle. The collection facility issues a certificate 
of destruction to the person assigning the vehicle. The de-registration is carried out by the 
collection facility together with its disposal facility. Therefore, the person assigning the vehicle is not 
required to submit a notification of the de-registration of the end-of-life vehicle. 
  
Some 55,000 vehicles were deregistered (end-of-life) in Finland in 2010. 
 
Deregistration and decommissioning by an insurance company or municipality 
Insurance companies deregister the destroyed vehicles they have redeemed. Vehicles that have 
been in a collision but are not destroyed are decommissioned as damaged vehicles. These 
vehicles can be decommissioned but need a control inspection prior to commissioning.  
Municipalities submit vehicles transferred to their ownership by virtue of the Act on Transferring 
Vehicles and Disposal of End-of-life Vehicles (828/2008) to an official reception point for final 
disposal. Vehicles other than end-of-life vehicles will be decommissioned.  
In 2010, insurance companies deregistered (end-of-life) c. 70 vehicles and decommissioned c. 
2,000 destroyed vehicles. Municipalities made a total of 770 de-registrations.  
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Licence numbers and number plates 
Trafi registers vehicles in Finland and subcontracts the manufacture of licence plates. A total of 28 
different licence plates are available. You may also see old licence plates on vehicles in traffic. 
Vehicles registered for the Finnish Defence Forces and those registered in Åland have their own 
licence plates.  
Currently, license plates are manufactured by the German manufacturer Erich Utsch AG. A long-
term number plate manufacturer in Finland, Helsinki Prison, operates as a subcontractor to Erich 
Utsch AG. Some 600,000 number plates are provided yearly. Inspection stations have a supply of 
licence plates at their disposal and issue plates on the spot at registration time. If customers want 
to have plates that have previously been in use in the same vehicle, they need to be ordered 
separately. The plates are then delivered to the inspection station, where the customer can collect 
them. Special number plates are issued by Trafi upon application. The plates are delivered to an 
inspection station where the customer can collect them.  
License plates are manufactured from aluminium, coated with a reflective membrane. Numbers 
and letters are embossed and coated with an opaque paint. The embossing height is 1–1.2 mm. 
The licence numbering system is vehicle-based. Licence numbers of passenger cars consist of two 
or three letters and a (maximum) three-digit number. Normally, licence plate numbers are given to 
customers/vehicles in order by appointing the next available ID from a plate series. The numbering 
is dependent of the registered vehicle category. The licence plate ID number series cannot begin 
with a zero, nor can zero be the only number used. The letters “C” and “CD” are reserved for 
diplomatic vehicles. Diplomatic plates with (C or CD) are issued by Trafi according to plate 
numbers received from the Ministry.  
 
Special license plates  
One can also apply for special license plate with a chosen plate number. The price for a special 
plate decision is 1 000 EUR. A special licence plate decision is vehicle-specific and remains with 
the vehicle throughout its life. If one wants to transfer a special licence plate to another vehicle, a 
new application and a new special licence plate decision is required. Trafi normally grants around 
800-900 special plate decisions every year. In 2010, the number of decisions was 772.  
A special licence plate is a regular licence plate for which the customer has selected the ID (plate 
number). The combination of letters and numbers can be selected subject to certain restrictions. 
Special licence plates have been granted in Finland since 1989.  
One can select any letters for a special licence plate, except for the letter combination ”CD” which 
is reserved for diplomatic vehicles. The letters P or W that are used as the first letters in licence 
plates for trailers can also be used as the first letter in a special licence plate for a vehicle that is 
not a trailer. There are still some limitations on the special licence plates of other vehicles, 
pertaining to the letters W, Q, Å, Ä and Ö. A black-based licence plate can be issued for a veteran 
vehicle or a vehicle that already has had such licence plates, or a vehicle imported to Finland that 
was commissioned prior to 1972. 
 
The special licence plate ID may not include any expressions violating good manners or law and 
order. The special licence plate of a vehicle may include two or three letters and a maximum of 
three numbers, or vice versa. The special licence plate of a motorcycle or moped may include 
either two or three letters and a maximum of three numbers, or vice versa. The special licence 
plate of a trailer must begin with the letter P or W. Zero may not be the first number of the number 
part or the only number.  
Depending on the vehicle category, a vehicle includes one or two licence plates. Trafi may also 
grant a permit for an additional licence plate (subject to a charge) if  
 A temporary piece of equipment covering the licence plate has been attached to the front or rear 

of the vehicle,  
 A Finnish tractor is used to haul a non-Finnish trailer which has not been registered in its 

country of origin, i.e., which does not include a licence plate. 
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Several car importers send information on new vehicles to the Vehicular and Driver Data Register 
prior to being shipped to Finland. In this process of prior notifications the vehicles receive a plate 
number from AKE and corresponding number plates from the plate manufacturer. The plates are 
shipped to the importers together with prior notification certificates and are thus immediately ready 
to be sent with the vehicles to authorised dealers upon the vehicles’ arrival to Finland. Prior 
notification certificates are used for the first registrations in Finland. 
 
Military vehicles are mainly licensed by the Ministry of Defence.  
 
More information on Finnish license plates including pictures can be obtained from Trafi’s website 
www.trafi.fi. Direct link: Finnish license plates  
 
Temporary use 
A transfer permit may be granted for the temporary transfer or use of vehicles. The term “transfer 
permit” means a permit that includes transfer marks to be attached to the vehicle and motor liability 
insurance for the vehicle. A transfer permit may be issued for a vehicle that has not yet undergone 
first registration, a vehicle that has been decommissioned from traffic or a vehicle removed from 
the register before 2 November 2007. A vehicle that is prohibited from driving or use may be given 
a transfer permit for the vehicle to be taken to a repair shop or an inspection site. 
A requirement for issuance of a transfer permit is that the vehicle has valid motor liability insurance 
and that the prescribed vehicle tax has been paid. Taking into account the purpose of the transfer 
permit, the vehicle must be suitable for use in traffic regarding its construction, equipment, 
condition and safety. The transfer permit must be kept with the vehicle whenever it is used in traffic. 
 
Purposes for which a transfer permit may be issued: 
 Taking a vehicle for inspection or repair  
 Transferring an imported vehicle from its point of import to a point of export  
 Demonstration of a vehicle or item attached to it  
 A Finnish-registered car taking part in an official competition held by a national motor sports 

association  
 Vehicle taxation decision handling process is pending at the Customs  
 Any other reason for transferring the vehicle (such as transferring a decommissioned vehicle to 

another location for winter storage)  
Some 105,000 transfer permits were granted in 2010.  
 
Based on an application, Trafi can grant a company a temporary number certificate entitling the 
use of vehicles in traffic with temporary number plates. The temporary number certificate is valid 
for one year after the granting date. If necessary, several temporary number certificates may be 
granted for a company. 
 
Temporary number plates can be used to drive vehicles that are not registered, decommissioned 
vehicles and vehicles that cannot be used in traffic because they have not been inspected or 
because they are not fit for traffic (in the case of transferring the vehicle to a repair shop or an 
inspection site). The licence plates of a decommissioned vehicle must be removed or covered 
when the temporary number plates are used.  
The temporary number plates can only be used if the vehicle tax has been paid. The original 
temporary number certificate must always be kept with you when driving a vehicle with the 
temporary number plates. 
 
A vehicle equipped with temporary number plates can be used in traffic when it is a question of one 
of the following activities of the certificate recipient: 
 A test related to studying the vehicle or equipment attached to it;  
 A vehicle test drive or sales presentation; or  
 Any other transfer closely connected to the manufacture, sales, equipment, repair or inspection 

of the vehicle.  
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Temporary number plates can be used by the holder of the temporary number certificate or a 
representative of the holder (an employee of the company, etc.). A private person may use 
temporary number plates without the holder being present if it is a test drive of the vehicle with the 
intention of buying it, the vehicle tax has been paid and the user carries with them the original 
temporary number certificate and a temporary usage licence issued by the car dealership (valid for 
24 hours). Temporary number plates may not be loaned to another company or any private person.  
In 2010, Trafi granted 742 new temporary number certificates and renewed 4349 old ones.  
 
Export registration refers to the temporary registration of a vehicle in Finland. A vehicle that has 
not been previously registered and that will be handed over in Finland to be exported to be used in 
another country may be granted an export registration. Usually, export-registered vehicles are new 
passenger vehicles subject to vehicle taxation that have not been registered before, for which 
taxes have not been paid and which will be exported from Finland to another country. A 
decommissioned used vehicle may also be granted an export registration for transfer. 
If a vehicle is imported back to Finland as part of removal goods, a sale restriction for the vehicle 
will be entered in the register. For more information about the sale restriction, please contact 
Finnish Customs. The vehicle commissioning date will be the export registration implementation 
date.  
 
As a general rule, all the documents required for the first registration or re-registration of a vehicle 
are also required for export registration. If the vehicle has been previously registered, or if it is a 
privately imported vehicle, the vehicle must always undergo a registration inspection in Finland 
before export registration can be carried out. Export registration requires a continuous motor 
liability insurance policy for the vehicle that is valid in Finland. No vehicle tax is charged for an 
export-registered vehicle.  
In the case of vehicles that have not been previously registered, the export registration is valid until 
the end of the calendar month one year after the calendar month during which the registration 
notification was submitted – that is, an export registration submitted in May 2010 is valid until the 
end of May 2011. If the applicant wishes, the validity period may also be shorter.  
In the case of a decommissioned vehicle or a used vehicle that has not been registered in Finland 
before, the export registration is only valid while the vehicle is being transported from Finland to the 
target country.  
Depending on the target country’s national legislation, the Finnish export licence plates may be 
valid for the entire duration of the export registration, or the vehicle has to be registered in the 
Vehicular and Driver Data Register of the target country. For more information, please contact the 
authorities of the target country, such as the country’s embassy or customs. If an export-registered 
vehicle is registered in another country, a notification to the traffic insurance company must be 
submitted in order to cancel the vehicle’s insurance.  
No separate notification on registration to Trafi is necessary, and the export licence plates need not 
be returned, unless separately specified in the export registration certificate.  
An export-registered vehicle may be used in Finland prior to it being taken out of the country only 
when the vehicle is being transferred from the handover site to the export site, or – in the case of 
the owner of the vehicle travelling with the intention of leaving Finland – to the owner's home and 
from there to the export site.  
An export-registered vehicle may also be temporarily used in Finland if there is a compulsive 
reason for doing so due to a regular holiday trip or a similar short-term residence in Finland. 
However, the vehicle may not be used in Finland during the month immediately following the 
departure from Finland or the month immediately preceding the month of departure.  
 
Registration fee 
The vehicle registration fee in 2011 is EUR 12.00 or EUR 17.40 if there are appendices - and is 
imposed when a vehicle is registered or when there is a change in the registration. 
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Register 
Finland has a central population register where personal records are maintained. 
 
The Vehicle Traffic Data System records details about the vehicle and the owner/holder. A 
distinction is made between the holder and the owner. ‘Owner’ in this context is not a strict legal 
term, but the person who has been notified as such. Details about the tax payment, the 
roadworthiness test, insurance and any outstanding loans (mortgages) related to the vehicle are 
also registered. The police have the right to register vehicles as stolen in the central vehicle traffic 
register.  
 
Trafi provides information from the Vehicular and Driver Data Register for the use of the authorities, 
companies and private citizens. Citizens and companies can obtain data on individual vehicles on 
the basis of the registration number and serial number. Furthermore, various extracts can be taken 
from the Vehicular and Driver Data Register for purposes allowed by the law, such as address 
information for marketing purposes.  
 
The vehicle traffic register is open to the public, and information is provided freely on the basis of a 
vehicle registration or serial number. Information is provided e.g. on technical details, the 
owner/holder, the roadworthiness test date and the insurance company. Information concerning 
owner or holder is only withheld if the registered person has explicitly invoked data protection 
rights. 
 
Since 2000 a commercial mobile phone service (using Short Message Service - SMS) and Internet 
service have been in use providing detailed information about specified vehicles. Through these 
services customers can request information via SMS from their mobile phone or Internet, using a 
registration number as a key for identification. Payment for this service is made through the 
telephone charges or Internet bank payment. Services are quite popular –some 250,000 requests 
per month are made via mobile text messages, internet and telephone services.  
 
Trafi’s contract parties provide tailored on-line enquiry services to identified end users at vehicle 
dealerships, insurance and financial companies, workshops, etc. Trafi also sells bulk information to 
data resellers for direct marketing and market intelligence on a commercial basis. (There is no 
central IT organisation within the vehicle retail or wholesale business in Finland). Information is 
provided to government institutions on a non-profit basis.  
 
Trafi sees no major problems in people trying to avoid registering their vehicle. This is due to both 
the tax system and the public nature of the vehicle register. Compliance with the tax requirements 
is ensured through police observation, but social control also plays a role. Annual tax payments are 
also a requirement to pass the annual inspection. Moreover, anyone can obtain details of a 
particular vehicle’s tax status. Potential buyers are also expected to do this, since they take on the 
rights and obligations attached to the vehicle on purchase. This makes it very difficult to sell 
vehicles, which are not correctly registered or which have unpaid taxes.  
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Periodical (annual) tax 
Both vehicle and diesel tax were joint together in the beginning of 2004 to form a new vehicle tax. 
Vehicle tax consists of two parts; basal tax and driving force tax. Both basal and driving force tax 
are levied using only one tax bill.  
 
New legislation with improved information system enables us to offer the taxpayers new and more 
convenient ways to pay their vehicle tax; direct debiting and a chance to pay the tax in 1-4 
instalments regardless of the amount. The tax season itself is an individual running tax season, 
which is unique for each vehicle. This new tax season’s length is 12 months and the beginning is 
determined by the vehicle’s first registration date, re-registration date or the last date that the 
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vehicle was sold. Taxpayer pays the vehicle tax for only the period he or she is the holder or the 
owner of the vehicle.  
 
Periodical tax will be changed completely into CO2 emissions-based 1.3.2011. Vehicle basal tax 
will be determined on the grounds of CO2 emissions for passenger cars and vans. For those cars 
that do not have a CO2 emission in the national Vehicular and Driver Data Register (mainly cars 
registered/imported before 2002), will be taxed by using the vehicle’s total mass. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Third party limited liability insurance is an obligatory part of the registration process. The name of 
the insurance company and the date the policy begins are registered. It is not possible to cancel 
the policy for a roadworthy vehicle that is in use. See decommissioning and deregistration for more 
details on cancelling an insurance policy.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
Trafi is not responsible for tracing and enforcement. These are mainly handled by the Police and 
Customs.  
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections  
Motor vehicle technical inspection activities are open to free competition in Finland. Today, there 
are about 70 inspection companies, which run approximately 330 inspection stations. 
 
Trafi is the responsible authority for granting permissions to function, supervising both the 
inspection business and the training of the personnel involved. A licence for inspection can be 
granted to a company fulfilling the requirements, such as independence from commercial motor 
vehicle servicing, adequate skills of the personnel and infrastructure suitable for the operations. 
 
Motor cars (M1) in private use have to be inspected for the first time in their third year and for the 
second time in their fifth year in use. This period is counted from their first day of use. After five 
years these vehicles must be inspected annually. Vans (N1) must also be initially inspected in their 
third year, which is followed by annual inspections. Trailers whose total mass is less than 3500 kg 
(O2) have to be inspected every two years starting from their second year of use. There are 
exceptions for the museum vehicles depending on their first day of use. Motorcycles, mopeds, 
tractors and snowmobiles do not have annual inspections.  
 
 
2.7  Other: mortgages 
The purpose of the vehicle mortgage system is to provide entrepreneurs and private persons a 
way to use registered vehicles as collateral for loans without having to relinquish the possession of 
the vehicle. A vehicle mortgage can be confirmed for the following vehicle types if the vehicle is 
included in the Vehicular and Driver Data Register:  
 Buses  
 Trucks  
 Trailers accepted to be towed by trucks  
 Special vehicles (this vehicle type is no longer in use as of 1 January 1993)  
 Tractors  
 Working machinery  
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Furthermore, the vehicles listed below that may not be used in traffic can be mortgaged. Such 
vehicles must be registered in the Mortgage Register prior to confirming the mortgage.  
 Trucks, vehicles accepted to be connected to a truck to be towed, buses, tractors and working 

machinery whose dimensions or weight exceed the values accepted for road traffic; and/or 
 Working machinery manufactured or equipped for harvesting or road maintenance, working 

machinery manufactured or equipped for maintaining slalom slopes or skiing tracks, off-road 
vehicles manufactured or equipped for maintaining slalom slopes or skiing tracks except if the 
off-road vehicle is a snowmobile, hovercrafts as well as tractors and working machinery meant 
to be controlled on foot; 

 Tractors or working machinery manufactured or equipped for forestry work whose tare is a 
minimum of 10,000 kilograms; and 

 Tractors or working machinery equipped with solid tyres or tracks whose tare is a minimum of 
10,000 kilograms. 

 
Trafi’s function is to examine whether the legal requirements for the mortgage are met. If the 
application for mortgage is in order, Trafi approves the mortgage and registers the mortgage 
information in the central vehicle traffic register. For example: a company applies for a mortgage on 
one of their vehicles in the amount of € 60,000. If Trafi approves the application the company can 
use the vehicle as collateral when applying for a loan. If the company does not pay back the loan, 
the creditor’s receivable is protected by the mortgage on the vehicle up till € 60,000. The mortgage 
is valid for a period of ten years and it is renewable.  
 
A mortgaged vehicle may not be permanently deregistered. The valid mortgage must first be 
cancelled. A mortgaged vehicle can be decommissioned, however. 
 
Approximately 1,800 mortgages were confirmed and registered by Trafi in 2010.  
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
Trafi has a wide range of tasks within the driving licence chain. 
 
General information 
Responsible organisation  
Name 
 

Liikenteen turvallisuusvirasto Trafi /Transport Safety 
Agency Trafi 

Address Hakaniemenranta 6  P.O. Box 320 
 Fin-00530 Helsinki  FIN-00101 Helsinki 
 Finland   Finland 
Type of organisation Central government agency  
Website www.trafi.fi 
Contact person Mr Toni Pallaspuro  
Telephone + 358 9 61 85 395 
E-mail toni.pallaspuro@trafi.fi  
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Primary tasks 
Training and examination Trafi, private companies 
Documents Trafi 
Registration of driving licences Trafi 
Registration of offences Trafi 
Other:  
Digital Tachograph Trafi  
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
Trafi is responsible for the driving examinations in Finland. Local service producers in 19 districts 
produce the examinations. For every fourth or seventh year Trafi selects the local service 
producers through a public tender. The driving examiners are also supervising the driving schools 
for Trafi. 
 
A driving licence (B-class) is obtained in two stages. During the first stage the candidate takes at 
least 20 theory lessons and 30 sessions (á 25 minutes) of practical training, both of which can be 
taken from a driving school or privately. After passing the theoretical and practical tests a short 
term licence is issued. At least 18 months later, after a good driving record, another 4 theory 
lessons and 8 practical sessions, the candidate is able to apply for a permanent driving licence. 
 
Before taking the driving examination the candidate must apply for a driving licence permit which 
the Police issues. Candidate has to attach a photograph and a medical certificate to the 
application.  
 
3.2  Documents 
Driving licences are produced and registered by Trafi. Finland currently has three different kinds of 
driving licence models. All driving licences used in Finland have been approved in the EU Directive 
on driving licences and are thus valid in all EU and EEC member states.  
 
Updated at the beginning of 1998, the new Finnish driving licence was issued in a credit card-sized 
format. The new licence complies with the EU-approved model and is valid in all EU member 
states. The licence information is presented in Finnish and Swedish. DRIVING LICENCE is printed 
on the background of the licence in all official EU languages. The licence is pink in colour.  
Short-term driving licences are assigned to persons by driving test centres, but the Police assign 
permanent driving licences. The driving licence (B-class) is valid until the age of 70, before there is 
no obligation for refreshment. At the age of 45, it is obligatory to present a certificate of eyesight 
from an optician or a medical doctor. The Police take care of changing a foreign driving licence into 
a Finnish licence.  
 
Driving licences issued in EU/ ETA member states are valid in Finland. The exception to this rule is 
for licences originally issued outside the EU/ETA, which are not valid in Finland.  
Driving licences issued in countries belonging to the Vienna or Geneva Conventions (not including 
EU/ETA member states) are valid in Finland for a period of one year after arriving in Finland.  
Driving licences issued in countries not specified above do not entitle the holder to operate a 
motorised vehicle in Finland. 
 
In 2010, c. 377,000 permanent and 37,000 temporary driving licences were issued in Finland. 
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3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Trafi keeps a record of all the issued driving licences. Photos are not stored in the central register 
yet. Photos will be stored in the new system, which is being developed now and will be taken into 
use by Spring 2013. As part of the central register, Trafi keeps a record of the various stages of 
obtaining the driving licence. Driving licence information is not freely available. 
 
The total number of registered driving licences in Finland is 3.57 million (30 June 2010). 
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
The traffic offences are registered in Trafi’s driving licence register. There is no actual penalty point 
system in Finland, but a “basic penalty point system” exists. If a driver, with a permanent driving 
licence, commits three traffic violations in a year or four traffic violations in two years, he will be 
imposed a driving ban according to the Road Traffic Act. If a driver has a short-term driving licence, 
he/she will be imposed a driving ban if he/she commits two traffic violations in a year or three traffic 
violations in two years.  
 
Road participation can be banned by the Police on the spot, if the offence has been very severe or 
if the vehicle has been badly damaged in an accident. The Police removes the license plates on 
vehicles that are allowed to be driven.  
 
 
3.5  Other: digital tachograph 
Administration and granting of smart cards needed for the use of the tachograph has been 
imposed as task for Trafi. Domestic regulations, where among others issuing tachograph cards is 
regulated, came to force in 20 June 2005. The formed Finnish Vehicle Administration AKE began 
issuing digital tachograph cards after regulations came to force. 
 
The tachograph and the smart card make it easier to follow driving and rest periods of a driver. 
There is also an inclination to secure equal preconditions of competition for different drivers, traffic 
contractors and ways of transport. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
IT systems  
The Vehicle Traffic Data system (ATJ) consists of several sub-systems. These include e.g.  
 Electronic transaction management, diary and document management  
 Vehicle registration (licensing)  
 Annual taxation of vehicles  
 Digital tachograph system  
 Vehicle inspection  
 Technical (type) approval  
 Vehicle information service  
 Reporting  

 
ATJ is used by over 1,000 companies, offices or other organisations. The system has more than 
30,000 user IDs in all.  
 
A part of ATJ, the Driver Data System, is now under development and it will be introduced at by 
Spring 2013. It will contain at least the following parts:  
 Driving rights and driving licences  
 Examinations 
 Driver information service 
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At the same time and partially together with the development of the Driver Date System, Trafi will 
develop international (EU/EEC) information transfer within member states. This will help reduce 
vehicle related crime, improve reliability of Vehicular and Driver Data Registers and traffic safety.  
 
Vehicle taxation based on CO2 emissions 
At the end of 2007 the Parliament approved the legal reform concerning vehicle taxation based on 
CO2 emissions. CO2 emission based vehicle taxation began in 2010 and will gradually replace the 
old mass based taxation for those cars that have a CO2 emission information in the Vehicular and 
Driver Data Register.  
 
Electronic services  
In 2010, Trafi launched its first electronic (online) registration services. These pilot services include 
register notifications of decommissioning and commissioning a vehicle, as well as a possibility to 
order a new registration certificate online. At first, the decommissioning and commissioning 
services will be available for cars only and all three pilot services are available only for private 
citizens. Trafi continues the development of electronic registration services, and they will be 
expanded to cover also corporate customers once Trafi is able to deploy the State's shared strong 
company authentication service.  
 
Trafi also offers a wide range of mobile and online information services for private citizens and 
companies. More information services for companies are available through Trafi’s partners who 
provide customised information based on Trafi’s Vehicular and Driver Data Register.  
Trafi’s primary goal is to implement services that facilitate the operations of its customers and 
partners and generate as extensive cost savings as possible.  
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Germany 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
In Germany, the federal 16 states carry out the actual executive activities related to vehicle and 
driver licensing. In comparison with similar organisations in other countries, the central German 
registration organisation, the Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt (KBA), has a relatively small range of tasks. It 
is the type approval authority for motor vehicles in Germany, and it maintains and operates the four 
federal registers (one in the vehicle chain, two in the driving licence chain and one in context of the 
digital tachograph). The latter is done based on data mainly supplied by the responsible authorities 
in the federal states. In the execution of its tasks, the KBA is thus very dependent on the 
cooperation of the federal states (with regard to data supply) and the operation of the 420 vehicle 
licensing offices (vehicles) and the 650 driving licence offices (driving licences). 
 
General information 
Name    Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt (KBA) 
Address Fördestrasse 16 

24944 Flensburg 
Postal address 
24932 Flensburg 

Type of organisation Government agency 
Website   www.kba.de 
Contact person  Dr. Detlef Marek 
Telephone   +49 461 316 14 90 
E-mail    Detlef.Marek@kba.de 
Staff    approx. 1,000 (of whom 15 in Dresden) 
Offices   Head office in Flensburg and a branch office in Dresden 
Turnover   EUR 157 million 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Central registration and type approvals 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Central registration and registration of offences 
 
Mission 
By storing and providing information regarding road traffic, the KBA contributes to road safety and 
environment. It sees itself as a provider of information and services for vehicles and their users. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
In the management and operation of the central vehicle register the KBA has two major partners: 
the 420 local vehicle licensing offices in the federal states and around 120 insurance companies 
for details of mopeds. In the field of the central driving licence register the KBA cooperates with the 
650 driving licence authorities in the federal states. 
 
Administration 
The KBA is a federal government agency which comes under (but is not part of) the Federal 
Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development. The KBA is an executive organisation and 
its activities are directed by the Ministry. The Ministry is responsible for policy formulation and 
legislation. 
 
In 2010 the KBA generated income of € 90,1 million and spent € 66,5 million. The surplus is 
passed to the state treasury. 
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The director is appointed by the Ministry. 
 
Largely because of the growing degree of computerization in the information function, the KBA 
organisation is gradually contracting. In recent years the staff complement has fallen just under 
1,000. This process of contraction, made possible by continues use of information and 
communication technology, is expected to continue in the coming years. 
 
The KBA organisation consists of four departments: 
 Central Services, including IT (about 350 staff); 
 Central Registers, the core activity (about 350 staff); 
 Statistics (about 130 staff); 
 Technical matters, including type approval authority, management of type inspections and 

compilation of type data (about 150 staff). 
 
Organisation of European activities 
European activities are conducted on the policy level by the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building 
and Urban Development. The Ministry involves the KBA and other organisations as required. 
Questions of practical issues e. g. in the context of international data exchange are forwarded 
directly to the KBA. The KBA is responsible for cooperation with the registration and type approval 
authorities in other countries and is the national contact point for the exchange of vehicle and 
driving licence information. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
The Federal Republic of Germany is composed of 16 federal states, which have a large measure 
of autonomy. It is true that all legislation covering the activities of vehicles and people (driving 
licences) on the public roads are initiated by the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban 
Development in accordance with European directives, but each initiative requires the approval of 
the federal states. Implementation of legislation in the field of road traffic is a matter for the federal 
states. 
 
The federal states are divided into ‘districts’ (Kreise) and ‘district-level cities’ (kreisfreie Städte), 
which all act as licensing districts. There are 420 different vehicle licensing offices. 
 
The KBA has a limited number of tasks in the vehicle chain. The following is a summary of the 
distribution of these tasks. 
 
Summary of the primary tasks and central registration 

Activity Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval KBA 

(reports: designated technical 
services, like TÜV,DEKRA etc.) 

KBA 

Licensing Federal states KBA 
Tax Federal states - 
Insurance Federal states 

Insurance companies 
KBA  
Insurance companies 

Tracing and enforcement Law enforcement agencies - 
Technical inspections Private companies - 
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2.1  Type approval 
Vehicles are tested and reports for type approvals are made primarily by one of the five TÜV 
organisations, the DEKRA and several other specially designated technical services. These 
organisations also conduct the periodical technical inspections of individual vehicles. The 
supervision of the inspection organisations is the responsibility of the federal state where they are 
based. 
 
KBA is the type approval authority in Germany. It receives, checks, grants and records the type 
approvals and informs the other EU member states especially by using ETAES (European Type 
Approval Exchange System). Every year the organisation grants around 17.500 type approvals, 
including so-called supplementary approvals and national type approvals. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
The licensing system is vehicle- and district-based. The 420 licensing offices across the federal 
states are authorized to issue licence numbers. These offices maintain their own registers of all 
vehicles for which they have issued licence numbers. The KBA also records all vehicles with their 
technical data and their holder data in a central vehicle register, called ZFZR (Zentrales 
Fahrzeugregister). 
 
Registration 
Vehicles (and their trailers) which on the basis of their construction can reach a speed of more than 
6 kilometres per hour may be used on the public roads if they are licensed and registered. This 
means that they have: 
 A national approval or a EU type approval; 
 A compulsory third-party insurance; 
 Been allocated an official licence number; and 
 A registration certificate (consisting of Part I and II). 

Passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles and lorries, motorcycles, mopeds, agricultural tractors, 
road-construction and -maintenance machines and trailers are licensed and registered. 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
There are about 57 million registered vehicles, 42.3 of which are passenger cars. (Germany has a 
population of 81,8 million.) 
 
Documents 
Following the Council directive 1999/37/EC on the registration documents for vehicles Germany 
decided to introduce a paper document split in two parts: the Registration Certificate Part I and the 
Registration Certificate Part II. The first part has the function of the former vehicle certificate (in 
German called “Fahrzeugschein”) and the second part has the function of the former vehicle letter 
(in German called “Fahrzeugbrief”). The new registration certificates are issued since 1st of 
October 2005. Old documents remain valid until a change occurs that makes it necessary to issue 
new documents. There are no plans yet to introduce a smartcard registration document. 
 
Registration Certificate Part II 
In principle a vehicle is accompanied throughout its life in Germany by a registration certificate Part 
II (in German it is called “Fahrzeugbrief”), which lists the holder’s and vehicle’s details. The 
registration certificate Part II provides proof of the holder’s right of disposal of the vehicle. The 
holder keeps the document at home or in a safe-deposit box. In contrast to the former vehicle letter 
the new registration certificate Part II that is issued according to Council directive 1999/37/EC 
since 1st of October 2005 does not contain all but only the main technical vehicle details and at 
maximum two holder entries.  
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If no registration certificate Part II is available, the holder must obtain documentary evidence of the 
right of disposal of the vehicle in some way or another, for instance by submitting a copy of a 
purchase contract. 
 
Registration certificates Part II are items of value. Quite a number of security features is 
incorporated in the registration certificate Part II. They are printed by the Bundesdruckerei GmbH 
in Berlin on security paper and issued with a number, on the basis of which the KBA monitors 
distribution. The documents are distributed from KBA among manufacturers, importers and 
licensing offices. 
 
In most cases the manufacturer or importer allocates a registration certificate Part II to a vehicle 
and prints the vehicle details (including the VIN) on the document. They report the number of the 
document as well as the vehicle identification number (VIN) to the KBA. In this way the vehicle and 
the registration certificate Part II are linked to each other at an early stage and stored in the ZFZR 
central vehicle register. 
 
The holder must present the registration certificate Part II at the licensing office when the vehicle is 
licensed and when any details are changed. It is impossible in Germany to prove rightful ownership 
of the vehicle without the accompanying registration certificate Part II. For that reason this 
document serves as a kind of ownership protection, although it is not an ownership title as such. 
The holder can use the registration certificate Part II as collateral for loans. In that case the lender 
will retain the Part II document until the final loan repayment. During this time the holder cannot sell 
the vehicle. 
 
Registration Certificate Part I  
The registration certificate Part I (in German it is called “Fahrzeugschein”) provides proof of correct 
licensing. This document is issued by the licensing office. It contains the following in particular: 
 The name of the vehicle holder 
 The technical details, which (in part) are also listed on the registration certificate Part II 
 The location of the vehicle, in case this differs from the holder’s residence 

 
In contrast with the Part II document, the registration certificate Part I must be kept in the vehicle 
when it is being used, so that drivers can present it to the authorities on request (at road side 
checks, for instance). In case of a change, such as a transfer, the licensing office prepares a new 
registration certificate Part I..  
 
First registration 
The KBA registers around 3,7 million new vehicles every year. Manufacturers and importers 
include a registration certificate Part II when delivering a new vehicle. This already lists the VIN 
and various technical details. In this way, the vehicle and the registration certificate Part II are 
linked to each other at a very early stage. 
 
When a vehicle is sold, the buyer or dealer has to show for registration the Part II document to the 
licensing office. Additionally the existence of a third party insurance has to be proved. This is done 
electronically by the licensing office in making an online request to a database of electronic 
insurance proofs operated by the association of insurance companies (see also section 2.4). If all 
preconditions for registration are fulfilled the license authority allocates a licence number to the 
vehicle. The holder then has to buy the number plates. A supplier is usually located near the 
licensing office. The holder then takes the number plates to the licensing office. In the meantime, 
the holder and vehicle details have been recorded in the district register. For mass-produced 
vehicles, the registration relies on a register with type data information (technical data of a vehicle 
type). The KBA updates this type data register daily. 
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The registration certificate Part II includes the holder details. The licensing office prepares a 
registration certificate Part I and attaches a sticker on the number plates. The licensing office then 
informs the following: 
 The KBA, for registration in the ZFZR central vehicle register 
 The tax office 
 The insurance company 

 
Normally the procedure for individually imported vehicles is as follows. The TÜV or another 
responsible company conducts a type inspection. The owner then takes the approval declaration to 
the licensing office. This ascertains whether the applicant has the right of disposal of the vehicle, 
on the basis of a purchase contract for instance. The vehicle licensing office checks via the KBA 
that the vehicle does not already have a registration certificate Part II and that it has not been 
stolen. To this end the vehicle licensing office also consults via the KBA the EUCARIS system and 
the Schengen Information System (SIS). If the vehicle proves to be stolen, the vehicle licensing 
office or the KBA calls in the police and informs the applicant accordingly. If everything is in order, 
the licensing office prepares a registration certificate Part II. 
 
The fee for first registration is around € 25. Additionally around € 25 have to be paid for the number 
plates. 
 
Changes 
Around 200.000 changes are entered in the ZFZR central vehicle register every day. Per year 
there around 7,8 million changes of ownership and around 3,1 million other changes like change of 
the address of the holder or changes of technical data of the vehicle. Additionally there are around 
5,7 million changes of the insurance company per year. The information on the Part II document 
and Part I document must be up to date. The owner or holder is obliged to report any changes to 
the licensing office. If he or she fails to do so, the licence office has the power to prohibit further 
use of the vehicle until the duty to report has been fulfilled.  
 
In the event of changes, the owner or holder must always present the registration certificate Part II. 
Failure to present the Part I document is usually not an insurmountable problem. The kinds of 
changes that must be reported to the licensing offices include the following: 
 Changes to holder details (e.g. name and address) 
 Change of vehicle category (e.g. through conversion) 
 Change of engine power 
 Changes to loads and weights 
 Changes to emission values 
 Change of location (in case of a move to another district, a vehicle normally receives a new 

licence number) 
 Sale (in the event of a transfer to another district, a vehicle receives a new licence number) 
 De-registration 

 
The licensing office records changes on the registration certificate Part II. If there is no place free 
for new entries a new Part II document is issued. The licensing office also retains the old 
registration certificate Part I and prepares a new one. And it informs the KBA and, if applicable, the 
tax office and the insurance company. 
 
In principle, the transfer fee amounts between € 15 and € 25. 
 
In case of re-registration after de-registration, the owner or holder must present the registration 
certificate Part II and the former registration certificate Part I, proof of insurance and 
roadworthiness certificate from a technical inspection company. 
Re-registration costs are € 10,20. 
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De-registration 
The owner or holder must report a vehicle’s end of life to the licensing office; otherwise, he or she 
remains liable for the tax and insurance obligations. For deregistering a vehicle, the licensing office 
makes a note on the Part I document and removes the sticker from the number plates. The 
invalidated Part I document, the registration certificate Part II and the invalidated number plates are 
returned to the owner or holder. The Part II document does retain its function as proof of the right 
of disposal of the vehicle. With deregistering a vehicle, the licensing office suspends the tax and 
insurance obligations by informing the tax office and the insurance company. The authorities may 
call up vehicle details for up to seven years after deregistration. After deregistration it is forbidden 
to use the public road. 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
When applying for deregistering a vehicle the holder or owner has to declare what will happen with 
the vehicle. He has either to declare that the vehicle is not disposed as waste or he has to show an 
end-of-life certificate. The registration authority checks the end-of-life certificate and makes a 
stamp on it. Additionally on the registration certificate Part I and II a remark is printed that an end-
of-life certificate was shown. This information is also stored in the central vehicle register.   
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The licensing office of the district where the vehicle is located allocates the licence number. The 
system is strictly vehicle- and district-based. The licence number consists of the following: 
 The code or district number, i.e. one to three letters indicating the district or special 

combinations such as BD for parliament (Bundestag) vehicles or O for diplomatic vehicles 
 The serial number, i.e. one or two letters plus one to four digits; the range of these two groups 

is stipulated by law for each district 
 
Special licence numbers include seasonal numbers, vintage car numbers, short use resp. 
temporary numbers, commercial numbers, export numbers and insurance numbers for mopeds. 
 
Type of number plate Use Registration at KBA
Ordinary number plate 

 
 

All ordinary licensed vehicles and 
trailers (black types and green types 
possible - green types for tax-free 
vehicles and trailers).  

Yes 

Ordinary number plate for veteran 
vehicles (two-line depiction) 

 
 

At least 30 years old, tax-deductible 
veteran vehicles.  
A special inspection is required for 
the acceptance of a veteran vehicle 
in this sense. 

Yes 

Seasonal number plate 
 

 

Vehicles with a limited licensing 
period within every year. 
The months of begin and end of the 
licensing period are fixed on the 
plate. 

Yes 

Export number plate 

 
 

Vehicles which have to be exported 
within a certain period of time, max. 
one year. The date of expiry is fixed 
on the plate.  

Yes 
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Type of number plate Use Registration at KBA
Temporary number plate („04“) 

 
 

Not licensed vehicles to go for test or 
transportation drives etc.. Limited 
validity up to 5 days. 
The date of expiry is fixed on the 
plate. The plate is related to a 
person, not to a specific vehicle. 

Yes 
(only holder data) 

Red number plate for recurrent use 
(commercial number plate)(„06“) 

 
 

Not licensed vehicles to go for test or 
transportation drives etc.. Number 
plate for recurrent use mainly by car 
dealers. The plate is related to a 
person, not to a specific vehicle. 

Yes 
(only holder data) 

Red number plate for veteran 
vehicles („07“) 

 
 

For recurrent use on not licensed 
veteran vehicles to take part in 
veteran car events etc. The plate is 
related to a person, not to a specific 
vehicle. 

Yes 
(only holder data) 

Army number plate („Y“) 

 
 

Military vehicles of the German 
armed forces.  

No 
(Registration at the 
Central Office for 
Motor Vehicles of the 
Armed Forces -ZMK) 

Insurance number plate 
 

 
 

Motor-assisted bicycles, mopeds, 
scooters, motor-assisted wheelchairs. 
Issued by insurance companies. Has 
to be changed every year (valid from 
1 March to 28/29 February of the 
following year). The colour of types 
changes every year (blue, green, 
black). 

Yes 

Red insurance number plate 
 

 

Motor-assisted bicycles, mopeds, 
scooters, motor-assisted wheelchairs 
to go for test or transportation drives. 

Yes 

 
In each cross-district change, the licensing office normally withdraws the existing number and the 
new office allocates a new number. Withdrawn numbers are re-issued after a period of around six 
weeks. In some federal states it’s not necessary anymore to change the number plate in case of a 
cross-district change in the federal state. But it’s not yet possible to leave the number plate 
unchanged in case of a change between federal states.  
 
It is possible to apply for a personalized number plate, that is to say, one can express a preference 
for a certain serial number. However, the number must consist of one or two letters and one to four 
digits and must fit in the district’s range and be available. So a personalised number has to be in 
line with the structure of the “normal” number plates. If all this is the case, then the licensing office 
will honour the request at an additional cost-covering charge of € 10,20. However, the number 
remains strictly vehicle- and district-based, so after its ‘life’ it will end up as normal with another 
holder’s vehicle. 
 
The allocated licence numbers are independent of the vehicle category. Military vehicles fall under 
the Ministry of Defence. A distinction is made between corps diplomatique (CD) and corps 
consulaire (CC) numbers. 
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Normal number plates are white with black lettering. On the left side the blue EU-emblem with “D” 
for Germany is fixed. Between the district code and the serial number two stickers are fixed. One is 
the sticker which the licensing office attaches as proof of validity and the other is an inspection 
sticker. The inspection sticker is only on the back plate and indicates the date of the next technical 
inspection.  
 
Number plates are made of aluminium. The design, size and lettering are stipulated by law. There 
are many number plate suppliers and dealers, which tend to be located in the vicinity of licensing 
offices. 
 
Trade or commercial number plates are also white, but have red lettering and a red border. 
 
For the export of vehicles in other countries, the licensing offices issue special export number 
plates. An export number plate has a maximum validity of 1 year. It is white with black lettering and 
with a special mark at the right site in red colour indicating the date of end of validity. 
 
Register 
Germany does not have a central population register. Nor does it have any system of central 
personal numbers, which complicates the registration of people. 
 
The district registers and the ZFZR central vehicle register are used for the following: 
 Licensing and inspection of vehicles 
 Enforcement of insurance obligations 
 Enforcement of tax obligations 
 Measures in the context of disaster relief 
 Information provision concerning vehicles and their holders 

 
The ZFZR central vehicle register is fed by the 420 licensing offices. Around 200,000 changes are 
supplied on a daily basis mostly by online transactions and sometimes by automatic file transfers. 
Some 30 staff in a permanent back office deal with any problems. The information provided by the 
local licensing offices is processed immediately in the central vehicle register so that it’s up to date 
(with a maximum delay of one day). The register includes technical vehicle details and the holder 
details, but no details on tax or inspections. Since mid of 2003 the register records also insurance 
data and information on earlier holders. The police forces inform the KBA about stolen vehicles. 
The KBA then records these in the central vehicle register. 
 
The licensing offices pass on changes in holder details, such as changes of address, based on 
information provided by the holder. Holders have a duty to report any relevant changes. 
 
A relational database management system provides besides the search by licence number and 
VIN a search facility based on a person’s name and date of birth. 
 
The vehicle licensing offices have an online read- and write access to the ZFZR to retrieve and 
store data for registered or formerly registered vehicles immediately.  
 
Information is released subject to the stipulations of data protection legislation and on condition 
that the information is used to serve one of the register’s objectives. Hardly any information from 
the ZFZR central vehicle register is released to the public. Normally the registration certificate is 
used as a source of information, since it after all contains all relevant details. Occasionally, no more 
than 10 to 20 times per day, members of the public request information on their own or another 
licence number. Information on a holder’s own licence number is issued free of charge. In case of 
another number, the applicant has to offer a clear and acceptable reason and pay € 10,20. 
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The police forces make around 30 million online-requests for information per year by using the 
Central Traffic Information System called ZEVIS (Zentrales Verkehrsinformationssystem), and the 
courts and the authorities for collecting the fines for traffic violations around 40 million. The vehicle 
licensing offices make around 60 million online requests to the ZFZR per year. In total, the central 
vehicle register is inquired around 140 million times a year.  
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Apart from the normal customs duties, Germany has no unique or luxury tax on new vehicles. 
 
Periodical tax 
The vehicle tax actually is levied by the federal states and is collected by the tax department. From 
mid of 2014 the central German government will be responsible for levying and collecting the 
vehicle tax. The tax department also determines the tax due and any exemptions, on the basis of 
low emission values for instance. These exemptions are constantly updated. For motorcycles and 
passenger cars the tax amount is dependent on the capacity and the CO2 emission. The tax for 
lorries and trailers is dependent on the mass and the emission level. 
 
The local tax offices broadly have a similar geographical spread to the licensing offices. The 
licensing offices inform the tax offices of relevant details of the holder and the vehicle (e.g. fuel 
type, emission levels, engine capacity, weight). The tax offices are responsible for collecting the 
vehicle tax and enforcing the relevant legislation. They do not maintain a vehicle register of their 
own for these purposes. 
 
The annual vehicle tax for a car with a cylinder capacity of 1.500 cc and run on petrol is between € 
227 and € 563 depending on its emission levels. 
 
Registration fee 
Registration fees are a matter for the federal states, but are the same in all federal states. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Proof of insurance, in the form of an insurance declaration, must be presented at every licensing, 
transfer or re-registration. On 1st March 2008 the so-called electronic insurance proof was 
introduced in Germany. After requesting for insurance the holder gets form the insurance company 
a seven-digit number. The insurance company stores the insurance proof and data in a central 
database operated by the German association of the insurance companies. As proof of insurance 
the holder only mention the seven-digit number to the licensing office which requests with this 
number online via the KBA the central insurance proof database. The licensing office records the 
insurance information (insurance number, type and some technical details) and sends this back to 
the insurance company. Since mid 2003 the KBA also records the insurance details in the ZFZR 
central vehicle register. Nearly all insurance companies lodge information in the central vehicle 
insurance database. The insurance companies ensure that a vehicle is insured at all times. If a 
policy holder does not meet his or her obligations, the insurance company notifies the licensing 
office, which has the power to prohibit use of the vehicle. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The KBA is not involved in tracing and enforcement. 
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2.6  Technical inspections 
Technical inspections are compulsory after three years (for new cars) and then every two years. 
The inspections are conducted at inspection centres operated by designated and supervised 
private companies. The TÜV and DEKRA organisations and also KÜS and GTÜ are part of this 
structure. Mobile inspection centres are common. 
 
The KBA does not record the inspections and the results in the ZFZR central vehicle register. This 
information is included in some of the federal states’ registers. When the vehicle has passed its 
inspection, a stamp is included in the registration certificate Part I (not in Part II) and a sticker is 
placed on the back number plate. By looking on the sticker everybody can check if the vehicle has 
a valid technical inspection.  
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
The KBA has a limited number of tasks in the driving licence chain. The following is a summary of 
the distribution of tasks.   
 
General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name    Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt (KBA)   
Address   Fördestrasse 16  
    24944 Flensburg 
Type of organisation Government agency 
Website   www.kba.de 
Contact person  Dr. Detlef Marek 
Telephone   +49 461 316 1490 
E-mail    Detlef.Marek@kba.de 
 
 
 
Summary of primary tasks  

Training and examination Federal states 
Private companies 

Documents Federal states 
Registration of driving licences KBA 
Registration of offences KBA 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
The driving licence system in Germany operates as follows. The minimum age to start learning for 
getting a driving licence is 16 years. From 17 years on it’s possible to obtain a special licence 
which allows the holder to drive only in Germany and accompanied by other named persons (so 
called ‘accompanied driving’). This licence is changed into a normal licence when the holder 
becomes 18 years old. Alternatively it’s possible to obtain directly a normal licence with 18 years 
(or older). The candidate applies, on paper for a new or an extension of the driving licence, at the 
local driving licence office. (There are 650 of these across the country.) A medical certificate must 
be presented at this time. The employee checks the central register (VZR and ZFER) of the KBA 
and possible foreign registers. If there are no objections, a number as driving licence number is 
issued. This number is entered in the local register. Immediately a driving licence is ordered at the 
Bundesdruckerei GmbH. The format is credit card. The applicant must follow a training with a 
theoretical and a practical element. Accredited officials conclude both with an examination. 
Supervision of the quality of the training and examination is the responsibility of the federal states. 
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After issuing the driving licence the local driving licence office stores the information in the central 
driving licence register. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
Since 1 January 1999, driving licences have been divided into the EU-harmonized categories. 
Since then driving licences are also printed in credit card format, and the KBA has made a start in 
compiling a central driving licence register, called ZFER (Zentrales Fahrerlaubnisregister). The 
KBA will only be able to complete the central registration process if it becomes obligatory to 
exchange the old driving licences into new ones. According to the 3rd Directive on driving licenses 
this will be in 2033 at the latest. 
 
The Bundesdruckerei GmbH in Berlin produces numbers and personalizes the driving licences. 
Delivery takes about a week. The driving licence office orders the driving licence from the 
Bundesdruckerei GmbH in advance of an examination, so that if the candidate passes the driving 
test, the licence can be hand over and he or she can drive off immediately, as it were. 
 
Driving licences are in principle valid indefinitely. There is no refresher obligation yet. But according 
to the 3rd Directive on driving licences from 2013 new issued driving licence documents will have a 
validity of 15 years. 
 
Foreign driving licences (from countries outside the EU) are converted at the federal states’ driving 
licence offices. 
 
The driving licence number consists of 11 digits. The first four indicate the district, the next five are 
allocated by the district office, the 10th digit is the ‘eleven test digit’ and the 11th the series number. 
 
Every year around 1,2 million driving licences are issued and around 2,5 million driving licence 
cards are produced (including the voluntary exchange of old documents). 
 
Sample of the German driving licence document: 
 

  
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Until 1999 records of driving licences were only kept at the 650 driving licence offices. Since then 
the KBA has started compiling a central driving licence register, ZFER, by now around 29,3 million 
licences have been registered. The ZFER records details concerning the issuing and upgrading of 
driving licences as well as details of the holders. Photographs and addresses are not recorded. 
The expectation is that eventually 53,5 million driving licences will be registered, but the authorities 
are not certain on this matter. 
 
The driving licence offices have an online connection to the ZFER. This online access can be used 
for getting information from the ZFER and also for putting data directly into this register.  
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3.4  Registration of offences 
Germany has a penalty point system. Various traffic violations, speeding and drink-related 
offences, and other offences attract a certain number of points, which will apply for a certain period. 
The KBA records the points in a central register, the Central Register of Traffic Offenders, called 
VZR (Verkehrszentralregister). 
 
The Central Register of Traffic Offenders contains: 
 Legal binding decisions of courts which pass sentence because of a punishable act committed 

in road traffic; 
 Legal binding decisions concerning offences, where a driving ban or a fine of at least 40 Euro 

is imposed; 
 Decisions of authorities concerning measures about driving permits (e. g. disqualification, 

refusal, driving ban) 
 Certificates concerning attendance at a constructive seminar. 

 
Offences resulting in a fine of at least 40 Euro vary according to their kind and gravity between 1 
and 4 points, punishable acts between 5 and 7 points. 
 
The points system has a graded catalogue of measures. At 
 8 - 13 points a caution is issued with a reference to voluntary attendance at a constructive 

seminar. 
 14 -17 points attendance at a constructive seminar is mandatory (unless the person concerned 

has attended such a seminar within the last 5 years). 
 14 -17 points attendance at a traffic psychologist’s counselling is recommended (if the person 

concerned has already attended such a seminar) 
 18 points disqualification from driving is automatic. 

 
Voluntary attendance at a constructive seminar or a traffic psychologist’s counselling results in a 
points rebate. In talks and on a test drive, participants can prove that they have recognized and are 
willing to eliminate their faulty attitudes to driving and road safety. Points can be reduced once 
within 5 years according to the following scheme 
 4 points after voluntary attendance at a constructive seminar and up to 8 points 
 2 points after voluntary attendance at a constructive seminar and with 9 to 13 points 
 2 points after attendance at a constructive seminar and voluntary attendance at a traffic 

psychologist’s counselling and with 14 to 17 points. 
 
Entries and points in the Central Register of Traffic Offenders are cancelled after the expiry of fixed 
periods. The cancellation periods are 
 2 years for an offence 
 5 years for a punishable act not involving alcohol or drugs 
 10 years for a punishable act involving alcohol or drugs 

The cancellation period begins, for fines imposed for offences, on the day the decision becomes 
legally binding, for court judgments on the day sentence is first passed. The cancellation of one or 
more entries can be suspended for a certain time or permanently if 
a further entry occurs during the periods indicated. 
 
Young beginner drivers are particularly likely to take risks on the roads due to their lack of 
experience. The consequent risk of accident is to be counteracted by a two-year probationary 
period. Individual measures for the beginner driver such as attendance at a constructive seminar, 
extension of the probationary period from 2 to 4 years and a traffic psychologist’s counselling aim 
to make the offending beginner driver recognize the deficiencies in his attitude to driving. He is to 
think over and rectify his aptitude for driving. 
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Beginner drivers are subject, in addition to the points system, to a special evaluation of their road 
delinquency as serious offences (e.g. speeding) or less serious offences (e.g. technical vehicle 
defects). 
 
 Offence Measures ordered by the

driving permit authority 
1. Stage One serious offence or two 

less serious offences 
The driver is ordered to 
attend a constructive seminar.
 
The probationary period is 
extended by two years. 

2. Stage One further serious offence or 
two further less serious 
offences 

Caution 
Attendance at a traffic 
psychologist’s counselling is 
suggested. 

3. Stage One further serious offence or 
two further less serious 
offences 

Disqualification from driving. 

 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
European Union 
With regard to new EU developments, the KBA is particularly interested in those concerning road 
traffic and road safety especially in the field of vehicle and driving licence registration and type 
approval. One point of major interest concerns the data exchange between the EU member states. 
Actually in this context are to mention: 
 The 3rd directive on driving licences including the European network on driving licences 

(RESPER) 
 The proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council facilitating the cross 

border exchange of information on road safety related traffic offences 
 Information exchange on re-registered vehicles formerly registered in another Member State 

according to article 5.2 of the directive 1999/37/EC on registration documents for vehicles 
 
CoC Database 
Current activities are concerned the implementation of a CoC database especially for purposes of 
the CO2-Monitoring. The idea is that the vehicle manufacturers send the full CoC-data-set for each 
vehicle produced for the EU market to KBA. These CoC-data then will be stored in a database at 
KBA and can be used for registration purposes and for CO2-Monitoring. As these data will be given 
to the registration offices, manufacturers could either use this system instead of type-data or in 
addition to them, and at the end of the year, KBA can complete the CO2-Monitoring data for the 
European Commission. If manufacturers sent in all data of produced cars for the EU market, later 
on it would be possible to exchange this data to other Member States (via an extension of 
EUCARIS) in order to save effort. The timeline is that the technical preconditions for sending the 
CoC data from the manufacturers to the KBA will be ready by the end of 2011 at the latest.  
 
KBA Portal 
The KBA strategy aims at open up the federal registers by using web portal and Internet 
technology (e. g. XML, Web services). Through the portals national and international partners 
should be enabled to obtain and provide information online (interactive) about vehicles and driving 
licences. In the near future also EUCARIS will be integrated in the KBA portal making it directly 
available for the local vehicle and driving licence offices.  
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E-Government  
One of the major projects in context of the German e-Government initiative “Deutschland Online” 
has the aim to make it possible for citizens and companies to register a vehicle online via the 
Internet. To achieve this goal the current vehicle registration process has to be changed in some 
process steps. The KBA is involved in these activities. One of the preliminaries for an online 
vehicle registration process is the new central online vehicle register hosted by KBA and the 
electronic insurance proof. Further issues have to be solved like secure authentication of the 
applicant. This could be achieved by using the new electronic identity smart card, which was 
introduced in Germany in November 2010. Based on the new electronic identity card an online 
service for citizens to obtain information from the Central Register of Traffic Offenders (VZR) on 
their actual entries and penalty points will  be established soon. In a first step an electronic 
application process for getting self information from the VZR will go in production in May 2011.   
 
International cooperation and international data exchange 
Due to globalization international cooperation and international data exchange becomes more and 
more important. KBA has a long and good cooperation with other vehicle and driving licence 
registration authorities especially in Europe. KBA is one of the founder members of the EReg, the 
Association of European Vehicle and Driver Registration Authorities and is – besides attending the 
Plenary Board Meeting and the Annual Conference – actively participating in the EReg Topic 
Groups and the Advisory Group. Concerning international data exchange Germany is one of the 
contracting parties of the EUCARIS Treaty and the Prüm Treaty. In Germany KBA is the central 
contact point for exchanging vehicle (including vehicle holder data), driver licence and tachograph 
card information with other countries. For this KBA is connected to the EUCARIS system and to the 
TACHOnet system (for tachograph card data). KBA makes strong efforts to establish the EUCARIS 
system as the only technical platform for exchanging information in the field of road traffic and road 
safety. 
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Gibraltar 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General Information 
Name    Department of Transport (DOT) 
Address   Department of Transport Headquarters 
                                              Eastern Beach Road 
Type of organisation Government Department 
Website   www.gibraltar.gov.gi 
Contact person  Simon Galliano 
Telephone   +350 20050379 
E-mail    simon.Galliano@gibraltar.gov.gi 
Staff    24 
Offices   Main office located at the above address 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Registration, vehicle inspection, enforcement, tracing and routing of oversize vehicles 
 
Tasks in driving licence chain 
Examinations, licensing of drivers, exchange of EU Member State licences and registration of 
offences. 
 
Mission 
To provide to all our customers a fast. efficient. professional and courteous service. To ensure the 
accurate registration of vehicles. impartial assessment of the technical conditions of vehicles and 
safe driving skills of drivers. 
 
Cooperation partners in the execution of the tasks 
Key partners are the Royal Gibraltar Police. car dealers. garages. insurance companies and 
driving schools. However, the provision of the theoretical and practical driving test is only 
conducted by the Department of Transport. 
 
Administration 
The Department of Transport is a division of the Ministry for, Enterprise, Development, Technology 
and Transport. The Department of Transport operates with a complement of twenty-four, 11 
Technical staff and 12 administrative staff, headed by the Chief Examiner who is accountable to the 
Principal Private Secretary of the Ministry. 
 
The Government of Gibraltar has created a company to administer and manage the enforcement 
of fixed penalty notices (Parking Tickets), the policing of Tow-Away areas, car parking facilities, 
residential parking and the disposal of abandoned vehicles in compliance with the End of Life 
Vehicle Directive. 
 
Organisation of European Activities 
The European and ECE activities for all matters relevant to motor vehicles and driving licences are 
dealt with by the Department of Transport. 
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Notes 
The Department of Transport is a full member of the European Registration Authorities and a 
participant in EUCARIS. In fact, the EUCARIS participant’s annual conference 2008 was organised 
in Gibraltar by the Department of Transport. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Overview of primary tasks and central registration 
Chain element Primary tasks Central Registration 
Type approval - - 
Licensing Dept. of Transport Dept. of Transport 
Tax Dept. of Transport  
Insurance Insurance companies  
Tracing and enforcement Enforcement agencies  
Technical inspections Dept. of Transport Dept. of Transport 
Other:   
Special road transport Movement of wide loads  Dept of Transport 
 
 
2.1  Type approval 
Gibraltar does not perform type approvals. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
The Gibraltar licensing system is a vehicle based registration system. 
 
Registration 
The Department of Transport registers vehicles such as moped, motorcycles, cars, commercial 
vehicles, lorries and all other mechanically and electrically propelled vehicles for use on the public 
road. 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
There are currently 22,000 active vehicles on the Gibraltar register. 
The Population of Gibraltar is 30,000. 
 
The department also registers trailers and special categories like vehicles constructed for the 
construction industry. 
 
Documents 
Gibraltar issues its own one part version of the standardised EU vehicle registration document. The 
document contains all the relevant details of the vehicle and its owner. 
The document does not have a historical character. 
The document is issued by the Department of Transport. 
It is not a legal requirement in Gibraltar to have the document in the car when using it. 
At present there is no intension of introducing a smart card registration document.  
 
First registration 
To register a vehicle the dealer has to furnish to the department the relevant registration form, a 
Certificate of Lawful Importation and Certificate of Conformity (or alternative documentation) and 
proof of insurance. If a vehicle is not covered by type approval. a Single Vehicle Approval (SVA) 
certificate must be submitted.  
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Individual persons may present a vehicle for first registration. All car dealers in Gibraltar are 
accredited to register cars. At present, there is no possibility for online registration. However, the 
downloading of application forms is available. 
 
There are approximately 3000 registrations in a year. 
 
Changes 
All amendments to both the owner’s and vehicle’s details must be notified to the Department. The 
department then records the information, prepares a new document and sends this to the owner. 
 
This also applies where there is a change of ownership of a vehicle. In this case the buyer and 
seller amend and sign the old document and send it to the department where it is checked. If found 
correct a new vehicle registration document is issued to the new owner. In the case of transfer of 
ownership, proof of identity of the new owner must be submitted. 
There are around 3,600 changes per year. Changes can only be effected by the Department of 
Transport. No tests on the vehicle is needed before recording the change and issuing a new 
document. 
 
Suspension 
There are regulations that allow the department to suspend the use of the vehicle on public roads. 
 
A vehicle is suspended by the department if he does not, for example, have a roadworthiness 
certificate. if he alters the vehicle and does not report the alterations to the Department. if he is 
stopped on a roadside check and the vehicle is not found fit to be on the road by a vehicle 
examiner. 
 
De-registration 
A motor vehicle owner has the duty to notify the Licensing Division if the vehicle has been exported 
or transferred to an authorised treatment facility for treatment. The organisation also has a duty to 
issue to the department the certificate of destruction of the vehicle. Over 1000 vehicles are 
deregistered per year 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
At present, there are no financial compensations for demolition of old cars. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The vehicle’s licence plate number is allocated to the vehicle by the department on first registration 
of the vehicle. This number is non-transferable and cannot be re-used once the vehicle has been 
disposed off. In the region of 3,300 licence plates are issued per year. 
 
The department does not supply number plates; these are obtained from a licensed number plate 
supplier. 
 
There are certain registration numbers known as “Personalised Numbers” that are available and 
can be purchased for GBP200. The number remains the property of the Government of Gibraltar 
but the purchaser is allowed to transfer the number between vehicles. 
The number format of the personalised numbers is 1 to 5000. There are at least four thousand of 
these numbers in circulation. 
 
On 6 September 2001, Gibraltar introduced a new registration number format. This consists of a 
combination of one-letter four digits and one letter. The first letter is the Gibraltar designator “G” 
and the remaining four digits and letter increase sequentially as each number is assigned to each 
new vehicle that is registered. The front number plate is white and the rear yellow, the numbers are 
black.  
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Also on 6 September 2001, new regulations were introduced that established a register of number 
plate suppliers. All suppliers must apply to the Department of Transport to be licensed before being 
able to trade. Once the Department has approved the samples submitted by them, they are 
allowed to commence trading. This measure is aimed at reducing the use of false plates for illegal 
purposes. The legislation allows enforcement officers to enter premises, seize records and 
prosecute number plate suppliers. 
 
There are no categories of vehicles that have special number formats. The only other plates are 
export plates and these are of the same format as all our plates with the exception that on the 
extreme right they display in green the month and year of the expiry of the plate. 
 
Register 
The Department of Transport maintains a register that records the details of the vehicle together 
with the details of the owner who is the person in law responsible for the vehicle. 
 
This register is on-line 24 hours a day and is made available to all the enforcement agencies on a 
read-only basis. The police do have the ability of flagging vehicles as stolen. 
The register does not contain data about mileages of vehicles. 
 
Under Gibraltar legislation the register is open for inspection upon payment of a search fee of £15. 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Vehicles imported into Gibraltar are subject to the payment of import duty in accordance with the 
Imports and Exports Act. 
If imported by an accredited dealer the percentages for import duty are as follows: up to 1500cc 
12%. 1501 to 2000cc 15% and over 2001cc 17.5%. These figures are doubled if it is an individual 
private import. 
 
Periodical tax 
Vehicles in Gibraltar are not subject to any periodical tax. 
 
Registration fee 
A fee of £45.00 is charged on first registration. The fee is normally paid by the dealer on first 
registration to the Department of Transport. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
The registration of a vehicle is conditional on the production of proof that the registered owner is 
insured to drive the vehicle. 
An insurance cover note covering the registered owner of the vehicle is needed. 
At present. insurance details are not registered by the Department of Transport. but they should be 
registered in the near future. possibly 2009. 
 
Under the 4th EU Insurance Directive. the Government of Gibraltar has designated the Department 
of Transport as the information centre for the purposes of this directive. 
 
The department therefore is constantly in contact with other information centres and insurance 
companies to exchange the information set out in that directive. 
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2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The Department in close co-operation with the Royal Gibraltar Police regularly undertake 
enforcement campaigns tackling many issues from abandoned vehicles to roadside tests. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
The department is responsible for and carries out roadworthiness testing in Gibraltar. 
 
Private motor vehicles must undergo a roadworthiness test when they are 4 years old. Thereafter 
they are examined every two years. Goods vehicles, passenger carrying vehicles and taxis are 
examined when they are 1 year old and then on an annual basis. 
 
All test are conducted by qualified examiners employed by the Department of Transport and at 
Department of Transport premises. 
These tests are registered in the vehicle’s file with the date of issue and date of expiry plus the test 
certificate number. 
 
The fees for a roadworthiness test are: 
 
On application for the examination of a motor vehicle. or trailer which is:  
(a) a private motor vehicle £20 
(b) a motor cycle £15 
(c) a public service vehicle with seating capacity for more than  8 
passengers  

£45 

(d) a public service vehicle with seating capacity for not more  than 8 
 passengers 

£20 

(e) a goods vehicle the unladen weight of which exceeds  1.525 kilograms £40 
(f) a goods vehicle the unladen weight of which does not  exceeds 1.525 
kilograms 

£20 

  
On application for the examination of a trailer £25 

 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
The department is responsible for all tasks in the driving licence chain.  
 
General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name    Department of Transport 
Address   Department of Transport Headquarters  
                                               Eastern Beach Road  
Type of organisation Government Department 
Website   www.gibraltar.gov.gi 
Contact person  Simon Galiano 
Telephone   00350 20050379 
E-mail    simon.galliano@gibraltar.gov.gi 
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Summary of primary tasks 
Training and examination Dept. of Transport 
Documents Dept. of Transport 
Registration of driving licences Dept. of Transport 
Registration of offences Law Courts 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
The department conducts the driving tests and supervises the qualification of driving instructors 
that are employed in the driving schools. In Gibraltar a person aged seventeen can obtain a 
provisional learner’s licence that is valid for a period of 3 months. The cost of the licence is £5. 
 
The driving test consists of a theoretical and practical element. The minimum age for applying for a 
theory test is seventeen and at eighteen an application can be made for a driving licence. If 
successful the person is issued with an EU format driving licence. Licences are issued until the 
person reaches the age of 70 years. thereafter they are renewed for a period of 3 years on 
production of medical evidence that they are fit to drive. The exception to this is the issue of “C” 
and “D” category driving licences that are issued for a period of 5 years and are renewed again on 
production of medical evidence that they are fit to drive. 
 
The Department offers qualification in respect of the initial Driver Certificate of Professional 
Competence. Periodic training is delivered through courses that drivers attend, the courses are 
provided by approved instructors. 
 
The cost of the test and issue of the driving licence are: 
 
Test 

£ 

A  30.00 
B 30.00 
C 60.00 
C1 60.00 
D  60.00 
D1 60.00 
B+E 50.00 
C+E 60.00 
C1+E 60.00 
D+E 60.00 
D1+E 60.00 
F to J  50.00 
K – moped 30.00 
Advanced driving test (including theory test) 50.00 
Public service vehicle up to 8 seats in addition to the driver’s seat 50.00 
Public service vehicle over 8 seats in addition to the driver’s seat 65.00 
Theory “A” Category 10.00 
Theory “B” Category 
Theory “C” Category 
Theory “D” Category  
Case Studies “C” Category  
Case Studies “D” Category  
Practical Knowledge “C” Category   
Practical Knowledge “D” Category 

10.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
25.00 
25.00 
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Driving licence £ 
For the issue or renewal of a driving licence: 25.00 
For the renewal of a driving licence to any person aged 70 or over Nil 
For the issue of a duplicate driving licence: 25.00 
For the issue of an advanced driving licence 25.00 
For the issue of a duplicate advanced driving licence 15.00 
 
3.2  Documents 
The department prepares and issues all licences; it also exchanges EEC driving licences. 
At present the driving licence is in paper form but the card licence shall be introduced before 2013. 
A private printing company prints the driving licences. the driving licences are issued by the 
Department of Transport. The department currently issues approximately 2.500 licences annually. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
The Department of Transport maintains a register that records the person’s entitlement to drive. 
This register is on-line 24 hours a day and is made available to all the enforcement agencies on a 
read-only basis. Under Gibraltar legislation the register is open for inspection upon payment of a 
search fee of £15. The information in the register is very accurate. The register contains 21.000 
records of registered driving licences.  
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
There is currently no penalty point system in Gibraltar. 
A conviction for a driving offence is the result of a judicial decision taken by the Courts who will 
them inform the department so that it may be noted in the driving licence register. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
Mayor plans for the department include: 
 The introduction of a photo card driving licence; the photo card driving licence will be introduced 

in the very near future. 
 Evaluating the introduction of a penalty points system; the penalty points system is a facet of the 

Government of Gibraltar’s integrated traffic, parking and transport plan which has a three year 
completion date.  

 Development of electronic services for vehicle registration and issuing driving licences in 
accordance with national e-government programs 
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Hungary 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 

General Information  
Name Közigazgatási és Elektronikus Közszolgáltatások Központi Hivatala

(KEK KH) –  
Central Office for Administrative and Electronic Public Services 
(COAEPS) – Vehicle and Driving Licence Administration and 
Registration Department 

Address Balázs Béla utca 35 
1094 Budapest  

Type of organisation Authority 
Website www.nyilvantarto.hu 
Contact person Not available 
Telephone +36 1 455 6700 
E-mail nyilvantarto.hivatal@mail.ahiv.hu 
Staff 824 
Office(s) 1094 Budapest, Balázs Béla utca 35 

1062 Budapest, Andrássy út 55.  
1097 Budapest, Vaskapu u. 30/A  
1097 Budapest, Vaskapu u. 30/B.  
1106 Budapest, Tárna u. 1-3.  
1133 Budapest, Visegrádi u. 110-112.  
1148 Budapest, Róna u. 54-56.  

  
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
The COAEPS is responsible for the central registration and therefore has a role in the licensing 
and during tracing and enforcement. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Most of the tasks of the driving licence chain are the responsibility of third parties. Only the central 
registration of penalty points is performed by the COAEPS. 
 
Mission 
In the last decade the COAEPS as data manager of the most important national basic registers 
(personal data and address register, road traffic register, travel documents register, criminal 
register, etc) became an essential organisation of the Hungarian public administration system. 
Most important tasks of COAEPS besides the registration activities stands for the participation in 
the modernisation of public administration especially through the improvement of client focused 
processes and the development of the electronic public services.  
A great emphasis shall be put on the strengthen of client orientation, high level of services, and 
legally correct and up-to-date data handling processes.  
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Cooperating partners in execution of the tasks 
 Document service centres both in the licensing process and in the registration of driving 

licences and offences.  
 the National Transport Authority and Technical Inspection Stations– type approval and technical 

inspections  
 The Police 
 The Customs  
 Courts 
 Prosecution Services 
 Authorities dealing with offences 
 Notaries and Civil Status Registers at local governments 
 Vehicle originality inspection stations  
 Insurance Companies  

 
Administration  
COAEPS is an independent legal entity with national level competence, exercising administrative 
powers within its tasks and competence in public administrative affairs, a budgetary institution 
having absolute authority over the estimates.  
 
Organisation of European activities  
COAEPS is an active member of EUCARIS and EReg. The participation at European level lies 
along the cooperation of relevant departments. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Primary tasks and central registration 
Activity Executive agency Central registration 
Type approval National Transport Authority National Transport Authority 
Licencing 
 

Document service centres in the 
municipalities 

COAEPS 

Tax   
Insurance Insurance companies  
Tracing and 
Enforcement  COAEPS – SIS  

Technical inspections 
 
 

National Transport Authority, its 
representatives and certified 
garages.  

 

 
2.1  Type approval 
Type approval doesn’t belong to the tasks of the COAEPS, it is made by the National Transport 
Authority under the Ministry of National Development. National Transport Authority is the type 
approval authority in Hungary.  
 
2.2  Licensing 
The licensing system is vehicle-based, though it is possible in some cases to keep the number 
plates and use them on another vehicle. The Hungarian vehicle register includes data both on the 
holder and on the owner.  
 
Passenger cars, buses, coaches, lorries, trailers, motorcycles and agricultural vehicles have to be 
registered. The vehicles appear in the Vehicle Registration from the first registration until 10 years 
after the de-registration (in the categories M1 N1 the vehicles must be officially scrapped with 
destruction certificate).  
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The licensing system and the tax system are not integrated. The local tax authorities get a monthly 
update data base on the basis of the changed data registered by the local authorities.  
 
The licensing system is linked with the central personal database, with the vehicle originality 
inspection system and with the Customs.  
 
Registration 
The registration takes place in the document service centres. There are over 300 document 
service centres in Hungary.  
However the document service centres are part of the local government office the equipment 
(furnishing, hardware, server, data lines) shall be provided by COAEPS. Competence area of the 
document service centres’ for the general processes on application covers not only the local area 
but they have powers for the whole area of the country. If the document service centre starts a 
procedure as an act of enforcement against the holder, the competence depends on the holder’s 
permanent address.  
COAEPS is the professional supervisor of the document service centres; gives professional 
support and works out standpoints with the intention of common practice, and regularly controls the 
work of them.  
Document service centres have a wide range of tasks besides those in the Vehicle and Driving 
Licence Chain. The document service centres initiate and issue passports, identity cards, they 
produce parking certificate for handicapped people, they register the change of permanent and 
temporary address and issue the certificate of it. They have different tasks concerning the sole 
traders register as well.  
 
As one of its departments the COAEPS has an own, central document service centre in Budapest. 
It has some special competences and tasks, is available on telephone 24 hours a day and is open 
even on Saturdays and Sundays.  
 
Documents 
Registration Certificate 
The registration certificate of Hungary according to the Council Directive 1999/37/EC consists of 
only one part.  
 
Standardised EU vehicle Registration Certificate are issued from 1st July 2004.  
 
However there are other still valid types of Registration Certificates in Hungary.  
 Type “A” Registration Certificate had been issued until 31/12/1998. The Document was made of 

green cardboard, it was filled in by hand and was split into two. The number of these 
Registration Certificates decreases steadily as they must be exchanged to the type “C” 
Registration Certificate whenever the holder starts a procedure in the document service centre.  

 Type “B” Registration Certificate had been issued from 01/01/1999. until 30/06/2004. This 
document looks similar to the type “C” Registration Certificate though it contains the data 
descriptions in Hungarian not with the EU codes and also the print is different. These 
documents shall be exchanged to the type “C” when data of the vehicle or the holder has 
changed.  

 Type “C” Registration Certificate are issued due to the Directive 1999/37/EC since 1st July 2004. 
This document is green and folded into three. On the front side there are the data of the vehicle 
(with codes) and name, address and legal status (holder, owner, lessee etc.) of the holder. On 
the back there are the stickers of the technical inspection, date, signature and stamp of the 
issuing authority and space for possible authorised remarks. 

 
The Registration Certificate is to be held in the vehicle while using it on public road.  
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Ownership booklet 
In Hungary it is not necessary that holder and owner should be the same person. If owner and 
holder of the vehicle are different persons they are both registered in the Vehicle Registration. As 
proof of ownership, a green plastic card (size of a credit card) is issued by the document service 
centre. This card, called “ownership booklet” has a very important role in the Hungarian registration 
procedure but is not Part II of the Registration Certificate in the sense of the Directive 1999/37/EC. 
The ownership booklet is withdrawn and re-issued at every change of owner and in some other 
cases.  
 
The vehicle originality inspection is a compulsory check of the vehicle documents and the vehicle 
originality data to cover up forgery. It must be proceeded every time before registering a new 
owner.  
 
First registration 
There are some differences in the procedures and the required documents at the first registration, 
depending on the origin of the vehicle (EEA, third country, new).  
As the vehicle is registered, the data appears immediately in the central register system so all 
document service centres can check the new records at once. Some of the required documents 
must be attached to the application and these will be sent by the document service centre to the 
central file department of COAEPS.  
 
For the first registration the applicant shall attach the following: 
 Technical Data Sheet which is a certification of the technical eligibility of the vehicle by the 

transport authority 
 Receipts of paying the fee of the registration certificate and the ownership booklet, 
 Certification of the ownership by an original document or by a copy which has been officially 

authenticated as identical with the original document, or if the original document has not been 
issued in Hungarian language, an officially authenticated Hungarian translation is to be attached 
to the request as well 

 The receipt of paying the fee of the number plates and the receipt of paying the fee of the 
license plate validity sticker  

 
And the following shall be presented: 
 Special national document called „járműkísérő lap” that is issued for the traders when the 

vehicle is sold  
 if there is no „járműkísérő lap” then the Decision about previous originality inspection completed 

within 60 days,  
 Certification of the payment of the third-party liability insurance, 
 Certification of the payment of the registration tax in case of vehicles determined by law and the 

verification of the originality of this certification has been checked by the road traffic authority in 
the register disposable,, 

 Certification of the payment of property acquisition tax if the acquisition and the possession took 
place in the territory of Hungary  

 The client’s identification has to be verified by a document 
 
Changes 
Any changes considering data in the Vehicle Registration and/or the documents to both the 
vehicle’s and the keeper’s details must be registered by the document service centres. 
If the change does not concern the data of the Registration Certificate or the ownership booklet, 
the applicant must pay a fee of HUF 2300- e.g. erasing data on credit. 
If the Registration Certificate must be amended and therefore reprinted, it costs HUF 6000.  
If the ownership booklet must be changed as well, it costs another HUF 6000.  
The old documents will be invalidated and withdrawn at the same time. 
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The most common changes are:  
 Change of owner 
 Change of holder 
 Change of vehicle data e.g. new colour, new engine,  
 New technical inspection if there is no more place in the Registration Certificate for the new 

sticker  
 
Suspension 
Suspension by the document service centre as an act of enforcement 
There are different reasons of suspending a vehicle, e.g. driving with expired technical inspection, 
accident, seizure, neglected tax payment, etc. 
The holder/owner is obliged to handle in the number plates and the Registration Certificate. The 
termination of the suspension costs HUF 10900.- and the holder/owner has to prove that the 
suspension-ground has been eliminated.   
 
It is useful to know, that by driving a vehicle the technical inspection test of which is expired (even 
on the next day after the expiration) a traffic offence is committed and the Registration Certificate 
shall be withdrawn by the police on the spot. 
 
Temporary de-registration on request 
This de-registration lasts for maximum 6 months and the re-registering follows automatically when 
this time is up. The suspension can be repeated.  
During this period the holder is free of tax and insurance payment.   
The fact and the period of the suspension is noted on the back of the Registration Certificate by 
hand. The application costs HUF 2300.- 
 
Permanent de-registration 
Vehicles can be de-registered for a permanent period in 4 cases: if the vehicle is stolen, if it is sold 
abroad, if the holder becomes resident abroad or if the owner starts a procedure to classify the 
vehicle as an old timer.  
The Registration Certificate and the ownership booklet will be invalidated (if possible) and the 
number plates will be withdrawn and both shall be given to the client, who can start a re-
registration process by presenting the former ownership booklet and number plates. The 
permanent withdrawal from traffic turns to a de-registration after 10 years if the re-registration was 
not requested within this period of time.  
This process costs HUF 2300.-. 
There is a fifth case of de-registration is when the vehicle shall be withdrawn from traffic based on 
official notification of foreign authority, this process is called suspension.  
 
De-registration 
With Certificate of Destruction 
Vehicles of the categories M1, N1 can be deregistered from 01/10/2005 only if they were officially 
destroyed. In this case the Registration Certificate, the ownership booklet and the number plates 
will be withdrawn. The Certificate of Destruction must be attached. The vehicle can never be 
registered again. The procedure costs HUF 2300.-. 
 
Without Certificate of Destruction 
Vehicles of every other category can be deregistered without a Certificate of Destruction and 
registered again later on. The Registration Certificate and the ownership booklet shall be 
invalidated, the number plates shall be withdrawn. Both the Registration Certificate and the 
ownership booklet shall be given to the client after invalidation. 
If the owner wants to have such a vehicle registered again, it costs almost as much as a first 
registration. The vehicle gets new documents, new number plates, a new technical inspection and 
a vehicle originality inspection have to be made.  
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Registration numbers and plates 
The usual registration plates are white coloured board with black letters and contain 3 letters - 3 
numbers combination and are produced in different sizes. Registration plates are the property of 
COAEPS. To any registration plate with the flag of the EU at the front side belongs a sticker, which 
must be put on the front windscreen. These registration plates are valid only with the sticker.  
 
Special licence plates 
The following additional documents shall be provided for having special registration plate: 
 For those vehicles that are used for public transport services (cars used for taxi services) yellow 

coloured board shall be used. When requesting this type the permission for public transport 
services shall be attached. The procedure shall be started at the document service centre 
located in the county seat or Central Document Service Centre in Budapest. 

 Old timers have registration plate with letters: “OT”. The certificate of Qualifying Committee for 
Museal Properties shall be attached. Registration and issuance of registration plates for 
vehicles with OT lettered registration plates shall be proceeded in Budapest, at Central 
Document Service Centre that has competence for the whole country. 

 “Green registration plates” means green letters and numbers on white board. These registration 
plates can be used on some types of the agricultural vehicles which are allowed to get driven 
only in Hungary. The plates are connected with the holder and not with the vehicle so if the 
vehicle is sold, the plates stay with the former holder who can use them on another vehicle. 
These vehicles are not registered in the central register and have therefore no Registration 
Certificate, only a temporary registration allowance. 

 Export registration plates begin with a “Z” and have a Registration Certificate which is filled in by 
hand. The procedure shall be started at the document service centre located in the county seat 
or Central Document Service Centre in Budapest. 

 There are some special combinations of a common number plate (3 letters-3 numbers) which 
can be bought and put on another vehicle later on. These number plate cost HUF 112 450.- 

 In the combination of 4 letters-2 numbers or 5 letters-1 number special registration plates (black 
on white board) can be bought and put also on another vehicle later on. These number plate 
cost HUF 435 000.-  

 There are also special registration plates for vehicles under the procedure of the Customs; for 
vehicles of the Army, of the Police and of the Customs etc.  

 For diplomatic vehicles registration plates with letters “DT” or “CK” shall be issued. As the 
vehicle leaves the territory of Hungary permanently “CD” lettered temporary diplomatic 
registration plate shall be issued for the vehicle. 

 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
No unique or luxury tax has to be paid for new vehicles in Hungary. 
 
Registration tax 
Registration tax is imposed on imported passenger cars and motorcycles.  
The amount of the tax depends on the age of the vehicle. The Customs are responsible for 
determination, collection and legislation of the registration tax. After having paid, the Customs fill in 
a certificate which has to be attached to the application in the document service centre. The 
register of the document service centres and the Customs are linked and the certificates must be 
checked up electronically during the registration procedure.   
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Property transfer duty 
The property transfer duty is payable upon a purchase of a vehicle if the purchase took place in 
Hungary and the vehicle is registered in Hungary. The amount depends on the type of the vehicle 
and on the engine  
 
Cars < 1890 cm3 

18.- HUF/ cm3 
>1890 cm3 

24.- HUF/ cm3 

Lorries 18.- HUF/ cm3  

Motorbikes < 500 cm3 

18.- HUF/ cm3 
>500 cm3 

24.- HUF/ cm3 

Trailers 9000.- HUF 
Agricultural vehicles are duty-free to purchase.  
 
Periodical tax 
The new vehicle tax system (since 01.01.2007.) is based on the age of the vehicle and on the 
capacity of the engine.   
There are some exceptions from tax-payment, e.g. physical handy-cap of the keeper, agricultural 
vehicles etc.  
The local tax offices are responsible for collecting the vehicle tax and enforcing the relevant 
legislation. They maintain a local register which is monthly updated with the information sent from 
the document service centres.    
The tax is annual but is paid in two rates the first rate until the 16th of March and the second until 
the 15th of September.  
 
If the keeper hasn’t paid the tax for at least 12 Months, the tax offices can start a procedure in the 
competent document service centre to suspend the vehicle’s registration in order to enforce the tax 
payment.  
 
Registration fee 
There is no other extra registration fee.  
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
There is a legal obligation to take out third party liability insurance. The insurance papers must be 
kept with the Registration Certificate in the vehicle. There is a central register kept at COAEPS for 
insurance data. The insurance companies are obliged to forward every change of data to the 
central register of insurance data within 15 days.  
 
Every 3rd month the document service centres get the data of those vehicles and holders which 
haven’t got insurance. The document service centres suspend the vehicle if the holder doesn’t take 
out insurance in the given time. If the vehicle is suspended, it costs the holder HUF 10900.- to 
have re-registered it.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
Due to its dedicated tasks on the field of registration and its central function COAEPS has been be 
appointed to fulfil the tasks of the National SIS Authority. Thus COAESP plays a prominent role in 
the process of entering the Hungarian records and placing signals in the Schengen Information 
System. Furthermore as part of the enforcement of Schengen Treaty COAEPS fulfils the tasks of 
information exchange. 
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2.6  Technical inspections 
The technical inspections and other vehicle inspections are made by the National Transport 
Authority, its representatives and certified garages.  
The validation of a technical inspection depends on the age, category, on the technical condition 
and possible deficiency of the vehicle. 
A new cars gets an allowance for 4 years and after that it must have taken to an inspection every 
second year. On the other hand, lorries must be inspected every year while agricultural vehicles 
only every 5th year.  
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
 
General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name        
                           

Central Office for Administrative and Electronic Public Services 
(COAEPS) 

Address   
 
  

Hungary – 1094 Budapest Balázs Béla utca 35 

Type of organisation Authority 
Website   www.nyilvantarto.hu 
Contact person  
Telephone   +36 1 455 6700 
E-mail    nyilvantarto.hivatal@mail.ahiv.hu 
  
 
 
Summary of primary tasks 
Training and examination Training takes place in the driving schools, 

the exams belong to the National Transport 
Authority 

Documents For the driving licence can be applied in the 
document service centres.  

Registration of driving licences Takes place in the document service centres. 
Registration of offences  Takes place in the document service centres. 

The penalty points are registered in the 
COAEPS.  

 
3.1  Training and examination 
Before going to a driving school the applicant has to go to the general practitioner (doctor) and get 
a certificate about the ability for driving. The validity of the medical certificate depends on the age, 
and on a possible disease or handicap. In case of a professional driver the examination is stricter, 
wider and the validity is shorter.   
To obtain a driving licence, the applicant has to take theoretical and practical lessons in a driving 
school. The application for the exams is made through this school. The applicant must take part on 
a first aid course and pass an exam.  
After having passed every exam, the competent office of the National Transport Authority issues 
the certificate which is needed in the document service centres by applying a driving licence.  
It takes about 2-3 weeks till the applicant receives the licence and she/he is not allowed to drive 
until that point.   
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3.2  Documents 
The “old” driving licence was made of rose cardboard until 31/12/2000 and was revalidated by the 
general practitioner. Some data of the document were printed and some filled in by hand. These 
driving licences haven’t been completely registered in the electronic Driving License Registration 
yet. The registering of the documents follows continuously as the expired, “old” driver licence must 
be replaced by a new (credit card format plastic) one in a document service centre and the data 
will be filled in on the basis of the “old” document.  
 
A new type of document was launched on 01/01/2001. This is a plastic card and as large as a 
credit card. The new driving licence functions as an identity card within Hungary at the same time 
within the validity period. The validation as an ID is on the front.  
 
The driving licence according to the Council directive 91/439/EC has been produced from the 
19/04/2005.  The costs of a driving licence change are HUF 4000.- or HUF 1500.- if the applicant is 
over 62 or the validation of the medical certificate is only 1 year.  
 
If a driving licence is nearly expired, the holder must go to her/his general practitioner, who gives 
her/him a new medical certificate which defines how long the next driving licence is going to be 
valid. The applicant must go to any document service centre with this certificate, the driving licence 
and the ID. If the driver licence has been already expired, the application form allows her / him to 
drive 2 more months, but only in Hungary. The driving licence will be delivered in about 2-3 weeks.  
If this new type of driving licence is getting lost or stolen, and would be still valid, it is possible to 
replace it completely electronically.  
 
International driving licence 
This document is produced in the document service centres on the basis of the Hungarian national 
driving licence. It is valid until the national driving licence but maximum 3 years. It costs HUF 
2300.-.  
 
Temporary driving licence 
This document is valid only in Hungary. It can be produced in the document service centres e.g. if 
the driving licence is lost or damaged; or if the suspension concerns not every categories of the 
driving licence. It costs HUF 2300.-.   
 
Beginner driving licence 
This is not a different kind of document, the national driving licence is considered as that 2 years 
long after getting a driving licence the first time. This status means that the holder is not allowed to 
take a passenger on a motorbike with her/him or pull a trailer with the vehicle. If the holder commits 
any traffic violation or offence during these 2 years, the beginner status starts again. This 
restriction will be registered in the register and on the driving licence as well.     
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences  
Hungary has a central Driving Licence Registration, maintained by the COAEPS. This register 
includes different data concerning the holder and the licence as well, e.g. personal data, address, 
photo, autograph, restrictions, data of the medical certificate, penalty points and suspensions.  
The register is linked to the national personal data-system so personal data in the Driving Licence 
Registration are constantly updated.  
The Registration is also linked to the system of the National Transport Authority, so the data 
(category, possible restrictions, date) of an exam is accessible electronically.   
 
The Driving Licence Registration is a very important database. There are strict rules about who is 
allowed, for which reason and exactly which data to get from it. However, every person have the 
right in Hungary to start an inquiry free of charge once a year about which data of her/him are in 
the Registration and whom was given any data about her/him.  
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3.4  Registration of offences 
The Driving Licence Registration includes suspensions, penalty points and prohibitions concerning 
the right of driving some specific category of vehicles, even if the person doesn’t have a driving 
licence.  
 
The document service centres register suspensions, prohibitions and take care of the withdrawal of 
the driving licence on the basis of the received decisions from courts and the police. The 
competence of the document service centre depends on the holder’s permanent address.  
 
Hungary has a penalty point system, which means that various traffic violations and offences 
attract a certain number of points. Either suspension or penalty point is imposed on the driver as 
punishment.  
The penalty points are registered by the COAEPS.  
When the driving licence holder achieved 12 points, the COAEPS warns and informs the holder. At 
this part of the procedure the holder can reduce the points with an extra training. When the holder 
reached or exceeded the 18th point, the COAEPS informs the competent document service centre 
and it suspends the driver and withdraws the driving licence. The suspension lasts 6 months and 
starts on the day when the holder hands in the licence in the document service centre. The extra 
training is compulsory in this case before getting back the driving licence after the 6 months. 
 
Every time when the driver licence is withdrawn for 6 months or more, the holder is obliged to take 
part on an extra training before getting back the document after the suspension is over. The extra 
trainings are organised by the National Traffic Authority and the applicant is given a certificate 
about having taken part on it.  
 
It is possible that a driver is prohibited by a court from driving forever, though it happens seldom. 
However, in this case if she/he will be freed from the prohibition sometime in the future, the 
applicant must pass every exam again (without taking part on a course) to get a new driving 
licence.  
 
It is useful to know, that in Hungary it is absolutely forbidden to drink before driving. That means, if 
you are caught having drunk anything, your driver licence is going to be withdrawn by the police 
immediately.  
 
 
4.  Future developments  
 
E-Government 
Besides its registration tasks COAEPS participates to a high extent in the development of 
governmental electronic services, and the national e-government strategies.  
 
COAEPS possesses a large and modern info-communication infrastructure to perform its duties. In 
order to fulfil the provisions of the law COAEPS has established in the last years high service level 
electronic registers (e.g. Central Offence Register) and it manages continuously nationwide high 
disposable IT infrastructures (e.g. network of document service centres, Civil Registration Sub-
system), which are especially significant for the public administration. 
 
In the frame of realisation of a service providing state and the reform of the public administration 
the COAEPS has introduced a number of client orientated public administrative procedures and 
services, which concern a large part of the society (among others: Public Administration Services 
System on Internet /XR/, Data delivering frame system to strengthen the security of legal affairs 
/JÜB/, electronic application for certificate of no criminal record, electronic notification about the 
expiry of documents for citizens having an electronic costumer gate access /pro-active service/). 
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International cooperation 
COAEPS is making its best efforts to keep and upgrade its international activities as a member of 
international formations like EUCARIS or EReg. At the same time COAEPS aims to improve its 
international relations either by joining new initiatives for cooperation or improving already existing 
ones. 
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Iceland 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information 
Name    Icelandic Road Traffic Directorate (RTD) 
Address   Borgartún 30 
    IS-105 Reykjavik 
Type of organisation Authority 
Website   www.us.is 
Contact person  Dagný Jónsdóttir, Chief of Vehicle Registration. 
Telephone   +35 4 580 2000 
E-mail    dagnyj@us.is 
Staff    50 
Office(s)   One office in Reykjavik 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Licensing, vehicle registration, type approvals and road safety authority 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
None 
 
Mission 
Not available 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
The Police, The Road Administration, insurance companies, inspection centres, importers and 
dealers. 
 
Administration 
The Icelandic Road Traffic Office was established in October 2002. It is an authority under the 
supervision of the Ministry of Transport. The company is above all, a data centre with the 
maintaining of vehicle registers as its main activity as well as road safety activities. 
 
Organisation of European activities 
Iceland is not a member of the European Union. It’s policy is to keep in close touch with European 
developments such as EUCARIS. The contacts tend to be initiated and maintained by RTD itself. 
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2.  The Vehicle Chain 
RTD has a narrow task package. The following is a summary of the distribution of tasks in Iceland 
in the vehicle chain. 
 
Summary of primary tasks and central registration 

Activity Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval RTD RTD - NorType 
Licensing RTD RTD 
Tax Ministry of Finance Skýrr 
Insurance Insurance companies - 
Tracing and enforcement Law enforcement agencies - 
Technical inspections Private companies RTD 
 
2.1  Type approval 
The Icelandic Road Traffic Office is the type approval authority in Iceland. 
 
Iceland, Finland, Norway and Sweden have set up a joint information system for all information 
regarding European type approvals. The system is called NorType. The system’s registration 
centre is based at the RTD in Iceland. 
 
RTD converts details from European type approvals on paper into an EDP format suitable for 
further computer processing and use in the participating countries. This central register is not only 
a central information database, but also a source from which the Nordic countries can download 
the necessary information for their own type-approval and registration activities, without having to 
carry out any further conversion processes. The range and format of the collected information are 
discussed regularly, and changes are only implemented if all participating countries agree. The 
purpose of NorType is to provide complete and comprehensive type-approval information in a user-
friendly concept. NorType is organized and financed by the participating Nordic countries. At the 
end of december 2010 there were nearly 700,000 records in the NorType database. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
Iceland has a vehicle-based licensing system. The vehicle registration system and the tax system 
are linked. This means that the annual tax payments are used to update the details of the register. 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
Passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles and lorries, motorcycles, mopeds, agricultural tractors 
and trailers are all registered and numbered. There are around 300.000 licensed motor vehicles in 
Iceland. (Iceland has 318.000 inhabitants). 
 
Documents 
In Iceland when the vehicle registration document is amended, it is issued again and sent by the 
central office to the owner. The registration document shall be situated, at all times, in the vehicle. 
Iceland will not be introducing a smartcard registration document any time soon. 
 
First registration 
Around 20.000-25.000 new vehicles are registered by RTD every year. The first registration is 
preceded by a pre-registration. In the case of type-approved vehicles, a conformity check is made 
by the importer. The importer sends the vehicle details to the RTD, which issues a number plate 
and registers the importer as the temporary owner. The importer receives a provisional document. 
The customs department is also informed by RTD. 
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The final registration in the first owner’s name takes place at RTD by the dealer. The dealer 
transfers all details directly to RTD using the computer system. Proof of insurance must be 
provided and RTD checks this on-line in the central insurance register. The tax must have been 
paid by the owner at this stage. 
 
In the case of individual imports, the vehicle is given a technical inspection and the final registration 
in the owner’s name is completed by RTD when the inspection centre has transferred all the 
information needed. 
 
Changes 
Around 85.000 transfers are entered into the register every year, and around 2500 changes to 
vehicles. 
There is no formal suspension procedure. Vehicles can be deregistered and may be reregistered at 
a later date. 
 
De-registration 
On average, around 10.000 vehicles have been deregistered for the last 5 years. That includes 
exports to another country, demolition and lost vehicles. Deregistration takes place at the owner’s 
request, and can be affected at an inspection centre or at the RTD. In most cases, a vehicle is 
deregistered because of its age. In such cases the owner hands in a the plates, a special form and 
a certificate that the vehicle has been demolished, and receives around 98 euro for the wreckage. 
This is according to art. 9 of regulation 751/2003 on vehicle registrations. If a vehicle is lost/stolen it 
has to be confirmed by the police, in most cases, in order to be deregistered, in accordance with 
the before mentioned article. If a vehicle is exported to another country, the deregistration takes 
place in two ways: either the owner sends the number plates back to the RTD with a bill of lading, 
inn accordance with the before mentioned article or we receive confirmation through a member 
state that a vehicle has been registered in that country, according to directive 1999/37/EC. The 
latter is more common. 
 
If a vehicle is deregistered missing or exported to another country there is an option to re-register 
at a later stage. This will be based on the previous registration; insurance, tax and the technical 
inspection must be arranged beforehand. The old number plates are re-used if they have not been 
discarded. The RTD is obligated to store plates for one year. 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
Upon the owners request, a vehicle is deregistered if it has been demolished. In such cases, like 
stated above, the owner hands in the plates, a special form and a certificate from an authorized 
demolition station that the vehicle has been demolished, and receives around 98 euro for the 
wreckage. This is according to art. 9 of regulation 751/2003 on vehicle registrations. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The number plate system is vehicle-based. Number plates consist of two groups of up to three 
letters and three digits. 
 
Personal plates, i.e. particular combinations of letters and numbers, can be bought for ISK 25.000 
(€ 164). They can consist of up to six letters or digits, but shocking or insulting combinations are 
prohibited. The number plate itself remains state property. The number can be transferred to a new 
vehicle. The proceeds from the personal plate sales go to the Icelandic Traffic Council (see also 
“The Driving Licence Chain”). 
 
Normal number plates are white with blue lettering. They are manufactured in the state prison. 
They are issued and collected as part of the licensing procedure by subcontractors.  
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Here is a link that shows different number plates: 
http://us.is/Apps/WebObjects/US.woa/swdocument/1321/US.336+Tegundir+og+ger%C3%B0ir+skr
%C3%A1ningarmerkja.pdf  
 
Register 
The register includes information about the vehicle and its owner, inspection and insurance details. 
The holder is also registered in the case of leased vehicles, for instance. 
 
For reasons of road safety and consumer protection, details of damage and insurance claims are 
also included in the register. 
 
Iceland has a central population register, which is linked to the vehicle register so that the personal 
data can be updated. 
 
Information to the authorities and to the public is provided free of charge. Although RTD does not 
provide information on previous holders/owners. 
Car dealerships can obtain, at a charge, all information on the vehicles and owners of the make 
they represent. 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
New vehicles are subject to a luxury tax of 30-45% of the replacement value, depending on the 
engine size. 
 
Periodical tax 
Periodical tax is based on the vehicle’s weight. The owner pays the tax twice a year. RTD keeps 
track of the tax payments. If the tax has not been paid, it will not be possible to present the vehicle 
for technical inspection and the number plates can be removed by the police. All registered vehicle 
categories are subject to the tax.  
 
Registration fee 
The registration fee for passenger vehicles is ISK 5.060 (€ 33). 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Insurance is a precondition for registration. Insurance details are held centrally by the insurance 
companies. RTD is linked up with this register so that it can check if the insurance is valid or not. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
Every month RTD compiles a list of vehicles which have not been presented for technical 
inspection or for which no taxes have been paid. The police may take possession of the number 
plates of these vehicles. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Technical inspections, both type approvals and regular inspections, are carried out by three private 
companies, which operate a total of 38 inspection centres. The organisations are supervised by the 
RTD. 
 
Technical inspections are compulsory for passenger vehicles after three years, after five years and 
then annually. Antic vehicles and travel trailers are inspected every two years. Other vehicles are 
inspected annually.  
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Vehicles registered after January 2009 are inspected after 4 years, then after two years, then two 
years after that, an then annually. 
 
Approvals are recorded in the register and a sticker is applied to the number plate. 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
RTD is responsible for driver education and driver testing (driving schools and driving teachers 
give driver training and driver educations, tests are conducted by a contractor) and driving licences 
are issued by the National Commissioner of the Icelandic Police. 
 
General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name     RTD 
Address               Borgartún 30 
                               IS-105 Reykjavik 
Type of organisation  Governmental 
Website    www.us.is 
Contact person   Holger Torp, project manager 
Telephone    +354 580 2000 
E-mail     holger@us.is 
 
 
 
Summary of primary tasks 
Training and examination RTD 
Documents Police 
Driving licence registration Police 
Registration of offences Police 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
The procedure to obtain a driving licence broadly runs as follows: from the age of seventeen, 
candidates may apply for a driving licence for category B from the police. (For mopeds the age limit 
is 15 years and for agricultural tractors 16 years). A medical certificate must be submitted, and the 
completed application must be accompanied by a recent passport-sized photograph. An 
application for a test is sent to a contractor, which conducts the test in due course (candidates 
have to complete obligatory theoretical and practical driving education before the test is 
conducted). If the candidate passes, the police is informed. The police orders the driving licence 
from the printer (Bundesdrückerei). The printer sends the licence to the police, which asks the 
applicant to collect it with proof of identity. The printer also sends the details to the contractor for 
registration purposes. Since the beginning of the year 2001 the information flow includes scans of 
the applicant’s photograph and signature. 
 
The driving licence (for category B is valid for three years initially. After a year, and up to three 
years after receiving the licence, a holder must take a special driving lesson (self evaluation of 
driving performance) with a driving instructor. A holder with a preliminary licence may not have 
broken any traffic regulations 12 months before taking this special driving lesson. After completing 
it, the licence is made permanent, and is valid until the holder is 70 years old.  
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3.2  Documents 
The Icelandic driving licence is in accordance with the provisions in the Council Directive 
91/439/EEC. The latest version has improved quality and security features. Driving licences are 
produced by the Bundesdrückerei and are issued by the police. Around 4,000 driving licences are 
issued every year. 
 
 
3.3  Registration 
RTD is only responsible for the technical administration of the central registration of driving 
licences. The police carry out all registration activities. There are currently 199,000 registered 
driving licences. Since the beginning of the year 2001, the records also include the holder’s 
photograph and signature. 
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
The police keeps a record of all offences committed by drivers, which is used when deciding 
whether to issue a permanent driving licence after the one to three year probation period expires. 
Those who violate traffic rules are fined and collect penalty points in their driving record.  The 
penalty points are 1 - 4 depending on the nature of the violation. If 12 penalty points are collected 
within three years or less, the driver loses his driver's licence for three months. 
 
Beginners first have a temporary licence which is valid for three years, in order to qualify for a 
permanent driving licence they may not have a single penalty point for the past 12 months. 
Beginners with temporary licences are banned from driving after receiving four penalty points. 
Such ban applies until the offender has attended a special seminar and has passed the driver's 
test again. Beginners licences are revoked after 7 penalty points and must attend courses and take 
the driver's test again when the term of revocation ends. 
 
In serious traffic violations, such as drink driving and speeding, the driver is not only fined, but also 
loses his driver's licence. In the case of considerable or repeated drink driving, speeding or driving 
without a licence, the vehicle may be confiscated. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
NorType 
The NorType register will be linked to the register. This project is in full production. In december 
2010, there were nearly 700,000 records in the NorType database. 
 
Internet 
Accessibility of the registers with web-based applications has been established for a great number 
of applications. These possibilities will be further extended 
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Ireland 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
The Revenue Commissioners are the registration authority in Ireland. They register vehicles, 
collect Vehicle Registration Tax and assign registration numbers. The Department of Transport 
issue registration certificates for vehicles and are responsible for the collection of Road Tax on 
behalf of the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government through online 
services and local authorities. 
 
General information 
Name    1. Office of the Revenue Commissioners, Vehicle Registration 
        Tax Policy and Legislation (hereafter called ‘Revenue’) 
    2. Department of the Transport (hereafter called Transport)  
Address 1   Office of the Revenue Commissioners 
    Indirect Taxes Division 
     VRT Policy and Legislation 
      Dublin Castle 
      Dublin 2 
      Ireland 
Address 2   Dept of Transport 
      Driver and Vehicle Computer Services Division 
      Shannon 
      Co. Clare 
      Ireland 
Organisation type  Government  
Web sites   www.revenue.ie;  
Contact person Revenue Kieran Coyle, Principal Officer. 
Telephone   +353 1 6748866 
E-mail    kcoyle@revenue.ie 
Contact person Transport Gerry O’Malley, Principal Officer. 
Telephone   +353 61 365058 
E-mail    gerryomalley@transport.ie 
Staff    Revenue 80,  
                                              Transport 76 
Offices Revenue  Head office in Dublin 
Offices Transport  Driver and Vehicle Computer Services Division, in Shannon 
    and 29 tax offices with additional local sub-offices (57 outlets 
    in total). The tax offices and sub-offices are part of the Local 
    Government service that provides motor tax and driving licence 
    services on an agency basis 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
 To certify and register vehicles and issue registration numbers (Revenue) 
 To issue registration documents and to maintain a central register and information on vehicles 

(Transport)  
 To collect vehicle taxes [Vehicle Registration Tax by Revenue, Road (Circulation) Tax by 

Transport together with local authorities on behalf of the Department of the Environment, 
Heritage and Local Government who are responsible for the Local Government Fund into which 
the proceeds of motor tax are paid]. 
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Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Revenue does not have tasks within the driving licence chain. Transport maintains a central 
register and information on drivers and is responsible for the collection of driving licence fees and 
the issuing of driving licences through local authorities on an agency basis. 
 
Mission 
Transport: Develop the National Vehicle and Driver File (NVDF) infrastructure and services to 
provide for the collection of motor tax, driving licences and other fees (vehicle tolls and parking 
fines etc.) and to play a central role in support of vehicle and driver regulation and enforcement. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
Since 1 September 2010, registration functions in respect of imported used vehicles have been 
handed over to the Spanish company Applus+ who run and manage the road worthiness testing 
(periodic Technical Inspection) on behalf of the State. Through their Irish subsidiary, the National 
Car testing Service (NCTS) this company perform vehicle pre-registration inspections and 
registrations at a network of national Car test centres spread around the country. These centres 
replace the network of Vehicle registration Offices previously staffed by Revenue officials. 
 
The other external partners in the registration process are the official distributors, who are 
responsible for partial completion i.e. for the vehicle technical details, of the registration documents 
for newly imported vehicles and the traders authorised by Revenue for the registration of new 
vehicles through Revenue’s on-line service ROS.. 
 
There is co-operation between Revenue and Transport in relation to the updating of the central 
register with registration data. Cooperation arrangements with the car dealers have also been 
developed particularly in delivering the internet based change of vehicle ownership notification 
service. 
 
Transport is responsible for maintaining the national vehicle and driver registers. The primary 
external stakeholder is the Dept of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government who is 
responsible for motor (circulation) tax and in respect of whom motor tax services are delivered 
through the motor tax office network. There are also arrangements covered by legislation whereby 
data is supplied to other parties to assist with the delivery of their business objectives – e.g. the 
police, the national car testing service and to assist with the administration of the penalty points 
system. The arrangements also apply to initiatives where vehicles are recalled to remedy defects 
which could endanger the safety of road users.  
The registers plays a critical role in assisting the Road Safety Authority, an agency of the 
Department of Transport, in the administration of the driving licences and the penalty points 
system. 
 
Administration 
Revenue is primarily responsible for the collection of Vehicle Registration Tax (VRT). It has a head 
office in Dublin. Management and administration of the tax is now carried out by the Revenue tax 
offices around the country while the registration functions are carried out at the NCTS centres. 
 
Transport is primarily responsible for the collection of Road Tax and Driving Licence fees and 
central registration. Its registration centre is in Shannon, Co. Clare which services 54 licensing 
offices across the country. In addition to supporting these services, it also provides the basis for a 
number of other customer facing services including: 
 Motor Tax discs (online motor tax service), 
 Motor Tax and Driving Licence Renewal Notices 
 Vehicle Registration Certificates 
 Issuing of Penalty Points correspondence 
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The Transport registers plays a critical role in assisting the Road Safety Authority, an agency of the 
Department of Transport established in 2006, in delivering policy on driving licences and 
administration the penalty points system for which the RSA is responsible. 
 
Organisation of European activities 
The brief to negotiate at European level lies with either one or both departments together 
(Revenue and Transport), depending on the issue in question. Because the Transport registers are 
the comprehensive database of vehicles and their drivers they will become the Irish focal point for 
the international exchange of vehicle data in servicing requirements more immediately under the 
PRUM Decisions and the EUCARIS Treaty. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Primary tasks and central registration 

Part of the chain Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval National Standards Authority of 

Ireland 
- 

Licensing Transport and local authorities Transport 
Tax (registration) Revenue Revenue 
Insurance Motor Insurers Interface for licensing 
Tracing and enforcement Garda Siochana (police) and 

Customs and Excise authorities 
(unregistered vehicles). Local 
authorities (traffic regulation 

- 

Technical inspection Private company on behalf of 
State agency (RSA) 

- 

 
 
2.1 Type approval 
Ireland introduced European Community Whole Vehicle Type Approval (ECWVTA) and related 
National Approval Schemes on 29th April 2009. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
The licensing system in Ireland is vehicle-based. 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
Revenue registers passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles, motorcycles, mopeds and agricultural 
tractors. Transport (through local authority motor tax offices) also register trailers. 
 
Documents 
The main document in the system is the Registration Certificate, which contains details of the 
vehicle and the registered owner. It is issued by Transport after registration of the vehicle by 
Revenue and payment of the first annual Road Tax.  
 
This document was introduced in 2004 to replace two documents previously issued for each 
vehicle, the Vehicle Registration Certificate and the Vehicle Licensing Certificate.  
The new document was introduced to improve customer service and to comply with Council 
Directives 1999/37/EC and 2003/127/EC 
 
The document does not need not be present in the vehicle when it is on the road. 
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No charges are levied for the issuing of registration certificates or making changes to the 
registration details. An exception is a charge of € 12 for the issue of new certificates in case of loss 
or theft. 
 
In the case of the individual importation of vehicles, all original documents are returned to the 
country of origin via the appropriate embassy or vehicle licensing authority. 
 
First registration 
Authorized distributors deliver new vehicles to dealers. The dealer is provided with a partially 
completed registration declaration document on which relevant vehicle details (partly taken from 
the type approval details) are already entered.  
 
When the vehicle is sold, the dealer amends the document with the new holder’s details. The 
dealer then electronically (in about 95% of registrations) declares the transaction to Revenue and 
arranges payment of the VRT due, usually via their current account. The dealer will be informed of 
the registration number allocated to the vehicle and will supply the vehicle to the customer with the 
registration plate attached.  
 
Private importations or registrations of used vehicles must be completed at a National Car Testing 
Centre. 
 
The new keeper (registered owner) of the vehicle must pay the first Road Tax either directly online 
or at a local authority Motor Tax Office. Transport will post the registration document to them after 
payment. 
  
200,000 vehicles are registered each year for the first time. 
 
Changes 
Transfers of ownership and other changes to the holder details are indicated on the Registration 
Certificate. The old and the new holder sign the document, which is sent to Transport at their 
Shannon Office. The Transport register is noted with the changes and a new Registration 
Certificate is then produced and sent to the new holder. Details of motor dealers involved in holder 
changes are also recorded in the central register and motor dealers become the registered owners 
of the vehicles while in their possession, however new Registration Certificate does not issue in 
these circumstances.  
Approximately 900,000 transfers of ownership take place yearly. No fee is charged to make a 
change.  
 
An internet based facility which allows approved motor dealers to notify changes in ownership for 
vehicles purchased and sold by them was introduced in May 2008 and provides an additional 
channel to notify changes. Where dealers use this service they are required to retain the signed 
documents for a period of three years. 
 
Modifications to the vehicle, particularly those that may impact on the registration tax or the annual 
motor tax must be notified to the relevant authorities, whether Revenue or Transport. In some 
cases, where the change is significant and may compromise the vehicle type approval, it is 
planned that a certification process, whether individual vehicle approval or a more simple 
certification process be put in place to ensure that the vehicle modification has not compromised 
the safety of the vehicle. 
 
Suspension 
There is no suspension option. 
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De-registration 
Deregistration is not a feature of the Irish systems. From January 2007, arrangements were 
introduced to give effect to EU Directive 2000/53/EC on end-of-life vehicles. In end-of-life instances 
the vehicle registration certificate must be surrendered to an Authorised Treatment Facility (ATF 
which is a facility where the collection and storage and treatment of ELV’s may take place) where 
the vehicle is being deposited for destruction. A Certificate of Destruction (COD) is issued by the 
relevant Authorised Treatment Facility (ATF) to the registered owner (keeper) of the vehicle. When 
a COD has issued for a vehicle, the vehicle cannot be subsequently licensed or used in a public 
place and the relevant record on the Transport register is ‘locked down’ and no further activity is 
permitted.  
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
There is a single number plate system for all vehicles, regardless of vehicle category or special 
groups such as the military or the diplomatic corps. 
 
The number plates consist of three elements: 

• Two numerical positions, indicating the year of initial registration; 
• One or two alphanumerical positions, indicating the district code where the initial 

registration took place;  
• One to six numerical positions, indicating the serial number. 
• The number “1” of each year is reserved for the mayors of Cork, Dublin, Limerick and 

Waterford e.g. 01-D-1.  
 
There is no provision to apply for a personalised registration number. The public may apply to 
reserve a specific registration number in the normal series in advance of registration. The number 
will not be assigned until it has been reached in sequence in the registration system. There is a fee 
of € 1000 and there are approximately 1,500 requests per year. 
 
The number is linked to a particular vehicle and is not transferable. 
 
Number plates are white with black lettering. Garage or “Trade” Plates are green with white 
lettering. 
 
Owners of vehicles with registration plates in the wrong format may incur a penalty of up to 
€5,000.A vehicle displaying incorrectly formatted registration plates will fail the National Car Test. 
 
The production and distribution of number plates is not regulated except in the case of trade plates. 
 
The police and Revenue ensure compliance with the tax through observation, and the imposition of 
penalties.  
 
Register 
Public bodies and approved agents operating on their behalf may obtain information free of charge. 
The police receive a weekly copy of the vehicle register, but have no on-line link to it. 
The police maintain a separate register of stolen vehicles. Sector organisations are normally 
provided only with statistical data. However there are some notable exceptions. For example 
vehicle manufactures are provided with current name address details to facilitate vehicle recall 
initiatives where this is possible danger to public safety and motor insurers are provided with 
penalty point’s data.  
 
Information is provided to the public in principle only if the purpose can be indicated.  
Citizens have the right to inspect their personal details free of charge. 
 
Requests for information by the public cost € 6. 
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2.3  Tax 
Registration tax (Unique tax) 
Vehicle Registration Tax (VRT) is a once-off tax that must be paid before a vehicle is allowed on 
the road. From 1 January 2011 the tax is based on the EU classification rather that an old revenue 
classification as heretofore. VRT is charged on new and imported passenger vehicles (M1 
vehicles) as a percentage of the Open Market Selling Price (OMSP) based on the level of CO2 
emissions in accordance with the following table: 
 
CO2 Emissions (CO2g/km) VRT Rates Subject to a 

minimum tax of  
0 - 120g 14% of OMSP € 280 
More than 120g/km up to and including140g/km 16% of OMSP € 320 
More than 140g/km up to and including 155g/km 20% of OMSP € 400 
More than 155g/km up to and including 170g/km 24% of OMSP € 480 
More than 170g/km up to and including 190g/km 28% of OMSP € 560 
More than 190g/km up to and including 225g/km 32% of OMSP € 640 
More than 225g/km  36% of OMSP € 720 

 
A VRT remission up to a maximum of € 1,500 is available on hybrid and flexible fuel cars 
registered between 1 January 2011 and 31 December 2012. This relief is limited, on a sliding 
scale, depending on the age of the vehicle. Until 31 December 2012, series production electric 
vehicles and electric motorcycles are exempted from VRT.   
 
N1 vehicles are charges 13.3% of OMSP (subject to a minimum tax of € 125).  
 
Other vehicles e.g. M2, M3, N2, N3 and T1, T2, T3, T4, T5 are charged a flat rate of € 50, 
increasing to €200 from May 2011. 
 
Certain light commercial vehicles, i.e. N1 vehicles that, at the time of manufacture, have less than 
4 seats and have a technically permissible maximum laden mass that is greater than 130 per cent 
of the mass of the vehicle with bodywork in running order are charged at the flat rate of €50 
 
Motorcycles L1 to L7 (excluding electric motorcycles) are charged at € 2 per cc up to 350cc and € 
1 per cc thereafter. Used motorcycles have an age related deduction applied to this charge 
 
Periodical tax 
A vehicle is licensed for Road Tax at regular intervals. The registered owner or holder can normally 
choose between three, 6 or 12 months. The first application to pay Road Tax or Renewal of Road 
Tax must be made at one of 54local Tax Offices or on-line through the Motor Tax Online system 
operated by Transport. Insurance details must be provided by the registered owner on their motor 
tax renewal form when making an application for tax, or entered online. Proof of roadworthiness (if 
applicable) must be shown by the registered owner at their local authority motor tax office. The 
road tax is returned to Dept of Environment and is redistributed as part of a Local Government 
Fund for local authority means. The owner/holder receives the tax disc, which must be displayed 
on the inside of the front window. The police enforce compliance through visual checks for the tax 
disc aided by Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) equipment.  
 
From 1 July 2008, a rebalancing of motor tax to provide an incentive through the motor tax system 
for the motoring public to drive cleaner cars and to impose penalties in respect of cars with higher 
CO2 emission level took place. All new vehicles registered on or after the 1 July 2008 are subject 
to new tax rates based on CO2 engine emissions ratings. Also in the case of new vehicles 
registered between 1 January and 30 June 2008, CO2 based motor tax rates is in certain 
instances based on CO2 rates, in the case of tax discs taken out after 1 July 2008. In tandem with 
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the new system, the previous arrangements continue to apply in the case of older vehicles with 
motor tax based on cylinder capacity. Essentially a two-tiered tax system applies since the 
beginning of July 2008. 
 
For motor tax purposes an articulated vehicle (i.e. vehicle and semi trailer) is regarded as a single 
vehicle and motor tax is payable on the basis of the unloaded weight of the tractor unit plus the 
unloaded weight of the heaviest semi trailer which will be used at any time during the period of 
licence. 
 
Registration fe 
No charges are levied for the issuing of vehicle documents and making changes to the registration 
details. A registration fee of € 60 is charged for trailers, there is no annual renewal fee. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
There is a statutory obligation to insure a vehicle. At time of licensing, details of insurance must be 
provided and these are noted in the Transport register. Enforcement is aided by the presence of an 
insurance disc which is required by law to be displayed inside the windscreen of vehicles.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
Motorists are required to display evidence of licensing and insurance through disks displayed on 
their windscreen. The police enforce compliance by visual checks for such disks.  
 
The licensing agencies do not conduct any active enforcement activities other than the issue of 
reminder notices by Transport where tax has not been renewed. 
 
Cameras have been introduced to monitor traffic and driver behaviour. One consequence of this is 
that unauthorised number plates are no longer tolerated. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Regular roadworthiness tests referred to as the National Car Test (NCT) were introduced in 2000. 
Private vehicles must be tested after four years, and subsequently at intervals of two years. A 
private company - National Car testing Service Ltd (NCTS) – operates the NCT under the remit of 
the Road Safety Authority. (NCTS is wholly owned by Applus+ Car Testing Service Ltd. part of 
Applus+). There are 43 testing centres across the country. A disc which must be displayed on the 
windscreen is issued to cars that pass the test. The disc is valid for two years, after which the car 
must then be retested. 
 
An average of 685,000 vehicles is tested each year with approximately 95% of vehicles passing 
the test. 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
Revenue does not have tasks within the driving licence chain. The Department of Transport 
maintains a central register and information on drivers and is responsible for the collection of 
driving licence fees through local authorities on an agency basis. While motor tax offices issue 
driving licences, responsibilities for control and regulation of the driver licence system rests with 
the Road Safety Authority (RSA) which was established in 2006 by the Minister for Transport.  
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General information 
Responsible organisation    
Name        Road Safety Authority (RSA) 
Address   
 
  

Moy Valley Business Park 
Primrose Hill 
Ballina 
Co. Mayo 
Ireland 

Type of organisation The Road Safety Authority is a statutory organisation, 
principally funded and responsible to the Department of 
Transport. They are responsible for co-ordinating and 
implementing road safety initiatives. 

Website   www.rsa.ie 
Contact person  
Telephone   1890 41 61 41 
E-mail    licensingqueries@rsa.ie 
  
 
 
Primary tasks 
Training and examination RSA 
Documents Local Authorities (Motor Tax Offices) 
Registration of driving licences Transport 
Registration of offences Transport and Local Authorities 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
A driver theory test was introduced in 2001 to supplement the practical driving test. Persons must 
undergo a practical test of their knowledge of the rules of the road and motoring legislation before 
they can be issued with a learner permit. The test is computerised while being designed to be as 
user friendly as possible. 
 
Application for a learner permit must be submitted to a tax office, together with the required forms, 
photographs and a medical certificate. The candidate is then issued with a learner permit. The 
learner permit allows the holder to drive a vehicle in the company of someone who holds a full 
licence in the category being driven for at least two years and on condition that the vehicle is 
marked with an ‘L’ plate. 
 
After a minimum of six months the candidate can take a driving test. On passing, he or she will 
receive a certificate of competency which they can then exchange at the Motor Tax Office with the 
required forms, photographs and a medical certificate for a full driving licence. This is attractive 
from an insurance point of view, because the premiums for learner permit holders are very high. 
The central register is updated in real time with details of all learner permits and full driving 
licences issued. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
At the moment Ireland has paper driving licences. 
A driving licence must be renewed every ten years. 
From 1 January 2003 drivers are required to carry their driving licence with them at all times when 
they are driving. 
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3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Details of all driving licence issues and other driver related events, including application of penalty 
points are recorded on the computer database of the Dept of Transport in Shannon.  
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
A penalty point system was introduced on a limited scale on 01 November 2002 and has since 
been extended to include a number of additional offences. Penalty Points now apply to almost 60 
offences.  
 
The Transport register plays a critical role in the administration of penalty points. On receipt of 
notification from the police or from the Courts Service, the appropriate points are recorded on the 
driving licence record and a notification generated from the central register is posted to the driver. 
When 12 points have been accumulated on the licence record, the person is notified that he/she is 
disqualified for a period of six months and is requested to surrender his/her licence to the 
appropriate licensing authority. The police are notified electronically of disqualification instances.  
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
Internet 
The online motor tax service at www.motortax.ie, operated by Transport enables vehicle owners to 
pay tax over the internet in respect of 85% of the national fleet.  
Arrangements to enable the majority of commercial vehicles to avail of online taxing in instances 
where they are covered by a current roadworthiness certificate will be introduced in 2011.  
Focus is also being placed on administrative aspects of the motor tax renewal process where 
savings can be achieved through more imaginative use of the online motor tax service including 
the introduction of electronic reminders which will commence in 2011. The objective of this facility 
is to reduce the volumes of printed motor tax notices issued to vehicle owners to advise that tax is 
due by using electronic correspondence. 
The possibility of extending the facility for online notification of vehicle ownership changes to 
private sales (currently confined to approved motor dealers) will be examined.  
  
Plastic driving licences 
The Road Safety Strategy 2007-12 has a commitment to the introduction of a plastic card driving 
licence (basis for which is set out in EU Directive 2006/126EC) during the lifetime of the strategy. 
The Road Safety Authority (RSA) have carried out a review of the way in which the licence issuing 
system operates at present, and made recommendations as to how best to deliver the plastic card 
licence in a secure, efficient, customer friendly process. These recommendations are being 
considered and the expectation is that a plastic card driving licence will be introduced in late 
2011/early 2012. 
 
Insurance Write-Offs  
Voluntary arrangements with motor insurers are currently in place whereby the Transport register 
receives regular notifications of instances where vehicles become total write-offs following 
accidents or other serious events. These arrangements enable the register to have current write off 
data and the affected records are ‘locked down’ to prevent motor tax, change of ownership etc 
events. 
 
As part of the Irish Governments Road Safety Strategy the Road Safety Authority have undertaken 
a review of the regulation, classification and safety issues associated with Written-off Vehicles. A 
public consultation document setting out current policy and practice in Ireland and options for the 
future regulation of written-off vehicles has been published. Following the consultative process the 
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necessary arrangements including a legislative framework will be put in place. The Transport 
registers will reflect the categories of write-off as well as the associated administrative controls 
which will be associated with the new arrangements. 
 
Integration 
Revenue and Transport have integrated their systems. Post registration, Revenue electronically 
forward details of all registered vehicles to Transport. Vehicles that are not presented to Transport 
for Road Tax will not therefore be in possession of a Vehicle Registration Certificate. In the near 
future the driver Theory Test data will be assimilated into the Transport registers. 
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Italy  
(Last update: 2008) 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
In Italy, the licensing activities are performed by two organisations, the Ministry of Transport and 
Infrastructure and the Automobile Club Italy. These organisations are statutorily appointed to carry 
out the various tasks. The ACI’s tasks focus primarily on the ownership aspects of licensing and 
providing related legal information. Unless stated otherwise, the activities described in this report 
are the responsibility of the Ministry of Transport. 
 
General Information: 
Name    1. Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport, Land Transport 
    Department, Directorate-General I Vehicles and Transport 
    Safety  (referred to hereinafter as DG V&T). 
    2. Automobile Club d' Italia 
Address 1   Via G. Caraci, 36 
    I 00157 ROME 
    Italy 
Address 2   Via Magenta, 5 
    I 00185 ROME 
    Italy 
Type of organisation 1. Government 
     2. Interest group, by law recognised as public service  
Website   1. www.trasporti.gov.it 
    2. www.aci.it 
Contact person 1       Dr. Ing. Antonio Erario, Head of Development for Vehicle  
    Regulation 
                                   (MOT 1, regulations and international agreements) 
Telephone (direct line) +39 06 41 58 62 28 
Telephone (central)   +39 06 64 15 81 
Fax    +39 06 41 58 32 53 
E-mail    erario.a@trasportinavigazione.it 
Contact person 2   Vincenzo Pensa, Managing Director for service offices, public 
    register and road taxes 
Telephone (direct line) +39 06 49 98 27 11 
Telephone (central)  +39 06 49 981 
Fax    +39 049 98 23 83 
E-mail    infopra@aci.it 
Staff     1. 6000 (with the Department of Land Transport) 
    2. 2500 (in licence processing) 
Offices    1. 1 head office, 90 provincial agencies, 12 test centres. 
    2. 1 head office, 106 provincial agencies (offices), 1100 ACI 
    agencies   
Turnover    1. 250 million Euro 
 
    
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
The DG V&T carries out the licensing of data relating to vehicles, supplies information for tracing 
and enforcement, carries out vehicle and type approvals and organizes the transport of exceptional 
loads. 
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The ACI takes care of the licensing of ownership data and provides legal information for tracing 
and enforcement.  
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
The DG V&T is responsible for the registration and issue of driving licences, and for keeping and 
providing information on these.  
 
Mission 
The mission of the ACI is interpreted as “The protection of the interests of vehicle owners by 
means of providing products and services.” 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
With a total of 4.100 affiliated offices (including its 1.100 own agencies), the Automobile Club 
d’Italia and the DG VT handle the transfer of the ownership details. In addition, the ACI collects the 
provincial road tax on behalf of 11 of the 20 regions. Payment can be made at kiosks, post offices, 
banks, agencies and on line.  
A vehicle must be insured before it is allowed on the public highway.  
 
Administration 
The Land Transport Department is part of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport. The 
department is subdivided into 5 directorates. The Directorate-General for Vehicles and Transport 
Safety carries out the activities described in the following chapters.  
The Ministry has no commercial objectives. There are no concrete plans for privatization.  
 
The ACI is an interest group organisation that protects the interests of motor vehicle owners. It is 
considered as a public service and it aims to achieve that goal by supplying efficient and effective 
products and services, and by lobbying. Since ACI is recognised as a public service provider, one 
of the ACI’s most important products in this respect is the PRA Register. In this register the 
ownership details of the vehicle owners are recorded. Other ACI departments handle the 
commercial activities. 
 
Organisation of European Activities 
The European and ECE activities for all matters relevant to vehicles (including driving licences etc.) 
are dealt with for Italy by the DG V&T, Department MOT 1 (Regulation and External Treaties). 
Via its Study & Research Department, the ACI participates in various European activities, including 
within the EU. 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
The table below provides an overview of the task distribution: 
 
Overview of primary tasks and registration 
Chain element Primary task Central Registration 
Type approval DG V&T DG V&T 
Licensing DG V&T and ACI DG V&T and ACI 
Tax Regions, Provinces  and 

Ministry of Finances 
ACI and Ministry of 
Finances 

Insurance Insurance companies - 
Tracing and enforcement Usual agencies.  - 
Technical inspections DG V&T DG V&T 
Other:    
Road transport special loads DG V&T - 
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2.1  Type approval 
The DG V&T is the test and admission authority. EU, ECE and national tests are carried out in 12 
test centres distributed throughout the country. Research is also carried out at these centres. In 
principle, they can carry out any type of test (e.g. emission tests, crash simulations etc.) On the 
basis of the tests, they can issue complete type approvals, partial type approvals and approvals for 
small series or individual vehicles for the EU, the ECE and the national authorities. Partial type 
approvals can be issued by the test centres themselves. The market share of the EU and ECE 
certificates is estimated at 4%. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
In Italy, two bodies carry out registration, each with its own speciality. The technical data relating to 
vehicles is entered and managed by the DG V&T. The ownership details, with legal details and 
events, are managed by the ACI. They regularly exchange these files in an attempt to avoid 
discrepancies in the database. The Italian system is based on continuous registration. Vehicles are 
included, without interruption, in the registers of the DG V&T and ACI from first registration until 
they are scrapped. At the end of the vehicle’s life (i.e. when it is scrapped) or on export, the history 
is checked. Any gaps must then be accounted for. 
 
If you have a vehicle registered in your name, you are obliged to pay the appropriate taxes and any 
fines incurred, insure the vehicle and submit it for regular inspections.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
In 2007 the total number of registered vehicles is about 47 million, of which 36 million are cars. 
Agricultural tractors are also registered but mopeds and trailers of less than 750 kg are not. Italy 
has a population of about 59,6 million. 
 
Documents 
There are two official vehicle documents. The registration document is issued by DG V&T. This 
must be present in the vehicle whenever it is used. The ownership document is issued after 
ratification of ownership and may be kept at home. In both cases, modifications to the document 
are made using stickers that must be pasted over the details that have changed. 
From 2002 both the documents (the registration document and the ownership certificate, the so 
called “certificate di proprietà”) are issued in real time by ACI or DG V&T.  
 
First registration 
Every year, about 3,3 million vehicles are included in the register for the first time. Upon initial 
registration, the registration document is issued by the provincial offices of the DG V&T. The 
document primarily contains data relating to the vehicle. When the registration document is issued, 
the personal details of the person claiming to be the owner are included in addition to the technical 
data. No check is made by the DG V8T as to whether this person is the actual owner (a photocopy 
of a registration document is sufficient). The registration form has recently been modified in line 
with the EU requirements that came into effect from 2004. You receive the number plates and 
directly on line, and in real time, with a declaration ratified by a notary or by an official, you notify 
the ACI that you are the owner.  You can then – once the vehicle has been insured – go on the 
public highway. In Italy, a car is regarded as real estate. The ACI processes this in the PRA (Public 
Register Automotive) and check who the actual owner is. You can also call in an intermediary 
(agency) to handle the procedure.  
 
Vehicles that do not have a COC document, or which enter via parallel import (about 5%) have to 
be submitted to one of the 90 provincial inspection centres.  
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Changes 
Every year, about 6,6 million vehicles are issued with new ownership documents and about 1,2 
million changes of address are processed.  
 
Transfer of ownership can be processed via agencies or directly by ACI or DG V&T. In an attempt 
to reduce the average age of vehicles on the road, the government subsidises the trading-in of old, 
used vehicles. A trade-in bonus is given, and one may be eligible to cut or reduce road taxes.  
Changes in vehicle ownership have to be accomplished by means of a contract legalised by a 
notary or an official. The ACI is professionally trained in this subject.  
 
Changes of address are notified by the municipal authorities to the DG V&T. The DG V&T send the 
information to ACI.  
Vehicle owners notify any technical changes, insofar as these affect items on the registration 
document, at one of the provincial offices of the DG V&T. Depending on the nature of the 
modification, the vehicle may then be inspected at one of the inspection centres. The owner 
subsequently receives a special sticker showing the updated details. This is pasted over the old 
details. 
 
New and special electronic transaction points have been opening: these transaction points are 
located at about 4.100 agencies that are authorised and monitored by ACI and DG V&T.. The 
agencies can be recognised by a special logo. With the implementation of the electronic 
transaction points, the ‘single transaction point’ concept is realised. This saves both the customer 
and the administrative organisation a considerable amount of time and money. From 2002, 
customers only have to go to one single service point. This instead of going to ACI (essential for 
legal aspects) and DG V&T (essential for technical aspects) and a road taxes point with a property 
and identity declaration.  Vehicles can also be registered independently of the place of residence. 
From these points, the registers of the ACI and DG V&T are automatically updated. 
 
Italy has an arrangement on operating stocks for recognised dealers. 
 
Suspension 
It is possible to temporarily suspend a vehicle’s registration for special reasons. 
 
Termination of registration (De-registration) 
Yearly, about 2,6 million vehicles are removed from the registration. Registration can be terminated 
when a vehicle is exported or scrapped. Vehicle owners are obliged to notify the authorities in such 
circumstances. If they do not, the obligations arising from vehicle ownership continue in force. If a 
vehicle is exported, the owner should have registration terminated at ACI’s. A special agreement 
with local embassies all over the world helps owners to send documents and plates to Italy. 
To scrap a vehicle, the owner must deliver it to a company recognised by the provinces and 
regions affiliated by this is trade association for vehicle dismantling companies. The dismantling 
company notifies the ACI that the vehicle has been scrapped in 30 days. The owner is given an 
indemnity certificate. At ACI a termination of registration costs 37 Euro.  
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The number plates are specific to the vehicle. Italy has recently switched to using a national 
licence number. Before, it consisted of the abbreviated name (usually 2 letters) of the province 
followed by (usually) 6 figures. With the introduction of the national licence number, it is now 
constructed as follows: 2 letters, 3 figures and a further 2 letters. The first number plate in the new 
series was AA000AA. The number is augmented as follows: AA001AA etc. The new number plate 
system allows one to deduce the age of the vehicle. 
The numbers are not allotted by vehicle category, although there are a few exceptions. Examples 
of these are police cars, fire engines, military vehicles, and vehicles of the diplomatic corps and 
non-Italians temporarily residing in Italy.  
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All number plates are produced by a single factory in Italy. All (affiliated) ACI offices keep a stock of 
number plates in their safes. 
In response to demand, it has been made possible to display the name of the province and year of 
manufacture on the right hand side of the number plate. Stickers for this purpose can be 
purchased freely.  
The number plates are white with black letters, in line with European agreements.  
 
Plates for trailers fall under 2 categories – smaller than 750 kg and bigger than 750 kg. For the first 
category, one can buy a yellow number plate at the ironmonger’s and stick the number of the 
towing vehicle on it with black, self-adhesive letters.  
Trailers that are heavier than 750 kg have their own registration number. The number plate is 
orange with black letters, and is issued by the provincial offices of the DG V&T. The licence 
number of the towing vehicle must be attached next to the number plate of the trailer.  
 
Foreigners residing in Italy for less than one year are eligible for a special licence number 
displayed on small number plates. No proof of ownership is required for this, but tax is imposed. 
 
In the event of the number plates being lost or stolen, new plates with a different number are 
issued.  
 
Register 
The law stipulates that the technical data is to be registered by the DG V&T. All legal data is to be 
registered by the ACI in the PRA register (Motor vehicles Public Register). Other details pertaining 
to civil law, such as mortgages and offences, are also recorded here. Both registers make note of 
stolen vehicles, but the police keep their own records in this respect. 
 
An entry to the register starts with the DG V&T. There, the technical data relating to the vehicle is 
linked to the citizen claiming to be the owner. The result is a registration document with which one 
is allowed on the public highway. In the PRA register, the ACI links the ownership details, plus 
technical data, with various other legal and economic data. 
Efforts are being made to obtain the ISO 9001/2000 certificate for some services of ACI. 
It is expected that the introduction of the electronic transaction point will improve the consistency of 
the registers and help in keeping them up-to-date. 
 
The Ministry of Finances also has its own registration system for the purposes of imposing and 
monitoring taxation. The Provinces request a tax for any operation about first registration or selling 
vehicles. 
 
Information is made freely available to government authorities.  
 
Citizens can apply for name and address details of a vehicle’s owner based on the licence number. 
In such cases, one must produce proof of identity, and the application is recorded. The applicant is 
called to account if he or she misuses the information. The charge is Euro 2.85. Applications can 
be made via the ACI provincial offices, by agencies or via the Internet. 
Some personal data are given mostly to the Police 
The ACI supplies some information for commercial purposes, but the DG V&T does not. 
ACI specific priorities for 2009 are to give easier files to citizens, in particular disabled citizens. 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
VAT must be paid on purchasing a vehicle. The rate is about 20%. No unique (luxury) tax is 
imposed on new vehicles.  
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Periodical tax 
Road tax is levied at both regional and national level. In 11 of the 20 regions, the regional tax is 
collected by the ACI. The national road tax has to be paid annually. The tax can be paid at kiosks, 
agencies, post offices and banks, or over the telephone or Internet using one’s credit card.  
The Regions supervises collection in partnership with the ACI. The tax is levied at the rate of Euro 
2.80 per Kilowatt (on average, Euro 190 per vehicle per annum). 
 
Registration fee 
The first registration or property transfer cost about Euro 450. The cost is so high because the 
transfer includes provincial taxes. A fee of about Euro 37 is charged for the registration of 
dismantling or export. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
There is a legal obligation to take out public liability insurance. The police are responsible for 
enforcement. The owner of the vehicle remains liable. An insurance sticker should be attached to 
the windscreen. The insurance papers must be kept in the vehicle. There is no central register of 
insurance.  
The insurance companies are accredited by the umbrella organisation ISVAP, which is a public 
authority under the Ministry of Industry. 
There is no central registration of insurance data. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The police and other government services consult the files of the ACI and DG V&T. The ACI’s files 
can be used in evidence in legal actions.  
The Ministry of Finance, the ACI (for the affiliated regions) and the regions that perform their own 
collection use the registrations to trace owners who neglect to pay road tax, or do not pay sufficient 
road tax. In the case of repeated failure to pay, the ACI assigns the debt to the region in question. 
Compliance with the remaining obligations relating to vehicle ownership is monitored on the roads 
by the police. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Cars (M1/N1) must be inspected 4 years after the date of the first registration, and subsequently 
inspected every 2 years. Commercial vehicles are inspected every year. Cars that are intended for 
use in city centres must be subjected to an annual emissions test. The cars are inspected at the 
5,000 commercial garages monitored by the DG V&T. These garages are also allowed to carry out 
repairs. The administrative charges for the periodical inspection, payable at post offices (among 
other places), amount to 30 Euro. Garages and inspectors must take an admission examination 
before they can carry out periodical inspections. Garages are subject to regular checks on their 
inspection activity. The inspection of commercial vehicles is carried out by the 103 regional 
inspection centres of the DG V&T. 
 
Since 2001, motorcycles are also inspected periodically. Regulations for mopeds are still being 
developed. All inspections are carried out in accordance with Directive 96/96/EC and the latest 
additions. 
 
 
2.7  Other: road transport special loads 
The DG V&T also grants exemptions for the transport of exceptional loads. The issue of 
exemptions is not centralised. This means that the applicant must inform all road management 
authorities.  
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3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
Most tasks in the driving licence chain are carried out by the DG V&T, MOT 5.  
 
Overview of primary tasks 
Training and examination DG V&T, MOT 5. 
Documents DG V&T, MOT 5. 
Registration of driving licences DG V&T, MOT 5. 
Registration of offences - 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
In order to obtain a licence to drive a car, one can take lessons with a driving school or apply for a 
provisional licence. One can apply for a provisional licence (the pink document) at one of the 103 
provincial offices. It only entitles the bearer to drive under the supervision of an experienced 
passenger. 
 
One may apply for a driving licence at the provincial offices of the DG V&T, providing one has 
passed the theoretical examination and can provide a declaration of physical and mental health. 
One must present oneself for the driving exam with a car with dual controls. The examiner comes 
from the DG V&T. 
 
Professional driving licences for the purpose of driving taxis, buses, and lorries, and for 
transporting hazardous materials, are issued after the candidate has passed a special 
examination. The examination is run by the provincial office of the DG V&T. 
From the age of 14, one may ride a moped (less than 50 cc) after passing simplified theoretical 
and driving tests. Candidates 16 to 18 years of age may take an examination to ride a motorcycle 
of 125 cc. From the age of 18, one can take the examination to ride a motorcycle of a capacity 
greater than 125 cc. All examinations are run by the provincial offices.  
 
 
3.2  Documents 
At the examination, the examiner already has the draft driving licence ready in the candidate’s 
name. If the candidate is successful, the examiner signs the driving licence; if not, it is destroyed. 
The provincial office informs the DG V&T, the police and the Ministry of Home Affairs of the issue of 
the driving licence. The DG V&T records the driving licence in a central register. If the police or the 
Ministry of Home Affairs file an objection, the driving licence is revoked.  
 
The driving licence must be renewed every 10 years. Application for renewal must be made at one 
of the 103 provincial offices. After being reviewed by the police and the Ministry of Home Affairs, 
the application is sent to the central issuing office of the DG V&T. Here, a sticker is printed out; the 
user must stick this on the driving licence. The driving licence renewal is sent by post to the 
applicant’s home address. One must also apply to the provincial offices in order to convert foreign 
driving licences. 
  
The driving licence that is issued on passing the examination is printed on paper. Since 1999, a 
gradual switch to ‘credit card’ type driving licences has been underway. The ‘credit card’ type 
licence does not contain a memory chip.  
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
There is a central register of driving licences. This is located at the DG V&T. The register contains 
data about the holder and any relevant events such as revocation or refusal. 1,3 million new driving 
licences are issued every year. In total, there are 38 million valid driving licences in use. 
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3.4  Registration of offences 
A penalty point system for driving licences has been introduced in 2003. The number of accidents 
reduced since. 
  
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
European Union 
Under the leadership of the Environment Ministry, work is being done on the introduction of an 
energy label for cars (1999/94/EC).  
 
Mopeds 
There is a periodic inspection for mopeds. There will soon include the speed test and the emission 
test. 
 
Internet  
The ACI has already developed various Internet applications in order to facilitate information and 
payments for vehicle owners. Work is currently being done to make information more freely 
available, including via SMS and WAP. 
The ACI is cooperating with the Ministry of Technology on e-Government services. 
 
Electronic registration 
Electronic transaction points for ACI, DG V&T and agencies have been introduced: applicants are 
now able to register vehicles in their name at 4.100 transaction points.  
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Latvia 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General Information 
Name    CSDD, Road Traffic Safety Directorate 
Address   25 Miera St. 
                                               Riga 
Type of organisation State owned Joint Stock Company 
Website   www.csdd.lv 
Contact person  Eriks Piternieks 
Telephone   +371 7025724 
E-mail    eriks.piternieks@csdd.gov.lv 
Staff    620 (of which 105 in the headquarters and 245 at the service 
               centre in Riga) 
Office(s)   Headquarters in Riga, 26 regional offices. 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Licensing, taxation, technical inspections, type approval and registration of violations of traffic 
rules.  
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Training supervision and examination; driving licence documents and registration; keeping of 
penalty point system. 
 
Mission 
CSDD is a client-oriented organisation rendering quality services that correspond to the 
contemporary requirements. It ensures accurate registering of vehicles and drivers, impartial 
assessment of the technical condition of the vehicles, traffic safety knowledge and safe driving 
skills of the drivers, and at the same time follows the justified requirements of the clients, serves 
the interests of the society and stipulates safety on the road.  
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
Insurance organisations, 4 private inspection organisations, state police, state revenue service, 
enterprise register, register of residents, public etc. 
The post offices have no role in the vehicle licensing process. 
 
Administration 
The Ministry of Transport supervises CSDD. It has a Supervisory Board consisting of 5 people – 
appointed by shareholders.  
 
Organisation of European activities 
European activities are a matter for the government. CSDD is called in as and when necessary. 
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2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Overview of primary tasks and central registration 

Chain element Primary tasks Central Registration 
Type approval CSDD CSDD 
Licensing CSDD CSDD 
Tax CSDD CSDD 
Insurance Insurance companies - 
Tracing and enforcement Usual agencies - 
Technical inspections CSDD CSDD 
Other:  
Handling of parking fees CSDD CSDD 
Mortgages CSDD CSDD 
Traffic accidents CSDD CSDD 
 
 
2.1  Type approval 
CSDD is responsible for type approval of vehicles of L, M, N and O categories. CSDD: 
 Recognises ECWVTA and EC and ECE component approvals 
 Requires the original of CoC for M1, L3e, L4e, L5e, L6e and L7e category vehicles before 

registration 
 Grants national and individual approvals (mainly on the basis of EC/ECE component approvals) 
 Carries out pre-registration inspections of individually approved vehicles 
 Creates and maintains data basis of ECWTA, National and Individual Approvals (all these data 

are available in on-line in all CSDD registration offices throughout Latvia) 
 Does not grant neither “E” nor “e” approvals according to ECE Regulations or EC Directives 

 
 
2.2  Licensing 
Latvia has a vehicle-based licensing system. All vehicles must be presented annually to the 
technical inspection. In this way, registrations are kept up to date and obligations with regard to 
inspection, insurance and taxation are enforced.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
Cars, lorries, buses, motorcycles and all trailers are registered and bear licence plates. 
There are 876,000 registered vehicles in total.  
 
Documents 
The registration document is an extremely tamper-proof certificate. This is generated based on the 
vehicle register. People are required to have this document with them when driving a vehicle. In 
2004, new model of Registration Certificate was introduced. Registration Certificate complies with 
Council Directive 1999/37/EC of 29 April 1999 on the registration documents for vehicles. 
CSDD doesn’t have plans to introduce a smartcard registration document in foreseeable future. 
 
First registration 
30,000 vehicles (of which 6000 are new and unused) are newly registered every year. 
All vehicles are inspected individually. Documents and licence plates are issued immediately after 
the inspection (one stop shopping!) 
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Changes 
The total number of changes in the register is 268,000 every year. 146,000 of them is ownership 
changes registrations and 122,000 is changes to the vehicle.  
Transfers of ownership are dealt with at the CSDD offices. CSDD registers about 750 transfers of 
ownership per day. There are two ways transfer of ownership can be performed: 
 Based on ownership document (purchase agreement, grant agreement etc.) In this case 

presence of vendor is not necessary  
 Based on ownership’s transfer application, which is executed at the CSDD office and signed 

both by buyer and by vendor. 
During changes to the vehicle it is obligatory to carry out VIN verification report. In case of 
technical modification of vehicle (fuel changes, body modifications, installation of additional fuel 
tank and so on) technical expertise must be carried out.  
 
Suspension 
There is an option to suspend the tax and insurance obligations. Suspension costs about LVL 2 (€ 
3) and is unlimited in time. Number plates are collected by CSDD and suspended vehicle is not 
allowed on public roads.  
 
De-registration 
13,000 vehicles are de-registered for export every year. About 590 of them are register in another 
Member state every month. De-registration for export has be made by vehicle owner. Vehicle 
registration certificate and number plates are collected by CSDD. De-registration costs about LVL 2 
(about € 3). 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
97,000 vehicles are withdrawn from the vehicle register each year. Cars, lorries with total mass up 
to 3500kg, tricycles and quadricycles owners have formal duty to deliver end-of life vehicle to 
processor (recycling company). In these cases de-registration is performed by the processor. Other 
vehicles (not included in the mentioned category) de-registration has to be made by a vehicle 
owner. De-registration costs about LVL 1.70 (€ 2.50). Registration document and number plates 
are collected by CSDD.  
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The numbering of the licence plates is specific to the vehicle. A licence number consists of: 
 Two letters and one - four figures for cars and buses number plates; 
 One letter and one - four figures or one letter, one – two figures and one – two letters for trailers 

and mopeds (vehicles with a maximal speed of 49.9 km/h and with a cylinder capacity of 
max.50 cm3) number plates.  

 
It is possible, for a sum of LVL 2500 (about € 3.560), to purchase special plates with two to eight 
figures licence number. There are the same security features and symbols as ‘normal’ number 
plates in personalised number plates.  
 
Information about number plates isn’t available on a website. 
 
The licence plates are white (taxi – yellow) with black letters and figures. There are black letters 
“LV” and a symbol of national flag or Euroband for new number plates on the left side of number 
plate.  
 
Register 
The vehicle register contains information concerning the vehicle and its keeper, tax, insurance 
details, inspection data, data on violations of traffic rules and mortgages.  
 
Vehicle register is on-line connected to register of residents and enterprise register.  
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Information can be obtained by public telephone, web e-service and via SMS messages. This 
information does not contain personal data and is for a fee. Access to personal details are rather 
restricted, this is for free and available only to police and other state authorities mentioned in law. 
 
CSDD publishes annual statistics concerning registered vehicles, inspections, driving licences, 
driver training schools and road traffic accidents.  
 
The police force maintains its own register of stolen vehicles. The vehicle register of CSDD is 
linked to this and Schengen Information System (SIS). 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Car or motorcycle tax is imposed on imported cars and motorcycles. The amount of this tax for 
cars depends on the age and motor capacity of the vehicle and the smallest amount is for 5-7 
years old vehicles with motor capacity up to 3000 cm3– LVL 75 (about € 110). For other cars this 
tax is higher. For cars older than 19 years with motor capacity above 4500 cm3 this tax is LVL 850 
(about € 1210). For new cars tax depends on CO2 emission. The amount of this tax for motorcycles 
depends on the age of the vehicle and the smallest amount is for 5-7 years old vehicles – LVL 19 
(about € 27). For newer and older motorcycles, this tax is higher. For motorcycles older than 19 
years, this tax is LVL 63 (about € 89). 
 
Natural resources tax is imposed on cars, lorries with total mass up to 3500kg and motorcycles 
which are newly registered in Latvia. This tax is LVL 22 (about € 31). 
 
Periodical tax 
There is annual vehicle tax which is linked to the owner and the only prescription is that is has to 
be paid before technical inspection or registration. If vehicle changes ownership tax is divided 
between buyer and vendor.   
 
Annual vehicle tax depends on vehicle’s total mass and for cars and busses it is LVL 12 – 102 (€ 
17 - 145), for lorries LVL 102 – 380 (€ 145 - 540), for all motorcycles LVL 3 (€ 5), for trailers LVL 42 
– 530 (€ 60 - 760), for semi trailers LVL 42 – 470 (€ 60 - 670). 
 
Registration fee 
Registration fees depend on kind of registration operation performed: 
 Registration and registration document – LVL 10 (about € 14) 
 First registration (number plates, registration and registration document) – LVL 32 (about € 45) 
 De-registration – LVL 2 (about € 3) 
 Change of ownership on the basis of ownership’s transfer application which is executed at the 

CSDD – LVL 10 (about € 14) 
 Change of number plates – LVL 29 (about € 41) 

 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Insurance is not necessary for registration. It is a precondition for motor vehicle used in road traffic. 
The insurance companies register insured status in the vehicle register.  
There is no central (government maintained) register containing all insurance details. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The obligation to have a vehicle inspected annually by CSDD – regardless of its age – plays an 
important role in the enforcement of obligations relating to vehicle ownership (tax, insurance and 
inspection). The role of CSDD in tracing offences is mainly restricted to providing the police with 
information. 
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2.6  Technical inspections 
All vehicles, regardless of age, are inspected annually by CSDD or by an organisation working in 
contract to it. Tax is paid at the same time as this inspection takes place, and the registers are 
updated where necessary. 
 
 
2.7  Other 
In Latvia, CSDD plays an important role in the handling of fines on violations of traffic rules. In 
partnership with a payment organisation, the outstanding and paid fines on violations of traffic rules 
are registered, and information is made available to the public.  
 
CSDD maintains a register of (commercial) vehicle loans and maintains an informative relationship 
with banks on this matter.  
 
CSDD collects and analyses information on road traffic accidents, and publishes reports on these.  
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain  
CSDD has an extensive package of tasks in the driving licence chain. The following gives an 
overview of the primary tasks. Drivers licensing system is based on 2nd EU Directice On Driving 
Licences. Driving licence is issued to person who has reached a certain minimum age, finished 
training in approved driving school and passed tests. There are credit card format driving licences 
issued since 1993.  
 
General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name      CSDD 
Address     Miera 25 
                               Riga, LV - 1001  
      Latvia 
Type of organisation            State owned company 
Website     www.csdd.lv 
Contact person    Juris Teteris 
Telephone     +371 67025725 
E-mail      juris.teteris@csdd.gov.lv 
 
 
 
Overview of primary tasks 
Training and examination CSDD 
Documents CSDD 
Registration of driving licences CSDD 
Registration of offences CSDD 
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3.1  Training and examination 
The training of persons to drive a vehicle is allowed not earlier than two years before the reaching 
of the specified age for the acquisition of the driving licence of the relevant category. Minimum 
ages for obtaining driving licence are the following: 
 16 years – for the acquisition of an A1 and B1 category driving licence; 
 18 years – for the acquisition of a category A, B and C1 driving licence.  
 21 years – for the acquisition of category C, D1, D, BE, C1E driving licence, as well as for 

driving of trams and trolley buses; 
 
CSDD runs the driving tests. To apply for the tests candidate has to take training at an accredited 
driving school. This training consists both from theoretical and practical training. A medical 
certificate and a First aid training certificate must be presented before the tests. Tests include both 
the (automated) theory examination and the practical test. CSDD also supervises the driver 
training schools.  
 
The training permit, which is issued (and registered) when one commences driver training, is also 
used in Latvia.  
 
 
3.2  Documents 
In Latvia, the driving licence takes the form of a plastic card and it is printed from Central Vehicle 
and Driver’s Register. Driving licences are valid for 10 years. Extension of the driving licence is a 
subject of drivers’ medical examination.  
 
CSDD is responsible for the production and issue of all driving licences. This takes place on the 
spot at 10 branches. Around 90,000 driving licences are issued every year. In 2004, EU model 
driving licence was introduced. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
CSDD is responsible for the central registration of all driving licences. Information on driving 
licences from Central Vehicle and Driver’s Register is available to the police forces and EUCARIS 
member states. Information concerning disqualifications is included in Register. 
There are more than 750,000 registered driving licences. 
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
There is penalty point system in Latvia, which was introduced in 2004. Since 1 July, all offences 
performed by drivers are registered in Central Vehicle and Driver’s Register. 
 
There are 1 – 8 penalty points registered for single offence according to the offence severity. 
Penalty points are valid for 2 years (5 years for drunk driving). Maximum number of penalty points 
is 10 points for novice drivers and 16 points for experienced drivers. There are number of 
measures of driver’s behaviour improvement included in penalty point system: 
 4 demerit points - written notification suggesting to drive more carefully 
 8 demerit points - letter recommending to participate in driver improvement courses (possibility 

to reduce 2 points)  
 10 demerit points – 1 year disqualification in the case of novice driver 
 12 demerit points – mandatory theoretical test and practical test (2 points reduced if the tests 

are passed, 2 points added if tests are not passed or driver ignores the tests) 
 16 demerit points – 1 year disqualification in the case of experienced driver 
 5 years disqualification if in the 10 years period driver twice reaches maximum number of 

demerit points 
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If driver reaches maximum number of penalty points, decision on disqualification is made and 
written notification to the driver is sent. Disqualification can be applied in the case of single serious 
offence (e.g. heavy speeding, drunk driving, leaving accident scene), too. In these cases decision 
on disqualification is made by police or court. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
Online connections with vehicle dealerships 
Still working on software and amendments in legislation necessary for implementation of such 
system. 
 
Licensing of pleasure off-road vehicles 
Amendments in legislation necessary for licensing of pleasure off-road vehicles. 
 
Automated speed control 
CSDD is involved in project of automated speed control using video cameras and automatic 
registration of those violations in Central Vehicle and Driver’s Register. 
 
Taxes 
Still working on amendments in legislation pointedly to change taxes: 
 Car or motorcycle tax calculating will be depends on vehicle age, motor capacity and CO2 

emission 
 Its will provided to introduce new tax for the use of certain infrastructure  
 Euro vignette 
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Lithuania 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information 
Name     State Enterprise REGITRA 
Address   Liepkalnio g. 97 
    LT-02121 Vilnius 
    LITHUANIA 
Type of organisation State enterprise 
Website    www.regitra.eu  
Contact person   Mr Arvydas Makštelė 
Telephone    +370 5 266 0432 
Fax    +370 5 266 0423 
E-mail     arvydas.makstele@regitra.lt 
Staff     496 
Office(s)    Head office in Vilnius, 10 branch offices in county centres and 
    29 other units subordinate to the branches. 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Registration of road vehicles, issuing vehicle registration documents, number plates, managing the 
Register of Road Vehicles of the Republic of Lithuania. Related task is to provide data on road 
vehicles, their legal status and owners as well as other related information. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Examination of candidate drivers, entitlement to drive, personalization and issue of driving 
licences. Related task is to develop the Register of Drivers of Motor Vehicles of the Republic of 
Lithuania and provide information on drivers and driving licences as well as other related 
information. 
 
Mission 
To provide public services and perform other related functions to answer the public interests in 
road vehicle registration, driver testing, personalization and issue of driving licences as well as 
information provision. 
  
Cooperation partners in execution of tasks  
The main cooperation partners of REGITRA are the Police Department (http://www.policija.lt/En/), 
the Informational and Communications Department, the Residents‘ Register Service (the managing 
institution of the central Population Register Database 
(http://www.gyvreg.lt/html/english/e_index.html) and other agencies under the Ministry of the 
Interior (http://www.vrm.lt/index.php?id=124&lang=2), the State Road Transport Inspectorate 
(http://www.vkti.gov.lt/go.php/lit/English) under the Ministry of Transport and Communications 
(http://www.transp.lt/en) and some other agencies of the Ministry, the Central Mortgage Office 
(https://www.hipotekosistaiga.lt/index.php?-1145155340) under the Ministry of Justice (managing 
the Mortgage Register, the Register of Property Seizure Acts, other registers). In execution of its 
tasks, REGITRA also cooperates with the Lithuanian Standards Board (http://www.lsd.lt/en/) under 
the Ministry of Environment in development of LST 1447 ‘Registration plates for road vehicles. 
Technical requirements’, Service of Technological Security of State Documents under the Ministry 
of Finance (http://www.vdtat.gov.lt/new/index.php) in the area of security features, design of vehicle 
registration documents and driving licences as well as with driving schools and authorized 
undertakings of end-of-life vehicle treatment. In many cases the cooperation is based upon mutual 
agreements. 
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Administration  
REGITRA is a state enterprise. It has been established by the Ministry of the Interior and within the 
framework of the Law of the Republic of Lithuania "On State and  
Municipal Enterprises" is subordinate to the Ministry. It is managed following the above Law, other 
national legal acts and the Bylaw of the enterprise. The most important issues of the enterprise 
strategy are solved by the Board formed by the order of the Minister of the Interior. It consists of 5 
members, including the Director General and is chaired by one of the Vice-Ministers. The 
enterprise is maintained by income received for services provided to legal entities and individuals. 
Procurement of supplies, services and works is carried out following the procedure of public 
procurement, as provided for in the respective Law. 
 
Organisation of European activities 
European activities are in general conducted by the founder, the Ministry of the Interior. 
Nevertheless there are certain issues, as a rule directly related to the areas of vehicle registration, 
driving tests and licences that are delegated to REGITRA’s competence (membership in 
EUCARIS, CIECA, EReg, certain level of contacts/activities within the EU institutions and the like).  
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Summary of primary tasks and central registration 
Link in the chain Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval State Road Transport 

Inspectorate (SRTI) 
SRTI 

Licensing  REGITRA REGITRA 
Tax - - 
Insurance Insurance companies 

Motor Insurers’ Bureau 
Motor Insurers’ Bureau 

Tracing and enforcement Law enforcement agencies Law enforcement agencies 
Technical inspection SRTI & Private companies SRTI 
 
 
2.1  Type approval 
The admission authority is the State Road Transport Inspectorate (SRTI) under the Ministry of 
Transport and Communications. SRTI keeps record of all national and European type approvals in 
its own central database. Three private companies in Lithuania have test laboratories for vehicle 
parts (e.g. mirrors, electricity).  
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
In general the licence numbering system is vehicle-based but there are possibilities in certain 
cases to retain the number plates and use them on another vehicle.  
The licensing system and the tax system are not anyhow integrated. 
 
Registration 
REGITRA registers passenger cars, busies, coaches, lorries, their trailers (irrespective of their 
weight), motorcycles and mopeds.  
Administrations of municipalities carry out registration of tractors, self-propelled and agricultural 
machinery and their trailers, they issue registration certificates and number plates. Lithuania has a 
separate Register of Tractors, Self-Propelled and Agricultural Machinery and their Trailers 
(hereinafter referred to as Register of Tractors). It is different from the Register of Road Vehicles. 
The Ministry of Agriculture (http://www.zum.lt/en/) is responsible for the Register of Tractors, it 
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drafts related legislation and co-ordinates the activity of institutions related to the registration. The 
state enterprise Agricultural Information and Rural Business Centre (http://www.vic.lt/)is the 
institution responsible for the administration of the information system of the Register of Tractors. It 
administers the relevant database of the Register. The contact persons on these issues are Mr 
Vytautas Navickas (e-mail: vytautas.navickas@vic.lt, phone +370 5 2660610) and Ms Aušra 
Mačerauskienė (e-mail: ausra.macerauskiene@vic.lt, phone +370 5 2660640). The person 
responsible for the co-ordination of the operation of the Register of Tractors in the Ministry of 
Agriculture is Mr Vincas Andriuškevičius (e-mail: vincasa@zum.lt, phone +370 5 2391157). 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
The total number of road vehicles on record in the Road Vehicle Register is over 2.1 million 
(http://www.regitra.lt/uploads/documents/dokumentai/TP_skaicius_2010.pdf), population of 
Lithuania is some 3.3 million 
(http://www.stat.gov.lt/en/pages/view/?id=1589&PHPSESSID=645df2f67e88d5ca0f9b6c6e472aae2
b). 
 
Documents 
Currently there are 5 models of valid Lithuanian registration certificates in use:  
 The 1992 model, issued 01/10/1992 – 31/01/2001. It is currently quite rare in traffic. The issued 

certificates were folded in the middle, sealed in protective film and they have a shape of a 
plastic card  

 The 2001 model (green), issued 01/02/2001 - 27/04/2004 ; 
 The 2004 model (green), issued 27/04/2004 - 24/07/2006;  
 The 2006 model (green), issued from 17/07/2006; 
 The 2010 model (green), issued from 06/01/2010. 

The above documents are intended, inter alia, for the re-registration of vehicles. 
There are also 2 models of another type of documents - vehicle user certificates (blue). Those 
documents were intended for the vehicle users other than owners, were not compulsory, issued 
alongside registration certificates upon request of an owner and valid for 5 years. It should be 
noted that the user certificates do not confirm the holder’s proprietary right to the vehicle and 
therefore are not intended for the re-registration. The user certificates are no longer issued since 
07/2006 as the data of vehicle users can be (on application of an owner or his legitimate 
representative) indicated on the reverse side of the newest Registration Certificate. The data of the 
vehicle user/holder of the certificate are provided in conformity with Directive 1999/37/EC under the 
codes (C.1.1) surname or business name; (C.1.2) other name(s) or initial(s); (C.1.3) address in the 
Member State of registration on the date of issue of the document and (C.4.b) is not the vehicle 
owner.  
All the documents consist of one part only. 
There are no plans to introduce the smart card vehicle registration document in the nearest future. 
Images of the above mentioned documents can be found by visiting REGITRA‘s website at: 
http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/vehicle_registration/vehicle_registration_documents . 
 
Vehicle registration procedures 
There are four main types of vehicle registration procedures in Lithuania: the first registration, 
temporary registration, change of registration data and deregistration. Temporary registration will 
not further be treated in this report. 
 
Useful links on the website of REGITRA: 
 Some general info on vehicle registration –  

http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/vehicle_registration/imported_from_abroad_ ; 
 Recomended form of Purchase - Sale Agreement – 

http://www.regitra.lt/default/lt/transporto_priemoniu_registravimas/perku_parduodu_dovanoju/pir
kimopardavimo_sutarties_forma . 
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First registration 
In general the main vehicle registration features in Lithuania are: application – to any subsidiary 
irrespective of the residential address of an applicant, vehicle identification inspection against 
forgery and for technical data (certain cases), check of documents against forgery, comparison of 
data ‘vehicle documents – actual results of identification check’, ‘vehicle documents – personal ID 
of applicants’, automated check in registers and databases. 
The vehicle identification inspection is a compulsory initial stage of procedures of the first 
registration and change of vehicle data. Personal ID and vehicle documents are checked in the 
course of all types of registration procedures. 
Registration documents and licence plates in all cases are issued on the spot at the final stage of 
the registration procedures. 
In 2009 there were 108745 first registrations (apart temporary), including 13921 new and 94824 
second-hand vehicles. 
In the general case the following documents shall be submitted for the first registration: an 
application, a personal identification document of an applicant, a document certifying the right to 
represent an owner (power of attorney, proxy, etc.), where an applicant is not the owner, an 
acquisition document (invoice, purchase agreement, etc), a foreign vehicle registration certificate 
(where appropriate), a contract of compulsory insurance against civil liability in respect of the use 
of motor vehicles (Motor Insurance) and CoC (where appropriate). 
There is a possibility for dealers to register the new vehicles of their customers. In that case a 
representative of the retailer shall also submit the purchase agreement where an authorization by 
the owner to register the vehicle on his behalf is indicated.  
 
Changes 
In 2009, 319772 changes of registration data including 197467 changes of ownership and 29380 
changes related to altering the vehicle data took place in the Register of Road Vehicles. 
Owners of vehicles shall apply for the change of registration data in the following cases: upon 
transfer of ownership, change of recorded data of an owner (name, address), data of a vehicle 
(colour, engine, etc) and the validity period of temporary registration, when there is a need to 
change number plates and/or the registration certificate (badly damaged, stolen or lost). The 
application shall be submitted within 30 days in the general case and immediately if a certificate or 
number plates are stolen or lost. 
 
Suspension 
There is no registration suspension option in Lithuania. 
 
De-registration 
Term “deregistration” of a vehicle means its crossing out from the Road Vehicle Register of the 
Republic of Lithuania and that afterwards it is no longer authorised to participate in road traffic. 
Deregistration procedure is applied to the end-of-life vehicles, to vehicles that are intended for 
export and in cases when owners move abroad. In the latter two cases the temporary registration 
valid for 90 days can be granted issuing temporary/transit number plates. Such vehicles are 
crossed off from the register on the expiration of this period. In the latter case, no additional 
procedures are required. In the general case an applicant shall submit the notification-declaration, 
personal ID, letter of attorney/proxy (where appropriate), the vehicle registration document and 
number plates (when available).  
In 2009, 150330 vehicles were crossed out from the Road Vehicle Register, including 46975 end-
of-life vehicles and 34881 vehicles exported to/left for other EU/EEA Member States (according to 
declarations of owners). 
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End-of-life vehicles 
Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Lithuania (http://www.am.lt/VI/en/VI/index.php) is the 
main responsible body for the implementation of Directive 2000/53/EC on end-of life vehicles in 
Lithuania. Treatment undertakings have a permit from and are registered with the Ministry, 
currently there are 214 such enterprises (the list can be found at: 
http://www.am.lt/VI/index.php#a/3618).  
End-of-life vehicles can be delivered to authorized treatment facilities without any cost for the 
owner. System is set up according to which the presentation of a certificate of destruction is a 
condition for de-registration of a vehicle. Certificates of destruction issued in other Member States 
are recognized and accepted by the competent authorities. 
End-of-life vehicles are as a rule deregistered on application of their owners. In certain cases 
representatives of dismantling companies can also apply for de-registration. Alongside the 
notification-declaration, the registration certificate and the personal ID an applicant shall submit a 
written proof (Certificate of Destruction, further - CoD) issued by a dismantling company that his 
vehicle has been accepted for dismantling or is already scrapped. Then the vehicle is crossed off 
from the Register of Road Vehicles (de-registered) making a record of the serial number of CoD 
and date of de-registration. In all cases registration documents and number plates are recovered 
by REGITRA.  
De-registration is charged, the fee is some EUR 3. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
Number plates are manufactured centrally, by a company, which is awarded the contract following 
the public procurement procedures.  
Subsidiaries have a sufficient stock of number plates at their disposal and issue the plates on the 
spot. During the ownership transfer of the second hand previously registered in Lithuania vehicles 
customers can apply for new plates or leave the old ones that have previously been used on the 
same vehicle. 
Technical requirements of the state number plates currently issued in Lithuania are determined by 
the Lithuanian Standard LST 1447 ‘The State Number Plates of Road Vehicles. Technical 
Requirements’. It is specified in this standard that number plates are of six types: four types of term 
less validity (normal series) and two temporary types. 
Depending on the dimensions of the intended space for number plates on the vehicle, the plates 
may be of 4 different sizes: 520 mm x 110 mm (used for automobiles, trailers and semi trailers), 
300 mm x 150 mm (used for automobiles, trailers and semi trailers), 230 mm x 150 mm (used for 
motorcycles), 145 mm x 120 mm used for mopeds and in certain cases for motorcycles. Different 
number of characters and layout for automobiles (three letters and three numbers), trailers (two 
letters and three numbers), motorcycles (three numbers and two letters), mopeds (two numbers 
and three letters). Normal plates for passenger cars are white with black letters. 
Number plates of term less validity have two round edgings imprinted. They mark the spaces for 
sticking the hologram of REGITRA and the sticker of the state technical inspection. All plates are 
made of aluminium, save temporary plates for transit purposes, which are made of waterproof 
cardboard. All plates are coated with transparent plastic film, which depending on the observation 
angle displays letters ‘LT’. 
Types of number plates:  
 
 Type I for general usage (http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/state_number_plates/i_type). The set of 

plates cost for automobiles EUR 15, for trailers and motorcycles - some EUR 8, for mopeds 
EUR 5.5);  

 For military vehicles (http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/state_number_plates/ii_type);  
 For taxis (http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/state_number_plates/iii_type).The set of plates for 

automobiles cost EUR 19.5;  
 For vehicles owned by foreign diplomatic missions, consular posts and representative offices of 

international organisations (http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/state_number_plates/iv_type). The 
cost of plates is for automobiles EUR 19.5, for trailers and motorcycles some EUR 10);  

 Temporary plates for vehicles imported to Lithuania or vehicles exported from Lithuania 
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(http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/state_number_plates/v_type). These plates are valid for 90 days. 
The set of temporary/transit number plates cost for automobiles about EUR 8.5, for trailers and 
motorcycles EUR 5; 

 Temporary plates for vehicle retailers and manufacturers - professional/trade number plates 
(http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/state_number_plates/vi_type). The plates are issued for 1 year 
and have to be exchanged for the new ones in December. The inscriptions on the number 
plates of this type consist of the letter “P” or “R” and six numerals on automobile number plates, 
five numerals on trailer and semi trailer number plates, four numerals on motorcycle number 
plates. The last two numerals of the number denote the year of validity. The plates cost for 
automobiles some EUR 23, for trailers and motorcycles some EUR 14. 

 
Personalized number plates 
At the customer’s request, number plates with special inscriptions may be issued. Such 
inscriptions on number plates for automobiles, trailers and semi-trailers may consist of one to six 
numbers or a combination of numbers and letters, and for motorcycles an inscription from one to 
five numbers or a combination of numbers and letters may be used.  
Such plates are ordered by application to the REGITRA’s Directorate. The price is about EUR 
1,450. The desired texts of inscriptions are censored, inadmissible ones are filtered out to avoid 
violations of the Law on State Language, or vulgar words. In 2009 were issued 6 such plates. 
 
Full price list of number plates can be found at: 
http://www.regitra.lt/uploads/documents/VN%C5%BD%20i%C5%A1davimo%20kainos_2010%201
0%2015%20red.pdf 
 
Register 
In general, there are two main functions of the Road Vehicle Register of the Republic of Lithuania 
(further – the Register). It supports the road vehicle registration by organizing the cooperation and 
interaction with other registers, databases as well as provides information on vehicles and their 
owners. 
 
In accordance with the concluded agreements, in the course of registration procedures the data is 
on-line automatically checked with the Population, Mortgage Registers, Register of Property 
Seizure Acts, Register of Legal Entities and Register of Addresses, Police registers of wanted 
persons and stolen vehicles as well as in EUCARIS. In 2010 the Register has been granted access 
to the register of the compulsory motor third party liability insurance managed by the Motor 
Insurers‘ Bureau of the Republic of Lithuania (http://www.cab.lt/index.php/en/ ) and the database of 
periodical technical inspection (PTI) managed by the Association of Companies for Road Vehicle 
State Inspection TRANSEKSTA (http://www.vta.lt/). 
 
Data on road vehicles and their legal status is provided to governmental and administrative 
institutions, as well as some other customers. In certain cases, the data is provided under direct 
contracts with the recipients that are enabled to receive the required data directly (on-line) from the 
Register of Road Vehicles. Access to information is granted to the law enforcement institutions as 
well as some other institutions such as the State Tax Inspectorate and its territorial units, the State 
Social Insurance Board (SODRA), the National Payment Agency, the IT and Communications 
Department under the Ministry of the Interior, Motor Insurers’ Bureau and insurance companies – 
members of the Bureau (http://ic.cab.lt/pls/ic/icp_vaizd.ldrpu?p_lang=EN), bailiffs, commercial 
banks, lawyers, courts, and some other legal entities. In executing the Plan for E-Governance 
Framework Implementation Means approved by the Government and seeking to provide the major 
part of public data in a user friendly way, REGITRA endeavours to provide more services through 
the Internet. The users of REGITRA’s website www.regitra.lt can find some impersonal data on 
road vehicles registered in Lithuania and the restrictions imposed on their registration procedures 
in both Lithuanian and English (https://www.eregitra.lt/viesa/paiesk/Index_en.php), from 2009 
alongside with the registration data we also provide on-line data on PTI from the database of the 
above mentioned Association TRANSEKSTA. Check on stolen vehicles is possible 
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(http://www.policija.lt/itpr_paieska/transportas_en.php ) on the webpage of the Police Department 
(http://www.policija.lt/). 
 
In conformity with the Law on State Registers provision of the Register data is charged. However, 
there are exemptions provided for by this and other laws. Register data may be provided free of 
charge to natural persons (the data processed in the register which concern them) once per 
calendar year, to associated registers – under data provision contracts, to the tax administration, 
law and order institutions (for the performance of their direct functions) as well as in some other 
cases provided for by register regulations. The charges vary depending on many circumstances. 
Over 100 thousand inquiries in a paper format and about 12 million inquiries on-line are satisfied 
yearly. 
 
The police and other law enforcement institutions are supplied with a copy of the register. The copy 
is refreshed every 15 minutes. 
 
Information on the Register is published on the website of REGITRA at: 
http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/records_management/register_of_road_motor_vehicles 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Not applicable in Lithuania 
 
Periodical tax 
Not applicable in Lithuania 
 
Registration fee 
There is no vehicle registration tax in Lithuania, just a registration fee for registration services 
(including documents) and separate fees for number plates (see above) as well as for the vehicle 
identification inspection. The registration fees for the first registration of M1 category vehicles is 
EUR 14.5, for vehicles of other categories they vary from 3 to 12.5 EUR . Although the vehicle 
identification inspection including the check of data is usually an integral part of some registration 
procedures on request of customers it may also be performed as a special procedure. Therefore it 
is always charged separately and price range for vehicles of different categories vary from EUR 2.3 
to 6. 
 
Full price list of charges for registration services can be found at: 
http://www.regitra.lt/uploads/documents/dokumentai/TP_reg_kainorastis.pdf 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
In the course of any type of registration procedures (except for deregistration of the end-of-life 
vehicles) REGITRA checks the availability of the third party liability insurance. To that end one of 
the documents that shall be submitted by applicants for registration of vehicle is the contract of 
compulsory insurance against civil liability in respect of the use of motor vehicles. The central 
database of vehicle insurances is managed by the Motor Insurers’ Bureau and is on-line accessible 
to insurance companies and some other interested organisations including REGITRA. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
REGITRA participates in tracing and enforcement performing direct duties.  
The vehicle identification inspection is a compulsory initial stage of certain registration procedures, 
the personal ID as well as vehicle documents are checked against forgery in the course of all types 
of procedures. In order to improve professional competence off staff in this area special 
compulsory training courses are periodically organized. Moreover, to assist the staff in their daily 
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work and learning the specialised internal information system IDENTIS (Information System for 
Identification of Driver Licenses, Vehicles and their Documents) has been developed and launched 
in 2010. The System is meant for searching and using information on driver’s license, vehicle 
registration methods, vehicle identification, inspection and retrieving information about typical 
cases or examples (i.e., pictures, descriptions) for ensuring and improving the procedures and the 
quality of vehicle identification inspection as well as document identification and for filing of 
relevant information. 
 
Moreover, data on vehicles and applicants for re-registration is checked with other registers and 
the police registers of stolen vehicles and wanted persons. The police and other law enforcement 
institutions are notified about all suspicious cases. These measures serve as rather effective 
instruments for the crime prevention and detection.  
In 2009 REGITRA’s specialists detected 226 suspected forgery cases of vehicle identification 
numbers and 91 suspected forgery case of vehicle registration documents when carrying out the 
vehicle identification inspection and checking vehicle registration documents. Information on the 
cases was sent to the police.  
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
The periodical roadworthiness tests are conducted by 10 companies (1 per area) in around 80 
stations. State Road Transport Inspectorate (SRTI) under the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications is in charge for the testing system and carries out its supervision.   
When approved vehicles receive stickers on number plates. SRTI and Association TRANSEKSTA 
has developed the PTI database, which is online accessible to some interested organizations 
including REGITRA. 
 
Vehicles of categories M1, L3, L3e, L4, L4e, L5, L5e, L6e and L7e shall undergo the 
roadworthiness test when they are three years old and every two years thereafter, different 
periodicity is applied to other vehicle categories (http://www.vkti.gov.lt/index.php?-
428154605#period) . 
 
More comprehensive information on technical inspection can be found on the website of SRTI: 
http://www.vkti.gov.lt/index.php?975121505 . 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
REGITRA has a wide range of functions within the driving licence chain, it is in charge for 
examination of candidate drivers, entitlement to drive, personalization and issuing driving licences, 
development and managing (from 2011) the Register of Drivers of Motor Vehicles as well as 
provision of respective information. State Road Transport Inspectorate (SRTI) under the Ministry of 
Transport and Communications evaluates activities of driving schools and training institutions and 
issues them with certificates and authorizations granting the right to be engaged in road transport 
training, also certificates for driving teachers and driving instructors. Specialists of SRTI examine 
the drivers carrying dangerous goods and other persons related to the carriage of dangerous 
goods and issue relevant documents. 
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General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name      REGITRA    
Address      Liepkalnio 97  
              LT-02121 Vilnius  
              Lithuania 
Type of organisation State Enterprise  
Website   http://www.regitra.lt    
Contact person  Mr Saulius Sciuplys  
Telephone   +370 5 264 6467   
E-mail    saulius.sciuplys@regitra.lt   
 
 
 
Primary tasks 
Training  SRTI & Private companies and state scholastic 

institutions 
Examination (and entitlement to drive) REGITRA 
Documents REGITRA 
Registration of driving licences REGITRA 
Registration of offences Police 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
Drivers are trained at the accredited driving schools. Minimum age for learning is a year before the 
minimum age for obtaining the driving licence. The age to obtain the right to drive according to 
vehicle categories is published on REGITRA’s website in Lithuanian: 
 http://www.regitra.lt/default/lt/vairuotoju_pazymejimai/video/transporto_priemoniu_kategorijos . 
 
Applicant drivers can register for examination on-line at  
https://www.eregitra.lt/viesa/interv/Index.php . 
 
If the candidate driver neither speaks nor understands the official language, the interpreter may 
participate at the test. The interpreting service is the candidate's concern. REGITRA may arrange 
the interpreting services at the customer's request. The candidate driver pays the services. 
Tests consist of two parts: testing of knowledge (theory test) and skills as well as behaviour in 
driving a vehicle of a certain category (practical test).Knowledge, skills and behaviour of the 
candidate drivers are evaluated by the staff members of REGITRA specially trained and entitled for 
that. 
 
Firstly, the theory test is taken, and whenever it is passed the practical test follows. The permission 
to take theory and practical tests once again is given not earlier than the following working day 
upon the re-registration for the test and the payment of a determined fee. The pricelist for driver‘s 
licence issue and replacement services can be found at the website of REGITRA at: 
http://www.regitra.lt/default/lt/vairuotoju_pazymejimai/pazymejimus_isduodantys_padaliniai/paslaug
u_kaina . 
 
The candidate drivers' state of health has to be proper for driving a vehicle of a particular category 
and they as a rule shall be graduates of the training courses at the driving schools. 
 
For further information please visit our website at: 
http://www.regitra.lt/default/en/driving_licences/examination_info .  
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3.2  Documents 
Since 2007, the driving licences are personalized and issued by REGITRA. There are three 
different valid models of driving licences in Lithuania. The oldest model is made on paper sealed 
up in plastic, the second and the newest are plastic credit card - sized driving licences. The driving 
licences are valid until the dates indicated thereon, normally the validity period of currently issued 
licences is 10 years, validity period of licences of novice drivers is two years and they have to be 
refreshed before the expiration of the above periods. 
Driving license issuing units of Regitra are opened in all regional centers (10) and 6 district centers. 
Contact list of examination centres:  
http://www.regitra.lt/default/lt/vairuotoju_pazymejimai/video/egzaminu_centru_telefonai 
 
State Enterprise REGITRA has launched a service of driving license delivery to all interested 
drivers in 2010. Earlier this service was enjoyed by beginning drivers exchanging their 2 year valid 
licenses to licenses with the validity period 10 years. On request of customers new driving licenses 
are delivered by Lithuanian post to the address indicated by them within 3 working days on the 
average. Price of delivery is about EUR 4.5. Driving licenses are delivered within the territory of 
Lithuania only and handed personally to the holders of driving licenses. 
In 2009 REGITRA personalized and issued over 150 thousand driving licences including 44 
thousand first licences. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Taking over the function of issuing driving licences from the Police REGITRA has also taken the 
database of driving licences. Though it comprises data recorded since 1993, the data recorded 
since April 2000 is treated as sufficiently reliable. Alongside the takeover of the functions and the 
database, REGITRA started the development of the Register of Drivers of Motor Vehicles of the 
Republic of Lithuania. 
 
Moreover, REGITRA records data on driving tests carried out since the takeover of the driving 
examination in January 2003. The specially designed information system VEIS for the 
administering of examination was introduced then. The system allows at the real time to make 
testing schedules, register a candidate and enter his/her document data, verify personal identity in 
the Population Register, and record the data on driving tests. 
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
Road traffic offences including the road accidents are registered in the Register of Road Traffic 
Violations and Accidents managed by the Police Department. The penalty points system was 
abolished several years ago, currently there are deliberations about its re-establishment. 
Suspension of right to drive road vehicles is foreseen for a wide range of violations and the system 
of legal provisions is quite complicated, therefore it is impossible to be described in this report. 
Interested can find a summary table of responsibility for violations of the Rules of the Road 
according to articles (please see the column “Teises vair. atemimas (men.)” – “Suspension of right 
to drive (in months)”) of the Code of Administrative Violations of the Republic of Lithuania 
published on the website of the Lithuanian Road Police Service in Lithuanian language: 
http://www.lpept.lt/lt/atsakomybe_uz_ket/ket_atsakomybe.php . 
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4.  Future Developments 
 
Driving Licence Chain 
The main tasks for the year 2011 are: 
 To complete developing the Register of Drivers of Motor Vehicles of the Republic of Lithuania. In 

fact, the remaining work is mainly related to obtaining related legal status and solving other legal 
issues while the technical side of the project is almost in place. 

 Using financing from EU Structural Funds to complete developing the information system for 
practical testing of applicant drivers using digital pens in order to improve information collection, 
analysis and the testing assessment. 

 Using financing from EU Structural Funds to complete development of Drivers’ Portal that will 
allow via internet to order a driving license, delivery of driving license through a courier to an 
address in Lithuania and activate the delivered license, report a loss of driving license, pay for 
services, order documents/copies of documents, data and other sort of information in the form 
of reports, certifications and other documents based on information kept in the Register of 
Drivers of Motor Vehicles, subscribe for notifications by e-mail or SMS messages (e.g., about 
ending the validity period of driving licence, reminder about date and time of examinations and 
the like), provide suggestions and comments, etc. 

 
EUCARIS 
REGITRA is using European Car and Driving Licence Information System services since 2002 and 
is participating in developing the new EUCARIS versions/applications. Since 2009 REGITRA 
participates in data exchange not only on vehicles but on driving licences as well. It is intended to 
maintain this principal direction in future.  
 
E-government (Internet) 
REGITRA is focused on further electronic services for vehicle registration, examination and issuing 
driving licences, provision of information according to the European and national e-government 
programs. Future developments are planned with partners and in association with other projects of 
e-government portal, public e-services and systems’ interoperability development. 
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Luxembourg 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General Information 
Name    SNCT - Société Nationale de Contrôle Technique 
    SNCH - Société Nationale de Certification et d’Homologation 
Address   11, route de Luxembourg 
    L-5230 Sandweiler 
Type of organisation Governmental agency 
Website   www.snct.lu 
Contact person  Mr Camille GONDERINGER, Director 
Telephone   +352 35 72 14 - 221 
E-mail    cgonderinger@snct.lu 
Staff    175 (SNCT) + 20 (SNCH) 
Office(s)   One head office close to the city of Luxembourg (Sandweiler), 
    plus additional inspection centres, one in the North  
    (Wilwerwiltz) and one in the South (Esch-sur-Alzette). 
Turnover   € 10 million (SNCT) / € 1 million (SNCH) 
 
 
Tasks in the Vehicle Chain 
Licensing, registration, type approvals and technical inspections. 
 
Tasks in the Driving Licence Chain 
Registration of driving licences, organisation and management of driving examinations and delivery 
of chip cards for electronic tachographs. 
 
Mission 
It is the objective of SNCT to take the responsibility in Luxembourg for all tasks relating to road 
vehicles administration and road traffic safety. 
 
Cooperation Partners in Execution of the Tasks 
For the vehicle type approval activities: three technical services; (1) TÜV Rheinland Luxemburg, 
(2) Luxcontrol, (3) ATEEL - 'Allied Technologies Experts Enterprise of Luxembourg') 
 
Administrative Position 
SNCT is a company with a juridical private status in which however the state is the majority 
shareholder. Other shareholders are the “Banque et Caisse d’Épargne de l’État” as well as private 
sector interest groups (Federation of vehicle repair workshops, Association of vehicle dealers, 
Automobile Club, Road Safety Organisation, etc). 
The Executive Board has seven members, of which three are from the Ministry of Transport. It is 
chaired by the Director of the Road Traffic Unit of this Ministry. Political responsibility rests with the 
Minister of Transport, who also sets the fees.  
The revenues from inspection fees are used to finance the commercial and technical operations, 
thus ensuring that the whole system is fully auto-financed. 
Activities in connection with type approvals are handled by the wholly SNCT owned subsidiary 
company SNCH (Société Nationale de Certification et d’Homologation). This company operates 
entirely independently and owns, among other things, the SNCT infrastructures. 
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Organisation of European activities 
SNCT/SNCH is mandated by its responsible Ministry (i.e. the Ministry of durable Development and 
Infrastructures) to take part on behalf of Luxembourg in European consultation processes on 
practically all vehicle-related matters. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
SNCT has an extensive package of tasks. The table below provides an overview of how the 
various tasks fit into the vehicle chain. 
 
Overview of primary tasks and registration 

Chain element Primary tasks Central Registration 
Type approval SNCH SNCH + SNCT 
Licensing SNCT SNCT + Ministry of 

durable Development and 
Infrastructures 

Tax Ministry of Finance  
Insurance Insurance companies SNCT 
Tracing and enforcement Usual agencies - 
Technical inspections SNCT SNCT + Ministry of 

durable Development and 
Infrastructures 

 
 
2.1  Type approval 
SNCH, the ‘Société Nationale de Certification et d’Homologation’ is the authority in charge of type 
approvals in Luxembourg. Regarding European Type Approvals, SNCH has a similar role as RDW 
in the Netherlands or VCA in the UK. SNCH does not perform testing activities under its own 
management in this respect, but outsources them to three private technical services. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
Luxembourg has a vehicle-based licensing system.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
Cars, motorcycles, lorries, trailers (regardless of weight) and mopeds are registered and bear 
licence plates. The total number of registered, active motor vehicles is about 472,000 (Luxembourg 
having a population of a bit more than 500,000). 
 
Documents 
Since December 2006, Luxembourg has a two-part registration document, of grey and yellow 
colour (before only one part document in grey colour), containing information both on the vehicle 
as well as on the owner and the keeper (holder). The document does not constitute a historical 
record. If any changes occur, a new document is made out. The registration document has to be in 
the car when driving.  
Discussions about introducing a smartcard part I of the registration document have begun, but a 
final decision is not yet taken. 
 
First registration 
Around 55,000 used vehicles are registered annually, of which 10,000 originate from outside 
Luxembourg. Registration takes place at one of the three SNCT stations and is preceded by either 
a technical inspection or a conformity inspection involving the physical check of the identity of the 
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vehicle (stamped Vin Number). For vehicles coming from countries that are Eucaris participants, 
every vehicle is checked via Eucaris. As soon as the inspection has been successfully completed, 
and payment has been made, the new documents are issued.  
 
In addition to the completed registration form, one must submit a proof of purchase, proof of 
insurance and proof of identity. The previous owner/keeper has to hand in both parts of the old 
registration document. The costs are € 50 for the administrative work, € 23 for the technical 
inspection and an additional € 50 if a personalized plate number is asked for. 
 
Changes 
The procedure to be followed for the change of ownership of a vehicle is quite similar to that one 
described here before for a new vehicle. As from 1st August 2004, the technical inspection of a 
vehicle in case of change of ownership has been made voluntary, if the previous inspection 
certificate still remains valid for at least 6 weeks. 
In case of technical modifications on a vehicle, the relating administrative procedure is also done in 
the premises of our three SNCT inspection centres, where the identification of the vehicles can be 
done as well as eventually the check of the technical modifications (colour, fuel,...). 
 
Suspension 
By sending in at least one part of the registration document, you can set a vehicle on stand-by, 
thereby indicating that you do not intend to use it for a certain period of time. In principle, such a 
temporary suspension can be done for an indefinite period. No charges are involved. 
 
De-registration 
Registration can also be terminated by sending in both parts of the registration document. This is 
also free of charge and ends automatically the obligation for the vehicle owner to have paid the 
road tax.  
 
Due to its very central geographical situation in Europe, import to and export from Luxembourg of 
vehicles is very frequent. In 2010, a total of 53,484 vehicles have been declared exported, whereof 
17,933 vehicles have been exported to Germany, 16,099 to France and 9,681 to Belgium, and the 
rest to as many as 102 different countries. 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
There is no approved recycling installation for road vehicles on the territory of Luxembourg. A few 
private companies act in Luxembourg as collecting points for the 'end-of-live-vehicles on behalf of 
foreign recycling companies, located in the three neighbour countries Belgium, Germany and 
France. These companies do also handle and perform the administrative tasks related to the 
vehicle destruction and provide the destruction certificates. On the base of these certificates, the 
information of the vehicle's destruction is registered in the national vehicle register, including in 
particular the day of destruction. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
Since 1st July 2003, the normal registration number consists of two letters and four numeric 
positions (before: two letters and three numeric positions). This choice was partly inspired by the 
possibilities it offers for personalized number plates, as e.g. initials followed by the date of birth. 
During the re-registration of a vehicle, any registration number of the previous type must eventually 
be replaced by one of the new type. In the old numbering system, different kinds of numbers had 
been allocated to differentiate the different vehicle categories, this system has however been 
abolished with the introduction of the new system in July 2003. 
 
Personalized registration numbers are available for a € 50 additional fee. The format of 
personalized numbers can be the usual two letters plus four numeric positions, or just 5 numeric 
positions, or just four numeric positions. Registration numbers consisting of just one, two or three 
numeric figures are reserved for the Grand Ducal family, the official Ministers' vehicles or other 
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governmental vehicles. A personalized registration number can be transferred to the next vehicle of 
the same owner for a fee of € 25. 
 
Number plates are yellow with black letters, and comply with the European conventions (including 
the image of the EU symbol on the plate). Number plates are available from three companies 
approved by the SNCT. These companies have to check in the SNCT registers that the number is 
released for production before producing and delivering any registration plate. They can only issue 
two plates per vehicle and must keep records of all the plates issued and of the persons that have 
received the plates. 
 

 
 
Professional registration number plates are coloured red with black digits.  
 

  
 
Export plates are available and have their validity period marked with 4 numbers and the letters 
EXP at the end. They are valid for a maximum period of three months and cost € 150, whereof 
100€ are reimbursed if the number plates are returned within the three months after the expiry of 
their validity.  
 

  
 
Register 
All information on vehicles and their owners/keepers is registered by SNCT in the national vehicle 
register via a dedicated program developed in house called LUVIS LU(xembourg) V(ehicle) 
I(information) S(ystem). The registered information is downloaded daily to the central vehicle 
register owned by the Ministry of durable Development and Infrastructures. The latter is used as 
the main register for the provision of information to the public and to the other authorities. 
Information on stolen vehicles forms an integral part of the register. 
 
Records of vehicle owners/keepers are kept and maintained in the central register of persons. Data 
on both natural persons and legal entities is stored here. This register is held by the "Centre des 
Technologies Informatiques de l’État". 
 
The usual language for correspondence is French. If a question is submitted to SNCT in German 
or Luxembourgian, the answer shall however be given in the language of the question. 
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2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
There is no luxury tax on cars in Luxembourg 
 
Periodical tax 
There is an annual road tax on cars, amounting on average to around € 200 per annum for a 
medium range car. Since 2007, the tax for light vehicles (< 3.5 t) is depending exclusively on the 
CO2 emissions. 
The annual tax is collected by the Ministry of Finances, taking all the information required for that 
purpose directly from the national vehicle register managed by the "Centre des Technologies 
Informatiques de l’État". 
 
Registration fee 
There is a registration fee of € 50. Moreover, on registration, one must pay € 23 for the technical 
inspection and another € 25 in the case of one wants to get a personalized licence number, 
  
 
2.4  Insurance 
Before registration, proof of insurance must be given. Since mid 2003, the insurance companies 
have to register their data in a central database with SNCT. This was initially on a voluntary basis, 
but it is now a legal requirement.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
Apart from providing information, SNCT does not have an active role in tracing and enforcement 
activities. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Cars must be subjected to their first periodic inspections when they are three and a half years old, 
and once per annum after that. Buses and lorries are inspected every 6 months, agricultural 
tractors every 2 years.  
The inspections are performed by the three SNCT inspection centres. Arrangements exist with 
about 22 motor companies for on-site inspections of heavy vehicles or new vehicles of any type. 
 
For the time being SNCT is the only company approved for doing technical inspections in 
Luxembourg although the legal base would allow competition; however, due to the legal 
requirements, the small number of vehicles to be inspected annually and SNCT’s reasonable 
pricing policy this seems not very practicable. 
The results of the technical tests are registered in the here before mentioned LUVIS database and 
are transferred into the national database as well, where they can be retrieved for example by the 
police. The kilometre readings are also recorded and registered during the tests. 
No stickers or other exterior indications are applied to vehicles to show they have been inspected. 
There is however an inspection certificate delivered, which is part of the mandatory onboard 
documents of the vehicle. 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
SNCT has received in 2003 from the Ministry of durable Development and Infrastructures the 
mandate for managing all administrative tasks as well as the responsibility for the theoretical and 
practical tests in the driving licence chain. The table below provides an overview of how these 
tasks are allocated.  
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General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name   SNCT-Société Nationale de Contrôle Technique  
Address  11 route de Luxembourg  
   L-5230-Sandweiler  
Type of organisation Governemental agency  
Website  www.snct.lu  
Contact person Mr Camille Gonderinger,Director   
Telephone  00352 35 72 14 - 221  
E-mail   cgonderinger@snct.lu  
 
 
 
Overview of primary tasks 
Training and examination private companies (training), SNCT (examination) 
Documents SNCT + Ministry of durable Development and 

Infrastructures 
Registration of driving licences SNCT 

Registration of offences Ministry of durable Development and 
Infrastructures 

 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
Moped driving licence is required in Luxembourg and can be obtained from the age of 16 years, 
together with the national category of agricultural tractors, except TGV tractors. 
For a B licence the application can be submitted and the training started at the age of 17, but only 
via an accredited driving school. After passing the theory exam and taking twelve practical lessons, 
the candidate is allowed to drive under supervision. The practical test can only be taken when the 
candidate is at least 18. 
 
The first driving licence issued for B licence has a limited validity of two years.  
As from January 2005, the former obligation for a driver to display on his vehicle a blue letter "L" 
during the first two years of driving has been abolished.  
Nevertheless before the end of these two years, the candidate must follow a specific one day 
practical training (2nd phase) before receiving the driving licence with a normal validity. 
In the context of the transposition of the Driving Licence Directive of 2006/126, an administrative 
validity for the driving licence of 10 years has been proposed, but the political decision has not yet 
been taken, the legal process being still running. 
 
SNCT has the responsibility for the driving exams and for supervising the driving schools. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
The driving licence is (still) printed on paper. It will take the form of a smart card in a medium term 
future. An intermediate stage, using a plastic dumb card, is not being considered. Documents are 
issued on one of the three local offices or sent by post. 
 
Upon reaching the age of 60, one must renew one’s driving licence, then again at 65 and 70, and 
every year after that.  
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3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Luxembourg has a central driving licence register, currently run by the "Centre des Technologies 
Informatiques de l’État" (CTIE). Work is in progress for a new Register to be managed by the CTIE, 
in close collaboration with the Ministry of durable Development and Infrastructures and SNCT. This 
new Register will be set up together with the changes involved by the transposition of Directive 
2006/126. 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
On the 1st of November 2002 Luxembourg has introduced a penalty point system. Points and 
offences are recorded in a separate register with the Ministry of durable Development and 
Infrastructures. 
At that date all drivers have got an initial "capital" of 12 points. 
As an example, one may mention that driving under the influence of alcohol will be penalised, from 
0.8‰ up to 1.2‰, with a deduction of four points, under 0.8‰, with a deduction of two points, 
whereas exceeding the allowed speed by more than 20 km/h on overland roads does "cost" 2 
points, etc. 
If after any penalty no new offence is registered for a driver a period of three years, the initial 
points' capital is restored. 
The loss of all points implies the loss of the right to drive. 
Once the driving licence has been withdrawn, it can be given back earliest after three years, but 
only if the driver concerned has successfully completed a one day 'refreshment' course. 
Obviously very serious offences, having generated perhaps accidents, will imply a case at the 
Court. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
European Union 
Luxembourg is also engaged in the implementation of various European directives, such as in 
particular the 3rd directive on driving licences. 
 
Driving licences 
In the coming years, SNCT intends to be actively involved in the creation of the new driving licence 
Register and the fabrication of the credit format driving licence. 
 
Accommodation 
In 2010, the considerable extension of the head office of SNCT in Luxembourg has come to its 
end. 
 
Internet  
SNCT has developed its own internet site: www.snct.lu which is visited intensively (4.2 million 
clicks per month). 
An appointment system is being developed on the Internet. In a presently running trial period, 
some 30 garages are already authorised to use this system. 
The results of this trial period being very positive, new Internet applications are being developed as 
for example an appointment system for the periodic technical inspection (this application will be 
released first quarter 2011). 
Internet applications for the theoretical and practical driving test are under development. 
 
Automation 
In the coming years, the administrative side of technical inspections will undergo extensive 
automation. 
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The Netherlands 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information 
Name    RDW, Vehicle Approval and Information 
Address   Europaweg 205 
    2711 ER Zoetermeer 
    PO Box 777 
    2700 AT Zoetermeer 
Type of organization Agency 
Website    www.rdw.nl 
Contact person  Bertha Udding 
    Realtion Manager Registration and Information 
Telephone   +31 79 345 7997 
Fax    +31 79 345 8024 
E-mail    budding@rdw.nl 
Staff    1.415 
Office(s)   Head office in Zoetermeer 
    Registration and Information Department in Veendam 
    ICT centre in Groningen 
    3 regional offices 
    21 inspection centres 
Turnover   € 134 million 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Licensing, insurance, tracing and enforcement, admissions, type approvals, technical inspections 
and the organization of special road transports. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Registration of driving licences and conversion of foreign driving licences. 
 
Mission 
The RDW aims to be a professional and reliable partner for all parties involved in the vehicle chain. 
 
The RDW aims to act as a bridge between the market and the government. The RDW wants to be 
an efficient organization with a high level of quality and service. It attaches great importance to 
customer satisfaction as well as job satisfaction among its staff. Internationally, the RDW seeks to 
respond to the growing need for cross-border services. 
 
On the basis of its core competencies RDW aims to offer added social value in the form of specific 
products and services for public bodies, businesses and individuals. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
The Netherlands Postal Service is a major partner for the RDW in the execution of its tasks in the 
vehicle chain. Through 600 post offices, it arranges transfers and suspensions. Furthermore, 
around 23,000 car dealers and garages and demolition firms record many changes on-line in the 
spheres of change of ownership, PTI, business stock and demolition. Most of these firms work with 
providers (RDC, VWE, A2SP).  
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The main partners in the execution of tasks in the driving licence chain are the municipal offices, 
where driving licences are issued. 
 
Administration 
The RDW is an independent administrative body (a kind of government agency) under the Ministry 
of Transport, Public Works and Water Management. The director is appointed by the Ministry. He 
or she is accountable to the minister and the RDW’s Supervisory Board. 
 
The minister of transport, public works and water management carries political responsibility for the 
RDW’s activities and sets its charges. The Supervisory Board oversees the RDW’s operational and 
financial management. 
 
The RDW is a non-profit organization dedicated to executing statutory tasks. In principle it is 
financed by its cost-covering charges. 
 
Policy-making responsibility for the RDW’s area of activity lies with the Ministry of Infrastucture & 
Environment; the RDW is an operational organization. In practice, however, policy is often 
formulated jointly by the Ministry and the RDW. 
 
Organization of European activities 
All European activities concerning vehicle-related technical aspects are conducted by the RDW on 
behalf of the Dutch government. A separate section deals with these matters. European activities 
concerning other vehicle-related matters and driving licences are in principle the responsibility of 
the Ministry of Infrastructure & Environment; it involves the RDW as required. 
 
Notes 
Fighting vehicle crime is one of the main pillars of RDW policy. In this context, it works closely with 
the police forces, the Tax Department and various social/private organizations and interest groups. 
The RDW participates actively in the work of a foundation aimed at fighting vehicle crime. Within 
the RDW, a separate unit has been set up to provide assistance for detective work and to fight 
fraud and crime; the police participate in its work through the secondment of a number of officers. 
The RDW was a leading initiator of EUCARIS, the project through which various countries 
exchange vehicle and driving licence information. 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
The RDW has an extensive range of tasks in the vehicle chain. The following is a summary of the 
distribution of these tasks. 
 
Summary of primary tasks and registration 
Activity Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval RDW RDW 
Licensing RDW/ Private companies RDW 
Tax Ministry of Finance/ RDW Ministry of Finance 
Insurance RDW/ Insurance companies RDW 
Tracing and enforcement Law enforcement agencies/ RDW - 
Technical inspections RDW/ Private companies RDW 
Other: 
Special road transport RDW - 
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2.1  Type approvals 
The RDW is the admission authority in the Netherlands. European type approvals are reported 
here, and the RDW conducts its own EEG and ECE type inspections in the Netherlands and 
beyond. Its market share of the European type approvals is around 4 %. The RDW also conducts 
national type inspections. All approval processes meet the ISO 9000 –2000 quality standard. 
 
The RDW is also responsible for the admission of individual vehicles. To this end, the RDW 
operates a network of around 16 inspection centres. In addition, the individual testing process 
meets the ISO 9000-2000 standard. 
  
The organization also has its own Test Centre located in Lelystad (TCL in short), in the centre of 
Holland. TCL is an independent testing laboratory for vehicle technology. TCL offers a unique 
combination of services and products at a single location for research and development, 
homologation testing and national and international certificates. The EN 45,001 certificate is a 
testimony for its high quality.  
 
2.2  Licensing 
The Netherlands has a strictly vehicle-based licensing system. It underlying principle is continuous 
registration, that is to say, a vehicle must appear in the registration system without interruption from 
the cradle (admission) to the grave (demolition or export). 
 
Central to the system is what is called the ‘holdership’ concept in the Netherlands. This means that 
the vehicle obligations in terms of taxation, inspection and insurance and related to holding the 
vehicle, not its use. Hence, registration provides the basis for the vehicle obligations in the 
Netherlands.  
 
Registration 
Passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles and lorries, motorcycles, mopeds and trailers over 750 
kg are licensed and registered.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
There are 12 million registered motor vehicles. (The Netherlands has a population of 17 million.)  
 
Documents 
Vehicle registration is based on three documents. The part IA document includes the technical 
data; this is issued at first registration and when the specifications are changed. The part IB 
document includes the holder details; this is issued each time the vehicle is reregistered. Part II 
document includes the transfer details; this is issued to the owner/holder only at the time of first 
registration; in case of transfers it serves as proof of holdership. Drivers must have parts IA and IB 
on them when driving the vehicle; part II is kept at home.  
 
None of the documents has a historical character. That is to say, every time a change is made, a 
new document is prepared. 
 
First registration 
The RDW registers around 650.000 new vehicles every year. Every day authorized 
dealers/importers report around 2.700 new vehicles with a European or national type approval to 
the RDW. These vehicles are given a licence number on the same day, and the RDW sends the 
vehicle registration document part IA to the importer. 
 
In case of individual imports or home build vehicles, the RDW inspects around 12.500 every month 
the vehicle at one of its inspection centres. The RDW then generates a licence number centrally, 
prepares the documents and sends them out. If an imported vehicle is not older then 3 years, 
comes from a EU member state and has the required documents, an identity and a limited 
technical inspection is mandatory.  
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Changes 
Around 6.5 million changes of ownership in the vehicle register are entered every year, including 
the transfers, which are processed at one of the 600 post offices or, since the April 2002, at one of 
the 4.500 for this purpose authorised dealers. These dealers are connected to authorised providers 
who have connection to the vehicle register of the RDW. The new owner or a dealer acting on the 
new owner’s behalf presents the part IB document and the transfer document and provides proof 
of identity with a valid driving licence or passport. The transfer process is computerized, executed 
on-line and in real time with the RDW registers. The driving licence is checked on line, as are the 
presented vehicle documents. At the same time the vehicle register is checked to detect any 
irregularities, whether the vehicle is stolen, for instance. If everything is in order, the vehicle is 
registered in the new owner’s name. A new part IB document, showing the details of the new 
owner, is then printed at the post office or authorized dealer. 
 
Vehicles transferred to an authorized car dealer or accredited garage for inclusion in its stock can 
be reported as such to the RDW electronically. In this case the vehicle obligations are temporarily 
suspended. Potential buyers and staff may then only drive the vehicle when it carries a green trade 
number plate. RDW inspectors make periodical and random checks to ensure compliance with the 
rules. 
 
The owner reports any changes to the vehicle directly to the RDW. Depending on the changes, the 
RDW inspects the vehicle and adjusts the vehicle register. The owner then receives a new part IA 
document with the updated vehicle details. 
 
Suspension 
In principle, the Dutch licensing system is based on holdership. That is to say, the owner has to 
fulfil the vehicle obligations regardless of whether he or she uses the vehicle. The owner can apply 
for a suspension of the vehicle obligations for up to one year, however, during this period the 
vehicle must not be used on the public highway. The suspension of the vehicle obligations is 
arranged at a post- or RDW-office. From April 2008 it is also possible to register the suspension via 
internet. 
 
The vehicle is recorded as ‘suspended’ in the vehicle register. A note to this effect is made in the 
part II document, which includes the vehicle details. The average cost of such a transaction is € 
71,50. 
 
The Tax Department of the Ministry of Finance checks compliance with the regulations concerning 
the non-use of suspended vehicles. 
 
De-registration 
Around 550,000 vehicles are removed from the vehicle register every year. Vehicle holders must 
actively deregister their vehicles. If they fail to do so, they remain liable for the vehicle obligations. 
In this way the register is kept up to date. 
 
Deregistration can take place through an official export or demolition procedure. In case of export, 
the owner must report the vehicle as exported to the RDW and have the documents stamped 
accordingly. In case of demolition, the owner must deliver the vehicle to an RDW-accredited 
demolition firm. The demolition firm reports the vehicle as demolished to the RDW vehicle register; 
this is done electronically. The owner then receives a warranty against liability. 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
OPM: Voor de RDW staat deze procedure in hierboven genoemde alinea beschreven…. 
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Licence numbers and number plates 
The number plate consists of six positions, three groups of two letters or digits. A new group of 
letters and digits is introduced since licensing mopeds (Sept. 2006) and since October 2006 there 
is also a new group of letters and digits for lorries: two digits, three letters, 1 digit. Since April 2008, 
this numbering system is introduced for the other categories as well. The numbers are category-
based: for instance, lorries start with a V or B and motorcycles with an M. The RDW issues the 
numbers in ascending order, so that the number broadly indicates the age of the vehicle. Military 
vehicles have their own numbering, as does the corps diplomatique and the royal family, for 
instance. The licence number is strictly vehicle-based. It is not possible to buy personalized 
number plates. 
 
Number plates are yellow with black lettering, in accordance with European agreements (which 
include the EU symbol on the plate). Trade number plates are green, taxis have blue plates, trailers 
not over 750 kg white ones, mopeds have blue plates. 
 
To prevent fraud, the issue and collection of number plates is strictly regulated. Under this system 
the manufacture and sale of number plates by private firms is controlled, and only specifically 
accredited firms can issue only a maximum of two yellow plates per vehicle. 
 
Register 
All details of vehicles and their holders (not owners) are recorded in the RDW vehicle register. 
Details of stolen vehicles are also held in this register. 
 
The population registers maintained by the municipalities form the basis for the holder details. The 
Netherlands does not have a central population register, but it does have a network to which all 
municipalities are linked. This network, called the Municipal Basic Personal Records Database 
(GBA), in particular provides public bodies with personal and address details. The RDW is 
informed of any changes in the entries via the GBA network. 
 
The vehicle register also provides the basis for the vehicle tax system. Every day the RDW reports 
all relevant changes to the Ministry of Finance, which is responsible for levying the tax and which 
maintains a separate vehicle tax register. 
 
The RDW provides information to other public bodies free of charge. Information to other interested 
parties is provided for a fee. Most requests for information come from the Tax Department and the 
police. 
 
Providers of the car industry, RDC, VWE, A2SP, PON, Autotaxatie and Carfax, have their own 
vehicle register, which is maintained through a subscription with the RDW. This service is provided 
against payment. 
 
Information provision is strictly circumscribed by data protection regulations. Since March 2006 
holder details requested by a private party, the RDW is not allowed to release this type (sensitive) 
of information anymore. The RDW has its own call centre, which deals with around 3,5000 
information requests by telephone every day. The call centre also handles every day around 250 
information requests by e-mail each day. The RDW-call centre is since the end of 2008 certified. 
 
The charge for providing information to private individuals is € 7,95) for holder details and € 4,60 
for insurance details. The charge for online information is € 0,37 Vehicle details are generally 
released free of charge over the telephone. The right of inspection can be exercised for a fee of € 
4,90. 
 
Since February 2006, there is also the possibility to request technical information by the RDW-
website. There are about 100,000 requests per day 
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2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
The passenger vehicle and motorcycle tax (BPM) is a kind of luxury tax, paid once by the owner 
when he or she acquires a new vehicle from a dealer or imports a vehicle. For new cars the BPM is 
generally 30% of the new-for-old value. 
 
Periodical tax 
The Netherlands has the motor vehicle tax (HSB/MRB). This is a so-called ‘holdership tax’, which 
must be paid monthly, quarterly or annually. This tax is linked to the holdership of the vehicle, not 
its use. 
 
The HSB/MRB is levied by the Tax Department, part of the Ministry of Finance. The RDW informs 
the Tax Department of all changes in the vehicle register. This translates into around 6,5 million 
changes per day in the tax register. 
 
Owners automatically receive the tax assessments from the moment when a licence number is 
recorded in the vehicle register under their name. They do not have to inform the Tax Department. 
 
Registration fee 
There is no registration fee as such, but the documents have to be paid for. The fee for a part IA 
document is € 38,00 and for a part IB document € 9,25. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
The insurance obligation for statutory liability is linked to the holdership. This is not checked in 
advance at the time of registration at the post office or at one of the inspection centres. 
 
Under Dutch law, insurance companies are obliged to report all insurance policies and all 
cancellations to the RDW, which maintains a central insurance register. The RDW checks that the 
vehicle is insured by cross-referencing the registers. 
 
 
2.5 Tracing and enforcement 
Tracing of people who breach the insurance and inspection rules is conducted in the first instance 
by the RDW. To this end it regularly compares vehicle and holder details in the vehicle register with 
insurance and inspection details. If a vehicle is registered but has not been properly insured or 
inspected, the RDW sends the holder a settlement offer which specifies a certain fine. If the holder 
does not respond to this, the RDW passes the matter on to the Ministry of Justice. 
 
The Ministry of Finance is responsible for enforcing tax liabilities. Road checks are used to detect 
the public use of cars registered as suspended or as business stock. 
 
The police forces make extensive use of cameras in detecting traffic violations (speeding, jumping 
lights etc). The consequent follow-ups account for a large proportion of the 223 million or so police 
requests for information from the RDW vehicle register per year. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Technical inspections for passenger vehicles are compulsory after three years and then every year. 
Commercial vehicles and trailers above 3.500 kg are inspected yearly. The inspections are 
conducted by around 9,000 private garages accredited by the RDW for this purpose. The RDW 
monitors the activities of these garages, also through random checks. The RDW re-inspects a 
sample of around 3% of the vehicles inspected by the garages. This process was audited 
according to the ISO 9000-2000 standard by the end of 2002. 
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Technical inspections of buses and commercial vehicles for the transport of ADR are conducted 
once a year by the RDW. Accredited garages conduct the annual inspections of taxis. 
 
 
2.7  Other 
The RDW has a special section which issues permits for over dimensional road transports across 
the Netherlands. In de recent years the fundaments were laid to centralise the issuing of the 
permits. For 2004 an amendment of an act is prepared which makes it possible to centralise. This 
section employs about 20 staff, issues more than 147,000 permits per year. 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
The RDW is coordinator of the driving licence chain and has a limited number of tasks within this 
chain. The other tasks is performed by several other organisations. Therefore there is no contact 
information in this chapter. The following is a summary of the distribution of tasks.  
 
Summary of primary tasks  
Training and examination CBR Driving Test Organization 
Documents Municipal offices, RDW and SDU-

Identification 
Registration of driving licences RDW 
Registration of measures and demands Police Organization and CBR Demands 

Organization 
Registration of offences  Ministry of Justice 
Delivery of Declarations of Authenticity RDW 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
To obtain a driving licence, a learner takes driving lessons with an accredited driving school. The 
application for the theoretical and practical examination is made through this school. The driving 
schools are supervised by the CBR Driving Test Organization, which also conducts the 
examinations.  
 
 
3.2  Documents 
Driving licences were printed on paper until 1 October 2006. From 1 October 2006, the driving 
licences are on credit card format. This in anticipation of a future Europe-wide development 
towards a smartcard driving licence with memory capacity. 
 
Licences must be renewed every ten years to update the details and the photograph. From the age 
of 70 licences must be renewed every five years and medical examination is obligatory from the 
age of 65 in case of renewal for a period outstretching the age of 70. Requirements for renewal 
vary also with different qualifications.   
 
Driving licences are issued by the municipal offices. Foreign licences are converted by the RDW. 
Production and delivery of the credit card format driving licence is centralized and arranged by the 
card producing organization, SDU-Identification. 
 
Around 1,300.000 driving licences are issued every year.  
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3.3  Registration of driving licences 
The Netherlands has a central driving licence register, maintained by the RDW. This register 
includes information concerning the driving licence document, the holder and since 1 October 2006 
also the photo and the autograph of the holder of the drivers-licence. The data in this register are 
supplied on-line by the municipal offices. The register is linked to the GBA network (see section 
2.1, under ‘Register’) for maintaining personal details. Information from this register is fed to 
various public bodies such as the police forces, the municipalities and the Ministry of Justice via 
on-line connections.  
 
There are currently around 11,5 million registered driving licences. More than 8 million driving 
licences are already issued on the new credit card format.  
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
The Netherlands does not yet have a penalty point system. In 2006 the necessary law has been 
prepared and, after amendment, passed in 2008. It will be implemented in the following years. 
Since 1 January 2002, offences committed by new drivers are registered by the ministry of Justice 
and used against them in the event of repetition. 
 
Registration of measures and demands 
The driving licence register includes also any measures such as suspensions and disqualifications, 
on line supplied by courts and law enforcement agencies. This information is fed to various but 
restricted public bodies as police forces, the municipalities and the Ministry of Justice. This driving 
licence information is, along the EUCARIS system, partially also fed to some other European 
countries.  
The police administration as well as the CBR Demands Organization (Divisie Vorderingen) is 
enabled to register en remove these measures. It implicates prohibitions for the holder to drive (a 
specific category of) motor vehicles. 
 
 
3.5  Other: delivery of declarations of authenticity  
No information from the driving licence register is released to the public in general. However, 
people do have the right of inspection for a fee.  
Besides, private persons and Dutch or foreign authorities have the urge for declarations of 
authenticity. This in case of conversion of Dutch licences in a foreign one or in case of inspection 
or of insurance companies. Around 10,000 declarations of authenticity are issued every year.  
Since 2005, the driving licence can be used in specific situations as a document of identification. 
Acknowledged private parties are facilitated in a check (hit/no hit) on the validity of a driving licence 
as an identification document. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 

 
European Union 
As in other countries, the Dutch authorities are working on the implementation of the most recent 
EU directives, such as on the harmonization of registration documents and the introduction of the 
digital tachograph.  
 
Agricultural vehicles and mopeds 
Whether or not a licensing procedure and the registration of agricultural vehicles should be 
developed  is being discussed. 
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Vehicle crime 
The RDW is very active in the fight against vehicle crime in the Netherlands. It participates in a 
public-private partnership, which has been set up to this end, and undertakes various activities in 
this field and plans to undertake others in the future. From 2003 onwards, stolen bicycles with a tag 
are registered in a RDW database. This system will be expanded.  
 
Internet 
There are plans to make the vehicle register increasingly accessible via the Internet. At the 
moment a new pilot is underway with providing information by internet such as a validation check 
on a drivers-licence. 
 
Another development is the registration of the mileages. Implementation is expected to beginning 
2012. 
 
Electronic licence number 
The RDW has launched a project to develop an electronic licence number for vehicles in addition 
to the number plate. The investigation takes place parallel to the European developments on an 
electronic licence number.  
 
Driving licences 
To reduce the number of accidents with young drivers, several measures are being studied. One of 
the measures is the introducing the maximum of 0,2 pro mille alcohol on the 1st of January 2006. 
Another measure is the introduction of a drivers licence in phases. This should increase traffic 
insight and behaviour. At last there are activities focussed on preparing the introducing of the so 
called Alcoholkey-programm in 2011.  
 
IT infrastructure 
In 2003, a big project is launched for the renewal of the IT infrastructure. This project wil be ended 
at the end of 2011.  
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Norway 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General Information 
Name    Norwegian Public Road Administration (NPRA), Directorate of 
    Public Roads. In Norwegian – Statens vegvesen,   
    Vegdirektoratet. Road Users and Vehicles Department is a part 
    of the central Directorate. The organisation is further divided
    into 5 regions. 
Address   Brynsengfaret 6A, 
    Postboks 8142 Dep 
    0033 OSLO 
Central telephone reception + 47 915 02030 
Central e-mail address firmapost@vegvesen.no 
Type of organisation Governmental 
Website   www.vegvesen.no 
Contact person  Heidi Øwre 
Telephone   + 47 22 07 33 34 
E-mail    heidi.owre@vegvesen.no 
Staff    500 (central office), total 1200 
Office(s)   Head office in Oslo, 5 regions and about 70 Traffic   
          Service offices 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Licensing, tracing and enforcement, type approvals and vehicle inspections. NPRA are also 
responsible for the regulations in the field of vehicle approvals, vehicle registration and the use of 
vehicles. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Instruction and examinations, documentation, registration of driving licences and registration of 
offences. NPRA are also responsible for the regulations in the field of driving licences. 
 
Mission 
To develop and maintain a safe, eco-friendly and efficient transport system. This is being done on a 
sound, professional basis by interacting with politicians, users and other interested parties. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
Motor Vehicle Taxation, sub-department of Norwegian Customs, car dealers, police, traffic schools 
and insurance companies. 
 
Administration 
Norwegian Public Road Administration with the The Road Users and Vehicles Department 
(including sections Vehicle Standards, Supervision and Inspection, Licensing and Registration 
Services, among others) is the central administrative and directing organisation of the Norwegian 
Public Road Administration. The NPRA is a 100% state-owned organisation under the Ministry of 
Transport and Communications. It deals with tasks concerning vehicles, drivers and roads. This 
includes road building and maintenance. The organisation is divided into 5 regions and about 70 
Traffic Service offices. 
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The administration of vehicles is divided between the Vehicle standards section, Licensing and 
Registration Services and the Supervision and Inspection section: 
 
Vehicle standards section  
Vehicle engineering – technical requirements, regulations.  
Type approval, - regulations, type approvals, procedures. 
 
Section for Supervision and Inspection 
Inspections – vehicle inspections, vehicle crime, road checks and inspections with firms. Transport 
licences and transport exemptions. 
 
Section for Licensing and Registration Services 
Vehicle registration – regulations and administrative procedures, registration documents, vehicle 
register and systems, registration of driving licences, registration of offences. 
 
Organisation of European activities 
The Vehicle Standards Section, Section for Supervision and Inspection and Section for Licensing 
and Registration Services performs tasks relating to the European consultation process on behalf 
of the Ministry of Transport and Communications. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Overview of primary tasks and central registration 

Chain element Primary tasks Central Registration 
Type approval NPRA NPRA/Vehicle Standards Section 
Licensing NPRA NPRA/Licensing and Registration 

Services 
Taxation Norwegian Customs and 

Excise 
NPRA/Licensing and Registration 
Services 

Insurance Insurance companies NPRA/Licensing and Registration 
Services 

Tracing and enforcement NPRA NPRA/ Section for Supervision 
and Inspection  

Technical inspections Private sector NPRA/ Section for Supervision 
and Inspection  

 
 
2.1  Type approval 
The NPRA is the admission authority in Norway. 
 
Norway is entitled to issue European type approvals, but have up to now not issued any. Type 
information is collected in the ‘NorType Register’, a cooperative venture between the Nordic 
countries of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Iceland. The register is managed by Iceland (for further 
information, see the relevant section in the report on Iceland). Copies are made periodically for use 
by the other countries.  
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2.2  Licensing 
Norway has a vehicle-based licensing system.  
 
Registration  
Most cars, lorries, motorcycles, mopeds, agricultural tractors and all trailers, regardless of weight 
category, are to be registered and equipped with licence plates, with some few exemptions.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
The total number of registered vehicles is 4.5 million (Norway has a population of 4.9 million). 
 
Documents 
Norway introduced the two-part version of the standardised EU vehicle document in 2004. The 
documents do not incorporate a historic record; they are created a new with each alteration or 
transfer. Norway has not a smartcard registration document, and there are no plans to introduce 
this. 
 
Number plate stickers are issued annually when tax, inspection and insurance obligations have 
been met. 
 
The registration document part I must be available in the vehicle when it’s in use.  
 
First registration 
About 250,000 - 300,000 vehicles are registered for the first time each year. 
 
The following are required for first registration: 
 Documents relating to the origin of the vehicle; 
 The original foreign vehicle document (in the case of used vehicles); 
 An admission approval (COC and visual inspection in the case of privately imported vehicles); 
 Proof of insurance; 
 Proof that taxes have been paid; 
 A certain amount of technical information. 

 
In the case of private imports, VAT, registration tax and a ‘deposit’ must first be paid to customs. 
The vehicle must then be presented at one of the NPRA Traffic Service offices for (at least) an 
identity check. The vehicle is then registered and allocated a registration number, and the 
registration document and number plates are issued. 
 
Accredited vehicle dealers register online via the AUTOREG system. A temporary document issued 
by AUTOREG is then printed out at the dealership. About 1000 dealers are affiliated to this system. 
About 70 % of first-time registrations were handled via the AUTOREG system in 2010. 
 
Autoreg have functionality for both first registration and change of ownership.  
 
For the first registration the dealer have registration plates and stickers in stock.  
 
In the AUTOREG-system a vehicle that has changed ownership has first to be transferred to the 
dealer before it can be further transferred to a new owner. The dealers have stickers in stock, but it 
is in principle AUTOREG who assigns the sticker to a vehicle. 
 
Changes (of ownership) 
About 600,000 transfers are registered per year. 
To transfer a vehicle, an application form must be completed, signed by both the buyer and the 
vendor, and handed in or sent to the NPRA. The new owner receives a new vehicle document 
within 3 days after everything is arranged and the vehicle is registered on the new owner. 
Since 2005, accredited firms can also handle transfers via the AUTOREG system. In this case too, 
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the vehicle registration document is made up centrally at the NPRA and sent to the new owner.  
 
Suspension 
A vehicle may be suspended by handing in the number plates to the NPRA. If this is done before 
31 December, no obligations are attached to the vehicle in the subsequent year.  
 
De-registration 
Over 250,000 vehicles are withdrawn from the vehicle register each year (operating stocks and 
dismantling). 
 
When a vehicle is withdrawn into operating stock, its number plates are removed; they are 
subsequently replaced if and when it is sold. 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
When a vehicle is dismantled, the documents and number plates must be handed in to the NPRA. 
The ‘deposit’ of € 200 is then returned to the owner. In practise the vehicle is delivered to an 
approved Waste Recovery Facility – Iron and Metal Products, with the certificate of dismantling a 
vehicle. When the vehicle is dismantled, information from the Waste Recovery Facility is sent to 
Norwegian customs, and the deposit is returned to the owner. Autosys is then updated (by 
customs) with the information that the vehicle is dismantled. 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The numbering of the licence plates is specific to the vehicle. A licence number consists of two 
letters and up to five figures. The number depends on the category in which the vehicle is 
registered.  
 
In Norway there is no facility for vehicle owners to buy a preferred number or otherwise influence 
the number that is issued. It’s possible to choose the letter combination. The letter combination is 
in principle related to the district of first registration. 
  
The licence plates are white, with black letters except for among other light goods vehicles where it 
is green with black letters. The licence plates are up to 2008 made of aluminium, but from 2009, all 
new plates are made of plastic. 
 
The NPRA has a stock control system for number plates so that they always know which plates, 
with which numbers, are in stock at which car dealership. 
 
Personalised number plates are not available. 
 
Register 
The AUTOSYS vehicle register contains data on vehicles, their owners, tax, insurance details and 
inspection data. AUTOSYS does not deal with mileage records. The registration system does cater 
for sending out alerts that vehicles are to be held for e.g. periodical inspection (MOT) 
 
A special feature is the possibility of registering a co-owner. Among other things, this avoids having 
to pay the re-licensing tax if one of the owners dies. 
 
Norway has central registers of persons and legal entities. Car holder information in the Vehicle 
Register is updated from this registers regularly.  
 
Limited information on vehicles and owners are freely available to the public, by telephone or over 
the counter. These can on request be given out in bulk under certain conditions. There is also an 
operative SMS services with some very limited registration info.  
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Information is provided to companies and government agencies at cost. Personal information may 
not be sold for commercial exploitation. 
 
AUTOSYS is available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, except for a few hours on two evenings 
for backups and maintenance. 
 
The AUTOSYS system is updated with information from the Police register of stolen vehicles once 
a day.  
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
New vehicles are subject to 25% VAT and a registration tax, which makes about one third of the 
vehicle’s value when new. 
Vehicle transfers are subject to a ‘re-licensing tax’. By way of compensation, they are not subject to 
VAT. 
 
Periodical tax 
Passenger vehicles are subject to a differentiated annual tax of € 300 - 340 regarding type of fuel 
and particulate filter. 
 
Registration fee 
See Unique Tax. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Insurance is a precondition for registration. Insurance companies are legally obliged to notify 
AUTOSYS when insurance policies are taken out or discontinued. Insurance companies are free to 
consult the insurance information.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The annual sticker is an important aid to enforcement on the public highway. Based on the 
registration system, vehicle owners are sent an immediate warning if they fail to fulfil their duties 
with regard to insurance, tax or inspection. If this comes to nothing, the number plates are 
impounded by the police, the tax authority or the NPRA’s traffic inspection service. The latter 
therefore also performs an active role in these matters. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Admission inspections and identity checks are carried out at the NPRA’s premises in 70 places 
around the country. 
 
The periodic technical inspections (MOT) are from 2009 proposed to be only carried out by 
approximately 2,000 private firms which are supervised by the NPRA. Some of these are 
independent inspection centres (i.e. the only perform inspections and do not carry out repairs), 
whilst others are garages that are also licensed to carry out inspections. Different requirements 
apply to the two categories.  
 
Periodic inspections are mandatory for passenger vehicles after four years and once every two 
years thereafter. Lorries, buses etc. must be inspected every year.  
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3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
NPRA has an extensive package of tasks in the driving licence chain. Since all the contact details 
of the NPRA are stated in chapter 1, this chapter does not contain the table with general 
information.  
 
Overview of primary tasks 
Training and examination Training: NPRA = regulations,  

Examinations: NPRA = regulations & conducting 
Documents NPRA 
Registration of driving licences NPRA 
Registration of offences NPRA only register penalty points for the police.  
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
In Norway, you can start taking driving lessons at the age of 16. You have to be at least 18 to 
taking a driving test. 
 
Driving lessons are given by accredited schools of motoring, which are supervised by the NPRA. 
However, trainees can drive if accompanied by an experienced passenger, providing the vehicle 
displays an ‘L’ plate and is fitted with additional mirrors in addition to mandatory lessons.  
 
Driving exams are taken at the NPRA Traffic service offices. The test may be given by the same 
officials who perform the technical inspections; these officials therefore have wide-ranging 
functions. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
In Norway, the driving licence takes the form of a plastic card. The model is designed in 
accordance with the credit card model in the EU directives. 
 
The driving licences are personalized at the Traffic service offices. Pending the production of a 
driving licence, a temporary driving licence (a printed form) is issued. Production of the laser 
engraved plastic card is done by a company that also produces credit cards etc, and delivered to 
the new driver by mail.  
 
Foreign driving licences can be exchanged for Norwegian equivalents via the NPRA Traffic service 
offices.  
 
Most driving licences are valid for a lifetime (until age of 100). For heavy vehicles driving licences 
are valid for 10 years. After the age of 70 the driver must held a valid medical certificate in addition. 
 
The total production of plastic driving licence cards per year is approximately 250,000. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
The NPRA/Road User Department is responsible for the central registration of all driving licences. 
Photographs are registered in a separate data system (only new holders). Complete redesigning of 
the registration system is a top priority. 
 
3 million driving licences are currently registered. Information from the driving licence register in 
form of an online access is hardly ever given to private companies or to banks, not even on a hit/no 
hit basis. It’s possible to call and ask if a person has a valid driving licence.  
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3.4  Registration of offences 
Norway has had a penalty point system since 2004. The points are recorded in the central driving 
licence register. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
Autosys 
The most important development is a total business redesign of the vehicle and driving licence 
registration systems. The first module of the new Autosys was put into service in 2010.. This 
module is for Single vehicle approval and data capture. This module will be working in a co-
existence with the present system.  
 
Self-Service Access 
Following the redesign, Norway intends to extend the provision of information from its vehicle 
register to include internet applications. 
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Poland 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information  
Name 1                                 Ministry of Infrastructure 
Name 2                                 Ministry of the Interior and Administration 
Address 1   Str. Chałubińskiego 4/6 
    00-928 Warsaw 
Adress 2   Str. Pawińskiego 17/21 
    02-106 Warszawa 
Type of organisation Governmental administration  
Website        www.mi.gov.pl; www.mswia.gov.pl    
Contact person                    Ministry of Infrastructure 
Name    Barbara Plak-Nowicka 
Telephone   +48 22 630 12 44   
E-mail    bplak@mi.gov.pl   
Staff    The Department of Road Transport (Ministry of Infrastructure) – 
    37 persons, others – not available 
Office(s)   The Department of Road Transport (Ministry of Infrastructure); 
    the Department of State Registers and ICT (Ministry of the 
    Interior and Administration)    
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
 Registration of vehicles 
 De-registration of vehicles  
 Temporary withdrawal of vehicles 
 Supervision of technical inspection stations on its territory 

 
Tasks Ministry of Infrastructure 
1) Issuing of regulation on: 
 Registration of vehicles, 
 Periodic technical inspection 
 Approval of vehicles 
 Time of work of drivers 
 Implementation of EU law with this regard 

 
2)  IIssssuuiinngg::  
 EU Whole Vehicle Type Approvals 
 National Whole Vehicle Type Approvals  
 Partial Type Approvals (EU and UN ECE) 
 Conformity of production assessment 

 
3) Contact point for EU countries: 
 Exchange of information on registration procedure and registration documents 
 Transmission information on re-registration of vehicle to EU countries 

 
Tasks Ministry of the Interior and Administration  
Administration of Central Register of Vehicles and Drivers (collection of data and access to data) 
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Tasks in the vehicle chain 
The ministry of infrastructure is responsible for the issuing of regulation on entitlement for driving of 
vehicles. The Ministry of the Interior and Administration manages the Central Register of Vehicle 
and Drivers. All other tasks in the driving licence chain are the responsibilities of other 
organisations. 
 
 
Mission 
Governmental administration: 
 Creation of legal base for people and companies  
 Improvement of road traffic safety 
 Implementation of EU law with regard to its tasks and competencies 

 
Self-governmental authorities 
 Service of citizens with regard to their tasks and competencies 

 
Cooperation partners in execution of tasks 
 Self-governmental authority (Starosta, Prezydent Miasta)  (400 authorities) 
 Vehicle approval testing units 
 Inspectorate of Road Transport (Główny Inspektorat Transportu Drogowego) 
 Transportation Technical Supervision (Transportowy Dozór Techniczny) 
 Associations of self-governmental authorities: 

• Association of Polish Districts (Związek Powiatów Polskich) 
• the Union of Polish Metropolises (Unia Metropolii Polskich) 
• Association of Polish Cities (Związek Miast Polskich) 

 Associations of: 
• Centres of Training of Drivers 
• Centres of Examining of Drivers 

 
Administration 
The competency of administration are divided among Ministry of Infrastructure, Ministry of Finance 
and self-governmental authority appropriately to the tasks.  
  
Organisation of European activities 
Participation of Polish administration in: 
 Working Parties of ECE UN (WP.1, WP.15, WP.29)  
 Committees within European Commission (Roadworthiness Committee, Committee on Driving 

Licenses, Committee on Road Transport) 
 EReg ASSOCIATION OF EUROPEAN VEHICLE & DRIVER REGISTRATION AUTHORITIES 

and EReg Topic Groups  
 CIECA - The International Commission for Driver Testing Authorities 
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2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Overview of primary tasks and central registration 

Chain element Primary tasks Central Registration 
Type approval Ministry of Infrastructure  
Licensing Self-governmental authorities  Central Register of Vehicle 

and Drivers (Ministry of the 
Interior and Administration) 

Tax Treasure Offices, Customs 
Offices (Ministry of Finance) 

 

Insurance Insurers (Ministry of Finance) Central Register of Vehicle 
and Drivers (Ministry of the 
Interior and Administration) 

Tracing and enforcement Ministry of the Interior and 
Administration 

 

Technical inspections Authorised bodies (Self-
governmental authorities) 

 

 
 
2.1  Type approval 
Legal base for the procedure of vehicle type approval is the Law on road Traffic of 20 June 1997 
(Journal of 2005 No 108, item 908 with further modification).  
 
Approval authority is The Ministry of Infrastructure. 
 
The ministry is responsible for issuing: 
 EU Whole Vehicle Type Approval, 
 National Whole Vehicle Type Approval, 
 Partial type approval of equipments and parts (EU and UN ECE) 
 Assessment of Conformity of Production 
 Partial Type Approvals (EU and UN ECE) 

 
Vehicle approval testing units with regard to: 
Whole Vehicle Type Approval 
 Motor Transport Institute (70/156/EWG, 2007/46/WE, 2002/24/WE)   
 Institute of Technology and Life Sciences – Testing Laboratory in Kludzienklo (2003/37/WE)  

 
Partial approvals 
 Automotive Industry Institute  
 Research and Development Centre of Tyre Industry  
 Institute of Ceramics and Building Materials 
 Silesian University of Technology – Faculty of Transport 
 Kielce University of Technology – Laboratory of Car Electrotechnics   
 Transport Technical Supervision  

  
Transportation Technical Supervision is responsible for: 
 Tests for specified component Type Approvals (UN ECE) of rollover stability of ADR tanker 

vehicles 
 Conformity of production assessment in this scope 
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2.2  Licensing 
Licensing authority with regard to registration of vehicles and issuing driving licenses is self-
governmental authority (Starosta, Prezydent Miasta) There are 400 local authorities responsible for 
it. 
 
Registration 
The rules of registration of vehicles and issuing of driving licenses are established in the Law on 
road Traffic of 20 June 1997 (Journal of 2005 No 108, item 908 with further modification). 
  
Motor vehicles, agricultural tractors, mopeds and trailers may be allowed for traffic if they meet the 
technical requirements and are registered. 
 
Procedure of registration of vehicles 
 The application for registration of vehicles with required documents.  
 Verification of documents 
 Checking vehicle and holder in central register of vehicle  
 Registration authority issues registration plates and temporary certificate of registration (valid for 

30+14 days, if required).  
 In that time registration authority may run explanation action concerning vehicle and the holder, 

if it is justified. (e.g. question to SI Schengen, confirmation of another EU country, if Part II 
registration certificate is missing)  

 Registration authority orders by IT System registration certificate that is centrally personalised 
by one unit (producer of registration certificates). 

 Within 7 days registration certificate is produced and it may be issued by registration authority 
(upon receipt from producer) to the owner. Registration authority does not possess empty 
blanket of registration certificate.  

 data (specified in Law on road traffic) in the process of registration of vehicles are transmitted to 
Central Register of Vehicles. 

 
Total registered motor vehicles 
 
 Area 

(km2) 
Population 
VI 2010 

  

POLAND 312 679 38 187 000   

Vehicle 2006 2007 2008 2009 

 

Total 18 035 047 19 471 836 21 336 913 22 024 697 

Passenger cars 13 384 229 14588739 16 079 533 16 494 650 

Lorries  2 246 294  2 345 068  2 511 677  2 595 485 

Buses    83 496    87 586    92 401    95 415 

Motorcycles  784 176   825 305   909 144   974 906 

Road tractors 147 377 176 443 199 104 202 313 

Agricultural tractors 1 286 758 1 337 843 1 422 236 1 530 001 
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Documents 
Basic documents for registration of vehicles 
 The vehicle title of ownership, 
 Vehicle card, if it was issued,  
 Certificate of conformity, if it is required, 
 Certificate of technical inspection, if it is required, 
 Certificate of registration, if the vehicle was previously registered 

 
First registration of vehicles 
Additional documents at first registration of vehicles 
 Document of customs clearance if the vehicle was exported from another country than EU, and 

it is registered the first time in Poland, 
 Proof of excise, if a passenger vehicle or category L6 and L7 was exported from EU Member 

States and it is registered the first time in Poland,  
 Proof of tax on goods and services, if the imported vehicle from Member States is registered the 

first time, 
 Proof of recycling payment, if the vehicle is registered the first time. 

 
Changes 
 The change of the owner of registered vehicle causing the change of proper registration 

authority 
 Re-registration of vehicle 
 The change of the address of the owner of registered vehicle not causing the change of proper 

registration authority – issuing new registration certificate 
 The technical changes causing the change of data of vehicle in registration certificate – issuing 

new registration certificate on the base of certificate of technical inspection with positive result. 
 
Suspension 
Temporary withdrawal of vehicle on the application of the owner of vehicle is done by “starosta” 
proper for the last registration of vehicle. Temporary withdrawn may be registered vehicles being: 
 Commercial vehicles an trailers having permissible mass over 3,5 t, 
 Road tractors, 
 Special purpose vehicles, 
 Busses. 

 
Issuing decision on temporary withdrawal of vehicle “starosta” takes to deposit registration 
certificate and registration plates. Fee for temporary withdrawal of vehicle depends on period of 
that withdrawal.  
 
Maximum period of temporary withdrawal of vehicle is 48 months counting from the date of issuing 
by “starosta” decision on temporary withdrawal of vehicle. 
The owner of withdrawn vehicle is obliged to park the vehicle outside of built-up area and public 
road. 
 
Termination of registration (De-registration) 
The owner of vehicle is responsible to apply for registration of vehicles in the term of 30 days from 
importing of vehicle.  
 
The owner of registered vehicle shall communicate registration authority in the term of 30 days 
about : 
 Acquire or sell of vehicle 
 The change of condition of the vehicle causing the change of data of registration certificate.  
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Licence numbers and number plates 
Authority (“starosta”) registers a vehicle and issues registration certificate, legalised registration 
plates and control label. 
 
Kind of registration plates 
 Registration plates (typical for motor vehicle) 
 Temporary registration plates 
 Historical registration plates 
 Individual registration plates 
 Test registration plates 
 Diplomatic registration plates 

 
Typical licence number is consisting of three elements: 
 The first letter - identification of voivodship 
 The second and the third letter - identification of self-governmental authority responsible for 

registration of vehicles; 
 The next signs (digits and letters) – identification of vehicles (maximum six signs)  

 
Register 
Minister of the Interior and Administration is the administrator of Central Register of Vehicles and 
Drivers.  
 
The data of vehicles or drivers upon registration of vehicles or issuing driving licenses are 
transmitted by licensing authority to Central Register of Vehicles and Drivers. The list what data 
and information are collected in Central Register is specified in the Law 20 June 1997 on road 
traffic. The information of Central Register may be given by administrator  
 
 
2.3  Tax 
The regulation concerning excise tax, goods and services tax, customs clearance belongs to the 
competence Ministry of Finance. Documents confirming that proper tax was paid or it is not 
required, the owner of vehicle shall submit to first registration of vehicle (see First registration) 
 
Unique tax 
There is not additional unique tax at the first registration of vehicles. 
 
Periodical tax 
Not available 
 
Registration Fee 
Registration authority for issuing registration certificate, temporary registration certificate and 
registration plates takes fee which is specified in regulation of minister proper for transport.  
Standard fee is 178.50 PLN (about 44 Euro).  
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
The regulation on insurance of the holders of vehicles belongs to the competence of Ministry of 
Finance. 
 
The document confirming obligatory insurance (civil liability) is checked at the registration of 
vehicles, but the lack of that document does not cause a refusal of registration of vehicles. In such 
case registration authority communicates proper insurance authority.   
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2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The Central Register of Vehicles and Drivers and Ministry of the Interior and Administration serves 
data for tracing and enforcement by the police.  
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Periodic Technical Inspections relate to 
 Motor vehicles 
 Agricultural tractors  
 Mopeds 
 Trailers 

 
Periodic Technical Inspections frequency 
 3-2-1-1- for car, motorcycle, truck and trailers up to 3,5t  
 3-2-2- for agicultural tractors, agricultural trailers, mopeds  
 1-0,5-0,5- for buses 
 1-1-1- for truck above 3,5t  

 
The inspections are conducted by authorised bodies (1.10.2010 – about 3700).  
They have to have certificate from Transportation Technical Supervision which confirm building and 
equipment requirements according range of inspections.   
Supervision of bodies conducting periodic inspection of vehicles belongs to the competence of self-
governmental authorities (starosta) 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
There are several organisations involved in the driving license chain. Therefore no general 
information is included in this chapter.  
 
Overview primary tasks                          responsible organisation 

Training and examination Centres of Drivers Training, Voivods and 
Voivodship Centres of Examination 

Documents Starosta, Prezydent Miasta 
Registration of driving licences Central Register of Vehicle and Drivers (Ministry 

of the Interior and Administration) 
Registration of offences Road Transport Inspection (time of work of 

drivers) 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
A practical test for a driving licence can be taken after a specific number of hours of theoretic 
tuition and specific amount of  hours of practical lessons (B category).  Applicants who take the test 
should:  
 have a minimal age for each category, 
 meet medical standards, 
 have attended to obligatory driving lessons, 
 have passed a theoretical and practical test of skills and behavior; 
 have a „normal residence” (min 185 days) in Poland.  

 
 
3.2  Documents 
Driving licences are issued by „Starosta”. 
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3.3  Registration of driving licenses 
The licenses are registered by the Central Register of Vehicle and Drivers (Ministry of the Interior 
and Administration) 
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
Not available 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
Not available 
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Slovenia 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General Information 
Name    Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency (Javna agencija Republike 
    Slovenije za varnost prometa) 
Address   Javna agencija Republike Slovenije za varnost prometa 
    Trdinova 8 
    1000 Ljubljana 
Type of organisation Public Agency 
Website   http://www.avp-gov.si/ 
Contact person 1  Tomaž Svetina 
Telephone   +386 1 400 84 32 
Fax            +386 1 400 84 17 
E-mail    tomaz.svetina@avp-rs.si 
Contact person 2   Jože Tršelič 
Telephone   +386 1 400 84 37 
Fax            +386 1 431 84 17 
E-mail      joze.trselic@avp-rs.si 
Staff    Currently 6 
Office(s)   Head office in Ljubljana, 58 regional government offices, 88 
    local offices  
 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Licensing, tracing and enforcement and technical inspection 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Training and examination, documents, registration of driving licences and registration of offences 
 
Mission 
Not available 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of the Environment and Spatial planning, Ministry 
of Finance, Ministry of Justice, insurance companies and private roadworthiness test 
organisations. 
 
Administration 
The Ministry of Transport is responsible for policy formation and implementation with regard to 
registration and licensing, roadworthiness test organisations and all the tasks in the driving 
licensing chain. The executive tasks are conducted by: 
 Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency;  
 Regional government offices (58) – vehicle licensing, issuing driving licences;  
 Private roadworthiness test organisations (81) – roadworthiness test, vehicle licensing; 
 Car sellers (with the authorisation of Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency) (7) – vehicle licensing 
 Private driving schools (167) – driving training; 
 Driving examination centres (16) – driving exam, issuing driving licences. 
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Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency is responsible for admissions and type-approvals and individual 
approvals of vehicles.  
Ministry of Transport is responsible for road taxation. 
Ministry of Environment and Spatial planning is responsible for end-of-life vehicles (ELV). 
Ministry of Finance is responsible for motor vehicles taxation. 
Ministry of Justice is co-responsible with the Ministry of Interior for the registration of offences.  
 
Organisation of European activities 
Ministry of Transport represents Slovenia in type-approval activities in Brussels and Geneva and in 
vehicle registration and driver licensing activities in Brussels. 
 
Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning represents Slovenia in Brussels regarding EC 
legislation in the field of ELVs. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
 
Overview of primary tasks and central registration 
Chain element Primary tasks Central Registration 
Type approval Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency Min. of Transport 
Licensing Slovenian Traffic Safety 

Agency, Regional offices Min. of Transport 

Tax 
  Road Tax 
 Vehicle Tax 

 
Min. of Transport  
Min. of Finance 

 
Min. of Transport  
Min. of Finance 

Insurance Insurance companies - 
Tracing and enforcement Police - 
Roadworthiness tests Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency Min. of Transport 
 
 
2.1  Type-approval  
Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency is the admission authority in Slovenia. 
 
Slovenia does not perform any European whole vehicle type-approvals. Information on the 
approved vehicle types is collected (electronically) via the importers and also via other member 
states. This includes a link to the ETAES distribution system of Germany and other member states.  
Type-approval authority runs its own central registers of: 
 Type approvals of all types, versions and variants of vehicles being sold in Slovenia and 
 Issued national COC documents for vehicles being sold in Slovenia. 

 
Individual approvals of vehicles are carried out by Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency. 
 
Admission inspections (an identification and assessment of technical condition of the vehicle) for 
individual imported vehicles fall under the auspices of Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency and are 
carried out by 61 private technical organisations. Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency is responsible for 
supervising these. (See first registration!) 
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2.2  Licensing 
Slovenia’s licensing system is a vehicle-related system. 
 
Registration 
Cars, busses, lorries, motorcycles, mopeds, agricultural tractors and trailers of over 750 kg are 
registered and bear licence plates. Light trailers (under 750 kg) are not registered, but shall bear 
the “third” licence plate from the towing vehicle.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
The total number of registered vehicles is about 1.380.000 (Slovenia has a population of ca. 
2.000.000 inhabitants). 
 
Documents 
Slovenia has introduced a one-part vehicle document that conforms to the harmonised European 
model. The document does not constitute a historical record. If any changes are necessary, a new 
document is made out. 
The vehicle document is produced in Slovene language; in certain municipalities (border zones), it 
is bilingual - also in Italian or Hungarian. 
Drivers must have their vehicle documents with them when driving a vehicle. 
 
Slovenia intends to introduce a smartcard registration document but not in the near future. 
 
The vehicle document has to be inscribed in every year to indicate that obligations with respect to 
the insurance, inspection and road taxing of the vehicle have been met.  
 
It is possible to renew the document by electronic means. 
 
First registration 
About 100.000 vehicles (new and used vehicles) are registered for the first time in Slovenia each 
year. 
 
When privately importing a vehicle one must report with the vehicle to one of the 61 private 
roadworthiness test organisations (under the Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency). Based on the COC 
and an identification and assessment of technical condition of the vehicle, a national COC is drawn 
up. This costs about 100 €. Once in possession of a national COC one can apply to one of the 
vehicle licensing organisations (regional government offices or roadworthiness test organisations 
or car sellers with authorisation of Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency) for first registration in Slovenia. 
When applying one must also produce proofs of vehicle insurance, tax payment, ownership, and 
identity. In the case of used vehicles the relevant foreign documents must also be produced. 
 
Authorised importers (dealers) have the right to issue a national COC for each sold new vehicle. In 
order to get this right they shall provide the approval authority (Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency) 
with a copy of the EC type-approval certificate and the technical data of the vehicle. Issued 
national COC can be used to register the vehicle in the name of the owner.  
 
Changes (of ownership) 
About 280,000 transfers are registered per year. 
 
Applications to register vehicle ownership must be made to one of the vehicle licensing 
organisations. A condition for registering vehicle ownership is residence in Slovenia. This must be 
evident from the proof of identity.  
Proof of ownership, the most recent vehicle document and the national COC must be submitted. 
When applying the vehicle must be taxed and insured and have passed inspection. The deed of 
sale must be signed by new and the previous owner. The signature of the previous owner must be 
legally verified. The previous owner is only required to present himself in person and must hand 
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over the previous vehicle document.  
 
The new vehicle document and the number plates are issued on the spot. 
The fee for registering the vehicle in one’s name is 16,28 €.  
 
From the 1. July 2011 for the vehicle ownership change the previous and the new owner (in the 
case of natural persons) will have both to be present at the vehicle licensing organisation, and 
identity of both persons will be verified. If the new owner does not register the vehicle with the 
same number plates, these have to be handed over to vehicle licensing organisation where are 
after 15 days destroyed. 
 
Suspension 
Statutory duties relating to a vehicle can be suspended within 30 days of the expiry of the vehicle 
document (as indicated by the stamp) or anytime on the request of the owner In this case the 
owner has to hand over the vehicle document and number plates to the vehicle licensing 
organisation and fill in the document with the data where the vehicle will be kept.  
 
De-registration 
Vehicles can be de-registered, if they are sold out of Slovenia or dismantled as ELVs.  
 
End-of-life vehicles 
Around 40.000 vehicles are foreseen to be withdrawn from the vehicle register and dismantled 
each year. In the first year on national ELVs system operating only about 15,000 ELVs were 
included and in the last years only about 8.000. 
 
Four temporary concessionaires currently run national state public service for ELVs dismantling 
(treatment), including around 57 collection points at their subcontractors. 
 
Collected and dismantled ELVs are recorded in a separate IT register within the Ministry of the 
Environment and Spatial planning, but in the near future this will be subsumed into the central 
national vehicle register.  
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
Licence numbers consist of six positions: 2 letters/numbers, a hyphen and a further 3 
letters/numbers. The numbering is regional, as indicated in the first two positions (e.g. Ljubljana = 
LJ). Numbering does not relate to the vehicle category. 
  
Special (individualised) number plates can be purchased for € 35 (two plates). In this case, one 
may choose all six positions, although combinations that may cause offence are refused. Special 
plates may be transferred to a subsequent vehicle. About 10.000 vehicle owners make use of this 
possibility. 
 
Number plates are issued upon registration of ownership or (in the case of special plates, for 
example) delivered later. It is possible that one can drive with temporary number plates for up to 5 
days (the time from purchasing the vehicle to its registration). When a vehicle is sold, the number 
plates must be handed in unless they are used for a subsequent vehicle. 
 
The number plates are white with black letters.  
The number plates for historical vehicles (from 1. July 2011) will be blue with white letters.  
Export plates are yellow with black letters and are valid for one month. 
Number plates are produced exclusively by one manufacturer. 
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Register  
The central vehicle register is currently managed by the Ministry of Interior, (from 1. July 2011 by 
ministry of Transport), although much data are also registered with other organisations and 
ministries. For example, ”end-of-life” information is registered with the Ministry of the Environment. 
The register does contain details of stolen vehicles and these are maintained by the police.  
 
Slovenia has a national system for registration of persons. The vehicle register is linked to it for the 
purpose of updating personal data. At present, changes of address must be reported within 15 
days.  
 
The police have all the data in the vehicle register at their disposal. Details of both vehicles and 
owners/keepers are also available to insurance companies.  
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Motor vehicle tax (Unique tax) 
A transaction tax is payable for new passenger cars and motorcycles only upon purchase of a 
vehicle, whether of Slovenian or of foreign origin. This tax falls under the auspices of the Ministry of 
Finance. It amounts from 0,5 % to 31 % of the value for passenger cars or from 1,5 % to 5 % for 
motorcycles (depending on the value, CO2 emissions and Euro emission standards). 
 
Road tax (Periodical tax) 
The Road Tax is an annual tax on the use of vehicles and falls under the auspices of the Ministry of 
Transport.  
 
The road tax for motorcycles and passenger cars is based on the engine capacity and amounts for 
motorcycles from 10,79 € to 21,53 € and for cars from 48,50 € to 193,93 €. 
 
The road tax for busses and coaches is based on the number of seats, the type of suspension and 
on Euro emission standards, for goods vehicles on permissible mass or engine power, the type of 
suspension and on Euro emission standards. 
 
Road tax must be paid annually. This usually coincides with the annual inspection. Payment can be 
made for four years in advance for new passenger cars which eliminates the obligation of going to 
a government office every year to get the vehicle document stamped.  
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Insurance of driver’s responsibility is a precondition for registration. The insurance companies keep 
records of insurance policies.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
In Slovenia this is a matter for the Police. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
The schedule of road worthiness tests for passenger cars is 4-2-2-1-1-1-. 
Road worthiness tests fall under the auspices of the Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency and are 
carried out by 81 private inspection organisations.  
Supervision and sanctions policy are exercised by the inspectorate of the Ministry of Transport.  
The fee for the periodical technical inspection for passenger cars is € 30.  
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3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency (AVP) assumes the field of drivers and vehicles, prevention and 
education in road safety, traffic safety, and tasks related to the test centers for drivers.  
Linking different experts it can have a significant impact on traffic safety and their consolidation into 
a joint body for traffic safety. This is a key priority of the Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency.  
 
General Information 
Responsible organisation    
Name                     Slovenian Traffic Safety Agency 
Address     Trdinova 8 
      SI - 1000 Ljubljana 
Type of organisation   Public Agency 
Website     http://www.avp-gov.si/ 
Contact person    Mitjan Bizjak 
Telephone     +386 1 400 89 64 
Fax              +386 1 431 84 17 
 
 
 
Overview of primary tasks 
Training and examination Ministry of Transport 
Documents Ministry of Transport 
Registration of driving licences Ministry of Transport 
Registration of offences Ministry of Transport / Ministry of Justice 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
Candidates for the driver should be in the driving school to start with training if they do not lack for 
more than six months until the age, prescribed for the right to drive a motor vehicle category. 
The driving of motor vehicles of single category must be completed by the following ages of the 
driver: 
 For vehicles of category AM 15 years; 
 For vehicles of category A1 16 years; 
 For vehicles of category A2 18 years; 
 For vehicles of category A 20 years, if holder has an experience of two years driving license 

category A2; 
 For vehicles of category A 24 years (direct access); 
 For motor tricycles with a power engine greater than 15 kW 21 years; 
 For vehicles of category B1 16 years; 
 For vehicles of category B, BE 18 years; 
 For vehicles of categories C1, C1E 18 years; 
 For vehicles of categories C, CE 21 years; 
 For vehicles of categories D1, D1E 21 years; 
 For vehicles of categories D, DE 24 years; 
 For vehicles of category F, which do not exceed 40 km / h 16 years; 
 For vehicles of category F, which exceed 40 km / h 18 years; 
 For vehicles of category G (tillers) 15 years; 
 For vehicles of category G (working machines) 18 years. 

 
In general, a driving test can be taken at the age of eighteen. One may start taking driving lessons 
at 17 years and 6 months. Driving lessons are given by private schools of driving, which are 
supervised by the Inspectorate of the Ministry of Transport.  
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From 2006 a candidate for driver has the possibility to follow a special course at the age of 16 
years and a half. Then he may drive on the public highways at the age of 17 if accompanied by a 
family member who has a driving licence and fulfils other prescribed conditions.  
Driving tests are conducted at 16 test centres. These are supervised by the same inspectorate.  
 
 
3.2  Documents 
The model of Slovenian Driving Licence may be issued in the following languages: Slovenian; 
Slovenian and Italian (bilingual); Slovenian and Hungarian (bilingual). 
 
Description 
Polycarbonate card. 
 
Form and physical charateristics 
The physical characteristics of the card of the model driving licence are in accordance with the 
standard ISO/IEC 7810:2003 Identification Cards – Physical characteristics. The dimensions of the 
driving licence model conform to card type ID – 1 as specified in the standard ISO/IEC 7810:2003. 
 
Security features of driving licences 
Card bodies are UV dull, the material does not react under UV light; 
 Transparent, diffractive, optically variable element on the front side of the polycarbonate card 

(TKO); the security background pattern, is rainbow printing with multicolour security inks and 
positive and negative guilloche printing and microtext; 

 Tactile laser engraving of personalised data; 
 Pre-printing in the area of the holders image; 
 Optically variable ink (OVI); 
 Ultraviolet flourescent inks, visible and transparent; 
 Tactile characters, symbols and patterns in polycarbonate; 
 Changeable laser image. 

 
The driving license model contains vehicle categories prescribed by Directive 2006/126/EC of the 
European Parliament and Council of 20 December 2006 on driving licences, plus two national 
categories: F (tractors and tractor trailers) and G (movable working machinery and rotary tillers), 
which are printed in a different typeface. Field 4d of the new driving licence model of the Republic 
of Slovenia records personal information unambiguously identifying an individual and representing 
a connecting element between different registers of the state administration of the Republic of 
Slovenia, and the number of entry of the driving licence holder in the register. 
 
On the front of the driving licence, its validity is defined under 4b. The validity is limited with regard 
to the vehicle category a person is entitled to drive, but it is not to exceed 10 years. The validity of 
the driving permit is extended only if a medical certificate on physical and mental fitness to drive a 
motor vehicle is submitted. 
 
Driving licences are automatically valid until the holder has reached 80 years. The driving licence 
also constitutes an official proof of identity. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Slovenia has a central register of driving licences, supervised by the Ministry of the Interior till 1. 
January 2012. From this date, it will be supervised by the Ministry of Transport. This register does 
not include photos of driving licence holders. There are 1,2 million registered driving licences. 
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3.4  Registration of offences 
Depending on the nature of the offence penalty points are imposed. Records of these are kept in a 
separate register with the Ministry of Justice. The police can impose 0-17 points; penalties in 
excess of 17 points are imposed by the courts. When the points imposed amount to 18 in total (7 in 
the case of novice drivers), the driving licence is revoked. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
Not available. 
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Spain 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information 
Name    DGT, Dirección General de Tráfico 
Address   Josefa Valcárcal 28 
    28027 Madrid 
Type of organisation Public Administration  
Website   www.dgt.es 
Contact person 1   Susana Estévez 
                   Head of Director´s Office 
Telephone   +34 91 301 31 71 
E-mail    sestevez@dgt.es 
Contact person 2  Carmen Girón 
                   Head of International Affairs Division 
Telephone   +34 91 301 77 33 
Fax    +34 91 7428492 
E-mail    mcgiron@dgt.es  
    relaciones.internacionales@dgt.es 
Staff    4,492 civil servants, 376 employees, 10.000 officers of Civil 
    Guards Traffic Division for non built-up areas 
    Central branch in Madrid, 50 provincial headquarters, 2 local 
    headquarters, 13 local offices 
Office(s)   Central branch in Madrid, 50 provincial headquarters, 2 local 
    headquarters, 13 local offices 
Turnover   875.896,24 million Euros (2007) 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Licensing, detection and enforcement. Admittance, type and vehicle inspections are all part of the 
Ministry of Industry’s portfolio. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Driving lessons and exams, documents and central registration.  
 
Mission 
The Traffic Central Headquarters is one of the autonomous body foreseen by the Organisation and 
Running of the State General Administration Act (Ley de Organización y Funcionamiento de la 
Administración General del Estado, Ley 6/1997 de 14 de abril) on its Section 43.1 a). Its objective 
is the development of actions directed to the improvement of behaviour and formation of road 
users, road safety and vehicles traffic flow and to provide citizens with all administrative services 
related to the above-mentioned objective. 
 
The Autonomous entity Traffic Central Headquarters is a public legal entity. It has its own property 
and financial means. Its management is autonomous. It has full legal and acting capacity. Within its 
competence scope, it has the necessary administrative powers in order to be able to carry out its 
aims according to the terms and conditions established by norms. It is regulated by the provisions 
of Order in Council 339/1990 (Real Decreto Legislativo 339/1990 of 2nd March) which approves 
the articulated text of the Traffic and Motor Vehicles Traffic and Road Safety as well as all norms 
resulting from its implementation, without taking into account the special ones contained in the 
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rules which will be published in the future. This body depends on the Ministry of the Interior, the 
said Ministry could exercise the effectiveness control according to the terms and conditions stated 
in Section 51 of the 6/1997 Act. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
DGT has reached agreements with other Public Administrations e.g. municipalities and 
Autonomous Communities and diverse road safety stakeholders.  
 
Administration 
DGT is an autonomous body of the Ministry of the Interior. It is in charge of traffic, including the 
promotion of traffic safety and the quality of road traffic and mobility, and is also responsible for 
administrative procedures.  
 
DGT’s head office is located in Madrid and the organisation implements its executive tasks through 
provincial and local offices throughout the country.  
 
* Spain has an administrative structure with 1 central and 17 autonomous governments, some of 
which represent several provinces. In principle, legislation is a central matter and is implemented 
under the responsibility of the autonomous governments. 
 
Organisation of European activities 
With regard to technical matters related to vehicles, European consultation is a task of the Ministry 
of Industry; driving licences are a matter for DGT. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
The following table displays an overview of who is responsible in Spain for the various tasks in the 
vehicle chain: 
 
Overview of primary tasks and registration 
Chain component Primary tasks Central Registration 
Type approval Ministry of Industry Ministry of Industry 
Licensing DGT DGT 
Tax Ministry of Finance, 

municipalities  

Insurance Insurance companies Insurance companies 
Tracing and enforcement DGT, police - 
Technical inspections Ministry of Industry 

Private (and some public) 
companies 

DGT 

 
 
2.1  Type approval 
The Ministry of Industry is Spain’s admission authority. 
 
European type approvals are registered here and the Ministry itself also conducts EEC and ECE 
type approvals. DGT does not keep a register of type of approvals. The Ministry of Industry is the 
authority in charge of this issue. There is no public database of type or approvals. We have no 
news of any private one. 
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2.2  Licensing 
Spain has a vehicle-based licensing system.  
 
Registration 
Cars, buses, motorcycles, trailers weighing more than 750 kg, lorries and mopeds are all 
registered and bear licence plates. Agricultural tractors are registered as special vehicles.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
Spain’s registered active vehicle fleet amounts to over 28 million vehicles (Spain has 42 million 
inhabitants).  
 
Documents 
The European harmonised vehicle document was introduced in 2005 as a one-part document. No 
new additions are made to the document – that is, a new document is issued if any changes have 
to be made. Drivers need to have the document on them when they are on the road. In Spain it will 
come into force shortly a smartcard registration document. 
 
First registration 
Every year, DGT registers about 2 million new vehicles.  
The regular import of new vehicles is carried out in an automated way through certified importers 
and manufacturers.  
 
Vehicles imported by individuals and homemade vehicles must be registered at a provincial office 
after the vehicle has been taken to an ITV station for at least an identity check. Requisite 
documents include the COP (which belongs with the vehicle), certificates to prove that the 
municipal tax and the registration tax have been paid, and proof of identity. A proof of insurance is 
not required. The application form can be filled in on location or through the internet. The vehicle 
document can be picked up the next day, after which the licence plates can be purchased. 
  
Changes 
Every day, around 40,000 updates take place on the registration system, of which 8,000 are 
transfers of ownership. The procedure for transfers of ownership is the same as for individual 
import, with the understanding that instead of the COP the valid vehicle document must be 
produced. 
 
In principle, both the buyer and the vendor must register the transfer, but given the quite elaborate 
administrative procedure people often call in a service company and authorise it to register the 
transfer. 
 
‘Changes of the ownership’ are referred to change in vehicle’s holder and are registered in DGT 
meanwhile ‘changes to the vehicle’ (fuel, technical conditions, etc) depend on Ministry of Industry 
regulations previous favourable technical approvals made by the competent authorities, it is 
Autonomous Communities.   
 
Suspension 
Vehicles can be temporarily suspended of vehicle register. The procedure for temporary 
suspension of vehicle registration applies when, 
 The owner expressly applies for it 
 The owner proves that the vehicles have been stolen. 
 The vehicle has been handed over for its subsequent transfer. 

 
De-registration 
Every year, around 1,000,000 vehicles are deregistered in the vehicle register. At this moment 
Spain is working in a computing system to provide these data by EU Countries.  
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Registration can be terminated by means of an official export or dismantling procedure. In the case 
of export, the owner should have the vehicle registered as exported at a DGT provincial office and 
have the vehicle document stamped accordingly. In the case of dismantlement at a scrap yard, the 
owner must hand over the vehicle and the document at a scrap yard certified by the Ministry of the 
Environment. The scrap yard will register the vehicle as dismantled in DGT’s vehicle register.  
 
End-of-life vehicles 
The requirements for the de-registration depend on the kind of de-registration:  
 Definitive de-registration by authorized centre: cars and vans up to 3,5T. The vehicle’s holder or 

authorized person acting on its name delivers the vehicle in the authorized centre close to car 
registration document and technical approval card and duly signed application. The centre shall 
give to the vehicle’s holder the destruction certificate and a certificate of the de-registration 
carried out in DGT as a proof of its definitively de-registration that can be showed before any 
other Public Administration. This document contains a verification system to be checked its 
authenticity by internet.  

 The rest of the vehicles: it is not a mandatory but it is recommendable the proceeding in an 
authorized centre that shall be free of charge. On the contrary, the application for its de-
registration shall have to be submitted in Traffic Offices. In this case the poroceeding shall be 
free of charge only in the case of vehicles which first registration is older than 15 years.  

 Definitive de-registration in Spain by registration in other EU Country: the required documents: 
application, vehicle’s documents (as mentioned before), public price recipe and appropriate tax 
documents.  

 Finally, it is possible the temporary de-registration in case of personal questions, because of car 
delivery to cars’ buying and selling or by stolen vehicle.  

 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The licence number consists of seven positions: a group of 4 figures and a group of 3 letters (since 
2000). The numbering is issued in ascending order and it is not possible to “purchase” certain 
numbers. In Spain there are not personalized number plates. There are different kind of plates e.g. 
diplomatic vehicles, international organizations, special vehicles … 
 
Licence plates are white with black letters and their format is in accordance with the agreements 
made within Europe (including the portrayal of the EU symbol on the licence plate). Dealers’ 
number plates are coloured red, moped plates are yellow and temporary plates are green. 
 
The production and issue of licence plates is carried out by private companies but is strictly 
regulated in order to prevent fraud with licence plates. Manufacturers/vendors of plates require 
DGT certification, and those certified companies issue just two plates per vehicle. 
 
You can find detailed regulation and models in the Annexes of Vehicle’s Regulation available in 
http://www.dgt.es/portal/es/normas_legislacion/ley_trafico/  
 
Register 
All data related to vehicles and their holders is registered in the DGT vehicle register. Data about 
the periodical inspections and data about stolen vehicles is an integral part of this. Every month, 
the data about the periodical inspections is sent in bulk from the ITV stations. 
 
The registered person must report changes in personal data (name/address) to DGT within 15 
days. There is no link with a central register of births, marriages and deaths. 
 
Police agents have direct access to the DGT vehicle register for information, but they cannot input 
information.  
 
Information is extended for free to police forces, to public bodies. Applicants with an acceptable 
interest can also obtain data from the register upon payment of a fee.  
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2.3  Tax 
One-off tax (Unique tax) 
A registration tax of 7% to 12% of the value of the vehicle is paid when a vehicle is first registered. 
For transfers of ownership, this tax is an average of 4% of the value of the vehicle. 
 
Periodical tax 
Every year, an average of 80 to 100 Euros must be paid in municipal tax for each vehicle. 
 
Registration fee 
No further registration fee 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
There is a central insurance register of insurance companies (FIVA) with a link in DGT Vehicles 
Register and a sanction proceeding can be agreed. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
Enforcement is largely carried out by DGT itself, which employs around 9.150 traffic police agents 
to do this. 
 
 
2.6  Vehicle inspections 
Vehicle inspections (periodical and admission inspections) are conducted by 42 private companies, 
allied in the AECA, and 2 public companies in Asturia and Andalusia. The companies are 
supervised by the Ministry of Industry. In total, there are around 300 ITV stations. 
 
The schedule for the compulsory periodical inspection for cars is 4-2-2-2-1-1-. It is obligatory to 
have motorcycles inspected after the first 5 years and then every 2 years. Lorries are inspected 
every year during the first ten years and then every six months. The transport of hazardous 
substances is conducted at a number of specialised ITV centres. 
 
From 2007 onward, mopeds will also be subject to the periodical inspection obligation. 
 
The periodical inspection obligation is linked to the possession of a vehicle, not to its use. The 
inspection obligation is enforced by means of a sticker on the windscreen. 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
 
General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name    DGT, Dirección General de Tráfico 
Address   Josefa Valcárcal 28 
    28027 Madrid 
Type of organisation Public Administration  
Website   www.dgt.es 
E-mail                                   formacionvial@dgt.es 
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Overview primary tasks  
Training and examination DGT, private driving schools 
Documents DGT 
Registration of driving licences DGT 
Registration of offences - 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
According to the new regulation (RD 818/2009) the driving licences validity is as follows: 
10 years up to 65 years old and after every 5 years in categories AM, A1, A2, BandB+E 
5 years up to 65 years old and after every 3 years: professional drivers and BTP 
 
Age for obtaining different authorizations for driving  
AM Mopeds + slight quatricycles 15 years 

18 years with passenger 
A1 Motorcycles125cc; 11kw; 0,1kw/kg 

Tricycles 15kw 
Vehicles for handicapped drivers 

16 years  
Implies granting of AM  
 

A2 Motorcycles 35kw(47CV) 0,2kw/kg  18 years  
Implies granting A1.  
Direct issue or more than 2 years A1 + test 

A Motorcycles + motorized tricycles 20 y 21 years if +1,5kw  
Issue:  
2 years A2 + specific issue  

B Automobiles of 3,5T with trailer up to 750kg and 
8 passengers; combined vehicles < 4.250kg
(truck. +750kg); trycicles and quadricycles;  

18 years; with 3 years in national driving for 
motorcycles A1; 
Motorized tricycles  
nacional motocicletas A1 +15kw: 21 years 

 
In Spain, people are legally permitted to take driving lessons from the age of 17½. In principle, 
private lessons with parents, for example, are allowed; however, double controls in the car are 
obligatory in such cases. Because of this, people generally go to driving schools. These are 
certified and supervised by DGT. 
  
Exams are held by DGT, as are the exams of the certified driving schools. 
 
In their first year, new driving licence holders must display a green L on their vehicle and may not 
drive faster than 80 km/h. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
Since 2004, the driving licence has been a plastic card rather than a paper document. People are 
obliged to renew their driving licence every 10 years, which means that by 2014 there will be no 
more paper driving licences.  
 
The same institution that produces Spain’s money creates the plastic driving licences centrally. All 
driving licences are issued at DGT’s provincial offices. In addition, foreign driving licences can be 
exchanged there. 
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3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Spain has had a central register of driving licences since 1964. 
 
The register is located at DGT. There is no link with a central register of births, marriages and 
deaths; changes in personal data must be reported to DGT within 15 days. Passport photographs 
are not included in the register.  
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
A system of penalty points was introduced in 1th July 2006.  
 Drivers in general: 12 points up to 15 points by good behaviour 
 Drivers who have the licence or permit for up to three years: 8 points 
 Drivers who have lost all points and have got a new licence or permit: 8 points 
 The number of points initially assigned will be reduced for each definite sanction imposed by the 

Administration, due to commitment of serious or very serious infractions which imply the loss of 
points. 

 
More information available on http://www.dgt.es/portal/es/normas_legislacion/ley_trafico/ 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
At this moment is possible to make different proceedings by internet, e.g. the payment of traffic 
fines, to receive traffic offences notifications by e-mail or by SMS, etc. In the next future the 
possibility to pay public prices associated to traffic proceedings by internet available at this moment 
for professionals shall be opened to individuals. You can find more information in 
http://www.dgt.es/portal/  
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Sweden 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information 
Name    Traffic Registry (Trafikregistret), a department of the Swedish 
    Transport Agency, STA (Transportstyrelsen) 
Address   701 88  
    Örebro, Sweden 
Type of organisation Agency 
Website   www.transportstyrelsen.se 
Contact person  Per Nygren 
Telephone   +46-19-192560 
E-mail    per.nygren@transportstyrelsen.se 
Staff    823, of which 443 at the head office in Örebro 
Office(s)   Head office in Örebro, eight regional offices 
Turnover   €120 million 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Licensing incl. commercial traffic, tax, congestions charges and parking tickets. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Documents and registration of driving licences. 
 
Mission 
The Swedish Transport Agency is working to achieve good accessibility, high quality, secure and 
environmentally aware rail, air, sea and road transport. We have overall responsibility for drawing 
up regulations and ensuring that authorities, companies, organisations and citizens abide by them.  
 
The Traffic Registry Department administers and develops the road traffic registry, which supplies 
society with information about vehicles, driving licences and commercial transport. We also 
operate the congestion charge system. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
The partners in the registration process are the following: 

 Vehicle Inspection Companies (by providing test information) 
 Insurance Companies (by recording and cancelling insurance policies) 
 the Association of Traffic Insurance Companies (which handles uninsured vehicles) 
 General Agencies (by providing information on new vehicles) 
 Private Companies as Car Dealers, Garages, Car Breakers and Finance Companies, most of 

them working via Information Providers, (by reporting for example changes of ownership, 
suspension or End-of-life registrations) 

 The Public (by submitting amendments to the registration document) 
 The Police authorities 
 The Tax authorities 

 
Administration 
The Traffic Registry (TR) is a part of the extensive Swedish Transport Agency (STA). The agency is 
staffed by 1 600 and deals with all matters related to rules and supervision together with 
registration for railways, aviation, shipping and road. From 2010, STA have the full responsibility for 
driving licence and commercial traffic issues. STA falls under the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and 
Communications. 
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The Director of TR is accountable to the Director General of STA, appointed by the Government. 
 
TR is a non-profit department, mostly financed by governmental charges. The collection tax is 
financed by a special government subsidy. TR is not allowed to conduct activities on a commercial 
basis except for selling information from the vehicle register. 
 
TR fulfils a coordinating and directing role in the execution of its tasks. Most of the actual tasks are 
carried out by the test centres, businesses and the public itself.  
 
Organisation of European activities 
The task to negotiate at European level lies with STA and with the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy 
and Communications. TR is involved and consulted as necessary. 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
TR has a limited set of tasks within the vehicle chain. 
 
Primary tasks and central registration 
Chain component Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval STA - 
Licensing TR TR 
Tax TR TR 
Insurance Insurance companies / TR - 
Tracing and enforcement Regular authority’s  - 
Technical inspection Vehicle Inspection Company TR 
Other: 
Parking tickets The municipalities / TR TR 
 
 
2.1  Type approval 
Swedish Road Agency (SRA) is the certification authority in Sweden. Type information is gathered 
in the NorType register, collaboration between Norway, Sweden, Finland and Iceland. The register 
is maintained by the Icelandic authorities, copies are made at regular intervals for the other 
countries. (About NorType see also the report on Iceland). Sweden does not conduct European 
type approvals. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
The licensing system in Sweden is vehicle-based. The vehicle registration system and the tax 
system are linked. That means, the data in the vehicle register keep their actuality due to the fact 
that the tax is to be paid yearly. There is no licence renewal system. 
 
Registration 
Passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles and lorries, motorcycles, mopeds, agricultural tractors, 
trailers and scooters are all registered and numbered.  
 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
The total number of registered vehicles is 9,0 million of which 6,7 million is registered in use 
(Sweden has 9,4 million inhabitants). 
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Documents 
The pivot in the system is the vehicle registration document, which includes all relevant details 
about the vehicle and the owner/holder. This EU-harmonised document in two parts is issued at 
the time of the first registration, and continues to be used for all subsequent administrative 
changes. It is not a historical document, but is issued every time some facts are changed, except 
for changes of address of the owner. Drivers and riders do not need to bring the registration 
document when driving or riding their vehicle. 
 
The owner can, beside the vehicle registration document, use Internet- or telephone-based self 
services for reporting certain administrative changes of the vehicle using a smartcard. 
 
First registration 
Every year about 400,000 vehicles are registered for the first time. 
The initial registration of a vehicle requires: 

 Documents related to a vehicle’s origin 
 Normally a CoC, but for privately imported vehicles a general certification (by a Vehicle 

Inspection Company) 
 Proof of insurance 
 Proof of tax payment, when put in traffic 
 Declaration of a number of technical details 

 
The registration documents and the number plates are issued by the Traffic Registry. The plates 
are produced by a private company. The registration of most new vehicles is organized via 
accredited importers and manufacturers by means of file transfers. 
 
Changes 
Changes of ownership 
Every day about 11,000 changes of ownership are registered. In transfers both the buyer and the 
seller must sign the vehicle registration document. After registration the buyer will receive a new 
registration document. The seller receives a certificate stating that he or she is no longer the owner 
or holder the vehicle. Transfer of ownership can also be completed at 3,000 accredited car dealers 
and garages.  
 
Changes to the vehicle 
If a vehicle has been re-built or changed in other ways the vehicle might need to undertake an 
inspection by a Vehicle Inspection Company. They report the changed data to TR who then issues 
a new vehicle registration document to the owner. 
 
Suspension (not in use) 
There is an option to suspend the tax and insurance obligations. Suspension is free of charges and 
unlimited in time. Excess tax is repaid. A suspended vehicle is not allowed to drive on public roads, 
with some exceptions (e.g. driving to and from a test centre). The suspension can be ended 
directly by the owner’s application using the automatic telephone or the Internet services (see 
subparagraph ‘Register’). 
 
Temporary registration 
Temporary registration can be granted for motor vehicles and trailers: 
 When importing and exporting vehicles,  
 When a foreign vehicle is to be used temporarily in Sweden.  

When temporary registration is granted, the vehicle owner will receive a decision, a registration 
certificate and special number plates where the validity of the temporary registration is shown. 
 
De-registration (due to regulatory demand) 
De-registration is possible through temporary registration when a vehicle is sold to someone who 
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lives in another country. The seller should give notice that the vehicle is to be deregistered at the 
same time as the buyer applies for temporary registration.  
 
De-registration is also possible upon export, about 26,000 vehicles per year. The seller must send 
the following to the Swedish Transport Agency: 
 Both of the vehicle's number plates 
 The original copy of Part 2 of the last registration certificate issued for the vehicle or by a certain 

application form supplied by the authority  
 A copy of the recipient country's customs document clearly showing that the vehicle in question 

has been cleared for customs, or a copy of a registration certificate issued by the recipient 
country when the vehicle was registered there instead.  

 
When moving to another EU or EEA country and wanting to register the vehicle there both Part 1 
and Part 2 of the registration certificate should be submitted to the registration authority to certify 
the right to register the vehicle there. The new country's registration authority has an obligation to 
notify Swedish authorities that the vehicle has been registered and in that case the notice may be a 
supporting document to enable the vehicle to be deregistered by the Swedish Transport Agency. 
 
Rebuilt vehicles can in certain cases be deregistered after application. 
 
In exceptional cases, we will grant deregistration on grounds other than those shown here. This 
primarily applies to the deregistration of passenger cars that have been dismantled, but where the 
owners cannot produce a Certificate of Destruction to prove this. One example is passenger cars 
that are used for 'folkrace' (banger racing). Application using the registration certificate, which 
should be supplemented with documents verifying that the vehicle is to be deregistered. 
 
Re-registration 
Re-registration is possible to apply for using the same procedure as when importing or bringing 
vehicles in for private use from another country. When applying for verification of origin at the 
Swedish Transport Agency certain documents and application forms needs to be sent in. When the 
verification of origin has been approved the vehicle needs to undertake a registration inspection 
and technical identity verification by a Vehicle Inspection Company. They report the changed data 
to TR who then issues a new vehicle registration document to the owner. 
 
End-of-life vehicles (de-registration due to scrapping) 
A vehicle becomes de-registered by handing the vehicle over to a collection point or authorized car 
dismantler who will issue a certificate of receipt that should be sent to the Swedish Transport 
Agency, about 200,000 vehicles per year. This certificate of receipt means that the ownership of 
the vehicle transfers to the recipient, which is then responsible for the vehicle being dismantled 
correctly. The recipient often provides us with this information via a computer, in which case it is not 
necessary to send in a certificate of receipt. 
 
If the vehicle has been dismantled in an EEA country other than Sweden the owner should notify 
the Swedish Transport Agency using the registration certificate attach with the vehicle's number 
plates and a Certificate of Destruction to your notification.: 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
Number plates & certificates 
The number plate system is vehicle-based. Licence numbers consist of three letters and three 
digits. The numbering is independent of the registered vehicle category. Military vehicles are 
licensed and registered by the Ministry of Defence. Members of the Corps Diplomatique have their 
own series of plate numbers (and vehicles can be identified by country). 
 
Personalised number plates, i.e. particular combinations of letters and numbers with at least two 
and at most seven characters, can be bought for € 660. The number remains valid for ten years, 
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and will then be reused. The proceeds of special plate sales go to a special government fund for 
traffic safety arrangements. Around 30,000 have been sold so far. Special number plates are 
vehicle-based to, but can be transferred to another car owned by the same owner. 
 
Regular and personalised number plates are white with black lettering. Taxis have yellow plates all 
with a T added to the plate number, provisional plates are red, sales cars are green and CD plates 
are blue. Plates with EU-symbol are provided as default but are voluntary. 
 
The plates contain information about the VIN number and date of issue but do not have separate 
numbers as part of a controlled issuing system. 
 
Register 
The vehicle register records details about vehicles, owners/holders, tax, testing, insurance and 
parking tickets. Mileage details are recorded during the roadworthiness tests by a vehicle 
inspection company. Personal details (change of address, death etc) are maintained via the central 
population register. This is fed and managed by the National Tax Board. Address changes must be 
reported to the National Tax Board who supplies the rest of Swedish society with information from 
their registers. 
 
As a government register, the vehicle register falls under the right of public access, which means 
that its information is available to all. Information is provided freely on the basis of a vehicle 
registration or VIN number. Information is provided on technical details, the registered 
owner/holder, previous owners/holders, the roadworthiness test date, insurance and tax. Requests 
for information from the public are free of charge. 
 
There is a possibility for a person to apply for a block of the personal information for security 
reasons, but never for the vehicle information. 
 
The vehicle register also contains data about stolen cars, all handled and owned by the Police 
authority. 
 
In addition to a call centre unit providing information, there is the automatic telephone service 
based on touchtone telephone or voice recognition. It is a 24-hour service providing all kinds of 
vehicle information including details of the last three owners/holders. The same information can be 
sent to a designated fax number. The same system can take orders for replacement of number 
plate and registration documents and be used to apply for and reverse suspension of a vehicle. It 
receives two million calls yearly, and the call centre receives 1.5 million calls yearly.  
 
Services based on Internet are obtainable to order replacement of number plate and registration 
documents and to apply for suspension of a vehicle and its reversal. By Internet services restricted 
information of vehicles and vehicle owners are provided for the public. The public also have access 
via the Internet to a number of forms. 
 
Against payment bulk information is provided to government and private-sector organisations (e.g. 
the car and insurance industries). 
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At last 
The vehicle owners will not try to avoid registering their vehicle. This is due to both the tax system 
and the public nature of the vehicle register. Compliance with the tax requirements is ensured by 
the police performing on-road inspections. Moreover, anyone can obtain details of a particular 
vehicle’s tax status. Potential buyers are also expected to do this, since they take on the rights and 
obligations attached to the vehicle when they buy it. This makes it very difficult to sell vehicles 
which are not correctly registered or not properly taxed. 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Sweden does not have a unique tax on new licensed vehicles, of course apart from the VAT. 
 
Periodical tax 
In the month proceeding the first month of the next tax period of the vehicle, the owner/holder 
receives a reminder. Once the payment has been made and the register shows that the testing and 
insurance requirements also have been met the status of the vehicle is updated.  
 
Details of a vehicle’s tax status can be obtained by anyone. Potential buyers are expected to know 
the situation and thus buy the vehicle with rights and obligations. Correct registration and tax 
payment thus keep the vehicle sellable. 
 
All registered motor vehicle categories are subject to vehicle tax. The average vehicle tax in 
Sweden is € 200. 
 
Registration fee 
There is an annual registration fee of € 4,10 which is levied at the same time as the tax. 
 
 
2.4  Insurance 
Insurance is a precondition for a vehicle being in use. Insurance details are held by the insurance 
companies. The insurance company’s information systems are connected to the vehicle register 
and can therefore transform the information to the vehicle register. 
 
When an insurance policy is cancelled, the Association of Traffic Insurance Companies is informed 
and charges then the owner approx. € 5,50 for every uninsured day. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
Does not apply here 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
The test centres of Vehicle Inspection Companies carry out roadworthiness tests as well as 
admission tests. The test centres take care of the registration of the approvals in the vehicle 
register. 
 
Vehicles have to undergo roadworthiness tests first time at the age of three years, second time at 
the age of five years and then annually. A test can only be conducted at an official test centre. If 
repairs or modifications are required before a vehicle can be finally approved, the retest can be 
carried out by an accredited garage. 
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2.7  Other 
Parking tickets 
TR processes the parking tickets on behalf of the communities. TR provides the set of forms, 
registers the fees appointed by the communities, receives and accounts for the payments, sends 
out the remainders and finally brings statements of accounts to the communities.  
 
Congestion tax 
A congestion tax is imposed on Swedish registered vehicles driving into and out of the Stockholm 
inner city zone on weekdays (Monday to Friday). During the hours the congestion tax operates, 
vehicles are automatically registered at “control points”. Each passage into or out of inner city 
Stockholm costs 10, 15 or 20 kronor, depending on the time of day. The maximum tax per day and 
vehicle is 60 kronor.  
 
The accumulated passages made by any vehicle during a month are aggregated into what is called 
a “tax decision”. Once a month The Traffic Registry sends out a tax decision to the registered 
owner of the vehicle. This contains information about the total amount payable. The tax is to be 
paid into the Traffic Registry account no later than the end of the month after the month of 
notification, manually or by automatic payment service. There is no possibility to pay at the control 
points. It is the vehicle owner who is responsible for paying the tax even if notification of such has 
not been received. 
 
Vehicle owners can see the tax amount they are liable to pay through logging into the ”mina 
skattebeslut”(“my tax decisions”) page. Users can log in by using either an e-identity or the 
authorisation code found on the vehicle registration certificate. (This is a five-digit code that is 
printed on all registration certificates). 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
The Swedish Transport Agency, (Transportstyrelsen) STA, has a wide range of tasks concerning 
driving licences. The Traffic Registry (Trafikregistret) TR is a department of STA.  
 
Primary tasks 
Training and examination Swedish Road Administration (SRA) 
Documents (issuing and production 
of the driving licence cards) TR  

Registration of driving licences TR 
Registration of offences Swedish National Police Board  
 
3.1  Training and examination 
The procedure to obtain a driving licence runs broadly as follows.  
The candidate first applies for a learner’s driving licence giving him or her right to take lessons for 
training, either at a driving school or privately. When the training is fulfilled a theory test has to be 
passed before the practical test can be executed. When both tests are passed, a photo and a 
signature of the licence holder are to be sent by the relevant document to the head office of TR in 
Örebro where the driving licence cards are produced. The cards are delivered to the Post Office of 
the holders who have to collect them there in person. 
 
The parties involved in this procedure are: 
 21 county administrations, where the initial applications of learners licence are made; 
 29 Test Centres of SRA, where the theoretical and practical tests are taken; 
 TR for administration, registration, issuing of learner’s and permanent driving licences and 

production of the licence cards.  
 STA is supervising the training at driving schools. 
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3.2  Documents 
The Swedish driving licences consist of plastic cards. 
 
TR is in charge with the issuing of all driving licences, including all kind of special licences for taxi’s 
drivers etc. The licences cards are all produced at the head office of TR in Örebro, using a high-
security technology and environments. 
 
The driving licence cards have to be renewed every ten years. 600,000 driving licences are issued 
yearly. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
TR is in charge of the registration of all driving licences of all kinds. Digital copies of the photos on 
licence cards is an integrated part of its central driving licence register. 
 
Information in the driving licence register can besides by TSA only be obtained by the 21 county 
administrations.  
 
The total number of registered driving licences in Sweden is 5.4 million. 
 
The public have access via the Internet to the following forms: 
 Application for a driving permit 
 Application for approval as an instructor in connection with private learner driving 
 Diabetes diagnosis 
 Health declaration and vision test certificate - application for a driving permit 
 Medical certificate - application for a driving licence 
 Vision test certificate 
 Physician’s report 

 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
There is no penalty point system in Sweden. The 21 county administrations have access to all 
relevant information in the criminal registers hold by the Swedish National Police Board.  
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
From January 1st 2010 there is a proposal that driving licence tests should be carried out by the 
private sector, bringing an end to the monopoly which has been held by the SRA. The TR has 
extensive systems for booking and reporting which means that there is a need for large-scale 
modifications to the systems and routines. From the same date it is also proposed that MOT tests 
should also be transferred to commercial actors. Here too there is a high degree of system 
integration with the company which today runs the operation, meaning that here too there is a need 
for extensive modifications of systems and routines. 
 
The responsibility for driving licence and commercial traffic issues is to be transferred from county 
councils to STA and the Traffic Registry 
 
From 1 January 2010 the Traffic Registry will have full responsibility for driving licence and 
commercial traffic issues. Today the TR has responsibility only for registration issues. This will 
place major requirements on development work as the reform expects large rationalisation within 
the operation. Work is already in progress to develop web-services, case handling systems, billing 
systems, archiving etc. 
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Switzerland 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
In Switzerland, the cantons (= single states) execute the actual vehicle licensing activities. The 
cantons also have extensive powers in the spheres of taxation and charging. At federal level the 
(Swiss) Federal Roads Office ([FEDRO]; Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, 
Energy and Communications [DETEC]), is responsible for policy and legislation concerning 
motorway infrastructure, the admission of persons and vehicles to road traffic, traffic rules a. s. o. It 
also manages the central registers: vehicle and vehicle holder, driving licence, offences and 
sanctions and the register on the digital tachograph. It conducts these activities in close 
collaboration with the cantons. 
 
General information 
Name    Federal Roads Office (FEDRO) 
Address   Mühlestrasse 2                            Postal address 
    3063 Ittigen bei Bern                   3003 Bern 
Type of organisation Central government body 
Website   www.astra.admin.ch 
Contact person  Werner Jeger, Vice Director and Head Road Traffic Division 
Telephone   +41 (0)31 323 43 53 
E-mail    werner.jeger@astra.admin.ch 
Staff    489 persons for 464 jobs (of which 71 persons at the Road 
    Traffic Division for 67 jobs) 
Office(s)   Office in Ittigen (near Berne) and 5 branches in Thun,  
    Estavayer-le-Lac, Bellinzona, Winterthur and Zofingen  
    (responsible for maintaining /construction work) plus a traffic 
    management office in Emmenbrücke 
 
 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
The major tasks are: Legislation, national and international type approvals and central registration 
of type approvals (TARGA) and vehicles and their holders (MOFIS). 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
The major tasks are: Legislation and central registration of driving licences (FABER), of offences 
and sanctions (ADMAS) and tachograph-cards (FKR) and issuing those cards. 
 
Mission 
Not available. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
The main partners are the cantonal transport offices and the Federal Office of Information 
Technology, Systems and Telecommunication ([FOITT]; Federal Department of Finance [FDF]), 
which is responsible for maintenance and technical development of the central registers. 
 
Administration 
FEDRO is part of the Ministry of the Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications 
(DETEC). It is responsible for motorway infrastructure, the admission of persons and vehicles to 
road traffic, traffic rules a. s. o. The Road Traffic Division is the major stakeholder in the process of 
legislation (and federal policy) concerning the above tasks (without infrastructure). It also manages 
five central registers: type approval register [TARGA], driving licence register [FABER], offences 
and sanctions register [ADMAS], vehicle and vehicle holder register [MOFIS], register on the digital 
tachograph [FKR]). These registers are actually all technically operated by FOITT. 
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Organisation of European activities 
FEDRO is responsible for the coordination of international activities, including those with the 
European Union. FEDRO (Switzerland) is member of EReg and also a TAA-member (type 
approval authority). 
 
 
2.  The Vehicle Chain 
FEDRO has a limited number of tasks within the vehicle chain. The following is a summary of the 
attribution of these tasks in Switzerland. 
 
Summary of primary tasks and central registration 
Activity Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval FEDRO FEDRO 

FOITT  

Licensing Cantonal transport offices FEDRO 
FOITT 

Tax Cantonal transport offices - 
Insurance Insurance companies 

Cantonal transport offices 
Insurance companies and 
FOITT 

Tracing and enforcement Law enforcement agencies 
Cantonal transport offices 

- 

Technical inspections Cantonal transport offices - 
 
 
2.1  Type approval 
FEDRO is the type approval authority. FEDRO grants the national type approvals for all Non-WVTA 
road traffic vehicles. For vehicles with a WVTA FEDRO creates a data sheet which is based on the 
WVTA. The type approvals and data sheets are recorded in the central type register, TARGA. 
Cantonal transport offices and police forces can consult this register online. 
 
The cantonal transport offices conduct individual type inspections for vehicles without national type 
approval (single registration). The COC (certificate of conformity) is also accepted in Switzerland 
(only for single vehicles). 
 
2.2  Licensing 
The cantonal transport offices are responsible for the vehicle registration (and also for the 
admission of persons). In the 1st case the responsibility (which canton) is determined by the place 
a vehicle is usually parked over night. (Where as for the 2nd case the residence determines it). 
The cantons maintain their own cantonal vehicle register. However, all vehicles are also registered 
in the central data base MOFIS. 
 
Registration 
Passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles and lorries, motor cycles, agricultural vehicles and 
trailers are registered. Mopeds need a complete admission as well (plate and document) but are 
only registered in the canton's data base. 
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
In November 2010, there are about 5.3 million registered motor vehicles (without mopeds), incl. 
3.95 million passenger cars. (By the end of 2009, Switzerland has a population of 7.79 million).  
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Documents 
Switzerland has a single vehicle registration document (apart from mopeds). This is issued by the 
cantonal transport offices. The document is bound to the vehicle, not to the licence number. It 
contains information on the vehicle, the holder, the insurance and technical particularities like a 
change of rims e. g. 
 
The vehicle registration document must be carried along, when ever driving. As this document is 
not a proof of property (a strong circumstantial evidence though), it is usually deposited in the 
vehicle. It has to be presented to the authorities on request (together with the driving licence). In 
the case of changes, (new address, additional technical information) the transport office edit a new 
registration document. 
 
First registration 
Around 370,000 new motor vehicles (without mopeds) are registered every year. 
 
For 1st registration, manufacturers and importers need to hand in a ‘test report’ additionally. This 
document contains the master number allocated by customs at importation. This number is also 
used as the reference number in the registration. The test report contains the vehicle identification 
number (VIN) and technical specification as well. 
 
In the case of individual import, the cantonal transport office compiles the test report at the time of 
the type inspection (prior to 1st registration). 
 
When a car is sold (or is registered for other reasons [demonstration car]), the test report and 
insurance document are presented to the transport office. This allocates a licence number and 
enters the details in the cantonal vehicle register. The transport office then sends the vehicle and 
holder information to the central vehicle register, MOFIS. The holder receives a registration 
document and two number plates. 
 
The cantons are sovereign in the collection of charges. Therefore they vary quite a bit. For 1st 
registration the costs lie around CHF 90.-- (CHF 40.-- for the vehicle registration document and 
CHF 50.-- for the number plates). 
 
Changes 
In the case of changes, the holder hands the vehicle registration document in to the cantonal 
transport office which prepares a new document. In the case of relocation to another canton, the 
holder has to change the licence number. The holder hands in the old number plates and vehicle 
registration document, and will get new number plates and a new registration document in return. 
Charges are raised; the extent depends on the canton again. 
 
The transport office sends the old number plates and registration document to the original issuing 
canton., According to the date of the new registration, the holder will get tax refund. 
 
Suspension 
There is no formal temporary suspension procedure. For a temporary suspension one simply 
leaves the number plates at the transport office (desk or often a in a special "mailbox" that is 
accessible 24 h). The number plates will remain reserved for one year, free of charge. After the 
deadline, you may renew the reservation for another year (for a fee). 
 
Whenever you want to re-register your vehicle, the (old) number plates are returned after giving 
proof of valid insurance. 
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De-registration 
In order to deregister a vehicle at the cantonal transport office, you submit equally both, the 
registration document and the number plates. The transport office annulets the vehicle registration 
document. De-registration is free of charge. 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
No information available 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The licence number is allocated by the transport office of the canton where the vehicle is based. 
The licence number refers to the holder - not the vehicle. (In the case of changing a vehicle you 
may still use the same number plates [as long as the vehicle remains in the same canton]).  
 
The numeration consists of the following parts/criteria: 
 Two capital letters identifying the canton (e. g. BE = Bern; GR = Graubünden); there are some 

exceptions, such as military vehicles (which have an "M"). 
 One to six digits (without any prefix of "0" to fill up the empty space [BE 25; BE 945 234]).  

 
"Normal" number plates are white with black lettering. The back plate has two emblems, one for 
Switzerland and one for the canton. Number plates are produced privately.  
 
A particularity of the Swiss number plate systems consists of the fact, that you may have the same 
number attributed to different vehicles (and holders). This is due to the fact, that apart from the 
"normal" number plate described above, we additionally have: 
 Light blue number plates with black lettering for working vehicles 
 Light green number plates with black lettering for agricultural vehicles 
 Yellow number plates with black lettering for small motor bike and light weight motor vehicles 
 Light black number plates with white lettering for military vehicles. 

 
A maximum of two vehicles (within the same category) may be registered under a single licence 
number. These are covered by a single insurance policy, One may only drive one vehicle at a time. 
An exception exists for classic cars (i.e. older than 30 years): depending on the canton, up to 
twenty and more vehicles can be registered under a single number.  
 
Apart from the above distinction, we have the following special categories of number plates: 
 Trade number plates are indicated by the letter "U" following the number. 
 Number plates for international organizations and diplomatic missions are distinguished by the 

letters CD, CC or AT on a dark green or dark blue background. They carry the two capital letter 
abbreviation of the canton plus a one or three number code for the organization or mission, 
separated by a black dot from the one to three number code for the vehicle (the total amount of 
signs [not counting the canton] may not exceed six signs. 

 The plates of temporary licensed vehicles are allocated with a number of one to five digits. A 
vertical red beam contains a check label, which shows the expiry date of the licensing (year and 
month). Plates of vehicles, for which the custom has not been paid, additionally carry as 
indication the letter "Z". 

 
Register 
All cantons run their own vehicle register (that they e. g. also use for taxation). Switzerland has two 
central registers in the vehicle chain: 
1. All technical information on vehicle types is held exclusively in the central type register, 

TARGA. This register is managed by FEDRO and technically operated by FOITT. The central 
vehicle register is called MOFIS. Until December 2003, it was under the responsibility of the 
Federal Department of Defence, Civil Protection and Sport (DDPS). 
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2. After a modernisation, the managerial responsibility was moved to FEDRO and the technical 
responsibility to FOITT. By the end of 2009, all the 26 cantonal registration authorities, the 
army registration authority and the Principality of Liechtenstein are connected online. 

 
Switzerland does not have a central population register or a central personal number system (yet). 
In future, a personal identification number (PIN) will be allocated to each citizen at the 1st contact 
with the transport office.  
 
The cantonal registers are used for the following: 
 Admitting and checking vehicles (incl. moped); 
 Enforcing insurance obligations; 
 Enforcing tax obligations; 
 Providing information on vehicles and their holders. 

 
MOFIS used to be mainly a source of information at federal level and for national duties/activities 
such as vehicle collection in case of disaster, military mobilization, control matters and for statistic 
purposes. With the process of online-connection, the main use has changed. MOFIS now is the 
information-hub for many local and national users (e.g. registration authorities, insurances).  
 
The register comprises technical vehicle details and accurate information on holders, insurances 
and about technical inspections. Stolen vehicles are marked in MOFIS as well as in the cantonal 
register. The reference number in the vehicle registers is the index or customs number, allocated at 
the time of importation. Any holder is obliged to notify changes on personal information (new 
address).  
 
The new MOFIS has a high performance. This enables the local offices and the central database to 
exchange information online. Through the so called "RIPOL" system (an automated national 
search database run by the Federal Office of Police [fedpol], Federal Department of Justice and 
Police [FDJP]) the police and border police have a direct access to MOFIS since the beginning of 
2004.  
 
Little information from MOFIS is made available to private persons and organizations. Most 
information is released by the cantons. Nowadays they still may publish lists of vehicle holder (incl. 
address) or provide such information via "sms" and such. 
In an actual proposition that comes to parliament next spring (2011), FEDRO want to banish this 
kind of information. In future only on written demand and proving a specific, legitimate interest one 
may get this information. 
 
 
2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Generally for every vehicle, customs and VAT have to be paid, before 1st registration. 
 
Periodical tax 
Vehicle tax is levied by the cantons. They have full autonomy in how to set the parameters (on 
emission levels, on weight a. s. o.) and extent of the tax. It's collected by the cantonal transport 
offices using the data from the cantonal vehicle registers. In the case of cross-canton transfers, the 
tax is settled between the two cantons after the registering canton returns the number plates to the 
deregistering canton. 
 
The average annual tax charge is around CHF 400.-- (€ 300.--). 
 
Registration fee 
There are no fees for registration, but a fee is charged for the vehicle registration document (on 
average CHF 40.--). 
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2.4  Insurance 
One of the conditions in order to register a vehicle is the proof of a valid insurance. Nowadays this 
is done electronically with a so called electronically proof of insurance (eVn). As soon as the 
vehicle actually is registered, the transport office reports it to the insurance company. In the 
opposite case or process, the transport office reports the temporary or definite de-registration 
electronically to the insurance. 
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
The cantonal transport offices are responsible for tracing and enforcement of insurance and tax 
obligations. 
 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
Technical inspections for vehicles and motorcycles are compulsory; the intervals (years after 1st. 
registration) differ between vehicle categories as shown in the following chart:  
 
 1st inspection 2nd inspection  3rd inspection and so on 
Bus 1 1 1 1 
Lorry 1 1 1 1 
Trailer for goods  
 > 3,5t 

1 1 1 1 

Passenger car 4 3 2 2  
Motorcycle 4 3 2 2  
 
 
More information about all the other vehicles and their technical inspection intervals you will find 
under: http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/741_41/a33.html. 
 
The inspections are conducted by the inspection centres operated by the cantonal transport 
offices. The inspections are recorded on the vehicle registration document and in the vehicle 
registers.  
 
The cantons set the charges for the periodical inspections and the type inspection. The charge for 
the technical inspection of a passenger car varies between CHF 35.-- and CHF 60.--. 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
FEDRO has a limited number of tasks within the driving licence chain. Therefore no additional 
contact information is included in this chapter. The following is a summary of the distribution of 
these tasks in Switzerland.  
 
Summary of primary tasks  

Training and examinations Cantonal transport offices 
Documents Cantonal transport offices 
Registration of driving licences Cantonal transport offices 

FEDRO 
Registration of offences Cantonal transport offices 

FEDRO 
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3.1  Training and examination 
The procedure to obtain a driving licence for a passenger car or a motor bike (Classes B or A1 
[125 cm3; < 11 kW] and A limited [< 25 kW]) of three stages: 
 
At the age of 18, a person can apply for a learner’s driving licence. This is done at a police station 
or the municipal office, and requires identification, a photograph, an optician's certificate and a 
certificate showing the attendance of first aid training. This information is sent to the transport 
office. If there are no objections, a PIN-number is generated in FABER. Further on this number is 
used in the cantonal register as well as in FABER. After passing a theoretical exam, the applicant 
receives a learner's driving licence, which is valid for 24 months. The theoretical exam can be 
attended at the earliest one month before turning 18 and may be repeated once. 
 
The candidate takes practical driving lessons either privately or with an accredited driving school 
(for the classes A1 and A limited, there is a defined number of official training hours, one has to 
attend). During this period - and before taking on the practical exam - one has to attend at least 
eight hours theoretical lessons about how to act in road traffic at an accredited driving school. 
Finally the candidate can then apply for a driving test. The test drive is supervised by an official 
examinator from the transport office. The driving instructor (or someone else) may accompany the 
ride. 
 
The candidate who passes the test, will receive – under the new law in force since December 2005 
– a temporary driving licence, valid for three years. After that period the temporary licence can be 
exchanged for a permanent licence if new drivers have no entries in the ADMAS offences and 
sanctions register (see section 3.4) and have accomplished a compulsory driving training of two 
days. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
Driving licences are issued by the cantonal transport offices. Since April 2003 they are issued in 
credit card format. Drivers are not obliged to exchange their existing licences. Yet, whenever there 
is a change, the old document is cancelled and a new driving licence will be issued as 
replacement.  
With the exception of the temporary driving licences, which are issued to new drivers since the end 
of 2005, driving licences are valid indefinitely. There is no renewal obligation. 
Among other recommendations to enhance road traffic safety, there is also a recommendation to 
adopt the EC regiment concerning the (limited) validity of driving licences. 
 
The driving licence number consists of 12 digits. The first nine correspond with the driver’s 
personal identification number (PIN), the last three indicate the number of documents allocated by 
the transport office. 
 
Every year the transport offices issue around 250,000 driving licences (including replacements). 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
Each canton runs its own driving licence register. The central driving licence register FABER, is 
managed by FEDRO and technically operated by FOITT. There is an online connection between 
this register and the cantonal ones. FABER includes 5,8 million drivers (the data on driving licence 
in credit card format contains a photo as well). Registration is done electronically by the cantonal 
transport offices. The holder’s signature and photograph are scanned and registered centrally from 
there. 
 
The Principality of Liechtenstein participates in the use of FABER. 
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Since April 2003 the police forces and border police are connected to the central register FABER 
via RIPOL. The police can also obtain the required information from the cantonal registers. 
 
No details from the driving licence registers are made available to the public. The access to 
personal data, the way how to have altered or cancelled personal data a. s. o. in the cantonal 
register, is subject to the general rules of data protection (law).  
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
The central register which records offences and sanctions in Switzerland is called ADMAS. This 
register is also managed by FEDRO and technically operated by FOITT. Sanctions are based on 
single offences (no penalty point system). In the case of repeated offences during a certain period 
the sanctions become more rigorous however. The register is consulted by the judicial authorities 
and by the authorities, who decide in administrative proceedings (in addition and according to the 
penal proceedings resp. the pronounced sentence) about the suspension of driving licences. 
In September 2006, the part of the ADMAS offences and sanctions register that contains the 
personal data such as address a. s. o. and the driving licence specifications, had been merged 
with FABER (reduction of redundancy). 
 
The main criteria to determine the length of a driving licence suspension is the distinction between 
"light", "middle" and "severe" offences. 
 
Light offences 
Whenever small danger for the security of others and light default, e.g. BAC level of 0.5‰ - 0,79‰ 
and no other offence at the same time is committed. 
 
A caution is issued when no previous withdrawal within the last 2 years and no other sanctions 
concerning admission to traffic/drivers license have been imposed within the last 2 years. 
 
Minimum of 1 month withdrawal when previous withdrawal within the last 2 years or when other 
sanctions concerning admission to traffic/drivers license has been imposed within the last 2 years. 
 
Middle-severe offences 
Whenever creating or putting up with a danger for the security of others. E.g.: BAC level of 0.5‰ - 
0,79‰ and a "light offence" is committed at the same time. This includes also driving without 
licence for the respective Category.  
 
 Minimum of 1 month withdrawal when no previous withdrawal or previous withdrawal only 

because of "light offence" within the last 2 years. 
 Minimum of 4 months withdrawal when 1 previous withdrawal because of "severe offence" or 

because of "middle-severe offence" within the last 2 years. 
 Minimum of 9 months withdrawal when 2 previous withdrawals because of at least "middle-

severe offences" within the last 2 years. 
 Minimum of 15 months withdrawal when 2 previous withdrawals because of "severe offences" 

within the last 2 years. 
 Withdrawal for an undetermined period of time but at least for 2 years when 3 previous 

withdrawals because of at least "middle-severe offences" within the last 10 years. 
 Withdrawal for ever, when previous withdrawal for an undetermined period of time within the last 

5 years. 
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Severe offences 
Whenever creating or putting up with a severe offence against road traffic law and creates a 
serious danger for the security of others. E.g.: BAC level of ≥0.8‰. When driving under the 
influence of drugs or medication or other reasons of non-capacity of driving. When eluding a blood-
test for drunken driving with intent. When escaping after having hurt or killed a Person. Driving 
despite having the driving licence withdrawn. 
 Minimum of 3 months withdrawal when no previous withdrawal within the last 2 years or 

withdrawal only because of a "light offence" within the last 5 years. 
 Minimum of 6 months withdrawal when 1 previous withdrawal because of "middle-severe 

offence" within the last 5 years. 
 Minimum of 12 months withdrawal when 1 previous withdrawal because of "severe offence" or 2 

previous withdrawals because of "middle-severe offences" within the last 5 years. 
 Withdrawal for an undetermined period of time but at least for 2 years when 2 previous 

withdrawals because of "severe offences" or 3 previous withdrawals because of at least 
"middle-severe offences" within the last 10 years. 

 Withdrawal for ever, when previous withdrawal for an undetermined period of time within the last 
5 years. 

 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
Registers 
FEDRO is – together with the cantons – already working on a new central database (DM2010). 
This database should contain all the information, which is filed today in separate registers (TARGA, 
MOFIS, FABER, ADMAS, and FKR). In future the cantons should be able (and encouraged) to 
abandon their own registers and to exclusively work on the central data base. 
 
Towards the end of next year (2011) the current register on tachograph will be replaced by a new 
system and register. FEDRO will become the unique card issuing office. It will be possible to order 
all card types online. 
 
E-government 
E-government developments at the cantonal transport offices are aimed providing on-line facilities 
to arrange technical inspections, apply for driving tests and order number plates. 
 
Privatization 
There are plans to privatize the cantonal transport offices. 
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United Kingdom 
 
1.  The Licensing Authority 
 
General information 
Name    Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) 
Address   Longview Road,  
                                              Swansea SA6 7JL 
Type of organisation Agency 
Website   www.dvla.gov.uk and www.direct.gov.uk/motoring 
Contact person  David Evans  
Telephone   + 44 1792 78 2430  
E-mail    David.L.Evans@dvla.gsi.gov.uk  
Staff    6.500  
Offices   Head office in Swansea (since the early 1970s), 39  local  
    offices 
Turnover   Annual income GBP  694 million 
    Operating expenditure GBP 542 million  
    Tax collected: GBP 5.74 billion 
     

 
Tasks in the vehicle chain 
Registration, taxation, tracing and enforcement. DVLA executes most of these activities at the 
Swansea head office. The public can use DVLA local offices for complicated re-licensing matters, 
transfers of registration numbers to other vehicles, changes in tax categories and technical 
inspections. Enforcement of vehicle taxation is also undertaken from Local Offices. 
DVLA also organises regional enforcement publicity campaigns to complement ongoing 
enforcement activity. 
 
Tasks in the driving licence chain 
Documents and registration of driving licences. 
 
Mission 
To maximise our contribution to improving road safety, reducing crime, improving the environment 
and improving public experience of government services through efficient provision of our statutory 
core activities of driver and vehicle registration.  
 
DVLA’s primary purpose is to establish and maintain an accurate record of all those entitled to 
drive various types of vehicles, together with a register of all vehicles entitled to travel on public 
roads. 
 
Cooperation partners in execution of the tasks 
Key partners in the registration and the licensing process are the car dealers, garages and the 
manufacturers. They play an increasingly active role. Post offices® are involved in the routine 
licensing process. For more complicated matters people go to one of the DVLA local offices. 
 
The car dealers and garages increasingly arrange the first registration and licensing through the 
Automated First Registration and Licensing (AFRL) system. 
 
Manufacturers, importers, dealers and large car fleet operators have well-organized interest groups 
which act as DVLA’s negotiating partners. 
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Key partners in the enforcement of vehicle taxation are the Police and Local Municipal authorities. 
Key for driving licences are the Police and Courts services. 
 
Administration 
DVLA is the largest of the four Agencies of the Safety, Service Delivery and Logistics Group 
(SSDL) within the Department for Transport (DfT). Each agency works under the authority of the 
Secretary of State for Transport who is assisted by three Ministers. 
 
A Chief Executive appointed by a special department of the Office of Public Service (OPS) heads 
the Agency; the Chief Executive is supported by an Executive Board of Directors and has both 
policy-making and operational responsibilities. The Chief Executive is directly accountable to one 
of the Ministers and submits the three-year draft budget to DfT. The DfT negotiates the final budget 
with Her Majesty’s Treasury (the finance ministry). 
 
DVLA is an Executive Agency of DfT. It undertakes registration services for Drivers in Great Britain 
and Vehicles in the UK (Great Britain and Northern Ireland) and the necessary operational and 
development costs are funded through fees charged to the motoring public. DVLA covers its costs 
in this way year on year. DVLA also collects UK Vehicle Excise Duty and also enforces its 
collection. The costs of these operations are funded through voted central government funds. For 
the sale of personalised registration marks, DVLA is allowed to cover its own operational costs with 
the excess income being surrendered to HM Treasury 
 
An Advisory Board supports DVLA’s management and strategic direction. This Board meets three 
times a year and is chaired by one of DfT’s senior staff. The Advisory Board considers Agency 
targets, corporate planning and annual budgets. 
 
Organisation of European activities 
The brief to negotiate at European level lies with the DfT for driving licences, with the Vehicle and 
Operator Services Agency (VOSA) for technical aspects, and with DVLA for legislation aspects. 
The various parties involve and consult each other as necessary. 
 
Notes 
In 1999 the Driver Vehicle and Operator Group (now SSDL) was set up, with the intention of 
formulating strategy and coordinating activities among the DfT’s five executive agencies. In April 
2003, two of the agencies combined to 1 so the amount of participating agencies became four. 
 
In addition to DVLA, the following agencies participate in the SSDL: 
 The Driving Standards Agency (DSA), which organizes driving tests and supervises the driving 

schools and around 39,000 driving instructors 
 The Vehicle Certification Agency (VCA), which conducts pre-certification inspections on new 

vehicle types 
 The Traffic Area Network (TAN), which issues and administers licences for transport and bus 

companies * 
 The Vehicle Inspectorate (VI), which conducts technical inspections * 

 
*) In April 2003 TAN and VI combined to become Vehicle and Operator Services Agency (VOSA), 
which issues and administers licences for transport and bus companies combined with technical 
inspections. 
 
Northern Ireland has its own driving and vehicle licensing procedure and for this purpose has its 
own licensing authority, the Driver and Vehicle Agency (DVA).  
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2.  The Vehicle Chain 
In the United Kingdom the various tasks in the vehicle chain are placed with different 
organisations. The following is a summary. 
 

Summary of primary tasks and central registration 
Activity Primary tasks Central registration 
Type approval  Vehicle Certification Agency 

(VCA) (see also section 2.5) 
VCA 

Registrations (Licensing) DVLA DVLA 
Tax DVLA DVLA 
Insurance DVLA - 
Tracing and enforcement 
 

Law enforcement agencies 
DVLA - 

Technical inspections VOSA (see also section 2.6) VOSA 
 
 
2.1  Type approval 
The admission authority is the Vehicle Certification Agency (VCA), one of the other SSDL agencies 
under the DfT. Every year the VCA issues around 850 full type approvals and around 12,500 partial 
approvals (of parts etc). The VCA maintains a type approval database manually. There is no link 
with the vehicle register. Technical details in the vehicle registration database are recorded on a 
vehicle-by-vehicle basis. 
 
 
2.2  Licensing 
The licensing system in the United Kingdom is vehicle-oriented. The systems of vehicle registration 
and collection of Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) are closely integrated.  
 
Registration 
DVLA register vehicles such as cars, buses, commercial vehicles, lorries, motorcycles, mopeds, 
agricultural tractors and all other mechanically propelled vehicles for use on the public road.  
 
Total registered motor vehicles 
At the end of 2009, there were 34.3 million motor vehicles registered in Great Britain. . (The United 
Kingdom has a population of around 60 million). 
 
Documents 
The pivot in the vehicle registration system is the registration certificate (V5C) which belongs with 
each vehicle and contains all the relevant details of the vehicle and its keeper. This is not an 
historic document, because a new V5C is prepared by DVLA each time the relevant details 
change. Drivers do not need to have this certificate on them when driving the vehicle. 
 
From 15 August 2010, DVLA introduced a new style V5C. The re-designed V5C makes it clear that 
this certificate is not proof of ownership and also provides details of where keepers can obtain 
advice on how to avoid becoming the victim of vehicle crime. 
 
The front of the certificate is red instead of blue and the customer information sections on the back 
have been made simpler. A new style certificate will be sent to keepers when they purchase a new 
vehicle and DVLA is notified; when a keeper applies to change any vehicle or personal details or 
when the original V5C has been lost, stolen or destroyed and replacement application is made. 
 
The blue version of the certificate, however, is still valid.  
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Smart Card Registration Certificate 
There are currently no plans for DVLA to introduce a smart card registration certificate. 
 
First registration 
Every year around 2 to 3 million new vehicles are registered. In 2009, there were 2.4 million 
vehicles registered for the first time in Great Britain. 
  
At first registration an authorized dealer or DVLA local office requires presentation of a registration 
application form (V 55), the Certificate of Conformity (or alternative documentation) and proof of 
insurance. Vehicles not covered by a type approval must undergo an inspection before being 
admitted on the public highway. 
 
The automated first registration and licensing system enables dealers to register and license new 
vehicles. For 2009, the number of vehicles registered by AFRL was 2.154,180 million.  
 
Changes 
Around 68 million changes are entered into the vehicle register every year. Any changes and 
amendments to both the vehicle’s and the keeper’s details must be indicated on the registration 
certificate and sent to DVLA. The Agency then records the information, prepares a new certificate 
and sends this to the keeper. 
 
Change of Personal Details 
Where the registered keeper’s name and/or address changes, they must notify DVLA using the 
registration certificate. The changes should be entered into section six of the certificate and the 
keeper should also sign and date the declaration box in section eight. The certificate should then 
be sent to DVLA. Once this information has been updated onto the vehicle record, DVLA will issue 
an amended certificate to the keeper. 
 
Change to Vehicle Details 
The registered keeper is responsible for notifying DVLA about any of the following vehicle changes: 
 colour  
 engine  
 cylinder capacity  
 fuel type (propulsion)  
 replacing or modifying the chassis/monocoque bodyshell  
 seating capacity  
 weight of a goods vehicle 

 
Any changes or corrections should be entered into section seven of the registration certificate and 
the keeper should also ensure that the declaration box in section eight is also completed. DVLA will 
then amend the vehicle record accordingly and issue a new certificate to the keeper. 
 
The keeper will also need to supply DVLA with additional documentary evidence when changes to 
the engine or fuel type are made. This may include a receipt or an official letter from the 
manufacturer or motor dealer. 
 
Change of Keeper 
A similar procedure applies for transfers of keepership. In this case, the buyer and the seller sign 
the current certificate, this is sent to DVLA for registration, and DVLA sends a new certificate to the 
new keeper . Name and address details are checked at the same time. Supporting documents are 
only required if the vehicle’s technical specifications are changed, since these determine the tax 
liability. An acknowledgement letter will also be automatically issued to the disposing keeper (or 
seller) to advise that their liability for the vehicle has been discharged. 
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Suspension 
A temporary suspension of vehicle registration is not possible. 
 
De-registration 
There is currently no legal requirement to provide for de-registration of vehicles in the UK. An 
administrative process exists whereby in exceptional circumstances, dealers may “de-register” or 
arrange a cancellation of a vehicle registration within 7 days of the registration date by applying to 
the DVLA local office where the application was made. 
 
During 2009/10, DVLA processed around 300,000 export notifications. 
 
End-of-life vehicles 
Under the End-of-Life Vehicles Regulations 2003 and the End-of-Life Vehicles (Storage and 
Treatment) (Scotland) Regulations 2003, passenger-carrying vehicles and light-goods vehicles 
weighing up to 3500kg, and three-wheel motor vehicles (not motor trikes), can only be scrapped at 
Authorised Treatment Facilities (ATFs). The ATF will issue a ‘Certificate of Destruction’ (CoD). 
 
Licence numbers and number plates 
The licence number is known as the registration number. It is allocated to a vehicle by DVLA Local 
Office when a vehicle is first registered. DVLA does not provide the number plate. This is obtained 
from a number plate supplier. 
 
The number plate system is vehicle-based. For an assignment fee of GBP 80 (EUR 128) it is 
possible to transfer a particular number plate to another vehicle. This applies for both general 
registration plates (unless it has been allocated as non-transferable) and for bought personalized 
registration plates (see below). 
 
The standard registration numbers are independent of the registered vehicle category. There are 
some exceptions to this rule. For instance, military vehicles have their own numbering system and 
fall under the Ministry of Defence; diplomatic vehicles have their own non-standard numbers; and 
the royal family uses both standard and personalized numbers. 
 
The right to have a certain number assigned to a vehicle can be bought. The registration number 
remains the property of the government, and can thus be claimed back at any time. A distinction 
should be made between numbers which appeal to a wider public and those which only appeal to a 
small number of individuals. DVLA puts such personalized numbers up for public auction, when 
they can be sold for thousands of pounds. Other specific numbers, provided they are available, can 
be bought from DVLA online at an average price of GBP 250 (EUR 400). The registered keeper of 
a vehicle can apply to take the assigned registration off his/her vehicle and hold it on retention, for 
up to 12, 24 or 36 months, pending its assignment to another vehicle. The fee for retaining a 
number is £25 for 12 months, £50 for 24 months and £75 for 36 months and the assignment fee, 
which must be paid upfront, is £80. 
 
During 2009/10 (the last financial year), DVLA sold 258,690 registration marks which generated 
GBP 81.6. The income is transferred to the Treasury. 
 
A new registration number format was introduced in the United Kingdom in September 2001. 
Number plates now bear a combination of two letters, two digits and three letters. The first letter of 
the first group indicates the district where the vehicle was first registered. The second letter is a 
further division within that district. The two digits indicate the period during which the vehicle was 
first registered: 51 for the second half of 2001, 02 for the first half of 2002, 52 for the second half of 
2002, and so on. This means that the system can be used for 50 years. The final three letters are 
randomly allocated. Although the system seems to be district-based, the number does not change 
when the vehicle is relocated to another district. The introduction of the district letter is intended to 
improve the public’s ability to recognize and memorize numbers. The sale of personalized 
registration plates will continue as before. 
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The Road Vehicles (Display of Registration Marks) Regulations 2001, as amended, specify the 
font, colouring and character size that number plates must conform to. The Regulations also make 
reference to the British Standard (BS AU 145d) that number plates should also adhere to.  
 
Further information on number plates and personalised registration marks can be found on the 
website at www.direct.gov.uk/motoring. The attached leaflet, Vehicle Number Plates (INF 104) also 
provides additional information. This leaflet can also be downloaded from the aforementioned 
website. 
 
The register of number plates suppliers was established in January 2003. It was a measure 
regulating the supply of number plates in order to reduce the opportunity to obtain false plates to 
disguise the identity of stolen vehicles. All suppliers must register with DVLA and conduct checks 
before selling plates. 
 
Theft resistant number plates 
DVLA in collaboration with other organisations, has developed and adopted a voluntary standard 
for theft - resistant number plates that either cannot be removed within three minutes or if removed 
would be in such a condition that the plates could not be used on another vehicle. 
 
Trailer Registration 
The National Legislation applicable for the registration of vehicles in the UK is the Vehicle Excise 
and Registration Act 1994 (as amended). This Act only requires the UK to register mechanically 
propelled vehicles, and as trailers are not mechanically propelled, our domestic legislation prevents 
us from having to either register, or issue registration certificates to trailers. 
 
Register 
DVLA only registers details of keepers, not owners. The keeper is the person responsible for the 
vehicle (and that need not be the owner). Details on stolen vehicles are recorded by the police on 
the Police National Computer. The police are then able to update DVLA register via magnetic tape 
interchange from the PNC. The annual or biannual tax payment is one of the key ways in which the 
vehicle details can be kept up to date. 
 
Information is readily released to the police forces and local authorities to assist them in 
investigations into traffic offences and parking violations. Information is also released to anyone 
who has an acceptable reason for requiring the information. Since the latter notion is not defined in 
the law, its interpretation is at DVLA’s discretion. Information provision is normally linked to road 
safety, vehicles directly involved in accidents or enforcement of road transport legislation. 
 
Most information requests concern details of the registered vehicle keeper. This information is 
extended for free to the police forces and local authorities, while applicants with an acceptable 
interest pay a fee of GBP 2,50 (EUR 4,00). However, some information requests cover the whole 
keeper history, which means that microfilm archives have to be consulted; in these cases a fee of 
GBP 5,00 (EUR 8,00) is charged.  
 
The police maintain its own extract of the vehicle register, which is kept up to date by DVLA. 
 
Vehicle information is sold to private organisations, but personal details are not made available to 
them. 
 
DVLA call centre handles around 100,000 vehicle enquiries a week. 
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2.3  Tax 
Unique tax 
Apart from the normal customs duties, the United Kingdom has no unique or luxury tax on new 
vehicles. Decisions on Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) rates in the UK are a matter from the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer and HM Treasury.  
 
Since 1 April 2010, different VED rates are charged for new cars when they are first registered. 
These rates were set and legislated by the previous government. The first-year rate is charged on 
the first tax disc only. From the second disc purchased onwards, the standard rate of VED is 
applicable.  
 
Please see the attached Rates of Vehicle Tax leaflet (V149), which confirms the cost of VED for 
different types of vehicles. 
 
Periodical tax 
Vehicles are liable to Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) when they are used on the public highway. 
Emergency vehicles, agricultural tractors, vehicles used by the disabled and vehicles built before 1 
January 1973 are exempt from VED. 
 
The VED is paid annually. When the liability exceeds GBP 50 (EUR 80), it can be paid biannually 
as well. In this case, a six-month tax disc will be issued. 
 
DVLA sends automatic renewal reminders (V11 forms) to vehicle keepers, which state the amount 
of VED due. This V11 form should be used to support vehicle re-licensing applications. If the V11 
form is not available, the registration certificate has to be presented. Applications can be made 
electronically via the DVLA Electronic Vehicle Licensing (EVL) service, by internet or telephone.  
 
Vehicle keepers can also pay VED at Post Office® branches, which issue tax discs. DVLA 
contracts 4,600 Post Offices® to handle all routine licensing activities. More complicated matters 
are dealt with at the DVLA local offices. Any changes can be made at this time. DVLA arranges the 
registration and sends out an amended registration certificate . 
 
On payment of the VED the holder receives a new tax disc, which must be displayed on the inside 
front window. 
 
The vast majority of new vehicles are already licensed and registered electronically via links with 
vehicle manufacturers and dealerships. There is an electronic service for large vehicle fleets. 
 
Driving or keeping a vehicle on the public highway without a valid tax disc is a criminal offence, 
punishable by a fine up to GBP 1,000 (EUR 1.600) or five times the tax amount. 
 
Mopeds, which have a cylinder capacity of not over 150cc, attract an annual VED rate of GBP 15 
(EUR 24). 
 
If a vehicle is taken off the road, DVLA should be informed accordingly. The keeper is required to 
make a Statutory Off Road Notification. 
 
Registration fee 
The fee for a first registration is GBP 55, but subsequent registrations for that vehicle are free of 
charge. 
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2.4  Insurance 
The annual licensing is conditional on the driver's use of the vehicle being insured. The certificate 
of insurance serves as proof. In July 2001, the motor insurance industry established a database 
with details of all insured details. A link has been established with DVLA. The facility to make an 
electronic validation of insurance enables delivery of electronic licensing (i.e. EVL). In 2010, new 
regulations provided for the acceptance of downloaded or faxed insurance certificates at the point 
of licensing. 
 
Continuous Insurance Enforcement 
From early 2011, Continuous Insurance Enforcement is being taken forward and will use the 
insurance and DVLA databases to enforce the insurance requirement from the record. Where an 
insurance policy is not renewed or is cancelled, the registered keeper of the vehicle will be 
identified and a warning issued. If insurance is not taken out, the vehicle keeper will be liable to a 
penalty. 
 
The powers to undertake this scheme were included within Section 22 of the Road Safety Act 
2006, which makes it an offence to be the registered keeper of a vehicle without a valid insurance 
policy or Statutory Off Road Notification in force.  
 
 
2.5  Tracing and enforcement 
DVLA is charged with collecting VED. Failure to pay VED may lead to court proceedings. A 
dedicated team of DVLA staff have been specially trained for this work. 
 
Enforcement takes place through the following measures and activities: 
 Special joint campaigns with the police (large-scale traffic checks etc) 
 Wheel-clamping actions via private contractors 
 Partnership arrangements with Local Municipal authorities, including some authorities acting 

as agents to wheel clamp vehicles to complement the work of the private contractor 
 The use of automatic number plate readers (ANPRs), which allows for automatic reading, 

scanning and checking of number plates against a downloaded file of VED evaders. As well as 
DVLA having a fleet of ANPR camera vans, the police also fit ANPR equipment to their patrol 
cars. DVLA provides the police with databases of vehicles which have not renewed their tax. 

 
 
2.6  Technical inspections 
The Vehicle and Operator Services Agency (VOSA), another SSDL agency under the DfT, is 
responsible for type inspections prior to admission, type approvals and regular testing. The VOSA 
consists of 92 district offices and 270 inspection centres and employs around 2,4001. 
 
Private vehicles e.g. cars, vans and some minibuses must undertake roadworthiness test when 
they are 3 years old, and then every year thereafter. 
 
The tests are conducted by around 20200 authorised test stations. VOSA employs around 320 staff 
for supervision purposes. They visit the authorised testing stations to conduct periodic site 
assessments as well as carrying out random vehicles checks. The costs are met from the proceeds 
of issuing the certificates, for which the test stations pay GBP 2.05. 
 
A fee of GBP 54.85 is charged for a regular test. 
 
Heavy Goods Vehicles, some goods carrying trailers, certain other goods vehicles, coaches and 
buses are tested at one year old and every year thereafter by VOSA employees only. 
 
There are also some vehicles that are exempt from test requirements e.g. agricultural tractors. 
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The VOSA itself conducts special inspections and tests of commercial vehicles, lorries and buses. 
Lorry checks on driving times, overloading etc are also conducted by the VOSA. 
 
VOSA has developed a vehicle testing (MOT) database to which DVLA has access. The database 
has become an authoritative source of information. Motorists whose MOT test results have been 
recorded on the database do not need to produce an MOT certificate at relicensing. Post Offices® 
will check conformity electronically via the DVLA Database. 
 
 
3.  The Driving Licence Chain 
DVLA has a broad range of tasks in the driving licence chain. The following is a summary of the 
distribution of the tasks. 
 
General information 
Responsible organisation 
Name      Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)
  
Address     Longview Road 
      Morriston, Swansea, SA6 7JL   
Type of organisation   Agency 
Website     www.dvla.gov.uk and www.direct.gov.uk  
Contact person    Hayley Bowen  
Telephone     +44 1792 78 3771  
E-mail      Hayley.Bowen@dvla.gsi.gov.uk  
 
 
 
Summary of primary tasks 
Training and examination DSA 
Documents DVLA 
Registration of driving licences DVLA 
Registration of offences DVLA 
 
 
3.1  Training and examination 
Youngsters aged 16 can obtain a learner’s driving licence for mopeds and tractors and at age 17 
for motorcars and motorcycles. This costs GBP 50and allows the person to drive under supervision 
in a vehicle marked with a L-plate. The driving test consists of a theoretical and practical element. 
If successful, the person receives a test pass certificate which must be exchanged for a full licence 
within two years. If a driver receives 6 or more points within 2 years of their practical test pass, 
their licence will be revoked and they will have to re-sit the test. 
 
The Driving Standards Agency (DSA) organises the driving tests and supervises the driving 
schools and the around 39,000 driving instructors. 
 
 
3.2  Documents 
DVLA issues all driving licences centrally. Applications for first photo card licences must include 
original documents showing proof of identity. These are returned on completion of the process. 
Alternatively, upon payment of a separate fee, an application can be checked and the identity 
documents returned immediately to an applicant in person at selected Post Office� branches. The 
application is then forwarded to DVLA for processing. The driving licence includes the holder’s 
address. In case of an address change, DVLA issues a new driving licence following notification by 
the driver. 
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DVLA also converts foreign driving licences centrally. A section staffed by thirty people carries out 
this work. 
 
A driving licence is usually valid until the holder reaches the age of 70. The photograph has to be 
renewed at least every ten years until the age of 70. 
 
DVLA issues approximately 1,000,000 new driving licences every year, and another 3,9 million 
amended or renewed licences as a result of address change, loss etc. 
 
 
3.3  Registration of driving licences 
DVLA maintains the driving licence register for Great Britain (excluding Northern Ireland who has 
their own system). Photographs are part of the database. Information from the driving licence 
register is released to the police forces (it is transferred in bulk to the Police National Computer) 
and to other organisations with the individual’s consent. 
 
There are currently around 41 million registered driving licences on DVLA’s database. 
 
 
3.4  Registration of offences 
The United Kingdom has a penalty point system. Points are allocated as part of judicial decisions 
when drivers are convicted of road traffic offences and are registered in the driving licence register 
at DVLA. A driver can be disqualified and his/her licence withdrawn by the Court when the points 
total reach or exceeds 12. 
 
 
3.5  Other: Exchanges 
DVLA currently exchanges two groups of licences – those from the European 
Community/European Economic Area (EC/EEA) and those certain countries which have been 
designated in law for licence exchange purposes. Those countries are: Australia, Barbados, New 
Zealand, British Virgin Islands, Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, Switzerland, Zimbabwe, South 
Africa, Canada, Republic of Korea, Monaco and Falkland Islands. 
 
 
4.  Future Developments 
 
Continuous Insurance Enforcement 
During 2010-11, DVLA will work in partnership with the Motor Insurers Bureau (MIB) to reduce the 
number of uninsured vehicles used on the public road. The MIB will issue Insurance Advisory 
Letters to inform the keeper that their vehicle appears to be uninsured. The keeper will be advised 
to either (i) insure their vehicle; (ii) declare the vehicle off the road or (iii) notify DVLA that they 
have sold or disposed of the vehicle. If no action is taken, DVLA will take enforcement action. 
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Definitions 
In this chapter the meaning of terms in relation to ‘The Vehicle Chain in Europe’ is explained. This 
list might not be complete yet, however it will grow during the re-issuing of ‘The Vehicle Chain in 
Europe’. 
 
Administration 
The executive part of government; the persons collectively who are entrusted with the execution of 
laws and the superintendence of public affairs. 
 
Certificate of Destruction (COD) 
A type of document issued for a vehicle by an authorised organisation after scrapping the car. The 
certificate of destruction is often needed to de-register a car. 
 
Changes of ownership 
Vehicles which are already registered in and get another owner. And since you have a registration 
of the holder as well maybe you can differentiate this in this subject 
 
Changes to the vehicle 
Changes to the car itself, for example: change of the engine, power source or colour 
 
Changes of holder data 
Changes of the holder of the vehicle, which is not necessarily the owner of the vehicle.  The holder 
can be a natural person of a legal entity. 
 
Commissioning 
Admitting a vehicle to traffic. This often refers to re-registration after a temporary suspension. 
 
Decommissioning 
De-registration of a vehicle from traffic. Depending on the country this can be temporary (see 
suspension) or final. 
 
Density of Vehicles 
Number of vehicles of category M1 and N1 per inhabitant. 
 
De-registration 
End of the registration of a vehicle, either because of export or because of demolition of the 
vehicle. 
 
Document 
When used in ‘The Vehicle Chain in Europe’ this refers to the Vehicle registration document or 
driving licence. 
 
Driving Licence 
A document authorizing the bearer to drive a motor vehicle 
 
Driving Licence Chain 
The chain of (mainly administrative) activities and procedures involved in and connected to the 
driving licence. 
 
End-of-life vehicle (ELV) 
A vehicle which is waste within the meaning of Article 1(a) of Directive 75/442/EEC 
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Enforcement 
Usually stated as Law enforcement. Making sure rules are abided, and if not taking corrective 
measures.   
 
EReg 
The Association of European Vehicle and Driver Registration Authorities (EReg). EReg is a 
European cooperation dealing with subjects concerning registration and documentation of vehicles 
and drivers. More information is available on www.ereg-association.eu  
 
EUCARIS 
EUropean CAR and driving licence Information System. EUCARIS is a unique system that 
provides opportunities to countries to share their car and driving licence registration information, 
helping to fight car theft and registration fraud. EUCARIS is developed by and for governmental 
authorities. More information is available on www.eucaris.net  
 
Examination 
Testing if people have the needed knowledge and abilities to drive a vehicle safely and according 
to the rules.  
 
Export 
To ship a product outside a Member State to another Member State of to a country outside the 
European Union. (Opposite of import.) 
 
First Registration 
The first time a vehicle is registered during it’s life-time. (If a vehicle has been registered before in 
an other (Member) State, and is imported this is referred to as re-registration) 
 
Import 
To have a product shipped into a Member State from another Member State country or from a 
country outside of the European Union. (Opposite of export.) 
 
Insurance 
Insurance is a policy from a large (financial) institution that offers a person, company, or other 
entity reimbursement or financial protection against possible future losses or damages. 
 
Licence number 
Official number identifying an official document. In ‘The Vehicle Chain in Europe’ this number refers 
to the number stated on the vehicle registration plate or the number on the driving license. 
 
Licence plate 
See Vehicle Registration plate 
 
Licensing 
The granting of permission to use intellectual property rights, such as trademarks, patents, or 
technology, under defined conditions. 
 
Licensing Authority 
European (governmental) organisations responsible for the licensing processes regarding vehicles 
and driving licences. 
 
Member State 
Refers to “member state of the European Union”. This is a state that is party to treaties of the 
European Union (EU) and has thereby undertaken the privileges and obligations that EU 
membership entails. http://europa.eu/ 
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NorType 
The NorType project is cooperation between Sweden, Finland, Norway and Iceland. The purpose 
of the NorType project, which started in the beginning of year 2000, is to have a common 
registration of European Whole Vehicle Type Approval Information, and to distribute it to 
participating countries, over the Internet, through a password protected website or via XML. 
 
Number plate 
See Licence plate. 
 
Offence 
Not abiding the rules. (A crime less serious than a felony.) 
 
Periodical Tax 
Tax which is paid periodically. (For example each year.) 
 
Periodical Technical Inspection 
Visual and/or instrumental verification of compliance with technical specifications., which is 
periodically executed. 
 
Provisional Driving Licence 
A temporary driving licence which is only issued under certain circumstances and which has 
adjusted regulation compared to the normal driving licence. 
 
Registration 
The filing process an authority performs, in accordance with regulations. This process enables the 
authorities to confirm that the registered item (vehicle, driving licence) meets all the regulatory 
requirements. 
 
Registration Authority 
European (governmental) organisations responsible for the registration the licensing processes 
regarding vehicles and driving licences. 
 
Registration Fee 
The price which has to be paid for the service of registering a vehicle.  
 
Regulation 
A principle, rule, or law designed to control all processes related to vehicles and driving licences. 
 
Re-registration 
Re-registration means to re-file a registration because an event triggering re-registration has 
occurred. In the Vehicle Chain in Europe often is referred to the re-registration of vehicles after 
export/import or suspension. 
 
Registered motor vehicles 
Motor vehicles of category M1 or N1 of which all technical details are in the data-bases of the 
registration authorities.  
 
Supervised Driving 
Driving under the supervision of an authorised person. In some countries this is allowed for a 
specific period of time if both driver and supervisor meet certain requirements. 
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Suspension 
(Temporary) postponement of the obligations concerning holder ship of the vehicle, for example tax 
and insurance, because the vehicle is temporary out of use. During suspension vehicles are not 
allowed to be in traffic. 
 
Tax 
A fee charged ("levied") by a government on a product (car), or activity (driving, road usage). 
 
Technical Inspection 
Visual and/or instrumental verification of compliance with technical specifications. 
 
Tracing 
‘The Vehicle Chain in Europe’ refers to tracing as the discovery and description of the course of 
development regarding to offences. 
 
Training 
The process of bringing a person to an agreed standard of driving proficiency, by practice and 
instruction. 
 
Type approval 
Type Approval is granted to a vehicle that meets a minimum set of regulatory, technical and safety 
requirements. Directive 2007/46/EC establishes a framework for the approval of motor vehicles 
and their trailers, and of systems, components and separate technical units intended for such 
vehicles) rules approval schemes of the new motor vehicles and their trailers in the European 
Union  
 
Unique Tax 
Tax which has to be paid only once during the time the vehicle is registered. 
 
Vehicle 
Any vehicle designated as category M1 or N1 defined in Annex IIA to Directive 70/156/EEC, and 
three wheel motor vehicles as defined in Directive 92/61/EEC, but excluding motor tricycles 
 
Vehicle Chain 
The chain of (mainly administrative) activities and procedures involved in and connected to 
vehicles from legislation to destruction. 
 
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) 
A Vehicle Identification Number, sometimes incorrectly referred to as VIN number, is a unique 
serial number used by the automotive industry to identify individual motor vehicles 
 
Vehicle registration 
The compulsory registration of a vehicle with a government authority. Vehicle registration's purpose 
is to ease government regulation, punishment, or taxation of motorists or vehicle owners 
 
Vehicle registration Document 
A document giving identification details of a motor vehicle, including its manufacturer, date of 
registration, engine and vehicle identification number (VIN), and sometimes the owner's name. 
 
Vehicle registration plate  
A rectangular, usually metal plate that bears a sequence of numbers, letters, or both and is issued 
by a government to identify an officially registered vehicle 
 
Withdrawal 
The act or an instance of retracting or revoking a driving licence. 
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